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THE PRACTICE OF "SALTING" AND ITS
IMPACT ON SMALL BUSINESS

FRIDAY, APRIL 12, 1996

House of Representatives,
Committee on Small Business, and

Committee on Economic and
Educational Opportunities,

Washington, DC.
The Committees met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., at Johnson

County Central Resource Library, 9875 West 87th Street, Overland
Park, Kansas, Hon. Jan Meyers (Chair of the Committee on Small
Business) presiding.
Chair MEYERS. The Committee will come to order.
Today the House Committee on Small Business is pleased to be

joined with the House Committee on Economic and Educational
Opportunities to conduct this hearing on a union organizing prac-
tice known as "salting" and the impact of this practice on small
business.

I would like to welcome our distinguished panel to Overland
Park, God's country as it is better known—take note of that, Har-
ris. I am very pleased to have Congressman Harris Fawell, Rep-
resentative from the 13th District of Illinois and Chairman of the
Employer-Employee Relations Subcommittee for the Economic and
Educational Opportunities Committee. We used to call it Education
and Labor; now we call it the Economic and Educational Opportu-
nities Committee. He is here with us today as co-chair of this hear-
ing. In addition, a fellow Kansan representing the Second District
and a member of the Small Business Committee, Sam Brownback,
will be with us a little bit later.

This hearing is being held in response to numerous calls for help
that I and many other Members of Congress have received from
small businesses who have been targeted in a union "salting" cam-
paign.
The purpose of salting is ostensibly to recruit union members

from the ground up on a worker-to-worker level. I support the abil-

ity of unions to organize workplaces and recruit members as do
most small business owners, I believe. However, significant concern
has been raised by small business and their employees that salting

has a more sinister goal, putting small businesses out of business
if they fail to sign collective bargaining agreements with the union.
As the committee will hear from several witnesses, some salting

practices appear to focus on filing numerous unfair labor practice

charges against an employer. This forces the small business owner
to spend an estimated $5,000 to $10,000 per charge on legal fees

(1)



to defend himself and his company from what is often found to be
a frivolous charge. Such action, particularly when one notes that
very few petitions for union election are filed with the Nations!
Labor Relations Board, appears to be harassment of small busines
owners and nonunion employees. Of course, for a small business

$5,000 to $10,000 per charge is an unbearable cost after a while

My colleague, Mr. Fawell, has introduced legislation, H.R. 3211,
amending the National Labor Relations Act to state that nothing
in the act shall require the employer to hire a person who seeks
a job in furtherance of other employment or Agency status. This
legislation is an attempt to bring some balance back to the em-
ployer-employee relationship, which seems to be needed in some of

these cases. However, I will be interested in hearing our witnesses
give their views on H.R. 3211.
We have a very distinguished panel today, with eight persons

presenting testimony. Therefore, I am going to keep my remarks
brief. Before I turn this over to Mr. Fawell for an opening state-

ment, I would like to say that Senator Kit Bond from Missouri
wanted to be here, but he had to be in central Missouri on other
commitments. He did ask me to say that based on concerns that
he has been hearing from small businesses in Missouri, he is aware
that salting is a growing problem for many small employers. A
quote from his testimony is that, "because the idea behind salting

appears to be to allege as many unfair labor practices as possible,

small business owners spend so much time and money defending
against these charges that some businesses are forced to move out
of the union's jurisdiction or even close their doors altogether."

Without objection, I will enter Senator Bond's statement in the
record.

[The information may be found in the appendix.]
Chair MEYERS. At this point I would like to turn this over to Mr.

Fawell for an opening statement.
Mr. Fawell. Thank you very much.
I want to start by thanking Chair Meyers for hosting today's

joint hearing between the House Committees on Economic and
Educational Opportunities and Small Business. It is a pleasure to

be here in Kansas' Third Congressional District—I think that's cor-

rect—and I appreciate the efforts of Jan Meyers and her staff in

pulling this hearing together.

Likewise, I am also pleased to share the dais this morning with
Representative Sam Brownback who, I believe, will be joining us
shortly, another distinguished member of the House Small Busi-

ness Committee, who is from nearby Topeka, Kansas.
I might also say that Jan Meyers and I came to Congress at the

same time. I have always enjoyed working with her. She is quite

a talented lady. She has made the great mistake of saying that she
is not going to run for election again. I think that is a loss for the

Congress and certainly a tremendous loss also for the people of the
Third Congressional District of Kansas. She is a fantastic lady and
time and time again I have seen her rise on occasion and just

quietly pinpoint all the pertinent points of legislation that are very
arcane—always does her homework.



So, Jan, glad to have you with us for the rest of the present ses-

sion, but concerned about the fact that you won't be joining us in

the next session.

My concern in regard to this matter stems largely from two sepa-

rate hearings which our committee held last year during which we
heard from several witnesses who shared their experiences with so-

called union "salting." Much of their testimony included stories

about union organizers and agents who sought or gained employ-
ment with a nonunion employer, when in fact they had little, if

any, intention of truly working for that company. In many cases,

the organizers and the agents were there simply to organize and/
or disrupt the employer's workplace or to increase the cost of doing
business by forcing the employer to defend itself against frivolous

charges filed with the National Labor Relations Board.
For most of these companies, many of which were smaller busi-

nesses, the economic harm, as Jan has indicated, inflicted by the

union salting campaigns can be devastating. Equally troubling was
the fact that the union salts were often brazen in their efforts to

inflict economic harm on the nonunion employers. Indeed, many of

the union salts made clear when applying for a job that their loyal-

ties lay elsewhere and that they had little interest, in reality, in

working to promote the interests of the company.
Obviously one might ask why any employer would hire an indi-

vidual that he knows is not really interested in being a bona fide

employee of his company; any employer has to ask that question.

The complicated answer to this question lies in the broad inter-

pretations of the legal definitions of a very simple word, "em-
ployee," under the National Labor Relations Act. These interpreta-

tions have had the practical effect of presenting employers with a
Hobson's choice, either hire the union salt who is already a paid

employee of a union and primarily motivated to further the cause
of that union or to deny the salt employment and risk being sued
for discrimination under the NLRA. Either way, the employer is

faced with a hiring decision that may threaten the very survival of

his or her business.
I believe it is important that we explore ways of remedying this

situation. In" fact, as has been indicated, I recently introduced a bill

that I believe represents a good first step in doing just that—and
I emphasize it is a first step of trying to find the nomenclature, the
wording to use—that will be fair to all parties.

H.R. 3211, the Truth in Employment Act of 1996, would amend
Section 8 of the National Labor Relations Act to make clear that

an employer is not required to hire any person that seeks a job in

order to further the interests of the union, that is, primarily to or-

ganize the business of the employer and not because he really

wants to be an employee on a permanent basis with that employer.

As I did when the bill was introduced, I want to again, however,
make it clear that this legislation is in no way intended to infringe

upon any rights or protections otherwise accorded employees under
the NLRA. Employees will continue to enjoy their right to organize

or engage in other considered activities protected under the act,

and employers will still be prohibited from discriminating against

employees on the basis of union membership or union activism.

The bill merely seeks to alleviate the legal pressures imposed upon



employers to hire individuals whose overriding purpose for seeking
the job is not to become a bona fide employee but to organize the
employer's workplace and/or otherwise to inflict economic harm to

the employer.
But I do not wish to focus a whole lot of attention necessarily on

this legislation at today's hearing. While our witnesses are cer-

tainly welcome to comment on my bill, given its relevance to the
subject of the hearing, I believe it would have been more useful for

our witnesses to address the broader issues surrounding salting
and how salting particularly affects small business. I think that in-

formation will be of great value when we hold more focused legisla-

tive hearings on this subject after we return to Washington.
In closing, I would also like to thank each of our witnesses we

are going to hear here this morning. I sometimes fear that when
we hold these hearings back in Washington, we occasionally lose

sight of what is going on out in the real world and that instead of
hearing from real people who are living day to day with the issues
we consider, we are hearing from the inside-the-beltway crowd of
lawyers and lobbyists. This is why we have come to Kansas this
morning to hear firsthand from the folks who deal with salting on
a daily basis.

I know each of you has left your business or job to be with us
today, and we fully appreciate your willingness to come and share
your experience with us. Thank you in advance for the time and
interest that you have in this subject, and I will look forward to

hearing your testimony.
Thank you.
Chair Meyers. Thank you, Mr. Fawell. Let me say that although

there are two of us here today and there will be three at a later

time, we have invited the full committees. This is a problem that
we have with field hearings. We like to hold them, but sometimes
it is hard to get all the other Members that we would like to have
here; and consequently, we will hold the record open for 2 weeks
for other Members who would like to comment.

I will introduce all of our witnesses first and then remind the
group who will be speaking as we go along.
Our first witness is Mr. Bill Love, President of SKC Electric,

Inc., based in Lenexa, Kansas. SKC Electric, Inc. is a small elec-

trical contracting company which employs approximately 125 work-
ers. As a result of union salting, SKC has dealt with a number of
unfair labor practice charges. Mr. Love will provide the committee
with his company's experience with this union organizing tactic.

He is accompanied by Mr. Richard Oberlechner, an employee of
SKC Electric, Inc., who will provide his perspective on salting.

Next we have Mr. Meyer, Vice President Secretary, Meyer Broth-
ers Building Company, a small general contracting company lo-

cated in Blue Springs, Missouri, who will also present his compa-
ny's experience with salting. This includes both vandalism and sev-

eral unfair labor practice on "ULP" charges, which Mr. Meyer at-

tributes to union salting.

Our next witness will be Mr. Greg Hoberock, Vice President/Sec-
retary of HTH Companies, a small mechanical contracting company
employing approximately 100 employees, located in Union, Mis-
souri. HTH has also been subject to a variety of union salting tac-



tics which have resulted in at least 20 ULP charges being filed

against the company. Mr. Hoberock will discuss his company's ex-

perience with union salting initiatives.

Following Mr. Meyer is Mr. Janowitz, Chair of the Labor and
Employment Group Practice of Shook, Hardy & Bacon. Mr.
Janowitz has practiced labor and employment law exclusively for

over 25 years. Having spent 12 years with the National Labor Re-

lations Board as a trial attorney, supervisory attorney and regional

attorney, Mr. Janowitz is uniquely qualified to address the extent

to which union salting uses or abuses Federal statutes and agen-

cies in order to inflict economic harm on nonunion employers.

Next we have Mr. James Pease. Mr. Pease is a partner at Melli,

Walker, Pease & Ruhly of Madison, Wisconsin. His law firm has
considerable experience representing both union and nonunion em-
ployers in labor and employment law matters.

In addition, Mr. Pease has represented Town & Country Electric,

Inc. for many years, including the recent arguments on its behalf

before the U.S. Supreme Court. Having represented Town & Coun-
try Electric, Inc. in what has now become the preeminent salting

case, Mr. Pease is also uniquely able to describe the current state

of labor law and how that contributes to many of the abusive prac-

tices inherent in union salting.

Finally, we have Mr. William Creeden, Director of Organizing,

International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron Ship Builders,

Blacksmiths, Forgers and Helpers; and Mr. Lindell Lee, Business

Manager, Local 124 of the International Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers. As Director of Organizing for the union which is generally

credited with pioneering union salting, Mr. Creeden is uniquely

qualified to explain this particular kind of organizing. Likewise, the

IBEW has been active in union salting. As such, Mr. Lee will be

able to provide the committees with his organization's views on the

use of salting as an organizing tactic.

We will begin now with Mr. Bill Love, President of SKC Electric,

Inc., and we will go right down the line. Before we start, I would
like not only to thank all of the witnesses for being with us today,

but also the entire roomful of people. This brings, as Mr. Fawell

said, a little reality to what we do in Washington. Mr. Love.

TESTIMONY OF BILL LOVE, PRESIDENT, SKC ELECTRIC, INC.,

LENEXA, KANSAS
Mr. Love. Good morning, Madam Chair, Chairman Fawell. My

name is Bill Love. My associate, Richard Oberlechner, and I thank
you for giving us the opportunity to be with you to testify on behalf

of SKC Electric. We have been in business for over 15 years here

in Johnson County, Kansas. We employ approximately 125 people,

the largest electrical contractor in this county.

I learned the industry as an electrician working with my tools.

Although I have never been a member of a labor union, I have al-

ways respected an individual's right to organize and bargain collec-

tively. In the last 4 years, our employees have been the subject of

two very intense organizational drives by the IBEW. The over-

whelming majority of our employees, around 90 percent, have re-

jected the union's advances and have chosen to remain union free.

During these organizational drives, the union pays salts a weekly
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salary in addition to their SKCE salary to support their cause. We
respect the decisions of the individuals to choose what is best for

them; and in some cases, people have left SKCE to join the union
and then come back. However, since our employees choose not to

be represented by a collective bargaining agreement, the IBEW is

still determined to undermine our business.
Step number one. The IBEW is abusing our Government agen-

cies, primarily the NLRB office, and our laws to create financial
hardship upon SKCE.
The IBEW Special Project Department publishes in the organiz-

ers trading manual, "Action capsule five is simply a confirmation
of the organizer's intent to use the NLRA and the NLRB against
the employer at every viable opportunity. Once a charge has been
filed and investigated by NLRB agents with the cooperation and
the assistance of the organizer, the employer must provide its own
defense at its own expense. Generally speaking, contractors are en-
trepreneurial craftsmen. They are not qualified by training or expe-
rience to handle legal filings or defenses." In bold letters it states,

"Legal fees can become substantial financial drains within short
periods of time."
The IBEW began by showing up at our office in multiple vehi-

cles, in mass groups of 10 to 20 people with video cameras, trying
to get our receptionist to make an improper statement so they can
file a ULP charge with the NLRB. We have charges pending be-
cause we didn't hire anybody at all. I fail to see why we must de-
fend charges and pay legal expenses simply because our firm
wasn't hiring any electricians whatsoever when they applied.

Subsequent to this, we have hired union members and those who
aren't union members. We hired union members and we received
unfair labor practice charges; we fired nonunion members and we
received unfair labor practice charges.
We didn't hire one of their primary union organizers, and he filed

an EEOC age discrimination complaint against us. It just so hap-
pens we have hired individuals much older than he; however, we
must still defend this charge.
We had an unfair labor practice charge filed because a salt wired

the lights in a bathroom to come on with an adjoining office. The
foreman asked the salt to go fix his error and he was shocked in

the process, although not hurt. He accused us, in quotes, of "trying
to murder him." Although he was a trained electrician and was
trained in OSHA lockout-tagout procedures, we must still defend
this charge.
At a new pasta manufacturing plant, picketers were instructed

to limit their activities off the premises by the owner, which is per-

fectly legal. This meant the picketers were required to stand at the
end of a dead end street. SKCE was served with an unfair labor
practice charge for, quote, "picketing activities are confined to pub-
lic streets, where they are exposed to an unreasonable risk to their

personal safety."

This charge was dropped shortly after reporters from the Kansas
City Star investigated. However, I don't feel we can or should rely

upon the media to bring common sense to labor/management rela-

tions in this country.



We currently have over 30 such issues pending in all of our
charges. However, we have not violated the NLRA, and we have
not been found guilty of any such violations. Our first hearing is

scheduled for next January. You would not know this by reading

the correspondence coming out of the NLRB and the IBEW offices.

For example, I have included the following exhibits.

Exhibit No. 1, IBEW handbill distributed regarding work at the

FAA in Olathe, Kansas.
Exhibit No. 2, handbill defacing President Truman.
Exhibit No. 3, handbill distributed around the Catholic arch-

diocese.

Exhibit No. 4, NLRB proposed settlement as drafted by the

IBEW.
As you can see by Exhibit No. 4, they have used the NLRB office

to give the official impression that we are guilty. The first time I

saw this document, a customer showed it to me. I remind you, we
have not been found guilty and the overwhelming majority of our
employees have chosen not to have union representation.

Enclosed is a copy of the latest issue of the Local 124 IBEW Elec-

trogram, Exhibit No. 5, where it states, "Now that the NLRB has
come back to life after the Town & Country decision and two Fed-

eral shutdowns, we will begin to see the heat going way up on our
yet unorganized shops. There are some seven nonunion companies
with 28 ULFs pending. For the remainder of 1996, Chris, Jim and
various complainants will be spending many, many hours at the

NLRB offices and in the courtrooms." In big letters it says, "Get
'um, fellows." This costs the union no legal expenses; us taxpayers

fund this stuff. I ask you, aren't we a litigious enough of society?

Step No. 2, the union has taken these ULP charges to damage
our credibility with our customers and our employees. The IBEW
sends letters with copies of all the charges to customers in hopes
of taking our business away, thus not allowing us to keep our em-
ployees fully employed. They tell them they might want to hire a,

quote, "respectable contractor." See the following exhibits.

Exhibit No. 6, IBEW letter addressed to Jacobson's Stores.

Exhibit No. 7, IBEW letter referencing a new regional shopping

mall.

Not only does the IBEW take these phony charges and attempt
to destroy us economically, they also send these to our employees,

attempting to undermine confidence in their company. I remind
you, we have not been found guilty of any of these violations.

Step No. 3, the union has taken these ULP charges to call strikes

by salt employees to weaken our company. The IBEW has taken

these NLRB charges to call numerous ULP charges against our

firm. The IBEW Special Project Department publishes in the orga-

nizers training manual a long sequence of 19 steps that it goes

through, and the last step that it says in there, "the employer de-

clares bankruptcy."
"The employer declares bankruptcy," it states. They bankrupt the

contractor with the help of the U.S. Government. Is that what they

have planned for SKCE? I can tell you not; however, some of my
peers aren't, and won't be, so fortunate.

There are those who might say, see, the system works; SKCE is

still successful and is still in business. Well, SKCE has spent over
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$30,000 in legal bills thus far and we haven't even been to a hear-
ing. We will probably spend over $100,000 defending these allega-
tions. However, just because we can, this doesn't mean smaller con-
tractors can. I feel it is important to note that nobody is saying the
NLRB shouldn't be available to both labor and management in

bona fide situations. It is the phony charges and the abuse of the
system for intentional financial harm that is unfair. I have person-
ally talked with NLRB board agents that, off the record, agree.
The unfortunate part of this is that this activity is supported and

funded by the U.S. Government. We are away from our jobs today
because it is important that we restore some "common sense" back
to our labor-management relations in this country so that the
rights of the 88 percent majority of the nonsignatory, private em-
ployees are protected.

Chair Meyers. I thank you, Mr. Love.
[Mr. Love's statement may be found in the appendix.!
Chair MEYERS. Mr. Oberlechner.

TESTIMONY OF RICHARD OBERLECHNER, EMPLOYEE, SKC
ELECTRIC, INC.

Mr. Oberlechner. Madam Chair, members of the committee, my
name is Richard Oberlechner. I thank you for the opportunity to

be with you today.
I am presently an employee of SKCE. I have worked in the elec-

trical and construction industry since 1970, and received my elec-

trical training in the U.S. Navy and at various trade schools. I am
a master electrician and have worked at every level of the electrical

industry from apprenticeship to electrician to apprenticeship in-

structor and company owner.
Upon my honorable discharge from the U.S. Navy in 1969, I

went to work for Fishbach & Moore, one of the largest electrical

contractors in the United States. I saw firsthand at that company
how a union can run a company out of town when it wanted to.

I later worked for L.K. Comstock, another large national contrac-
tor, and again saw the union have their people drag their feet, take
longer than it should; and again, L.K. Comstock left town.

In 1980 I managed Overland Electric Company here in Johnson
County, a union company. When contract negotiations broke down,
the IBEW went out on strike, we hired nonunion replacements to

service our customers. The union filed charges with the NLRB. The
NLRB ruled that the union had negotiated in bad faith and the
union strike was not legal. Instead of coming back to the bargain-
ing table and working out our differences, the union left our com-
pany. However, they targeted our customers and cost the company
many contracts. In 1988, I went to work for South Kansas City
Electric.

I am here today to testify on behalf of a large number of my co-

workers and myself. We would like to make it clear that we are
tired of the harassing tactics, both on a company basis and against
us individually. We sense the IBEW salting practices, combined
with the abusive use of the NLRB and our laws, have the potential

to hurt the economic status of our company and to jeopardize our
livelihoods.



I recently had personal one-on-one contact and disappointment
with the IBEW and their salts. I am working on a large hospital

project in St. Joseph, Missouri. We had productive discussions with
the local IBEW, No. 545, and we attempted to employ their employ-
ees on the project. We had reached an agreement and were then
informed that they could not work side by side with our nonunion
people. We could, however, use union workers if all the nonunion
workers were removed from the project. This obviously would be
unacceptable to my fellow South Kansas City employees and my-
self.

We recently had two IBEW salts, David Morgan and Rick
Thompson, assigned to work on our project. We needed the work
force and were glad to see them. They had both worked with me
on previous projects and were very hard and dependable workers.

Since the previous time, they had become union employees and
were receiving weekly union salting salaries.

St. Joseph is an hour north of here, and they did not want to

work in St. Joseph. We talked to both of them when they started

to work and explained that we needed the help in getting the

project done and they were the first available electricians. My past

impressions of Dave's and Rick's hard work were certainly no
longer the case. This time it was as if both of them were working
for someone else. They deliberately did not follow instructions, con-

tinuously talked to, harassed and disrupted their fellow workers.

But most of all, they did not get anywhere near the production they

had in the past. Every one of the other workers, six of us in total,

complained about their actions; and the complaints ranged from
they would not leave people alone so they could work, they were
dragging their feet, they were not getting anything done.

Dave and Rick bragged about receiving checks from the IBEW as

well as our employer. They were out to get SKCE one way or the

other. The inference was always there that if our employer did not

become part of the union's group, they would put us out of busi-

ness.

To shorten what could be a long story, Dave Morgan arrived at

the project site one morning. He started walking back and forth,

carrying a picket sign that read, SKCE had committed unfair labor

practices. I asked Dave, what was the problem, and he would not

talk, only pointing to the sign. I asked if this was personal or who
should I call to find out what needed to be done to clear this matter
up. Again, Dave would do nothing but point to the sign and say

nothing. I asked one last time, saying, there is no information, no

phone number, no name on your sign. Please tell me who I may
call to rectify this misunderstanding. Dave only stood there and
pointed to the sign.

I am not aware that SKCE has committed any unfair labor prac-

tices. I have always found that when reasonable people sit down
and discuss their differences, we can always work things out. This

was obviously not their intention, to work things out. This is a dis-

ruption tactic. This caused lost time and wages for other building

trades as they would not cross the picket line. Dave and Rick have

now gone out, as I understand it, on a ULP strike.
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In summary, we feel something should be done for those of us
that do not want to organize so that we may maintain our freedom
to work for whomever we choose.

We feel something should be done so the NLRB is used for its

original purpose and not these frivolous charges. Maybe if the
charges filed were found to be frivolous or not true, the filer should
pay.
We feel it should be the legal use of NLRB forms as real—we feel

it should be illegal—excuse me—to use the NLRB forms as real

until they have been agreed and signed by both parties.

SKCE is one of the best companies for whom I have ever worked,
and I have personally received tens of thousands of dollars in bo-
nuses and profit sharing. We are concerned that SKCE may be un-
able to continue being such a good provider if they must spend all

this money defending frivolous and not true charges. We do not
want our future jeopardized for the monetary gains of others.

Thank you.
Chair Meyers. Thank you very much, Mr. Oberlechner.
[Mr. Oberlechner's statement may be found in the appendix.]
Chair Meyers. We have been joined by Mr. Sam Brownback of

the Second District of Kansas. Sam, at this time, I would ask you
if you have a brief opening statement.
Mr. Brownback. No, I don't have an opening statement, other

than being delighted to be here, delighted to see so many people
present on an important topic.

On a personal note, I want to congratulate Chair Meyers for all

the great work she's done in chairing the Small Business Commit-
tee—I am sad to see you going—but she's done a fabulous job. I

have been privileged to be able to serve with her on the committee.
I look forward to the rest of the testimony today. Thank you.
Chair Meyers. Thank you. Congressman Brownback.
Our next witness will be Mr. Meyer of Meyer Brothers Building

Company, Blue Springs, Missouri.
Mr. Meyer.

TESTIMONY OF DAVID R. MEYER, VICE PRESIDENT, SEC-
RETARY, MEYER BROTHERS BUILDING CO., BLUE SPRINGS,
MISSOURI
Mr. Meyer. Madam Chair, Mr. Chairman and Congressman

Brownback, thank you for this opportunity.
In March 1977, Roger Meyer drove into Blue Springs, Missouri

in his rented U-Haul with his wife and 1-year-old daughter. He
pooled his $7,500 from the sale of his home in California with the
$7,500 I had borrowed from our grandmother. Thus was the begin-
ning of Meyer Brothers Building Company.
During the next 2 years, we each took the grand total of $2,400

out of the company. In 1978 we hired our first employee. Since that
time, Roger and I are the only persons in our company to ever miss
a paycheck. We have had to place second mortgages on our homes
and do a lot of other creative things to ensure that every employee
of Meyer Brothers has always received their check and benefits on
time.

We now have 50 employees whose benefits include a comprehen-
sive health insurance plan, paid holidays, paid vacations and a
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401(k) retirement plan that we contribute to. We even make short-

term, no-interest loans to employees that run a little short from
time to time.

In 1983, we had an employee nearly lose his life. He was off work
for over a year. We supplemented his workman's compensation
benefits—against our attorney's advice—to help him support his

wife and two young children. Our philosophy is that our people are

our most important resource.

We have had problems with the unions from the beginning. We
have had numerous pickets, threats and many job sites vandalized
and extensively damaged. We have always been able to handle
most of the situations that we have faced. The irony of it is that

they have never formally tried to organize our employees. Their in-

tent has always been to create financial hardship sufficient enough
to "drive us out of business."
Our most serious problems began toward the end of 1994. In De-

cember of 1994, the Family Life Center we were building for the

RLDS church was "ink-bombed," a method they use by filling beer
bottles or baby food jars with printer's ink and tossing them
against the buildings. A month later, another of our job sites was
ink-bombed, oil and antifreeze poured on the concrete floor, win-
dows broken, several pieces of equipment with holes jabbed in the
radiators, gas tanks filled with sugar and on and on. The total

damage was over $10,000.
One month later, a union organizer filled out an application for

emplojmient at our office. We were not aware that he was affiliated

with the union at that time. It didn't really make any difference;

we were not hiring anyone at that time, anyv^ay. On March 29,

1995, Mike Bright, the union organizer, came into our office and
talked with our field supervisor. He made the statement that he
was going to organize our iron workers and left the premises. The
next day Bright came into our office with Pat Masten of the car-

penters union. They entered the front door with a video camera
and began intimidating the two female employees at our front

desk. Then during the early morning of April 3, 1995, our office

building was ink-bombed, causing almost $5,000 in damage. The
next day, my wife took a call at the office in which the anon3anous
caller stated, "Sorry for the bath. We will do a better job on Roger
and Dave's houses."
That same week several other merit shop contractors had build-

ings ink-bombed. Pat Haggarty, a small general contractor and
steel erector, had all of the structural steel on a small building he
was erecting just down the street from our offices pulled down to

the ground, causing several thousand dollars in damage. It is my
understanding that he is now getting out of the steel erection busi-

ness.

A Chili's Restaurant, under construction by a merit shop contrac-
tor on 39th Street in Independence was burned to the ground in

July 1995. The damage was estimated at several hundred thousand
dollars. Most job-site damage has been minimal since that incident.

The technique they are now using to financially damage merit
shop contractors has been through the use of the services of the
National Labor Relations Board. I can personally attest to this

method, also.
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On January 17, 1996, our company ran a help wanted ad for ex-

perienced metal building erectors in the Kansas City Star. The ad
read that applications were by appointment only and ran for ap-
proximately 1 week. We had many calls regarding the ad and many
interviews. By January 31, Danny Doherty, who was doing the
interviewing and hiring, had made conditional job offers to approxi-
mately six applicants. One of the applicants was a Richard
Christopherson.
On January 31, a Jeff Brown came in. He informed our recep-

tionist that he had talked to Danny, who had told him to come in

and fill out an application. Danny informed our receptionist that he
was no longer interviewing but to allow Brown to fill out an appli-

cation. Brown filled out the application and left.

Two hours later, Brown, Christopherson and four others came
into the office stating they wanted to fill out applications for em-
ployment. They smelled of alcohol and were very intimidating to

our receptionist, who called Danny to the front desk. Danny in-

formed the group that we were no longer taking applications since

all of the openings had been filled.

On February 5, 1996, we received notification from the NLRB
that unfair labor practices had been filed against us by this group.
We had not hired anyone since January 31, nor did we need to. We
contacted the NLRB and informed them that we would be willing

to accept their applications if they would contact us individually to

schedule an appointment. We were trying to handle them the same
as all of the other applicants. They refused our offer and said they
wanted to pursue the charges against us.

We have given our statements to the NLRB regarding this mat-
ter and have tried repeatedly to determine the status of the
charges and to resolve these charges. Their method now is to drag
this on as long as they can. They try to get back pay damages
awarded to the applicants. The longer it takes to resolve the
charges, the more back pay it will cost us if they can win the case
through the NLRB.
Just 3 days ago, April 9, as I was beginning a meeting in my of-

fice with Kevin Godar, executive director of the Heart of America
Chapter of the Associated Builders and Contractors, 15 iron work-
ers crowded into our small reception area requesting to apply for

a job. They had video cameras and recording devices. Although our
discussion was cordial, I am certain that another unfair labor prac-

tice charge is being filed.

At this point, I have no idea how much our legal fees will be. Our
neighbors and friends at Enterprise Interiors have spent well over

$20,000 to defend themselves and their case is not settled yet.

From everything I have seen and read about these types of cases,

we could easily incur legal bills of $10,000 or more.
Unions once served a useful purpose and do so still today in

many cases. We have had several employees who were once union
members. We have also had several leave our company to go to the
promise of higher wages and benefits only to find out they were
being sold a bill of goods. A couple of those people have come back
for their old jobs. In the past, we would not have had a problem
hiring certain union members. We have had them before. It is very
different today with the practice of "salting." We are being forced.
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forced by the Federal Government, to hire union-paid employees to

come into our companies and totally disrupt our operations.

The unions are not doing this to organize our employees. They
want to put us out of business. The NLRB is now their weapon.
All they need to do is stroll into the nearest NLRB office, fill out
a form and watch Uncle Sam take over from there. They do not
incur attorneys' fees or any other expenses. They sit back and
watch as we are forced to jump through hoops because of their friv-

olous charges.
What has happened to our free enterprise system? We can no

longer hire whom we want, when we want. I am not afraid of the
unions organizing our employees. If we treat them well, they do not
need the union. They are better off dealing directly with the owner
of the company than with a third party that is living off of their
hard-earned wages.

Please put us back on a level playing field. We can hold our own
there. We are not rich, fat cats taking advantage of the little peo-
ple. We are the little people, risking everything we own to keep our
businesses operational, to support our families and to provide a de-
cent living for our employees and their families. Right now it is

David facing not one but two Goliaths—the unions with their large
coffers and the NLRB.

It is very frightening to think of what may happen if changes are
not made soon. Small businesses are the backbone of the country.
Please do not stand by and watch the small businesses and our free
enterprise system being destroyed by the unions and a tax-sup-
ported branch of our Government. We need to have Representative
Fawell's proposed bill, H.R. 3211, passed quickly.
Thank you.
Chair MEYERS. Thank you very much, Mr. Meyer.
[Mr. Meyer's statement may be found in the appendix.]
Chair MEYERS. Our next witness will be Mr. Greg Hoberock, and

he's Vice President and Secretary of HTH Companies, a mechanical
contracting company in Union, Missouri.
Mr. Hoberock.

TESTIMONY OF GREGORY E. HOBEROCK, VICE PRESIDENT,
HTH COMPANIES, INC., UNION, MISSOURI

Mr. Hoberock. Good morning, Chair Meyers, Chairman Fawell,
Congressman Brownback. I thank you for this opportunity to speak
to you today concerning union salting.

HTH Companies incorporated a merit shop insulation contracting
firm formed in 1984 by my wife, Barbara, and myself. We employ
approximately 100 workers throughout the Midwest. We train un-
skilled workers through our Department of Labor BAT-approved
apprenticeship program. We offer competitive wages, health insur-
ance, a retirement plan and a vacation plan to our employees.
HTH was the first merit shop insulation company to incorporate

in and around the St. Louis area, offering the end users an alter-
native to Local No. 1 of the International Brotherhood of Heat and
Frost Insulators. We have had to overcome every obstacle placed in
our path by Local No. 1. From the start, we had to offer our cus-
tomers a higher quality of work at a substantially lower price so
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our customers would be able to overcome other costs inflicted by
the AFL-CIO affiliated unions.

It is my understanding that the National Labor Relations Act
was enacted to protect the rights of employees during the troubled
times of the Depression. Management had grown abusive of its

work force, a national act was needed.
I would never suggest that the act should be repealed. However,

we find today that labor groups are abusing management and now
need to be brought in check by a national act. H.R. 3211, the Truth
in Employment Act of 1996, is a start in bringing about a balance
to labor-management relations. Put simply, employers should not
be required to hire persons who have no genuine interest in work-
ing for their companies.
Simultaneously at the time of the salting campaign, HTH Com-

panies, Inc. endured many actions designed to intimidate our em-
ployees and our customers. But we are not accusing the union of

involvement. Legal counsel advises me to make this very clear. We
do not believe the time was coincidental. These acts included stalk-

ing, hand-billing and vandalism. In one instance, an employee
found a dead rat in his mailbox.
A salting campaign against HTH Companies began approxi-

mately 26 months ago. A large group of male construction workers
barreled into our office demanding employment applications from
the female office staff worker. Their actions and language were
both abusive and intimidating. None of the intruders were offered

a job, and our first unfair labor practice charge was filed. The Na-
tional Labor Relations Board found no merit with the charges be-

cause we could show that, first, we hadn't hired anybody that we
needed with those qualifications; and second, we already had two
members of their union on our payroll. Even though no merit was
found in the union's claim, HTH suffered the economic loss of de-

fending this frivolous charge.
The Heat and Frost Insulators then began what we thought was

a union organizing campaign. However, as time went on, we began
to realize that the union was not interested in organizing our labor

force, but only interested in harassing us through the use of the
National Labor Relations Act. At no time did the union petition the
National Labor Relations Board for an election. In fact, HTH Com-
panies was advised by employees that the union was not interested

in representing HTH employees but instead wanted to put HTH
out of business.
The union was successful in "buying" several of our employees.

The scenario goes something like this: "HTH employee, if you will

stay employed with HTH and perform acts that will allow the

union to file charges with the National Labor Relations Board, we
well give you a union card at the conclusion of your employment
with HTH." As a result of this tactic, HTH lost eight employees to

other employers. The eight persons who left HTH Companies have
the right to seek employment which they feel will be better for

their lives and those of their families. However, if HTH conducted
its affairs in a manner similar to the actions of these eight agents
of the union, we would probably be facing legal action today. Ac-
cording to other employees, one of the employees provided confiden-

tial information to the union leadership and has also encouraged
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other employees to engage in a variety of acts to the detriment of

their employer.
In total, HTH has faced 32 charges filed under the National

Labor Relations Act with a total of 120 allegations. Out of these

charges, the National Labor Relations Board found merit to a por-

tion of three charges. The other 29 charges were found to be with-

out merit in their entirety. HTH elected to settle the portion of

three charges for a total of $720 in back pay. Legal counsel advised
me that in their opinion HTH would prevail in a formal hearing
with the National Labor Relations Board. However, the estimated
cost would be $15,000 to $20,000 per charge. Considering the pos-

sible economic loss of battling the Federal Government for a poten-

tial savings of $720, the prudent business decision was made to

settle. In settling these charges, HTH never admitted any wrong-
doing and I remain convinced today that we have always followed

both the spirit and the letter of the law.

Of the 29 meritless charges filed against HTH, one included dis-

missing an employee who left the job site on a Thursday. He was
also absent on Friday, which caused a great amount of concern for

my customer. Nevertheless, the employee took the following week
off, without permission and without explaining why he would be
gone from work. We told the employee that we desperately needed
him at the job site. He refused to heed our pleas and never ex-

plained his actions. Not only did we have to deal with the potential

loss of a client, we had to defend our disciplinary action with the

National Labor Relations Board. After a thorough and costly inves-

tigation, the charge was dismissed.
Another charge was filed when a payroll clerk made a clerical

mistake in calculating a weekly payroll. An employee was shorted
$120. We found the mistake, prepared a check for the difference

and mailed it to the employee immediately. His means of notifying

our office was through a National Labor Relations Act charge. By
the time the paperwork was delivered to our office, restitution had
already been made. All allegations involved under this charge were
eventually dropped.
How would you like to defend your company's management of a

construction project? HTH faced a National Labor Relations Act
charge because we asked persons on a job site to communicate with
our office the progress of the project. We were accused of discrimi-

nation against employees because we wanted to know what work
was being done on a site a 4-hour drive away. After a costly inves-

tigation, all allegations included in this charge were dropped.
Under the current administration, I thought employers were en-

couraged to provide health insurance and retirement coverage for

their employees. We faced charges because we institute a 401(k)
and a Davis-Bacon pension plan. Even at face value, it is obvious
that no discrimination has occurred because our plan is offered to

all employees and because we had commenced our discussions re-

garding these plans prior to the start of the salting campaign. HTH
Companies, Inc. still had to endure the economic loss of defending
a charge which was eventually dropped.
An apprentice was terminated because of his poor work record.

We faced three separate charges over his termination. Each time,
no merit was found to the charge and no action was pursued by
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the National Labor Relations Board. The cost to prove to the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board that no discrimination occurred was
once again borne by HTH Companies.
Some employees of HTH decided to get together one evening for

drinks. The activity was neither sponsored by nor funded by the
company. The business agent of Local No. 1 filed charges under the
National Labor Relations Act for excluding his agent, an uninvited
employee. HTH had to defend the charge and then had to decide
whether to encourage or discourage socialization among their own
employees. Once again, the charge was found to be without merit,
but we were forced to spend time and money responding to a base-
less allegation.

One employee attended a sponsored meeting by the union. After
considering the offer to accept membership in Local No. 1, he in-

formed me of his intent to resign. We told him—he told me that
the union had offered him membership at a substantially higher
wage. After wishing him well, I inquired when he would be leaving.
No information was available on a specific date of termination, but
he told me he would inform me as soon as possible.

After some time had elapsed and no termination date was pro-
vided, the employee informed me that the union had placed condi-
tions upon issuance of his union card. He told me he had been
asked to perform acts in an attempt to harass HTH Companies,
Inc. and provide a basis for the union to file charges under the Na-
tional Labor Relations Act. His position was that HTH had been
good to him and that if the union wanted to grant him membership
because of his skill, then he would join. If membership was contin-
gent on what he considered unethical acts, he would remain em-
ployed by HTH Companies.

I would estimate an average of 40 hours of my time was spent
to defend each charge filed under the National Labor Relations Act.

Additionally, it takes about the same amount of time of my staff.

Although we do not account for our legal fees specifically by charge,
I know that my legal cost has tripled over the past 2 years. This
money is a cost inflicted on HTH Companies with no benefit to the
employees or the company.
Forcing employers to hire persons whose intent is to bankrupt

the employer does not make sense. Employees have told me that
the business agent for Asbestos Workers Local No. 1 has an-
nounced that it is his intention to put HTH out of business. Under
current law, he himself or those persons he may send to my office

to apply to work are protected applicants. A prudent manager is

not prone to hire a person referred by a person whose stated inten-

tion it is to put you out of business.
Federal law, as currently interpreted by the Supreme Court in

Town & Country, forces the manager into a "no-win" dilemma.
When laws are used by unions to harass employers rather than to

organize employees, the employees involved in such harassment
must lose their protection. Our elected officials have to find a way
out from union salting tactics and lift the business community from
the salting "Catch 22."

Thank you very much.
Chair Meyers. Thank you, Mr. Hoberock.
[Mr. Hoberock's statement may be found in the appendix.]
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Chair Meyers. Oar next witness is Mr. Janowitz, and he is

Chair of the Labor and Employment Practice Group of Shook,
Hardy & Bacon.
Mr. Janowitz.

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT JANOWITZ, CHAIR, LABOR AND
EMPLOYMENT PRACTICE GROUP, SHOOK, HARDY & BACON
Mr. Janowitz. Thank you, Chair Meyers, Chairman Fawell, Con-

gressman Brownback. Welcome to Kansas City.

My name is Robert Janowitz. I am a lawyer who has specialized

in labor and employment law for over 25 years. During my career,

I have had a broad range of experience which I think makes me
uniquely qualified to testify in support of H.R. 3211.

I started my labor law career in June 1969 as a trial attorney
with the NLRB in Seattle, Washington, designated as Region 19.

During my 6-year tenure as a trial attorney, I investigated, settled

and litigated literally hundreds of unfair labor practice cases and
conducted numerous representation hearings regarding preelection

and postelection issues.

You may be aware that the NLRB itself is unionized, and has
both professional and nonprofessional bargaining units. I was
among the first trial attorneys in Region 19 to join the NLRB
union, and am proud to say that I was active in that union until

my promotion to a supervisory position in 1975.

In 1975, I accepted a promotion and was transferred to a super-

visory attorney position with Region 6 of the NLRB located in

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. In that position, I was responsible for

training and reviewing the work of a team of trial lawyers, process-

ing ULP charges, developing litigation strategies and helping to en-

sure that the NLRB's investigative process remained thorough and
impartial.

In December 1976, the NLRB's General Counsel, John Irving, ap-

pointed me Regional Attorney of Region 17 based in Kansas City.

You may not be aware, but the current regional office is located

right across the street. Currently, Region 17, based here in Over-
land Park serves a broad geographical area, including Oklahoma,
Nebraska, Kansas and the western half of Missouri.
As Regional Attorney, I was primarily responsible for determin-

ing whether unfair labor practice charges should proceed to com-
plaint or be dismissed. It made no difference to me or my staff if

the respondent was a labor organization or an employer. The con-

sistent goals were impartiality, thoroughness and an understand-
ing that before proceeding to litigation, we had to be satisfied at

the regional office that we could meet our statutory burden of proof

that an unfair labor practice had been committed.
I also had the privilege of working closely with senior civil serv-

ants of the board at the NLRB's Division of Operations in Washing-
ton, DC and helped develop the criteria for the Senior Executive
Service representing the interests of all Regional Attorneys across

the country. I also participated and helped write the NLRB trial

attorneys training program that was put on a national basis sev-

eral times before I left the Agency.
I left in October 1980 to accept a position in private practice and

since that time I have represented management in all areas of
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labor employment law, currently chairing the Labor and Employ-
ment Law Section at Kansas City's largest law firm, Shook, Hardy
& Bacon. A significant amount of my time and energy in private
practice is devoted to representing my clients' interests in matters
directly and indirectly involving the board and the National Labor
Relations Act.

I have continued to have a high regard for the integrity and fair-

ness of most of the NLRB's field personnel, but I am concerned
that the current board Chairman and General Counsel appear to

have politicized the decisionmaking process. The impressions of
many of us in private practice on the management side is that the
zeal expressed by the recent appointees to the board and the Gen-
eral Counsel have swung the pendulum so far and so fast that the
impartiality of the Agency is subject to question. This is particu-
larly true in the construction industry and is one of the reasons I

strongly support Congressman Fawell's bill.

Over the last several months, construction industry clients have
reported to me or my staff over 2 dozen salting incidents. Many of
these leading to NLRB charges against these companies. These
companies are small businesses who cannot afford the cost of
NLRB litigation.

In addition to the costs, as you have heard here this morning,
many of these small business owners believe they are powerless in

responding to what they view and I view as obnoxious and inappro-
priate conduct by several of the construction area labor unions. As
you have heard, the typical tactic is this.

Picture a small corporate office or construction site trailer where
the receptionist or job-site superintendent is beginning the work-
day. All of a sudden, unannounced, 5 to 12 strangers enter the of-

fice or the trailer demanding the right to apply for a job. One or
more of these intruders is using a video camera to film the inci-

dent. Should the receptionist or superintendent feel threatened or

coerced or intimidated, call the police or seek other types of assist-

ance to have the individuals removed, charges will be filed with the
NLRB claiming it was the rights of the intruders that were vio-

lated. The company's failure to hire any of these intruders also will

be alleged as an unfair labor practice refusal to hire.

We had even had one recent case where the union's full-time

paid organizer made 35 phone calls over 14 days, 75 phone calls

over 40 days, asking for a job, tying up the company's one phone
for that period.

Although a good argument could be made that under existing

Missouri law this conduct would constitute criminal harassment,
when the company reported the harassment to the phone company
and the authorities, the union filed an NLRB charge alleging this

conduct as an unfair labor practice.

I suggest no legitimate public policy is being furthered by allow-

ing and encouraging this type of behavior. As rational, intelligent

and objective individuals, we ask you, "Who is being burdened?
Who is being harassed?

"

I believe it is important for the Joint Committee to understand
that my clients do not oppose a union's right to properly attempt
to organize their employees. They clearly recognize their obligation

not to discriminate under the act. This basic tenet of the act has
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been around since 1935; we are well aware of it. My clients and
I also recognize that as nonunion companies, their employees may
attempt to unionize. We believe that our employees are entitled to

determine for themselves through the traditional noncoercive secret

ballot process whether or not they wish to be represented by a
union. Union representation is not the issue.

When it comes to analyzing the unions' motives behind the salt-

ing strategy, it is noteworthy, as I think you pointed out, Chair
Meyers, that with all of the salting cases our office has handled,
I do not recall any instance in which a union has filed a petition

for an election. This is because the employees involved were not in-

terested in representation and, in my view, because organizing is

not the motive. The real union objective is to do away with the non-
union competition and to drive these small nonunion companies out
of business.

What support do I have for that statement? In a recent unfair
labor practice proceeding before an administrative law judge pros-

ecuted by Region 17, a business agent was on the stand under
oath. Under cross-examination, he was asked the following ques-
tion: "Have you ever expressed either your desire or the Carpenter
District Council's desire to put the company out of business?" Al-

though the NLRB's counsel objected to this question, the judge re-

quired the witness to answer. The union business agent's response,
under oath, quote, 'Tes, I believe I have. I have said that in the
past."

This sworn testimony supports the evidence that ABC and other
witnesses have put into the record that a major goal of the union's
salting program is to run nonunion competition out of business.
Something must be done to stop this malicious practice.

May I continue, I have got a page-and-a-half
Chair Meyers. If you could conclude your remarks within a

minute or two, it would help us.

Mr. Janowitz. I think comments have been made regarding acts

of vandalism. I was going to go into that; those remarks have been
made.
Chair MeVers. I will say that the total testimony of all witnesses

will be entered into the record.

Mr. Janowitz. I will sum up. Thank you.
Chair Meyers. Thank you very much.
Mr. Janowitz. Let me comment on another professional hat that

I have worn over the years. Since about 1979, I have had the privi-

lege of teaching the labor law class as an adjunct professor at the
University of Missouri-Kansas City Law School. It is not uncom-
mon for the classroom materials and the students to point out that
from one administration to the next, there seems to be a shift in

several labor law doctrines depending upon the composition of the
board. But in my view what makes this board and this General
Counsel unique is the zeal and lack of subtlety in their efforts to

revamp elements of the law and the process.

There is a need for this Joint Committee and the Congress to

make the appropriate statutory changes, and House bill 3211 is a
significant start. Thank you.
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Chair Meyers. Thank you, Mr. Janowitz. In the question period
which will follow the testimony, maybe we will get the opportunity
to hear more of your remarks.

[Mr. Janowitz' statement may be found in the appendix.]
Chair Meyers. Our next witness is Mr. James Pease. Mr. Pease

is a partner at Melli, Walker, Pease & Ruhly of Madison, Wiscon-
sin. He did argue the Town & Country Electric case before the U.S.
Supreme Court.
Mr. Pease.

TESTIMONY OF JAMES K. PEASE, JR., ESQ., MELLI, WALKER,
PEASE & RUHLY, MADISON, WISCONSIN

Mr. Pease. Thank you. Chair Meyers, Chairman Fawell and
Member Brownback. It is good to be here.

The reason I am here is to speak out against the strategy of salt-

ing as we see it today, because I do not think Congress intended
to protect salting union organizers. I do believe Congress intended
the NLRB to be an impartial empire in the contest between unions
and employers.

I think it is important to understand that the unions are subject
to the control of the unions throughout the time they are on the
targeted employer's payroll. They are the eyes, the ears, the arms
and the voice of the union on the job site. In a sense, they are the
union on the employer's payroll. Their objective is to do whatever
is necessary to achieve the union's objective, which is to secure a
contract with that targeted employer. The unions may camouflage
their objectives by claiming that their purpose is really just to com-
municate information on employee rights to or assist employees in

making a choice. My experience is that the unions do not care one
bit about what the targeted employees actually want. If those em-
ployees happen to be amenable to unionization and sign up, that
is a bonus. But what the unions want ultimately is a contract with
that targeted employer. I do not think the unions like the NLRB
election procedure, because they don't have the right to win.

I think that salts differ fundamentally from other employees.
They are just temporarily there on an assignment, a mission for

the union. They are working for the union. When they are done
doing what their duties—what duties they have been given by the
union, they either return to the work for the unionized employers
or they are sent on to another salting assignment.
They really don't have any interest in performing work for the

targeted employer other than the fact that it gives them direct ac-

cess to the targeted employer's employees and an opportunity to

work for the union in an effort to obtain a contract with the em-
ployer. It is sort of like being a kid in a candy store; from within
the employer's operations, a targeted employer is very vulnerable
to attack from a salt and the employer's hands are tied by Federal
law in attempting to protect himself from those acts. When it no
longer serves the interests of the union for the salt to be there,

they are pulled, for example, after they have voted as directed by
the union in an NLRB election, unless of course the union wants
them to lead a strike.

Because the salts have no interest in working for the targeted
employer, their mission cautions them to spend their time doing
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things that serve that mission. This is true even when the union
ostensibly, with a wink and a nod, says, you're only supposed to en-

gage in union activity during nonworking time. In fact, that mis-
sion for the union causes them to be gathering information to be
used against the employer, talking to employees about unioniza-
tion, even if there is a no-solicitation rule, planning or carrying out
espionage action against the employer, such as slowing down work,
challenging a supervisor's authority in front of other employees,
performing work incorrectly, abusing the employer's tools and
equipment or otherwise disrupting the employer's operation.

Admittedly, not all salts are this way. There are some salts who
choose to take the high road, and they do follow the theoretical

model of someone trjdng to be an exemplary employee. But those
folks are few and far between.
The much more common salt that I am seeing today is the in-

your-face business destroyer. From the moment that salt steps on
the job site, it exudes defiance. The salt is contemptuous of the tar-

geted employer and its supervisors, and it frequently provokes the
employer and challenges them, daring them to either refuse to hire
them or to fire them so that they can file an unfair labor practice
charge.

In my opinion, the whole purpose is to undermine the employer's
authority, disrupt the job, in some instances, fabricate injury, de-
stroy employee morale, harass opponents of the union—these are
employees who oppose unionization—harass them to the extent
that they terminate their employment with the employer, thereby
removing an obstacle to the union's effort, and to inflict financial
pain on these targeted employers so that they will sign a union
contract in order to have that pain stopped.

I believe that the salts perceive themselves as being at war with
the targeted employer. For example, IBEW had a game plan involv-

ing Helix Electric in San Diego. The culmination of that strategy
was what they called Operation Helix Storm, an obvious allusion
to a war-t)T)e operation.

I don't see how Congress can sanction protection of a union agent
whose purpose is to make war in a targeted employer while on that
targeted employer's payroll. These salts are not dependent on their
emplojonent with the targeted employer. Many of them are receiv-

ing gap pay, which is the difference between what the union's scale

is and the nonunion employer pays them, so they really don't care
what the nonunion employer pays them.
They are usually also getting fringe benefits, they are paid for by

the union or through some organization the union has influence
over. In effect, what the union is doing is using the money that the
nonunion employer is pa3dng those people, in essence, to in part fi-

nance their own organizer to work against that employer. Because
the salt has—it isn't dependent on that employment. They really
have no incentive to wholeheartedly work for that employer and it's

virtually impossible for the employer to control them.
Today employers can't afford the number of supervisors that

would be necessary to monitor every employee all day and every
day in order to make sure they work effectively. The only way em-
ployers can control employees in an attempt to persuade them to

work effectively is if the employees are already motivated to do a
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good job. The reason they want to do a good job is because they
need the money from the targeted employer, they don't want to be
discipHned because they don't want that flow of money to stop, and
they don't want a bad reference from that employer because that
will prevent them from getting a good job in the future.

None of this is true of the salted organizer. The salt doesn't care

if he is fired. In fact, that may be his purpose. Indeed, he will be-

come a hero. Malcolm Hanson, the salt in the Town & Country
case, went back to Minneapolis where he was from and was elected

president of the local union and he is still there now.
I have seen many instances where salts engage in blatant mis-

conduct, particularly right after the union sends a letter notifying

the employee that they are organizers and the union rushes in and
says, see, right after they got that letter, they fired him. Well, that

is because the firing was provoked. The destroyer doesn't care if

the employer gives them a bad reference because they are going to

be going back to unionized employment where they will be a hero
and their job is secure. In essence, the employer has no effective

means of controlling them.
I think a salt is basically a wolf in sheep's clothing, and they are

there to eat the sheep by forcing the employer to sign a union con-

tract even if that forces the employer out of business and causes
those employees to lose their jobs. I think many unions will insist

on a standard area agreement and force employers to sign that
even though, in the market the employer works in, it will put them
out of business.

I have other remarks, but in short, I would say that I think there

has been a tragic misuse of the National Labor Relations Act, and
I believe that the NLRB has become a full partner with the unions.

I think that this may be similar to what happened after the 1935
passage of the law, where the unions didn't get the message that
the NLRB—or I am sorry, the NLRB didn't get the message that

they were supposed to be impartial; and in 1947, Congress had to

take affirmative action to add a provision to Section 7 to give em-
ployees the right to refrain from engaging in that activity.

The only way the board can serve both those interests and pro-

tect both those rights is by being a neutral player. I don't believe

that that is what is happening today. I think that today the NLRB
is sacrificing the freedom of choice of employees on the altar of the
union's self-interest. I think that is wrong.

I think Representative Fawell's bill addresses that, and I urge its

prompt passage. Thank you.

Chair Meyers. Thank you, Mr. Pease.
[Mr. Pease's statement may be found in the appendix.]
Chair Meyers. Our next witness is Mr. William Creeden. He is

Director of Organizing, International Brotherhood of Boilermakers,
Iron Ship builders. Blacksmiths, Forgers and Helpers.
Mr. Creeden.
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TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM CREEDEN, DIRECTOR OF ORGANIZ-
ING, INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF BOILERMAKERS,
IRON SHIP BUILDERS, BLACKSMITHS, FORGERS AND HELP-
ERS, KANSAS CITY, KANSAS
Mr. Creeden. Chair Meyers, members of the committee, I would

like to thank you for the opportunity to be here today.

The Boilermakers represent approximately 85,000 members, over
a third of whom work in the construction industry. Boilermakers
in the construction industry perform a variety of tasks, but are es-

pecially skilled in precision welding and heavy rigging.

Organizing in the construction industry has never been easy, but
it has grown increasingly difficult over the past two decades. Ac-
cording to estimates in 1980, 1 in 20 workers engaged in organizing
was discharged for their organizing activity. By 1990, that figure

had risen to 1 in 10.

The NLRA fails to adequately address organizing in the construc-
tion industry where jobs are of short duration and the work force

is transient, where workers are tied to an industry or a craft rather
than to a specific employer. Despite these obstacles, the Boiler-
makers have for the past 17 years been engaged in a program
known as "Fight Back" in an attempt to organize the unorganized
in the construction industry. A number of election petitions have
been filed during that time.

"Fight Back" emphasizes bottom-up organizing through direct
contact with the nonunion worker. Sometimes paid organizers ob-
tain employment with nonunion contractors in an efibrt to reach
the nonunion worker. Other times, contacts are made outside the
workplace. However, the majority of the contacts with nonunion
workers are initiated by Boilermaker members who voluntarily ob-
tain employment with nonunion contractors in order to assist our
organizing efforts. These volunteers receive no compensation, wage
subsidy or fringe benefit contributions, nor are dues waived on
their behalf while they are employed on a nonunion project.

Many employers have complained of salting efforts by the Boiler-
makers and other unions. At bottom, the employer's real objection
is that the law prohibits them from refusing to hire union sym-
pathizers or from discharging employees simply because they par-
ticipate or intend to participate in an organizing effort.

The volunteer organizers involved in "Fight Back" are engaged in
organizing activity in its purest form. These individuals volunteer
their time and work for substandard wages with little or no bene-
fits because they believe in the principles of unionism. This is pre-
cisely the type of activity which both the Supreme Court and the
NLRB have recognized as being the central purpose of the Act. It

does not follow that simply because a person obtains employment
with the intent to organize the employer that he or she will be less
competent or less loyal than another employee who decides, inde-
pendent of any contact from the union, to try to organize the em-
ployer.

The idea that support for one's union constitutes unforgivable
disloyalty to one's employer was banished with the enactment of
Section 7. All organizers, paid or unpaid, must devote working
hours to working for the employer and organize only on their own
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time, before work, after work or on breaks. To do otherwise sub-
jects them to discharge for cause.

All organizers have a tremendous incentive to satisfactorily per-
form assigned tasks for the nonunion employers. To do otherwise
not only subjects them to discharge, but makes it less likely that
other workers will respect them. Poor performance by the organizer
would also send the wrong message to both the contractor and the
customer. In fact, as I speak here today, a Boilermaker paid profes-
sional organizer is currently working for a nonunion contractor at

the country's largest nuclear power plant where he is attempting
to organize during nonwork hours. After a layoff due to lack of
work, this organizer was actually rehired by the contractor in ques-
tion because of his excellent performance on a prior job. Moreover,
he was required to undergo arduous background checks by the Nu-
clear Regulatory Commission prior to his appointment.

In light of these facts, there is no basis for concluding that orga-
nizers, as a class, fail to perform satisfactorily. Some of the stories

you have heard include allegations of sabotage and personal har-
assment of family members or other workers. The Boilermakers do
not instigate or condone sabotage, slowdowns or any other type of

unlawful activity, nor would we tolerate such activity in connection
with "Fight Back." Unlawful activity has no place in any organizing
campaign. Following or stalking family members is not protected
activity and in many States violates criminal statutes. The re-

sponse to such abuses should be to enforce existing law against the
perpetrator, not to remove the legal protection from law-abiding
citizens engaged in lawful union-organizing activity.

What these same employers have not told you is the kind of ac-

tivity that they use to thwart union organization. In Pennsylvania,
Puerto Rico and California, Boilermaker organizers have had their

lives threatened. Yet another volunteer organizer was assaulted by
the employees of a nonunion contractor while in a job site parking
lot.

Mr. Pease, seated to my immediate right, is currently involved
in a case where a supervisor of a nonunion employer assaulted a
Boilermaker organizer with a pipe. Due to the resulting head in-

jury, the organizer had to be removed from the job site in an ambu-
lance. Criminal charges were filed in this instance. These are the
stories that the employers have not told you, and these are the is-

sues that this committee should really focus on.

In our opinion, the act as currently written, does not impose any
real penalties for violating workers' rights. We believe that the act

should be amended to include enhanced remedies on employers
found in violation. Such reform would deter an employer from en-
gaging in unlawful conduct and provide a just remedy for employ-
ees harmed as a result.

I would also like to point out that the NLRB that decided Town
& Country and Sunland Construction were all appointed by Repub-
lican Presidents, and that the majority of the Supreme Court that
decided Town & Country were also appointed by Republican Presi-

dents. In short, I strongly urge this committee not to recommend
H.R. 3211.
At this time, I would also again like to thank you for allowing

me the opportunity to testify.
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Chair MEYERS. Thank you very much for being with us, Mr.
Creeden.

[Mr. Creeden's statement may be found in the appendix.]
Chair Meyers. Our next witness is Mr. Lindell Lee, Business

Manager of Local 124 of the International Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers.
Before you start, Mr. Lee, I would like to ask unanimous consent

to submit for the record the testimony of Mr. Jim Bentsen, the
Business Manager for Local Union 1179, who was invited to be
with us and has asked us to enter his testimony into the record.

[The information may be found in the appendix.]
Chair Meyers. Mr. Lee.

TESTIMONY OF LINDELL LEE, BUSINESS MANAGER, LOCAL
124, INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL
WORKERS, KANSAS CITY, KANSAS
Mr. Lee. Thank you. Good morning. As you said, my name is

Lindell Lee. I have been an electrician for 27 years. I also wish to

thank these committees for the opportunity to provide information
and to express my views on the subject of salting.

Just 2V2 years ago, the members of the International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers, Local 124, entrusted me with the posi-

tion of business manager to represent them. I am in no way what
has been referred to as a "union boss."

I have reviewed the pending bill and a number of the statements
presented by the nonunion contractors to this committee, in par-
ticular that of Mr. Love. As you are aware, a number of those
statements portray salting efforts as having the goal of driving
nonunion contractors out of business by violence, sabotage and de-
creased productivity.

I am frankly shocked and amazed to learn of these allegations.
All of these tactics are contrary to the goals of Local 124.

Our goal is very simply to organize the unorganized employees
in the electrical industry, period. Contrary to Mr. Love's assertions,
many of his current and former employees have become members
of Local 124., Attached to my witness statement, you will find let-

ters from several of Mr. Love's employees, stating how much they
appreciate what Local 124 has done for them. Moreover, a number
of Mr. Love's employees are here with us today to express their
support of Local 124, and I would invite the committee to ask these
people what they think.
Mr. Love's employees have never been afforded the right to vote

on whether they want us to represent them. Instead, these employ-
ees have been threatened and coerced. Their fear of being punished
or fired discourages many of them from openly expressing an inter-

est in union involvement. What this bill will do is remove all of
their protection and allow employers to discipline employees for ex-
ercising their freedom of choice.

Mr. Love asserts that Local 124 abuses the National Labor Rela-
tions Board. I notice the committee did not invite Mr. Galen Sharp,
the regional director, to address these charges. However, I have
found out that since we began salting, we have filed 37 charges
with the board. In 28 cases, complaints have been issued by the
board; four of those cases are currently under investigation and in
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only 5 of those 28 cases have the charges been dismissed. One can
hardly call this an abuse of Government Agency.
None of the charges filed by our local against Mr. Love's com-

pany have been dismissed. On the contrary, the only charge ever
filed against us have been dismissed. I would ask the question, who
is filing frivolous charges?
Mr. Love complains that his—that this costs him money, and I

say to Mr. Love, don't violate the law. It seems to me that it's the
duty of every American citizen and especially this committee to see
that Mr. Love and others comply with the law. It baffles me why
we are having hearings because unions are asking employers to

abide by statutes that this Congress passed.
Mr. Love complains that we publicize his violations of the law.

We do. Surely we are entitled to advise others of these violations
of the law. If what we said is not true, Mr. Love can sue for libel.

He has not. If this costs money, then quit violating the law and it

will cost no more.
Mr. Love complains because his employees can withhold their

service by going on strike to protest his unfair labor practices. Of
course, Mr. Love's employees can go on strike. I think, if my recol-

lection of American history serves me right, it was a Republican
who abolished slavery. It is a fundamental right of every American
to withhold his or her services to protest an employer's action. If

Mr. Love wants his employees not to strike, I say once again, quit
violating the law.

Finally, Mr. Love complains because the Government inves-
tigates charges. I would remind Mr. Love and this committee that
the same NLRB which investigates our complaints protects Mr.
Love in the event that we violate the law. We have not violated the
law. We have simply sought to enforce it. If some of the allegations
made here this morning are accurate, I would ask why board
charges have not been filed against the union. It seems to me that
what is a waste of Government resources is to hold hearings mere-
ly because employers are being asked to comply with the laws that
have been in effect for over 60 years.
Please don't misunderstand me. I am not suggesting that this

committee would intentionally waste valuable Government re-

sources. I do not believe they would. However, the time has come
for the members of this committee to say to the employers in the
United States, you have nothing to fear from salting campaigns or
organizing campaigns. Simply don't violate the law.

Once again, I would like to thank this committee for the oppor-
tunity to present my views on this issue.

[Mr. Lee's statement may be found in the appendix.]
Chair Meyers. I would like to maintain order, and I think you

deserve that. You have all stood there so patiently, and I am sorry
that we don't have enough seating in this room.
Let me start the questioning and I will try to be brief, because

I would like then to turn it to Mr. Fawell because H.R. 3211 is his

bill, and finally to Mr. Brownback.
Mr. Lee, I am not sure that I understood correctly what you said,

but did you say that you were not aware prior to today that there
had been any charges on the part of Mr. Love that there had been
problems with salting in Mr. Love's place of business?
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Mr. Lee. I believe what I said was that I have heard allegations.

I have heard a lot more of them this morning than I have ever

heard before.

What I said was that if these are true and factual, why haven't

charges been filed with the labor board against us? Because that

board is there to protect them as well as us.

Chair Meyers. I do think that you made the comment that you
think that Congress should not be intervening in this problem, but
should be respecting laws that have been on the books for a num-
ber of years; and I do think that circumstances change. We have
heard here today that salting is a relatively new practice imple-

mented as it has been described today, and Congress believes there

should be a balance between labor and management and that it is

our job to maintain that balance. Therefore, I do think it is appro-

priate that we hear the concerns of Mr. Love and of you and try

to maintain that balance.
How do you think that H.R. 3211 would remove protections from

workers?
Mr. Lee. The way that I am reading it is that anyone who is

willing to volunteer to work with the union to organize would be
prohibited from doing so.

There is no secret, and I will be the first to say, when I send a
salt out, his job is to organize the employees of that company. If

supplementing him is something that he needs financially, I am
willing to do that. It seems to me it is putting more burden on
those people who volunteer and who by their own desire want to

help in the organizing—they believe in the American labor move-
ment, and that they want to provide services—that somehow if

they are loyal to the union, it looks to me like we are trying to pre-

vent them from doing what they want to do.

Chair Meyers. I don't see H.R. 3211 as doing quite what you
said it does, but I will let Mr. Fawell comment on that in his time.

At this time, I would like to address a question to Mr. Love.

Mr. Love, walk me through the process of what would be an ap-

propriate way for a union to try to organize your work setting.

What would be the process?
Mr. Love. I think that all employees should be afforded an op-

portunity to obtain as much information as they can about what
the union can offer them, what they can do for them; and I think
that those employees should also be afforded the opportunity to

know what our company provides for them as well.

I view that organizers should be able to do that on their own
time. If they want to contact people at night and talk to them or

during their lunch break or whatever the case may be, I think that
the union should go about their activities in educating the work
force through normal means.
Then I think that those employees should be afforded a vote for

them to make a decision for themselves whether or not they choose
union representation or not.

The part that I am objecting to is the administrative burden that
has been placed upon our firm by the NLRB and the abuse of the
system, not in the fact that employees are not being afforded a
choice. I view it that they should be afforded a choice to make a
decision for themselves.

24-117 - 97 - 2
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Chair Meyers. Thank you.
Mr. Janowitz, as I understand it, the role—and Mr. Pease can

comment on this, too. The role of a salt is legal. Someone intro-

duced from the union into a nonunion work site is legal, but—and
obviously any kind of stalking or behavior that would sabotage a
work site is already illegal.

What is an appropriate way for a salt to conduct himself? Have
you seen this process work in an appropriate way?
Mr. Janowitz. I think Jim can talk to the appropriate ways if

he has seen it.

My experience has been, from what my clients have told me, that
the problem with the salting policy is that it begins with what I

understand is a formal training program sponsored by the AFL-
CIO Comet Program, and the salt is sent out to the job to support
the primary motive of either organizing, getting a contract or other-
wise creating disturbance and harassment within the company.
Clearly, if the employee goes on to that job and is hired, he must
comport with the standard rules that the employer has legitimately
established and, I am assuming, is going to implement in a non-
discriminatory way.
But you have heard from these construction company owners

that notwithstanding their implementation of legitimate rules in a
nondiscriminatory way, they are still subjected to having to defend
themselves against numerous charges, incurring expenses to prove
themselves innocent. If the charge is dismissed, it is a pyrrhic vic-

tory. The agony of going through the cost and hassle of defending
yourself, only to have the charges dismissed ultimately, is a pyrrhic
victory. That, I think, is the crux of what I hear these gentlemen
testifying this morning.
Chair Meyers. Mr. Pease?
Mr. Pease. I assume by your opening comment on that question

that you are referring to the Supreme Court's decision in the Town
& Country case, the statement that a person introduced into a job
site as a salt is legal. I don't believe that is what the Supreme
Court held.

I believe that the Supreme Court said that because it is possible
that a person could have a relationship both with the union and
with an employer at the same time, that the court was not going
to reverse the NLRB's determination that that person was an em-
ployee within the meaning of the act. It left open the question of
whether the relationship between the salt—or this person we have
in question, the relationship between that person and the union
was so incompatible with a bona fide employment relationship with
the employer that it would be unreasonable for the board to grant
that person the protection of the act.

The NLRB has already decided in its Sunland decision, which
was a companion case to Town & Country, that if the salt hap-
pened to be from a striking union that the employer had no obliga-

tion to hire that salt. I think that what the NLRB has failed to rec-

ognize is that with the sophisticated strategies that have been de-
veloped in this salting tactic, that in effect it is a strike inside the
plant, inside the job site.

This is something that now is being used in the construction in-

dustry. It could be used in any industry. It could even be used
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against unionized employees by another union trying to raid. There
is nothing that Umits it to the nonunion construction area.

Now, in my opinion, the distinction is between whether or not

that person is controlled by the union. If the union has control over

that person and sends them in there for the purpose of working for

the union's objective, then the control that they have is so incon-

sistent with the interests of the employer that it causes them to

have conflicting and incompatible objectives.

Chair Meyers. Would control constitute—if they received pay-

ment or benefits from the union, does that constitute control?

Mr. Pease. That certainly would be an indication of control. I

think there is case law to the effect that frequently monetary com-
pensation does amount to control. If an insignificant amount, it

may not. It is a question of fact.

But seems to me the issue is, do they control them? If somebody
is simply a zealous union supporter who, on their own, without its

being any sort of Agency relationship with the union, engages in

this sort of activity, that is what the act intended. That is what the

act contemplated.
I think that the Supreme Court said that the act is really to pro-

tect the employees, not the union. They said that in the Lechmere
case. I think that sometimes we get off base here because we get

to think that it is really the union that is being protected and it

is usually really the union's right to organize, that is, the union's

right to become their representative, that that is paramount. I

think that loses sight of the fact that the employees are the ones
who are really being protected and they should have a choice. Most
of these salting situations, they never get a choice.

Chair Meyers. I would like to clarify one thing with a question

directed to Mr. Lee, and then I am going to turn the questioning

over to Mr. Fawell.
Mr. Lee, just as a point of clarification, you said several times

that Mr. Love should not break the law. Mr. Love has not been
found guilty by the NLRB of unfair labor practices. As I under-
stand it, charges have been filed, no hearings have been held yet,

to determine if the charges are accurate. I wanted to clarify that

and maybe you would like to comment.
Mr. Lee. Right. The process is very slow.

Investigation is done by the labor board. If they find that there

is merit for these charges, then hearings are set. It is a very timely
process. It takes, as we all know, several months.

I believe his first hearing is in January. But the complaints have
been issued by the board, which means there is a lot of evidence
to that—enough evidence to see that we should have the hearing.

Chair Meyers. Mr. Love, would you like to comment, and then
we will go to Mr. Fawell?
Mr. Love. It has been our position all along that we have not

violated the act; and we intend on vigorously defending these

charges and are very confident that we will prevail in the long
term.
With the current makeup of the board, that may be a long proc-

ess and it may take many years, but we do think we will ultimately
prevail because we have not violated the act.

Chair Meyers. Thank you, Mr. Love.
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Mr. Fawell.
Mr. Fawell. Thank you.
This is a difficult area to cover because, obviously, there are peo-

ple on both sides that feel very, very passionately on this subject.

This is our third hearing. What I have been trying to do is to come
up with language that would be fair to employer and to prospective
employee, and that really is what we are centering on here.

The thing that has struck me in all of the reports that I have
heard—and I have heard an awful lot of charges that are deemed
to be salting. Basically, some are very serious—they are just plain
old racketeering, trying to put people out of business, perhaps a
violation of the RICO statute—really some terrible things, some
rotten things. I am not saying here that that is real widespread,
but it is happening.
Of course the unions don't—they deny that they are involved.

But there are some resolutions that have been created by unions
which are basically saying, we intend to put our competition out of
business. That is what salting is all about.

I have been a little bit nonplused as to why there is not a mas-
sive suit in those instances against any entity that is involved in

a conspiracy, which I think violates the RICO antiracketeering
statute, when things like that are occurring. Because that certainly
isn't the usual, but there are instances of that occurring.
What I have been trying to do in creating the legislation is to try

to determine in instances where there are paid employees of a
union, full-time—he doesn't need a job, he is full-time employed.
There are probably many members of the union that don't have
jobs that do need jobs, but he or she is out there applying for jobs,

and oftentimes, as we have heard this morning, coming in with vid-

eos, with other members, making it very clear and flaunting what
you are about to do, that you want to organize a nonunion employ-
er's place of business, which obviously everyone knows is going to

cause some emotion and some—I think in some circumstances,
hopefully, a misstatement that can turn into an unfair labor prac-
tice, et cetera, et cetera. I guess that is all understandable human
nature.
But what we have strived to do insofar as our subcommittee is

concerned is to ask the question of who is a bona fide applicant,
a "common sense" statement. There is no doubt that one can be a
member of a union and a strong adherent of the union—and I will

go so far as to say a paid employee of a union or an agent of a
union—and still carry out his responsibilities as a loyal employee.
I think that is basically what Town & Country said. There was no
evidence in the record that there was anything untoward, as I un-
derstand the case, that anybody was doing any racketeering or

burning down a restaurant or taking black ink bottles and splatter-

ing them on walls and doing all these things, putting sugar in gas
tanks, all that kind of stuff.

That does happen, but nothing like that in the record.

So, the question that the court, it seemed to us, did say, that it

is—after all, there is a right of the people to be able to collectively

bargain. I am not talking about rights of unions, I think—as Mr.
Pease has correctly pointed out—and the right of a person not to

be a member of a union, too; and the employer is told, don't you
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discriminate against either one of these, because that is their right

as American citizens. We are looking at that.

So, when somebody shows up at a place of employment and they

are paid employees of a union—or in our bill, of any other em-
ployee; they are already fully employed, they don't, you would
think, normally need a job, but they are there asking for a job

—

in those circumstances, we set forth that if they are seeking em-
ployment with an employer, however, and the facts of the case

—

which can change and alter with each case, but the facts of the

case would indicate that they are there primarily in furtherance of

some purpose on behalf of their present employer. That is, if they

are employed by a union, they are there basically not because they

want to be an employee of that company or a permanent employee
or to help that plumbing outfit or that electric company or what-
ever to do the job and be a good employee; they are there for an-

other purpose.
It may be a lot of them. Maybe they are there to save souls. I

don't know. All kinds of reasons why people wouldn't necessarily

want to come in and apply. Then, under the factual circumstances
that are involved, we are simply saying that the court has a right

to look at those circumstances when there is an employee—some-
body who is already fully employed, somebody who is clearly an
agent of the union—and under those circumstances, the basic rea-

son was not because you wanted to be an employee, but because
you wanted to further the interests of your present employ—we
say, under those circumstances, the employer doesn't have to hire

you, that's all.

Because I think anybody out there who has ever had a business
of their own would say that you want somebody who is going to be
your employee, who has to be like a dog gnawing a bone. You want
somebody who really wants to work for you and build a better com-
pany, et cetera. That is the idea we are trying to press.

We are not sa3dng that one cannot be a valuable employee. You
could have circumstances where one has been a member of a union
for years, in a paid position, and just because he is a member of

a union and even employed by a union doesn't mean—when he ap-

plies for this job with a construction outfit or whatever, it doesn't

necessarily mean that he is not going to be a good employee. So,

we leave that question open. We think that is a fair way of trying

to approach the problem. We think that the problems that come
where there truly are some breaches of law taking place are in in-

stances where somebody is full-time pay as a Salter.

When Mr. Creeden spoke of voluntary salters who are not paid,

in no way does our bill touch that. Nor do we want to touch that.

If someone wants—as an employee, wants to do everything possible

to organize that company, absolutely. That is that person's right.

We don't in any way—we cover in this bill only those circumstances
where there is a person who is a definite employee of another em-
ployer—doesn't necessarily have to even be a union—or the agent
of another employer; and the facts show that basically he is there
to—not because he wants to be the employee, but because he is

there to further other interests.
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They may be salutary or nonsalutary; that is what we are trying
to express. We think it is a fair way of trying to address a problem
that is important.
We have had literally hundreds and hundreds of small

businesspeople all over America who feel that they are in jeopardy.
Let's face it. Anybody can file a claim with the National Labor Re-
lations Board and it is accepted. It can be abused.

I am concerned about the accusations of abuse whereby the
NLRB is really part and parcel—the Government is part and parcel
of harassing people, taxpayers. I am concerned about that. I am
concerned about testimony that we have received today of the
politicization of a judicial process. That is what the NLRB is; it is

the judiciary.

They should be above any type of criticism. They have got to be
objective and neutral, or we will not have justice; and there are an
awful lot of people out there who feel that the present general at-

torney is an3^hing but neutral, and that is unfortunate.
I really think that these hearings ought to be held by the NLRB,

by the way, not by Members of Congress necessarily, because it is

important. I am not saying that—it is obviously a part of our busi-

ness, but the NLRB ought to be concerned about the criticism they
are facing and the lack of confidence that comes as a result of that.

Thus, obviously, I have not uttered any question.
But I guess, Mr. Pease and Mr. Janowitz, because you are fellow

attorneys and we suffer from the same background in that regard,
but as I have looked at the legislation, we have asked the question,
well, if a court looks at this type of a bill then and says, well, did
or has this employee or this agent, let's say, of a union that is ap-
plying for a job, is actually doing it in furtherance of—I guess I

would say almost primarily in furtherance of his other employ-
ment, what would be the factors that a court would look at to de-

termine the motivation of that applicant under those cir-

cumstances, to determine whether or not—let's start with you, Mr.
Pease—to determine whether or not there is actually—that paid
employee, that union agent, that it is in furtherance, really, of the
union's purposes rather than being a bona fide employee.
Mr. Pease. I think the first thing that the board or the court

would have to look at would be, what were the obligations of this

person who comes in as an agent of the union—what were they ob-

ligated to do; what is their job for the union; and what are they
going to have to do, or what will they do, or what are they likely

to do in furtherance of that job—and then compare that with what
the employer, the targeted employer would want its employees to

do and would expect of them if they were in fact wholeheartedly
there to work for the targeted employer; and then compare to see
whether those obligations conflicted, whether it would be possible

to perform—for the obligations of the salt to be able to be per-

formed without interfering with their obligations to the employer.
I think that that is based primarily on the basic law of Agency,

which I believe that the Supreme Court has repeatedly held as the
basis that Congress intended its definition of employee in labor law
to be interpreted. I think that that analysis would then—in those
instances where there was an incompatibility, I think the basic law
of Agency would say, there is no—it is not possible, you can't serve
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that second employer if you are going to be serving the first em-
ployer.

So, if there is that incompatibility, if there is that conflict of in-

terest, you can't enter into a bona fide employment relationship

with that employer; therefore, you are not entitled to the protec-

tions of the act with respect to that employer. I think that would
be the analysis.

Mr. Janowitz. If I understand the question, Congressman, let

me give you, I think, some factual underpinnings: That if your
question is, what evidence would be presented to the board or to

a court to support evidence, as I view the term, in furtherance of

the objective or purpose of this person's employment, as you prob-

ably know, the term "object and purpose" is used throughout the
act in 8(b)(7), the provision regarding recognitional picketing, in

8(b)(4), the general prohibitions against secondary boycotts.

So, these are terms that are not new to the fundamental analy-
ses given to those provisions of the act. Here are some things that
I think, not that any one would be determinative, but on a totality

of the circumstances analysis may be relevant.

First, had the applicant been trained to be a salt? There is a
training program. Hundreds of thousands of union members have
voluntarily or through selection by the individual unions been put
through formal training programs under the comet program.

Second, has the applicant applied at any number of other merit
shops within a relevant timeframe to show perhaps, again, cir-

cumstantially that the goal here is not gainful employment, but
just to go from one merit shop to the other in an attempt to orga-
nize?

Third, has this individual participated in a group application
process, the type of video camera, mass application process, which
I think in my judgment would tend to show something other than
a bona fide seeking of employment?

Fourth, has the applicant's wages or benefits been subsidized by
a particular union would be relevant.

Fifth, are there other elements to which the individual would
gain favor from the union by engaging in such conduct? Has his

place been held open on the out-of-work list?

Chair Meyers. Would you repeat that last statement?
Mr. Janowitz. Has the salt's place on the out-of-work list been

held open for him once he finishes concluding his salting activity?

Sixth, has he been promised employment in a union job, regard-
less of his efforts in salting the merit shop contractor?
These are some things that just come to mind. There might be

others relevant to that, but these would seem to me to be those
types of evidentiary factors that would tend to prove or not prove,
if I read your term right, what "in furtherance of other employ-
ment" would mean under your bill.

Mr. Fawell. I appreciate the comments. Just in closing, I would
say that really we are looking at that question. Incompatibility,
when you come right down to it, we all know that there are certain
circumstances where there is a breach of ethics. You are just not
in a position to give to the employer the kind of loyalty that any-
body, any of us who, if we were employers, would expect. When I

hire someone in my congressional office, I am looking for someone
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who is just hungry for that opportunity, for that business, to make
their way in life, so forth and so on.

As has been indicated, I was unaware of this particular decision

that Mr. Pease has mentioned in his testimony, which I just read
while driving over here this morning, that if there is an applicant
and he is an applicant from a striking union, it is deemed not to

be a bona fide employee.
So, the question that I am really saying is, to what degree should

Congress begin considering the expansion of that particular area?
Because I repeat, the problems that we have, the unfortunate prob-
lems that we have do stem from those instances where you have
really a paid professional Salter, who goes from job to job and does
this.

Mr. Creeden, you had some comments?
Mr. Creeden. Yes, Mr. Fawell.
I was the paid professional on the Sunland case to which Mr.

Pease was referring. But he did get it slightly wrong; it was only
the paid professional in that case that the ALJ found that Sunland
did not have to hire during the course of that strike. The volun-
teers were still eligible for hire.

I would also say that every argument that Mr. Pease and Mr.
Janowitz have run here in the last 10 minutes was also tested be-

fore the board in Town & Country and Sunland before the Supreme
Court, and they were rejected there. Sir, I understand your dis-

pleasure with how the Supreme Court ruled, but nonetheless it has
already been tried.

Mr. Fawell. I have read the Supreme Court case, too, and I felt

that they made the statement that there was nothing in the record
of which they were aware that would determine that, factually

speaking, improprieties had been performed, but I may be wrong
in that regard.
But at least I think we are clear that we are trying to be as fair

as possible so that any employer is able to get what any employer
is entitled to; and that is an employee who is applying because he
wants to be an employee, a permanent, solid employee with that
employer, and he needs the job. But I know you can't define that
completely, so we are leaving it factually for a court and a jury to

make those kinds of decisions.

I don't know if the language that we have is nirvana and perfec-

tion. It probably isn't. The law at its best is terribly imperfect; that
is one thing I have learned in 30 years of practicing law. But we
are trying. I appreciate very much all of you being here.

Feel free to keep sending us information, by the way, because I

—

every hearing I have, I learn something more about the problem
that is there. I do know that it is a heartrending problem for an
awful lot of people, and I do know that there is an impassioned
feeling on both sides. It is something that we have to try to be very
careful about.
We have, by the way, in all due respect to—I must confess, I am

a Republican, but we have not really for some 40 years had the
analyses of a lot of these laws, all of which had a good genesis and
a good basis, and most of them are sound yet. But there is nothing
wrong with looking at this kind of stuff and analyzing it; and I
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know that not all of you will agree with that. But that is what we
are trying to do, and it has not been done for a long time.

It has not been done for a long time, and we in the House are

trying to look at it as objectively as we can.

Thank you, Madam Chair.
Chair Meyers. Thank you very much, Mr. Fawell. I thank you

all for helping us to clarify what is in H.R. 3211 and at what stage

it is. It is a developing bill and we want to hear from people. I

would agree wholeheartedly with Mr. Fawell in that it is good to

review laws that have been on the books for a long time to see if

they need changing or correction.

Mr. Brownback.
Mr. Brownback. Thank you very much, Congresswoman Meyers.

I appreciate that.

Thank you very much, the panelists here, for testifying and pre-

senting your information. I found it very informative, the informa-
tion that you have shared and put forward. I know it is a passion-

ate and difficult subject.

The most troubling thing, though, I have heard this morning is,

Mr. Janowitz, something you said about the politicization of a judi-

cial process. It may be that there is some linkage or not to this

salting issue, but I would appreciate if you would expand upon, you
if you can cite particular items there, because I think that is dan-
gerous to credibility if that is indeed occurring. You have a back-
ground with the NLRB; I would appreciate some furtherance on
that because that, to me, is a very troubling statement.
Mr. Janowitz. Let me make sure, since I realize I have been crit-

ical of the current general counsel and board chairman, my com-
ment to you. Congressman, is going to be taken from a formal
speech that Mr. G^uld recently gave to the Japanese Labor Rela-

tions Commission. This speech was published in the NLRB's own
weekly summary of cases, which is a formal publication that comes
out from the NLRB Office of Public Information, that summarizes
the NLRB case and also publishes for the general public, those of

us who are interested, general counsel memoranda, appointments
and promotions and also, in this case, the speech of the chairman
that I am referring to.

This speech was given on February 20, 1996. It was published
in the weekly summary of March 8, 1996. Realize that I am cherry-

picking some of this language, but not out of context.

Mr. Brownback. You will be willing to provide that speech?
Mr. Janowitz. The speech is already, in full, attached to this

weekly summary of cases.

Let me quote from Chairman Gould in this speech:
"Free collective bargaining is more vulnerable today, in the Unit-

ed States at the present time, than at any time since the Wagner
Act was passed in 1935. Let me make unmistakably clear what is

at stake. A vacuum in collective representation, vacated by unions,
imperils democracy in the workplace and society generally, and it

is contributing to stagnation in real wages and a growing gap be-

tween the 'haves' and the 'have-nots.' " That is the chairman of the
NLRB's philosophical position.

He then goes on in the next paragraph and says, "In response
to the President's executive order that directed companies doing
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business with the Federal Government that they could not hire

permanent strike replacements, notwithstanding the well-estab-

lished body of law and the fact that that executive order was held
to be invalid recently by the Second Circuit Court of Appeals,"
Chairman Gould says the following, "unions have reached the point

where they rarely use the strike weapon."
"For example, in the entire United States last year, only 32

strikes were reported at employers with 1,000 or more employees.
The lowest level since World War II. As a result, the viability of

collective bargaining is undermined as is the delicate balance be-

tween labor and management that is essential for our labor rela-

tions system to work," because we are having fewer strikes.

I will finish my comment, Congressman, the last quote from the
speech:

"Recently the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
declared the President's order to be unlawful. The President be-

lieves, as I do, that the right to strike without the fear of being per-

manently replaced is a fundamental, democratic right that must be
preserved, clearly taking issue with that Second Circuit opinion."

Certainly the Chairman is entitled to his personal thoughts, but
to publish them as Chairman of the NLRB, the Agency for which
he has declared and sworn an oath of impartiality, I fmd trouble-

some.
Mr. Brownback. So you can't—that is a speech, and I see what

you are troubled about there; but you don't cite the particular deci-

sions that they have made. Now this is a politicized decision, you
are troubled by this is philosophical and it is a statement as Chair-
man?
Mr. Janowitz. Yes.
Mr. Brownback. I wanted to understand the context.

Mr. Janowitz. I am sure there were differences of opinion. I am
expressing my view. I have cited some cases in my formal remarks
that I found to support my conclusion. I didn't want to give the full

citations for the record, burdensome, but they are there. The line

of cases going beyond the construction industry that led to my con-

clusion there as well.

Mr. Brownback. Thank you, Madam Chair.
Chair Meyers. Mr. Creeden, did you have a comment that you

would like to make in relation to this?

Mr. Brovw^back. Yes, please.

Mr. Creeden. Yes, I would. Thank you very much.
I believe that Chairman Gould's statement was taken from the

preamble of the act itself—part of the purpose of the act is to pro-

mote unions. I would just like to comment on Mr. Janowitz's com-
ments.
Chair Meyers. Mr. Lee.
Mr. Lee. Yes, in reference to Mr. Brownback's question as to

whether the NLRB—there is some kind of political swing or philos-

ophy at the board, I would like to make a couple of comments.
First, I would like to remind you of what was pointed out earlier,

that the present board and the Supreme Court, who both did Town
& Country, are primarily made up of people appointed by Repub-
licans.
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Mr. Brownback. But that doesn't make them nonsusceptible to

pohticization.

Mr. Lee. No, but we are talking poUtical here. They were ap-

pointed by RepubHcans. I do not think the board has done anything
differently. What they are doing now is more of it.

One of my jobs as a union leader is to educate nonorganized
workers of their rights, and when they learn their rights, they will

file charges when they are violated.

I don't see the board as taking one stand, moving to the left or

the right on this issue. They are just seeing more people who know
their rights, who understand them and who are going to stand up
for them.
Chair Meyers. Thank you.

I have a couple of more questions. Then if there are not parting

comments from the witnesses, we will adjourn.

My concern in this has been mostly because it seems that salt-

ing, as implemented in the way that it has been described this

morning, has been targeted primarily at smaller businesses that

just do not have the resources to withstand the repeated charges,

and that has been my principal concern.

Mr. Meyer, I would like to ask you if there—just off the top of

your head, if you can, but what has been the cost of the repeated

charges and the attempt to salt in terms of the destruction and the

legal fees and that to your firm?
Mr. Meyer. I would estimate to date in the neighborhood of

$20,000. Our case, brought against us by the NLRB, has just

begun, so I have no idea what the future brings as far as costs.

Chair MEYERS. How many charges have been filed?

Mr. Meyer. One at this point.

Chair Meyers. One at this point.

Do you think that H.R. 3211, as you understand it, would bring
more balance, would put small business back on more of a level

playing field?

Mr. Meyer. Yes, I do. It gives us the ability to hire someone who
we feel will be a good employee. I don't care if they are a union
card member or not. We look at what that person's attitude is, how
they look at the job, whether they want to work. We just want that

ability. We don't look at the application to see if they are a union
member or not. We don't even have that question on an applica-

tion. As I stated in my testimony, we have had union members in

our employ in the past.

Chair Meyers. Thank you, Mr. Meyer.
Mr. Hoberock, you said that 32 charges have been filed, 120 alle-

gations, and only three have been found with merit. Of those three,

they were settled with $720; and you chose to settle rather than
to go to court.

That is the kind of thing, the kind of complaint and concern that

I have heard expressed to me, just of multiple charges.

What do you estimate the cost to your firm has been?
Mr. Hoberock. I estimate that my legal fees in the last 2 years

probably total in excess of $60,000 or $70,000. I estimate that the

time that I spend in dealing with it to detract from my business

probably cost the business another $200,000 a year, because I can't

manage the construction that is out there because my time is tied
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up. I can't bid work, I can't satisfy customers' needs. I cannot sat-

isfy the needs of employees because I am tied up in these frivolous

charges brought on by people who are not our employees.
Chair Meyers. Let me ask one other question that puzzled me.

In your testimony, you said that charges have been brought be-

cause you had instituted a pension plan and a 401(k), and that that
had been dismissed.
Why would anyone bring a charge in a case that—it seems to me

it would be desirable to have a pension plan or a 401(k) plan.

Mr. HOBEROCK. I am not an attorney. I would leave it to the at-

torneys to explain this, but my understanding of the basic charge
was—is that during an organizing campaign or during some time,

you cannot offer economic rewards to employees who refrain from
participating in a union activity. Since I offered a 401(k) plan to

all our employees, the allegation was that the plan was offered to

employees not to participate in the union.
What I neglected to offer as testimony earlier was the initial con-

versations of these plans started some 2 years prior to the salting

campaign. There was no correlation. Unfortunately, the people fil-

ing the charges didn't take time to understand that. They knew
that they could under this provision of the act, and they knew that
I would have to spend time, money, energy and dollars to defend
that.

Chair MEYERS. Thank you very much.
At this time, I am going to ask if Members have further ques-

tions. Mr. Fawell?
Mr. Brownback?
Mr. Fawell. Just one. We have heard a lot this morning about

what I would call "serious racketeering charges," what I would call

"racketeering charges." I was a prosecutor at one time. I wonder,
the counsel who are here, anyone, has anyone taken a look at viola-

tions of the RICO statute? Or what has the Department of Labor,
in their labor racketeering duties, done, if anything? Because these
charges, we keep hearing them over and over again, a rather com-
mon occurrence where essentially small businesspeople are just
punished by all kinds of untoward things happening, threats, coer-

cion.

This is America. That stuff^who is ever doing it out there and
is it accurate, is it really occurring?
Someone, it would seem to me, should put together a darned

good conspiracy case and go after—if the union is doing it, then the
union ought to be really hauled into court and hit with punitive
damages until they are bankrupt if they are going to do things like

that. Because those things, if they're out there—why isn't this

being done?
Chair Meyers. I think both Mr. Janowitz, Mr. Creeden and prob-

ably Mr. Lee would like to comment.
Mr. Janowitz. Mr. Fawell, what I feel comfortable saying to this

committee and in formal testimony, as noted on page 8 of my state-

ment is this, several months ago, I and several representatives of
my clients did meet with a special investigator of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor and Racketeering. All I feel that it's appropriate to

say at this time is that those allegations and circumstances are
under investigation.
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Mr. Fawell. One of the witnesses, I can't recall who, said that

they did file a criminal charge and, lo and behold, the result of it

was that they got hauled in for the another unfair labor practice

charge.
Mr. Janowitz. That was with respect to those nuisance and

harassing phone calls that were made. When a complaint was
lodged under the appropriate Missouri statute, that was an ele-

ment in the unfair labor practice charge that was filed with the
NLRB by the union and business agent who engaged in the con-

duct.

Mr. Fawell. I am also working on legislation, and I hope it can
be bipartisan in nature, that we can do more to improve perhaps
the neutrality of the general counsel, or the regional attorneys, so

that when someone files a claim, for instance—it is easy to do, any-
body can file it—the record will be completely open. Regional attor-

neys now hold those records; they don't let the respondent, whether
it is a union that is being charged or whether it is an employer.
I think that, my gosh, in a murder case now, the person who is

being charged has a right at least to see the record. I mean, it is

open; it is there for you to see. Yet we find still, from all of my
knowledge and testimony here, regional attorneys holding the com-
plaints and the allegations close to their vest and not letting the
employers even know what they are being charged with. They have
to drag it out. When they drag it out, they have got to go through
the expense of counsel, whereas the taxpayers are footing the bill

otherwise. So, I think that does a lot to avert the fairness.

The regional attorney should be absolutely neutral. He is there
not as the prosecutor primarily; he is there to bring people together
and to hopefully have settlements of these matters quickly and not
to drag them out; and it's this kind of stuff that we have heard of

a lot that has hurt the reputation of the NLRB, regardless of who
is appointing the various members.

It is not good when you start having an awful lot of people hav-
ing a disrespect, or feeling sometimes that they can use—that they
have got allies; that is not good, either. We can improve that a lot,

I think, if we make it clear when anybody any time files a com-
plaint, a—whether it is the employer or it happens to be an em-
ployee, that that record is in the hands of the general attorney, as
in the Kansas City area, is absolutely open for the respondent to

be able to look at. I think it can help a great deal. Madam Chair.
Thank you very much. I am pleased, I think this has been a good

hearing.
Chair MEYERS. Thank you, Mr. Fawell. I think in relation to your

RICO question, Mr. Fawell, that Mr. Creeden and Mr. Lee wanted
to comment.
Mr. Creeden. Yes, on RICO, I believe that management attor-

neys all over the country have looked into RICO. The reason they
haven't filed charges is that they don't have any basis for it.

I would also like to say that we would like to see RICO applied
the other way, against recidivist employers, who time and time
again violate the act. Again, we have existing law that protects

these smaller businesses. It is called the Equal Access to Justice
Act, where they can get the same kind of forum that any big player
can get.
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It is apparent to me, and I mean no disrespect here, that some
of the panel do not really understand how unique construction is.

Mr. Fawell, you commented that if you were to hire an employee,
you "would want them to be hungry like a dog," you wanted some-
body that would come in there and stay. Well, that is simply not
the nature of the construction industry.
An employee in the construction industry may work for numer-

ous employers in the course of a year. He may be reemployed by
the same employer numerous times, or he may work for dozens of
them. So, like I said in my earlier comments, this employee isn't

tied to a specific contractor; he is tied to an industry or a craft.

That is a big difference.

Chair Meyers. Not to be argumentative, Mr. Creeden, but even
though he only works for that employer for a matter of a few
weeks, a few months, that employer, I think, has the right to ex-

pect loyalty from the employee, just as the employee has a right
to expect decent and concerned treatment from the employer. Even
if it is just for a brief period, there should be an employer-employee
relationship there that has some mutuality to it.

Mr. Creeden. Again, they have never proved that any of the
union organizers are any more loyal or disloyal than any of their
other employees. It is a point of contention, I am sure, but there
isn't any proof in the record that these people make any different

type of employee—that they are any less of an employee because
of their status.

One other question that is really not clear to me, and that is ex-

actly, in the proposed legislation, it says that "nothing in this sub-
section shall be construed as requiring an employer to employ any
person who seeks or who has sought employment with the em-
ployer in furtherance of other employee or Agency status."

Mr. Fawell, exactly what is meant by "Agency status"?
Mr. Fawell. Well, there is a tremendous amount of case law

that attempts to set forth just when one is the agent of another
person. We aren't going to change that law. We will incorporate, by
reference, the Agency law that exists in this Nation. What we are
trying to bring about, of course, is if there is an incompatibility or
an inconsistency, if there is a clear violation of loyalties. That is

what we are looking at.

Mr. Creeden. Would this cover a person who holds two jobs? Say
he worked at the 7-Eleven store as a night clerk; would he have
a conflict of interest if he went to work for a nonunion electrical

contractor, or would it just be an employee or a member of a labor
union?
Mr. Fawell. We are referring to any situation where the appli-

cant is an employee or is an agent of another employer.
Now, in most of those cases, there is going to be no problem

whatsoever. But—in the average case, there is just not, because a
lot of people do work two shifts and two different jobs and they
have part-time work. So, in the average case, no, it is not going to

do much.
But we are looking for—what we are saying is, a court, however,

will have the right to look into that employer, that other employer-
employee relationship, and to see if there is a conflict. Normally
speaking, of course, employers do this all the while. Today, they
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don't object to the fact that someone has other employment or has
other Agency relationship. They would like to know, do you have
an employment relationship, by the way, which is going to have a
conflict with what your duties are with me. That is normal. That
is what we are trying to extend here and to make it clear, that
labor law is no different from any other hiring situation in that re-

spect.

If there is another relationship, an employer-employee relation-

ship, full-time, part-time, whatever, or an Agency relationship that

does exist and when you look at it, you realize that as a practical

matter this applicant is not a bona fide applicant. Then we should
know about that. If that is the case, in those limited circumstances,
that particular applicant would not be deemed to be an employee
under the National Labor Relations Act. That is all we are trying

to do.

Mr. Creeden. But the act already protects that right to test for

bona fide applicant. Why do we need additional legislation to test

it?

Mr. Fawell. I think because obviously we have all the lack of

clarification that exists right now. The only case we have that has
ventured into this area of determining when there is the incompati-
bility is the case that Mr. Pease referred to. The Supreme Court
in Town & Country just left this open. They didn't get into the
question of when would we, as in the previous case—the name of

that case again is?

Mr. Pease. Sunland Construction.
Mr. Fawell. The Sunland Construction case. We do know that

there is an incompatibility because of an existent employment sta-

tus, but we don't have the clarification. Since we do have the prob-

lems that exist all over this Nation—this is not just in Kansas
City, it is in my area of Chicagoland, too; it is all over—we think
it is legitimate, and we think NLRB could look at this, too. It is

legitimate to say that we are going to have to have clarification

here.

Mr. Creeden. But in all due respect, there are two other cases
out there that I am aware of; both are Boilermaker cases, one
called Ultrasystems, the other Fluor Daniel, that go to that same
issue.

Mr. Fawell. If you would give me those citations, I will be more
than happy to receive them. I am not here just on this end; I am
here to receive as much information as I can. We are going to try

to put through a bill that hopefully will be—maybe this is naive,

but can be of a bipartisan nature, that we don't have to have peo-

ple who are antagonistic here, that most people would agree, yeah,
you want bona fide employees and you want bona fide employers
working together. That is all we are trying to do and to clarify law
that I think right now is cloudy. That is all.

Thank you again. I appreciate all of your comments on this.

Chair Meyers. We thank you all very much for being here today.

I appreciate it, and I have learned alot.

Mr. Fawell does not have a markup date set yet for H.R. 3211,
which means that it is a work in progress; and I think the goal of

all of us is to do whatever we can to bring about the appropriate
balance and to have clear law in this area to improve relations.
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Again, I thank you all for being here, and we are adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the committee was adjourned, subject

to the call of the chair.]
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APPENDIX

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE JAN MEYERS
CHAIR, COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS

"THE PRACTICE OF ^SALTING' AND ITS IMPACT ON SMALL BUSINESS"

FIELD HEARING CONDUCTED JOINTLY BY THE
COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS

AND THE
COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC AND EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

OVERLAND PARK, KANSAS
APRIL 12, 1996

The Committee will come to order.
Today, the House Committee on Small
Business is pleased to be joined with the
House Committee on Economic and
Educational Opportunities to conduct this
hearing on a union organizing practice
KNOWN AS "salting", AND THE IMPACT OF THIS
practice on small business. i would like
to welcome our distinguished panel to
Overland Park -- God's country as it is
better known. i am very pleased to have
Congressman Harris Fawell, representative
FROM THE 13th DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS AND
Chairman of the Employer-Employee
Relations Subcommittee for the Economic
AND Educational Opportunities Committee
HERE WITH us TODAY AS Co-ChAIR OF THE
HEARING. In addition, A FELLOW KaNSAN
REPRESENTING THE 2nD DISTRICT AND MEMBER
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OF THE Small Business Committee, Sam
Brownback, has joined us as uell.

This hearing is being held in response
to numerous calls for help that i, and
many other members of congress, have
received from small businesses uho have
BEEN TARGETED IN A UNION "SALTING"
CAMPAIGN. The purpose of "salting" is
OSTENSIBLY TO RECRUIT UNION MEMBERS FROM
THE GROUND UP--ON A WORKER TO WORKER
LEVEL. I SUPPORT THE ABILITY OF UNIONS TO
ORGANIZE WORKPLACES AND RECRUIT MEMBERS,
AS DO MOST SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS, I

BELIEVE. However, significant concern has
BEEN RAISED BY SMALL BUSINESSES, AND THEIR
EMPLOYEES, THAT "SALTING" HAS A SINISTER
GOAL--PUTTING SMALL BUSINESSES OUT OF
BUSINESS IF THEY FAIL TO SIGN COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING AGREEMENTS WITH THE UNION.

As THE Committee will hear from several
witnesses, some salting practices appear
to focus on filing numerous unfair labor
practices charges against an employer.
This forces the small business owner to
SPEND AN estimated $5,000 TO $10,000 PER
CHARGE ON LEGAL FEES TO DEFEND HIMSELF AND
HIS COMPANY FROM WHAT IS OFTEN FOUND TO BE
FRIVILOUS CHARGES. SuCH ACTION,
PARTICULARLY WHEN ONE NOTES THAT VERY FEW
PETITIONS FOR UNION ELECTION ARE FILED
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WITH THE National Labor Relations Board,
appears to be harrassment of small
business owners and non-union employees.

My colleague, Chairman Fawell, has
INTRODUCED LEGISLATION, H.R. 3211,
AMENDING THE NATIONAL LaBOR RELATIONS ACT
TO STATE THAT NOTHING IN THE ACT SHALL
REQUIRE THE EMPLOYER TO HIRE A PERSON WHO
SEEKS A JOB IN FURTHERANCE OF OTHER
EMPLOYMENT OR AGENCY STATUS. ThIS
LEGISLATION IS AN ATTEMPT TO BRING SOME
BALANCE BACK TO THE EMPLOYER/EMPLOYEE
relationship, which seems to be needed in
some of these cases. however, i would be
interested in hearing our witnesses give
their views on h.r. 3211.

We have a very distinguished panel
today with eight persons presenting
testimony. therefore, i will keep my
remarks brief and turn it over to chairman
Fawell for an opening statement.
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mm ISEWS from
Congressman

Harris W. Fawell

U.S. House of Representatives

Washington. DC. 20515
(202) 225-3515

115 W. 55th St.. Suite 100
Clarendon Hills. IL 60514

(708) 655-2052

13th District, Illinois

statement of the Honorable Harris W. Fawell
Joint Field Hearing on "Salting"

Committee on Economic and Educational Opportunities
Committee on Small Business
Friday, April 12, 1996

I want to start by thanking Chairwoman Meyers for hosting
today's joint hearing between the House Committees on Economic
and Educational Opportunities and Small Business. It's a
pleasure to be in Kansas' 3rd congressional district, and I

appreciate the efforts of Mrs. Meyers' and her staff in pulling
this hearing together. Likewise, I am also pleased to share the
dais this morning with Rep. Sam Brownback, another distinguished
Member of the House Small Business Committee, who is from nearby
Topeka , KS

.

As Chairwoman Meyers has indicated, the subject of our
hearing today is the union organizing tactic known as "salting."
As Chairman of the Subcommittee on Employer -Employee Relations -

the Subcommittee with legislative jurisdiction over the National
Labor Relations Act - I have been interested in "salting" for
some time. It is an issue, I must admit, that also gives me
great concern.

My concern stems largely from two separate hearings our
Committee held last year, during which we heard from several
witnesses who shared their experiences with union "salting."
Much of their testimony included stories about union organizers
and agents who sought or gained employment with a non-union
employer when, in fact, they had little if any intention of truly
working for that company. In many cases, the organizers and
agents were there simply to organize and/or disrupt the
employer's workplace or to increase the cost of doing business by
forcing the employer to defend itself against frivolous charges
filed with the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) . For most
of these companies - many of which were smaller businesses - the
economic harm inflicted by the union's "salting" campaigns was
devastating.

Obviously, one might ask why any employer would hire an
individual that he knows is not really interested in being a
bonified employee of his company. The complicated answer to this
question lies in broad interpretations of the legal definition of
an "employee" under the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA)

.
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These interpretations have had the practical effect of presenting
employers with a Hobson's choice: either hire the union "salt"
who is already a paid employee of a union and primarily motivated
to further the cause of the union or, deny the "salt" employment
and risk being sued for discrimination under the NLRA. Either
way the employer is faced with a hiring decision that may
threaten the very survival of his or her business.

I believe it is important that we explore ways of remedying
this situation. In fact, as many of you may know, I recently
introduced a bill that I believe represents a good first step in
doing just that. H.R. 3211, the Truth in Employment Act of 1996,
would amend Section 8 of the National Labor Relations Act to make
clear that an employer is not required to hire any person who
seeks a job in order to further the interests of the union, i.e.-
primarily to organize the business of the employer and not
because he really wanted to be an employee.

As I did when the bill was introduced, I want to again make
it clear that this legislation is in no way intended to infringe
upon any rights or protections otherwise accorded employees under
the NLRA. Employees will continue to enjoy their right to
organize or engage in other concerted activities protected under
the Act. And, employers will still be prohibited from
discriminating against employees on the basis of union membership
or union activism. The bill merely seeks to alleviate the legal
pressures imposed upon employers to hire individuals whose
overriding purpose for seeking the job is not to become a

bonified employee but to organize the employer's workplace and/or
otherwise inflict economic harm to the employer.

In closing, I would also like to thank each of our witnesses
for agreeing to appear here this morning. I sometimes fear that
when we hold these hearings back in Washington, we occasionally
lose sight of what is going on "out in the real world." That,
instead of hearing from "real people" who are living day-to-day
with the issues we consider, we are hearing from the inside-the-
beltway crowd of lawyers and lobbyists. That is why we have come
to Kansas this morning - to hear first hand from the folks who
deal with "salting" on a daily basis. I know each of you has
left your business or job to be with us today and we appreciate
your willingness come share your experience and insights.

Thank you all for your time and interest. I look forward to
hearing your testimony.
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104th congress
2d Session H. R. 3P-/ (

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Mr. Fawkll introduced the following biD; which wm referred to the

Committee on

A BILL
To amend the National Labor Relations Act to protect

employer rights.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States ofAmerica in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4 This Act may be cited as the "Truth in Employment

5 Act of 1996".

6 SEC. 2. FINDINGS.

7 Congress finds that:
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2

1 (1) An atmosphere of trust and civility in labor-

2 management relationships is essential to a produc-

3 tive workplace and a healthy economy.

4 (2) The tactic of using professional union orga-

5 nizers and agents to infiltrate a targeted employer's

6 workplace , a practice commonly referred to as

7 "salting" has evolved into an aggressive form of har-

8 assment not contemplated when the National Labor

9 Relations Act was enacted and threatens the balance

10 of rights which is fundamental to our system of col-

1

1

lective bargaining.

12 (3) Increasingly, union organizers are seeking

13 employment with non-union employers not because

14 of a desire to work for such employers but primarily

15 to organize the employees of such employers or to

16 inflict economic harm specifically designed to put

17 non-union competitors out of business, or to do both.

18 (4) While no employer may discriminate against

19 employees based upon their views concerning coUec-

20 tive bargaining, an employer should have the right

21 to expect job applicants to be primarily interested in

22 utilizing their skills to further the goals of the

23 business.

24 SEC. 3. PURPOSES.

25 The purpose of this Act is

—
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3

1 (1) to preserve the balance of rights between

2 employers, employees, and labor organizations which

3 is fundamental to our system of collective bargain-

4 ing;

5 (2) to preserve the rights of workers to orga-

6 nize, or otherwise engage in concerted activities pro-

7 tected under the National Labor Relations Act; and

8 (3) to alleviate pressure on employers to hire

9 individuals who seek or gain employment in order to

10 disrupt the employer's workplace or otherwise inflict

11 economic harm designed to put the employer out of

1

2

business.

1 3 SEC. 4. PROTECTION OF EMPLOYER RIGHTS.

14 Section 8(a) of the National Labor Relations Act (29

15 U.S.C. 158) is amended by adding after and below para-

16 graph (5) the following:

17 "Nothing in this subsection shall be construed as requir-

18 ing an employer to employ any person who seeks or has

19 sought employment with the employer in furtherance of

20 other employment or agency status.".
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UNION SALTS

HON. HARRIS W. FAWELL
OF JLLrsOlS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday. March ». 1996
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM T. CREEDEN

DIRECTOR OF ORGANIZING

INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF BOILERMAKERS, IRON

SHIP BUILDERS, BLACKSMITHS, FORGERS & HELPERS, AFL-CIO

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT AND INVESTIGATIONS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC AND EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

The International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron

Ship Builders, Blacksmiths, Forgers & Helpers, AFL-CIO ("the

Boilermakers") submits this statement in support of the

Statements filed on October 31, 1995, by the International

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW) and the Building and

Construction Trades Department (BCTD) of the AFL-CIO, concerning

the use of "salting" as an organizing technique in the

construction industry.

The Boilermakers, with a membership of approximately

85,000, represent employees in a variety of industries, including

construction, shipbuilding, cement, forging, mining and

manufacturing. The Boilermakers International employs a twenty-

seven person staff assigned to organize employees in all

industries falling within the Boilermakers craft jurisdiction.

These organizers often attempt to join the work force of the

employers they intend to organize.

A significant portion of the Boilermakers membership

works in the construction industry. Boilermakers in the
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construction industry engage in a variety of tasks, but are

especially skilled at precision welding of high pressure vessels

and tanks in the paper and petrochemical industries and in the

nuclear and fossil fuel power industries.

Organizing in any industry has never been easy. But,

as noted by both the IBEW and BCTD, organizing in the

construction industry has, for a variety of reasons, grown

increasingly difficult during the past two decades.

In our experience, part of the reason lies in the fact

that an increasing number of employers are willing to retaliate

against union activists through discharge and other forms of

intimidation. The National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) own

statistics show that between 1960 to 1980, the number of charges

filed over employer unfair labor practices rose fourfold; charges

over discharge for union activity increased threefold. In 1984,

in their book. What Do Unions Do? , Freeman and Rogers estimated

that one in twenty pro-union workers, involved in organizing

campaigns, ended up being discharged in 1980. By 1990, the

number had risen to one in ten. Governing the Workplace: The

Future of Labor and Employment Law , Paul C. Weiler (1990)

.

Changes in the law have also made it more difficult to

reach unorganized workers. As noted by both the IBEW and the

BCTD, the NLRB's decision in John Deklewa & Sons . 282 N.L.R.B.

1375 (1987), enforced, 843 F.2d 770 {3d Cir. 1988), has added to

the problems faced by organized labor in the construction

industry. Deklewa ' s reinterpretation of §8{f) has rendered the
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"top down" method of organizing workers through the use of pre-

hire agreements nearly obsolete. The Board itself acknowledged

that Deklewa would result in the redirection of union organizing

efforts towards "bottom up" strategies more typical of the

manufacturing and service sectors. 282 N.L.R.B. at 1386, fn. 46.

This shift in the direction of the law has been

unaccompanied by any recognition of the differences between the

construction industry and other sectors of the American economy.

Unlike manufacturing or service employees, construction workers

are not a static workforce tied to a single employer at a single

job site. The industry is characterized by short term employment

with multiple employers scattered over a broad geographic area.

This means that, in many instances, the time frame for a

particular job is too short to mount the type of organizing drive

typically found in the manufacturing or service sector. It also

means that the attachment of the worker is to his or her

particular craft or trade -- boilermaker, carpenter, pipefitter,

etc. -- not to a particular employer. Despite this, in our

experience, it is almost impossible to convince an NLRB regional

office of the appropriateness of a bargaining unit limited to a

single craft or group of related crafts. Instead, regional

offices refuse to direct elections in anything less than a wall-

to-wall unit of all crafts on the job site.

The Boilermakers "Fight Back" Program

Despite these obstacles, the Boilermakers have
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continued to utilize the system in an effort to organize the

unorganized. For the past seventeen years, the Boilermakers

International has been engaged in a program, known as "Fight

Back", aimed at organizing workers in the construction industry.

The Boilermakers have filed a number of election petitions

seeking to represent employees in the construction industry.

See, e.g. . Advance Tank. Inc. , lO-RC-13360 (1986); Qualified

Personnel. Inc. , 5-RC-12901 (1987); CBI Nacon , (1987); ESP Reco

Tank , (1987) ; PPM Hydrostorage , (1987) ; Qualified Personnel ,
32-

RC-2526 (1987) ; Process Mechanical. Inc. , 7-RC-18862 (1988)

;

Harbert, Inc. , 12-RC-7200 (1989); Harbert . Inc. ; lO-RC-13954

(1989); Foster Wheeler Constructors. Inc. , 4-RC-17073 (1989);

Process Mechanical, Inc. , l-RC-19275 (1989) ; Pyropower

Corporation , l-RC-19381 (1990) ; McBurney Corp. , 6-RC-10487

(1990); McDermott International, et al

.

. 15-RC-7606 (1991); U.S.

Boiler S. Tube Co., Inc . /U. S .B.T. Abrasives & Refractories , 10-RC-

14310 (1992); McDermott International, et al

.

, 6-RC-10795 (1992);

Zurn Nepco , GR-7-RC-19853 (1992); Zurn Nepco , 4-RC-17616 (1992);

Foster Wheeler Constructors, Inc. , ll-RC-5939 (1993) ; H.B.

Zachry , ll-RC-5965 (1993); Brown Minneapolis Tank , ll-RC-5959

(1993); The Industrial Company . 18-RC-15368 (1993); Foster

Wheeler Constructors, Inc. , ll-RC-5973 (1994); Research-Cottrell .

9-RC-16404 (1994); Tampella Power , 6-RC-lllll (1994); H.B.

Zachry , ll-RC-6084 (1995); Metric Constructors , 5-RC-14206

(1995) ; Duke Power Co ./Scope Service, Inc. , ll-RC-6137 (1996) .

The Boilermakers International has also filed unfair
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labor practice charges with the NLRB where an employer's response

to organizing efforts has been to unlawfully discriminate against

applicants or current employees. Two of these cases -- Sunland

Construction Company, Inc. , 309 N.L.R.B. 1224 (1992) and Sunland

Construction Company. Inc. , 311 N.L.R.B. 685 (1993)-'-, -- were

companion cases before the NLRB with Town and Country. Inc. , 309

NLRB 1250 (1992), enforcement denied . 34 F.3d 625 (8th Cir.

1994), reversed , 516 U.S. , 116 S. Ct . , 133 L.Ed 2d

371 (1995) .

As you are probably aware, the United States Supreme

Court ruled in the Town & County decision that paid union

organizers are employees within the meaning of the National Labor

Relations Act. Clearly a nine to zero decision by the United

States Supreme Court has validated the National Labor Relations

Board's position and organized labor's position.

Like similar efforts by other construction trades,

"Fight Back" emphasizes bottom up organizing through direct

contact with the nonunion worker. Boilermaker staff organizers

attempt to bring the union's message to nonunion workers.

Sometimes staff organizers attempt to hire on with nonunion

contractors in an effort to reach the nonunion worker; other

Following the NLRB's decision, the Boilermakers and
Sunland entered into a settlement agreement in which
Sunland extended voluntary recognition to the
Boilermakers. The parties further entered into three
collective bargaining agreements under which Sunland is
currently performing work. See , Sunland Signs Union
Contracts, Boilermakers Drop ULP Charges , Daily Labor
Report, 9/9/1994, at A-6.
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times, contacts are made outside the workplace.

However, the bulk of the contacts with nonunion workers

are initiated by current Boilermaker members who voluntarily hire

on with nonunion contractors in order to assist our organizing

efforts. These members receive no compensation or wage subsidy

of any sort. No fringe benefit contributions are made or dues

forgiven on their behalf while they are employed on a nonunion

project

.

What the Boilermakers ask of these volunteers is that

they accept employment with the nonunion contractor, perform

assigned tasks in a competent and professional manner for the

duration of the project and, during their own time, discuss the

benefits of unionism with other employees. Volunteers may assist

interested workers in becoming union members or seek signatures

on authorization cards to be used to support RC petitions.

"Salting" Is Protected Organizing Activity

The Boilermakers are aware of complaints by many

employers concerning "salting" efforts by the Boilermakers and

other unions. The Boilermakers agree with the IBEW s statement

that, at bottom, the employers' real objection is that the law

prohibits them from refusing to hire union members or from

discharging employees simply because they participate or intend

to participate in union organizing.

Much of the attention and comment on this issue has

focused on paid union organizers. However, as noted above, the
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bulk of the organizing activity under the Boilermakers "Fight

Back" program is carried out by volunteers who receive no

compensation from the union. -^ In considering the appropriateness

of "salting", it is important to keep in mind that the right to

organize has long been viewed as an essential ingredient of an

industrial democracy.

Section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act ("the

Act") guarantees the right of every American worker to engage in

organizing activity or to refrain from doing so. 29 USC §157.

In adopting the Act sixty years ago. Congress chose to protect

the rights of working people to engage in "concerted activities,

"

including organizing and collective bargaining, as a means of

providing them with some measure of economic leverage in dealing

with their employers. The Act opens with the recognition that

"[t]he denial by some employers of the right of employees to

organize and the refusal by some employers to accept the

procedure of collective bargaining" imposes intolerable burdens

on the free flow of commerce. See , 29 U.S.C. §151. In NLRB v.

Jones & Lauqhlin Steel Corp. . 301 U.S. 1 (1937), the Supreme

Court, in upholding the constitutionality of the Act, recognized

that unions are "essential to give laborers opportunity to deal

on an equality with their employer." 301 U.S. at 33.

In 1974, Congress reaffirmed its view that protection

only about "Fight Back" . However, it is our impression
that volunteers, not paid organizers, make up the vast
majority of union "salts".



of organizing and collective bargaining remains an efficacious

antidote for the social ills of disproportionately low wages,

poor working conditions and labor unrest by extending the

coverage of the Act to not-for-profit hospitals. See , Beth

Israel Hospital v. NLRB . 437 U.S. 483, 497-98 (1978) ("Congress

determined that the extension of organizational and collective

bargaining rights would ameliorate these conditions and elevate

the standard of patient care.")

Experience has demonstrated that Congress was correct

in its view that unions and collective bargaining are good for

the nation and the economy. Studies consistently find union

workers earning higher wages and having better benefits than

nonunion workers. For example, union workers are twice as likely

to have health insurance as nonunion workers. Mishel &

Bernstein, State of Working America . EPA Series (1993) . The

grievance and arbitration procedures which typically accompany

union contracts provide the means for resolving workplace

disputes in a peaceful and fair fashion. All of this, in turn,

increases productivity and quality.

The volunteer organizers involved in "Fight Back" and

similar efforts are engaging in organizing activity in its purest

form. These individuals volunteer their time and work for

substandard wages with little or no benefits, because they

believe in the principles of unionism. This is precisely the

type of activity which both the Supreme Court and the NLRB have

recognized as being "the central purpose of the Act". American

94-117 _ Q-? _ Q
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Hospital Association v. NLRB . 499 U.S. 606,609 (1991); Sunland

Construction Company, Inc. , 309 N.L.R.B. 1224, 1229 (1992).

Congress chose to shield the workers' right to organize

both with affirmative protections afforded those engaging in such

activity and with negative prohibitions forbidding employers from

discriminating against anyone engaged in organizing. Thus, a

refusal to hire based on organizing activity has long been held

to violate the Act. This is true whether an individual's

organizing activities have been directed at fellow employees or

at workers employed by other employers. Current employees are

protected from discharge for engaging in organizing activity.

Applicants may not be rejected nor current employees treated

differently on the ground that they are likely to be union

supporters

.

Employers who complain about "salting" suggest that

anyone paid by their union to organize should not be protected

under the Act . Most go on to argue that even unpaid union

members, who respond to their union's request to assist, on a

voluntary basis, in organizing efforts should be denied the

protection of the Act. While some organizers may receive

compensation, most do not. They do share, however, one common

characteristic -- both seek employment with a nonunion employer

for the underlying purpose of engaging in lawful protected

organizing activity.

To deny these individuals, regardless of their paid

status, the protection of the Act based on their organizing
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purpose literally stands the Act on its head. It disqualifies

the employee for engaging in the very activity which the Act is

designed to protect. The fact that the organizer seeks access to

nonunion employees in order to promote the principles of unionism

does not and should not affect the protected status of his or her

organizing activities. The protection of the Act has never been

premised on an evaluation of a person's subjective motivation for

undertaking otherwise lawful protected concerted activity.

It has been suggested that, by asking a member to work

for a nonunion contractor, the union will exercise an

impermissible degree of "control" over the employee's activities

while at work. Such a view is mistaken for several reasons.

To begin with, the Act does not require that, in order

to be protected, organizing activity be spontaneous or unplanned.

As the Supreme Court has recognized, like any other right in an

industrial democracy, "organization rights are not viable in a

vacuum"; their exercise depends both on the right of employees to

discuss organization among themselves and the right of unions to

discuss organization with employees. Central Hardware Co. v.

NLRB , 407 U.S. 539, 542-43 (1972) .

Moreover, it does not follow that, simply because a

person obtains employment with the intent to organize the

employer, that he or she will be less competent or less loyal

than a current employee who decides, independent of any contact

from the union, to try to organize the employer. The idea that

support for one's union constitutes unforgivable disloyalty to
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one's employer was banished with the enactment of Section 7. As

one of the Justices noted during oral argument of Town & Country ,

"the theory of the act is that there's no inherent

incompatibility between obligations to the union and obligation

to the employer, and I don't know how to make the act work

without adopting that --." Transcript of Oral Argument in NLRB

V. Town & Country Electric, Inc.. et . al

.

, October 10, 1995, at

pp. 26-27.

The complaint is made that the organizer may be

inclined or directed by the union to quit at a critical time,

leaying the employer in a lurch. Such an argument ignores the

fact that nonunion employees are considered "at-will" employees,

meaning that either the employer or the employee may terminate

the employment relationship at any time for any lawful reason.

See , Blade, Employment at Will v. Individual Freedom , Colum. L.

Rev. 1404, 1419-20 (1967). Moreover, under the law, the right to

strike is guaranteed all employees, regardless of union status or

organizing proclivity. Hence, this asserted "danger" already

exists in the nonunion setting, independent of any organizing

activity.

The Boilermakers do not instigate or condone sabotage,

slow downs or any type of unlawful activity. The authorization

card utilized by the Boilermakers, a copy of which is attached to

this statement, reminds both the volunteer organizer and the

nonunion recruit that such activity is strictly forbidden. The

Boilermakers are not aware of any AFL-CIO affiliated union which
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devote working hours to working for the employer and organize on

their own time --at lunch, before and after work. To do

otherwise subjects them to discharge for cause.

As the Board noted in both Sunland and Town & Country ,

there is no body of evidence which suggests that paid organizers

as a class have any tendency to engage in wrongful conduct. 309

N.L.R.B. at 1230 and 1257. This observation is borne out by

prior cases which have considered the work performance of paid

organizers. In H.B. Zachry Co. . 298 N.L.R.B. 838 (1988),

enforcement denied . 886 F.2d 70 {4th Cir. 1989), both the Board

and the Fourth Circuit concluded that the work of the paid

organizer there "was satisfactory, and that he was proficient at

his trade." 886 F.2d at 71. See also . Oak Apparel , 218 N.L.R.B.

701, 707 (1975); Pilliod of Mississippi. Inc. . 275 N.L.R.B. 799,

811 (1985) .^

Indeed, an organizer, paid or unpaid, has a tremendous

incentive to satisfactorily perform his assigned tasks for the

nonunion employer. To do otherwise not only subjects him to

discharge but renders him largely ineffective, since other

workers are not likely to listen to someone who does not pull his

weight on the job. The union has an equally strong interest in

discouraging poor performance, not only because poor performance

rejected the employer's argument that the organizer
there was a poor worker as a defense "structured upon a
composite of lies." 309 N.L.R.B. at 1275.
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renders the organizer less effective, but because it sends the

wrong message to both the contractor and the customer. The

contractor will not be interested in dealing with a union that

cannot deliver quality craftsmen. Moreover, even if the union is

ultimately successful in organizing the contractor, the customer

will be unlikely to invite back a contractor whose employees

failed to perform adequately.

The Boilermakers recognize that the Committee has heard

testimony from various employers who believe that they have been

subjected to unfair or underhanded tactics through union

"salting" efforts. Obviously, the unions involved in these

stories have their own view of what occurred, views which do not

appear to be reflected in the Congressional Record at this time.

Surely, instances can be found where someone abused the law, just

as there are legions of cases where employers have, despite the

law's prohibitions, discharged or refused to hire employees

because of union activity.

The point is that existing law is available to deal

with such abuses. An organizer who fails to perform his assigned

tasks in a proficient manner may be discharged without sanction.

Indeed, the NLRB has upheld just such a discharge of a paid

organizer in Sears. Roebuck & Co

.

, 170 N.L.R.B. 533 (1968) . See

also , Sunland Construction Company, Inc. , 309 N.L.R.B. 1224, 1230

(1992) (organizer does not get "carte blanche in the workplace .

. .the organizer lawfully may be subjected to the same

nondiscriminatory discipline as any other employee.")
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Some of the stories you have heard include allegations

of sabotage and personal harassment of family members or other

workers. These types of activities have no place in any

organizing campaign. The Boilermakers do not condone and would

not tolerate any such activity in connection with "Fight Back"

.

The point is that, once again, existing law is

available to deal with such abuses. Following or stalking family

members is not protected activity and, in many states, violates

criminal statutes. The response to such abuses should be to

enforce existing law against the perpetrator, not remove legal

protection from law-abiding union members engaged in lawful

organizing activity.

It is ironic that the employers who have come before

you complain about the costs associated with defending themselves

against what they perceive as unwarranted NLRB charges. The

Boilermakers have incurred tremendous costs in attempting to

organize. More important, however, are the costs incurred by

employees who are denied employment or lose employment because of

their union convictions. Having asked these individuals to

assist in our organizing efforts, the Boilermakers are compelled

to stand by these individuals and to seek redress on their behalf

before the NLRB.

Yet, we have no illusions regarding the efficacy of

such relief. It can take anywhere from two to four years to move

a case through the administrative process before the NLRB.

Additional delay occurs if the matter is submitted to one of the
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Circuit Courts of Appeals. Even if this process is successful,

no real penalty is imposed on the employer. The employee is

entitled to back pay, but only to the extent that his or her

interim earnings do not match or exceed what would have been

earned absent the discrimination. In short, even though the

employer has violated the Act, the employee is obligated to

mitigate their own damages.

Real labor law reform should focus on those issues

which prevent the Act from effectively protecting the right of

workers to organize, as well as on those items which make the

process of determining whether employees wish to be represented

both time consuming and expensive for all parties, including the

NLRB . Although the Boilermakers have several ideas on this

subject, we will mention only the one directly related to

effectiveness of the Act as a deterrent to unlawful activity.

In our opinion the Act, as currently written, does not

impose any real penalty for violating worker's rights. In order

to remedy this, we believe that the Act should be amended to

impose enhanced remedies on employers found to have violated the

Act. These would include allowing employees harmed as a result

of an employer's violation to collect damages, based on the

amount of backpay due (for example, double or triple the backpay

due), without deduction of interim earnings; a requirement that

the employer reimburse the government and the charging party

reasonable costs, including attorney's fees; imposition of

additional monetary fines on employers who repeatedly violate the
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Act and debarment from receiving government contracts. The

effect of such reforms would be to both deter an employer from

engaging in unlawful conduct and to provide a just remedy for

employees harmed as a result of an employer's unlawful activity.

Not all workers will find union organization appealing;

but all workers should be allowed to consider the question on its

own merits, with free access to information and in an atmosphere

free from coercion and intimidation. This is both the promise

and the purpose underlying the Act.

As illustrated above, and in the Statements submitted

by the IBEW and the BCTD, it has grown increasingly difficult to

deliver the union's message to employees. Asking members to work

for nonunion contractors in order to assist job site organizing

efforts is simply one attempt by organized labor to respond to

this problem. The relationship between an employer and a union

organizer is no different than that between the employer and any

other employee who chooses to be a union supporter. Both are

protected under the law. To change the law in order to allow

employers to discriminate based upon an employee's organizing

intent would totally undercut both the spirit and purpose of the

Act .
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companies, inc.

Mechanical Insulation Contractors

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. My name is Greg

Hoberock, and I thank you for giving me the opportunity to be with you this morning.

I would like to testify as general manager of hth companies,' inc. located in Union,

MO.

hth companies, inc. is a merit shop insulation contracting firm formed in 1984 by my

wife, Barbara Hoberock, and myself. We employ approximately 100 construction workers

throughout the midwest, hth companies, inc. has expertise in performing insulation

work from small office buildings to large industrial complexes and power houses. We

train unskilled workers through our BAT-approved apprenticeship program. We offer

competitive wages, health insurance and retirement plan and vacation pay to our

employees.

hth companies, inc. was the first merit shop insulation company to incorporate in and

around the St. Louis area offering the end user an alternative to Local #1 of the

International Brotherhood of Heat and Frost Insulators. We have had to overcome

every obstacle placed in our path by Local #1. From the start, we have had to offer

our customers a higher quality of work at a substantially lower price so our customer

would be able to overcome other costs inflicted by the AFL-CIO affiliated unions.

It is my understanding that the (NLRA) National Labor Relations Act was enacted to

protect the rights of employees during the troubled times of the depression.

BUS: (314)583-8698 ^jIRr 1 191 Clearview Road
FAX; {314)583-5971 i»fPfc Umon, MO 63084
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Management had grown powerful and abusive of its labor force. A national act was

needed. I would never suggest that the NLRA should be repealed; history has taught

us management would abuse its labor force if left unchecked. However, we find today

that labor groups are abusing management and now need to be brought in check by a

national act. H.R. 3211 "The Truth in Employment Act of 1996", is a start in

bringing about balance to labor/management relations. Put simply, employers should

not be required to hire persons who have no genuine interest in working for their

companies.

Simultaneously at the time of the salting campaign, hth companies, inc. has endured

many actions designed to intimidate our employees and customers. Though we are not

accusing the Union of involvement, we do not believe the timing is coincidental.

These acts include stalking, hand billing and vandalism. In one instance, an

employee found a dead rat in the mailbox.

A salting campaign against hth companies, inc. began approximately 26 months ago. A

large group of male construction workers barrelled into our office demanding

employment applications from a female office staff worker. Their actions and

language were both abusive and intimidating. None of the intruders were offered a

job, and our first unfair labor practice charge was filed. The National Labor

Relations Board found no merit with the charges because we could show that 1) We had

not hired any worker meeting their qualifications, and, 2) We already had two

members of their Union, who had made proper application, on the payroll. Even though

no merit was found in the Union's claim, hth companies, inc. suffered the economic

loss of defending the frivolous charge.

The Heat & Frost Insulators then began what we thought was a Union organization

campaign. However, as the time went on, we began to realize that the Union was not

interested in organizing our labor force, but only interested in harassing us through
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the use of the NLRA. At no time did the Union petition the NLRB for an election. In

fact, hth companies, inc. was advised by employees that the Union was not interested

in representing hth's employees but instead wanted to put hth out of business.

The Union was successful in "buying" several of our employees. The scenario goes

something like this, "hth employees, if you will stay employed with hth and perform

acts that will allow the Union to file charges with the NLRB, we will give you a

Union card at the conclusion of your employment with hth". As a result of this

tactic, hth lost 8 employees to other employers. The 8 persons who left hth

companies, inc. have the right to seek employment which they feel will better their

lives and those of their families. However, if hth conducted it's affairs in a

manner similar to actions of these 8 agents of the Union, we would probably be facing

legal action. According to other employees, one cf the employees provided

confidential information to the Union leadership, and he also encouraged other

employees to engage in a variety of acts to the detriment of their employer.

In total, hth companies, inc. has faced approximately 32 charges filed under the

NLRA, with a total of some 120 allegations. Out of these charges, the NLRB has found

merit to a portion of three charges. The other 29 charges were found to be without

merit in their entirety. hth companies, inc. elected to settle a portion of three

charges for a total of $720 in back pay. Legal council advised me that in their

opinion hth would prevail during the formal hearing at the NLRB; however, the

estimated cost would be $15,000 to $25,000 per charge. Considering the possible

economic loss in battling the federal government for a potential savings of $720, the

prudent business decision to settle was made. In settling these three charges, hth

never admitted any wrong doing, and I remain convinced that we have always followed

both the spirit and the letter of the law.
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One of the 29 meritless charges filed against hth companies, inc. included dismissing

an employee who left the jobsite on a Thursday. He was also absent on Friday, and

this caused our customer to become very upset. A written complaint was received by

our office. Nevertheless, the employee took the following week off without

permission and without explaining why he would not be at work. We told the employee

that we desperately needed him to be on the job. He refused to heed our pleas and

never explained his absences. Not only did we have to deal with the potential loss

of a client, but we had to defend our disciplinary action with the NLRB. After a

thorough and costly investigation, the charges were dismissed.

Another charge was filed when the payroll clerk made a clerical mistake in

calculating a weeekly payroll. An employee was shorted $120. We found the mistake,

prepared a check for the difference and mailed it to the employee immediately. His

means of notifying our office was through a NLRA charge. By the time the paperwork

was delivered to our office, restitution had already been made. All allegations

involved under this charge were dropped.

How would you like to defend your company's management of a construction project?

hth companies, inc. faced an NLRA charge because we asked the persons on the job site

to communicate with our office about the progress of the project. We were accused of

discriminating against an employee because we wanted to know what work was being done

on a site which is a 4-hour drive from our Union, MO office. After a costly

investigation, all allegations included in this charge were dropped.

Under the current administration, I thought employers were encouraged to provide

health insurance and retirement benefits to their employees. We faced charges

because we instituted a 401(k) and a Davis-Bacon pension plan. Even at face value,

it is obvious that no discrimination has occurred because our plan is offered to all

employees and because we had commenced our discussions regarding these plans prior to
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the start of the salting campaign. hth companies, inc. still had to endure the

economic loss of defending a charge that was eventually dropped.

An apprentice was terminated because of his poor work record. We faced three

separate charges over this termination. Each time no merit was found to the charges,

and no action was pursued by the NLRB. The cost to prove to the NLRB that no

discrimination occurred was, again, borne by hth companies, inc.

Some employees of hth companies, inc. decided to get together one evening for drinl<s.

The activity was neither sponsored by nor funded by hth companies, inc. The business

agent for Local #1 filed charges under the NLRA for excluding his agent, an uninvited

employee. hth companies, inc. had to defend the charge and then had to decide

whether to encourage or discourage socialization among its employees. Once again the

charge was found to be without merit, but we were forced to spend time and money

responding to baseless allegations.

One employee attended a meeting sponsored by the Union. After considering the offer

to accept membership in Local #1, he informed me of his intent to resign. He told me

that the Union had offered him membership at a substantially higher wage rate. After

wishing him well, I inquired when he would be leaving. No information was available

on a specific date of termination, but he told me would inform me as soon as

possible. After some time had elapsed and no termination date was provided, the

employee informed me that the Union had placed conditions upon issuance of his Union

card. He told me he had been asked to perform acts in an attempt to harass hth

companies, inc. and provide a basis for the Union to file charges under the NLRA.

His position was that hth companies, inc. had been good to him and that if the Union

wanted to grant him membership because of his skill, then he would join. If

membership was contingent upon performing what he considered unethical acts, he

would remain employed by hth companies, inc.
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I would estimate an average of 40 hours of my time is spent to defend each charge

filed under the NLRA. Additionally, it takes about the same amount of time for the

staff. Though we do not account for our legal fees specifically by charge, I know

that the cost of legal advice has tripled over the past two years. We estimate

frivolous NLRA suits cost our company $25,000 per year. This money is a cost

inflicted on hth companies, inc. with NO benefit to the employees of our company.

Forcing employers to hire persons whose intent is to bankrupt the employer does not

make sense. Employees have told me that the business agent for Asbestos Workers

Local #1 has announced that it is his intention to put hth companies, inc. out of

business. Under current law, he himself and those persons he may send to my office

applying for work are protected applicants. A prudent manager is not prone to hire

a person referred by a person whose stated intention is to put you out of business.

Federal law as currently interpreted by the Supreme Court in "Town and Country"

forces the manager into a "no win" dilemma. When laws are used by unions to harass

employers rather than organize employees, the employees involved in such harassment

must lose their protection. Our elected officials have to find a way out from union

salting tactics and lift the business community from the salting " Catch 22".

Thank you.
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Good day Mr. Chairman and members of the Joint Committee.

My name is Robert Janowitz. Thank you for the opportunity to testify.

While I am testifying on my own behalf, let me note that I am currently on

the Board of Directors of the Heart of America Chapter (the Chapter) of

Associated Builders & Contractors (ABC), a national trade association that

represents about 17,500 contractors, subcontractors, material suppliers, and

related firms around the country. I am a lawyer who has specialized in

labor and employment matters for over 25 years. During my career I have

had a broad range of experience which makes me uniquely qualified to

testify in support of H.R. 3211.

After growing up in New York City and graduating from the

University of New Mexico School of Law, I started my labor law career in

June 1969 as a trial attorney at Region 19 of the NLRB based in Seattle,

Washington. During my six-year tenure as a trial attorney, I investigated,

settled, and litigated hundreds of unfair labor practice cases and conducted

numerous representation hearings regarding preelection and postelection

issues. Some of you may not be aware that the NLRB itself is unionized
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and has both professional and nonprofessional bargaining units. I was

among the first trial attorneys in Region 19 to join the NLRBU and was

active in the union until my promotion to a supervisory position in 1975.

In 1975, I accepted a promotion to a supervisory attorney

position with Region 6 of the NLRB located in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. As

a supervising attorney, I was responsible for training and reviewing the work

of a team of trial lawyers, processing unfair labor practice charges,

developing litigation strategies, and helping to ensure that the investigative

process was thorough and impartial.

In December 1976, the NLRB's General Counsel, John Irving,

appointed me Regional Attorney of Region 17, based in Kansas City. I was

one of the youngest Regional Attorneys ever appointed. Region 17 services

a broad geographical area that now includes Oklahoma, Nebraska, Kansas,

and the western half of Missouri. As Regional Attorney, I was primarily

responsible for determining whether unfair labor practice charges should

proceed to complaint or be dismissed. It did not make any difference to me
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or my staff if the respondent was a labor organization or an employer. Our

consistent goals were impartiality, thoroughness, and an understanding that

before proceeding to litigation we had to be satisfied that we could meet our

statutory burden of proof that an unfair labor practice had been committed.

As Regional Attorney, I received Certificates of Commendation

in 1978 and 1979 for "high quality performance." I had the privilege of

working closely with senior civil servants at the NLRB's Division of

Operations in Washington, D.C., to develop the criteria for the Senior

Executive Service and to represent the interests and concerns of Regional

Attorneys across the country. I also participated to a substantial degree in

the nation-wide trial training programs for the NLRB's trial attorneys.

I left the NLRB in October 1980 to accept a position in private

practice. Since that time, I have represented management in all areas of

labor and employment law. Since March 1987, I have Chaired the Labor

and Employment Law Section at Shook, Hardy & Bacon, L.L.P., Kansas

City's largesf law firm.
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A significant amount of my time and energy in private practice

is devoted to representing my clients' interests in matters directly and

indirectly involving the NLRB and the National Labor Relations Act.

Throughout my career with the NLRB, and continuing through my career in

private practice, I have had high regard for the integrity and fairness of

almost all of the NLRB's field personnel. I am concerned, however, that the

current Board and General Counsel appear to have politicized the decision-

making process. The impressions of many of us in private practice on the

management side is that the zeal expressed by the recent appointees has

swung the pendulum so far and so fast that the impartiality of the Agency

is subject to question. This is particularly true in the construction industry

and is one of the reasons I support Congressman Fawell's Bill.

Over the last several months construction industry clients have

reported to me or my staff over two dozen salting incidents. Many of these

incidents have led to NLRB charges against these companies. These

clients are small businesses who cannot afford the cost of NLRB litigation.
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In addition to the costs, these small business owners believe they are

powerless in responding to obnoxious and inappropriate conduct by several

of the construction unions in this area.

The typical tactic of these unions is this. Picture a small

corporate office or construction site trailer where the receptionist or job site

superintendent is beginning the workday. All of a sudden, unannounced,

5 to 12 strangers enter the office or trailer and demand the right to apply for

a job. One of these intruders is using a video camera to film the incident.

Regardless of the hiring procedures, these individuals refuse to leave.

Should the receptionist or superintendent feel threatened, coerced, call the

police, or seek to have the individuals removed, charges will be filed with

the NLRB claiming that the rights of the intruders were violated under the

Act. The company's failure to hire any of these intruders also will be

alleged as an unlawful refusal to hire.

We had one case where the union's full-time paid organizer

made 35 phone calls in 14 days and 75 calls over 40 days asking for a job.
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Under Missouri law (RSMo 565.225), his conduct could constitute crinninal

harassment. When the company reported this harassment to the phone

company and the authorities, the union filed an NLRB charge against the

company. No legitimate public policy is being furthered by allowing and

encouraging this behavior. As rational, intelligent, and objective individuals,

I ask you, "Who is being burdened and harassed?"

In another example, the NLRB recently has ruled that when

employers respond to this obnoxious salting conduct by instituting neutral

policies with no evidence of discriminatory implementation, these policies

still may be unlawful. Tualatin Electric. Inc. , 319 NLRB No. 147 (Dec. 18,

1995).

I believe it is important for the Joint Committee to understand

that my clients do not oppose a union's right to properly attempt to organize

their employees. They clearly recognize their obligation not to discriminate

in violation of the Act. They also recognize that as nonunion companies,

their employees may attempt to unionize. They believe their employees are



entitled to determine for themselves through a noncoercive secret ballot

election process whether or not they wish to be represented by a union.

Union representation is not the issue. When it comes to analyzing the

unions' motives behind this salting strategy, it is noteworthy that with all the

salting cases our office has handled, I do not recall any instance in which

a union has filed a petition for an election. This is because the employees

involved were not interested in representation, and organizing is not the

unions' motive. The real union objective is to do away with nonunion

competition, drive them out of business. In a recent unfair labor practice

proceeding, a Business Agent was asked, "Have you ever expressed...your

desire or the Carpenters' District Council's desire to put [name of client] out

of business?" Over the objection of the NLRB's counsel, the judge

instructed the Business Agent to answer. His response was, "Yes, I believe

I have... I have said that in the past...." (TR 399, 400).

This sworn testimony supports the evidence ABC and other

witnesses have put into the record that a major goal of the unions' salting

program is to-run nonunion competition out of business. Unfortunately, the
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current NLRB and its General Counsel are permitting the NLRB's processes

to be used to accomplish this goal. Something must be done to stop this

malicious practice.

Is there anything else going on in the Kansas City area to

support this conclusion? Unfortunately, over the past several months

several Chapter members have been subjected to incidents of vandalism,

property, and equipment damage. Although there is insufficient evidence

to bnng formal charges, given the timing of the misconduct and the

companies who were victimized, in April of last year a meeting took place

with a special agent of the U.S. Department of Labor Office of Labor

Racketeering to review these incidents. I will mention a few of these

incidents to give you the flavor of what has happened;

In the first months of 1995, the following occurred at job sites

and company offices around the same time that these companies were

being salted:
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1. About $6,500 of damage to recently installed drywall.

2. A newly constructed restaurant was vandalized with jars

of indelible black ink. Similar vandalism occurred at an

RLDS church job site, and the job site trailer was broken

into.

3. On another job site, bottles of indelible ink were thrown at

the building, bars were pushed through radiators of

forklifts, tires were cut, glass was broken, and significant

damage was done to a generator and van.

4. Windows were smashed on a job site trailer, and an

employee's personal vehicle was severely damaged.

5. A strip center where the offices of salted companies were

located was vandalized by glass jars of indelible ink.

Anbnymous threatening phone calls followed.



Construction companies have not been the only businesses

subjected to the unions' salting tactics. The Chapter itself was confronted

several months ago with the harassing scenario I previously described. On

two occasions, without warning, up to a dozen individuals, one using a

video camera, barged into the ABC office and insisted on filing applications

for employment. As you can guess, charges were filed with Region 17

claiming that the Chapter serves as a "hiring hall" for its members, an

allegation that the Regional Office dismissed. Recently, the union who filed

the charge has requested an extension of time to file an appeal.

In closing, let me comment on another professional hat I have

worn for a number of years. Since about 1979 I have taught the labor law

class as an adjunct professor at the University of Missouri-Kansas City

School of Law. It is not uncommon for the classroom materials and the

students to point out that over the years there have been shifts in several

labor law doctrines depending upon the composition of the Board. In my

view, what makes this Board and this General Counsel unique is the zeal
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and lack of subtlety in their efforts to revamp significant elements of the law

and the process.

Whether it is the Board's condonation of the union's obnoxious

salting tactics, its recent attempt to engage in rule-making for single-location

units, its apparent unwillingness to apply the Supreme Court's decision on

nursing supervisors, its decision overruling YMCA (Young Men's Christian

Assn. . 286 NLRB 1052 (1987)) that would appear to create impediments to

voter turnout (Broward County Health Corp.. d/b/a Sunrise Rehabilitation

Hospital. 320 NLRB No. 28 (Dec. 19, 1995)), or the aggressive use of lOQ)

injunctive relief, there is a need for this Joint Committee and the Congress

to make the appropriate statutory changes to ensure the integrity and

impartiality of the NLRB. Thank you.
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Labor board losing a peacemaker
By Michael Yablonski

tabor wnter

As the regional attorney for the

Kansas City office of the National La-

bor Relations Board for the last three

years. Robert Janowitz has been one
of the key people keeping the peace
between employees, unions and em-
ployers throughout Kansas. Nebraska
and the western half of Missouri.

For Janowitz, working for the labor

board encompasses more than just

protecting the rights of employees to

conduct union activity or the rights of

management against illegal union ac-

tions. The labor board, he said, also

stands as a barrier against "industri-

al chaos."

Preserving industrial peace by en-

forcing the National Labor Relations

Act often has been a thankless job,

Janowitz said, and after 11 years with

the labor board he has decided to

leave federal employment for private

practice.

"It is not uncommon for us to get

blasted from both sides, ' Janowitz

said as he reflected on his years of

dealing with labor disputes.

In one sense, Janowitz likens the job

to that of a baseball umpire, the man
nobody likes, but in another sense he

found the work challenging because it

offered attorneys the opportunity to

work both as investigator and prose-

cutor.

marked with the courtroom drama
sometimes foimd in civil or criminal
trials, Janowitz said.

Although the latwr board deals in

only one small segment in the wide
area of labor law, Janowitz tells the

students in a class he teaches at the

University of Missouri-Kansas City

Law School that the National Rela-

tions Labor Board is at the center of

the labor movement.

"You're where the action is," he

said. "The board is really where it's

at in determining what workers are

going to be represented by a union be-

cause we control the procedure. '

'

Robert Janowitz

"A large part of our work is deter-

mining what motivated (the person

charged with a labor act violation) to

do what he did," he said. "It involves

a unique investigative technique. You
have to be sensitive to personalities.

You have to be sensitive to the objec-

tive facts and you have to dig.
'

The general public often sees the la-

bor board as an arbitrator or media-
tor of labor disputes, but most cases
before the board are resolved admin-
istratively before going to a hearing,

and even then the cases are not
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Names & faces

JanowiU )<b> with poitshod

Management's
Negotiator

Robert J. Janowilz's role in labor law

is to keep management out of hot water

with labor.

Janowitz, 37, appears tough as a prize

Tighter, solid but quick on his feet as he

moves about his office, ready to go the

limit with his opponents, usually em-

ployees of management he represents.

But he doesn't bound from his corner

punching or dancing circles in the legal

ring; his style is that of a seasoned, well-

trained competitor jabbing with pol-

ished rhetoric and open law volumes.

A native New Yorker and a 1967

graduate of the University of New Mex-
ico at Albuquerque school of law,

Janowitz is a partner in the law firm of

Roan & Grossman, which specializes in

representing employers in all matters in-

volving labor law and employment
rights. .According to Janowitz, the firm

is the only law firm in this area that deals

exclusively with labor relations.

"Our firm's product is fairly new,"
he said. "We can service our clients by

being more in tune with a specialized

area of law. Most of our clients, which

include virtually every segment of

business, have in-house counsel or other

attorneys on retainers, but they occas-

sionally need the expertise of our firm."

Janowitz sees his role as far different

from jumping into a legal dispute be-

tween an employer and employee and
giving the employee a good black eye.

"We have a very pragmatic approach
here," he said. "We would like to

educate management as much as we can

on the current employee laws and how
they can act with labor in regard to those

laws. We work closely with the laws

covering OSHA, Workmen's Compen-
sation, wage and hour and collective

bargaining. W'e would like to advise peo-

ple as to when potential problems exist.

One of the banes of the legal profession

is that we get called in loo late to advise

and then we have a whole new ball

game." That new ball game means
either intensive arbitration or battles in

federal courts.

One of Janowitz's opponents at times

is the National Labor Relations Board,

the nation's primary regulatory agency

m the area of labor management
disputes. It is also an opponent he

knows quite well.

Janowitz served as the regional at-

torney of the NLRB in Kansas City prior

to joining Roan & Grossman. He was

one of the key peacemakers between

employees, unions and employers
throughout the western half of Missouri.

Kansas and Nebraska.

He first joined the NLRB in 1968 after

two years in private practice in New
York. His work entailed being a "watch

dog." ensunng that union elections were

conducted fairly and the collective

bargaining process were free from strife.

"Our goal was to maintain a stable en-

vironment in labor relations." he said.

His work with the NLRB took him to

Seattle and Pittsburgh before he was ap-

pointed in 1977 to the Kansas City post.

At 33. Janowitz was the youngest

regional attorney ever appointed by the

NLRB.
In late 1980 Janowitz elected to return

to private practice with Roan &
Grossman. "As chief legal officer of the

NLRB, my duties included more ad-

ministrative activities and duties than

those of an actual practicing lawyer. As

my staff grew to the point where I had

32 professional people on salary, my ad-

ministrative responsibilities took a great

deal of my time away from practicing

law. 1 wanted to get back into actual

practice." Janowitz also sees the purse

of the private sector lawyer as heavier

than the NLRB's.
At Roan & Grossman, Janowitz feels

he is doing as much to stabilize labor

relations as the NLRB or other

regulatory agencies are. "We are even

doing It better, especially by educating

management in the ways they can com-

'ith their employees."

Corporate Report/January 1981
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STATEMENT OF LINDELL LEE, BUSINESS MANAGER
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS LOCAL NO. 124

Before the Sub-committee on Oversights and Investigations of
the Committee on Economic and Education Opportunities

U.S. House of Representatives

Overland Park, Kansas April 12, 1996.

My name is Lindell Lee and I have been an electrician in the

Kansas City area for 27 years. In June of 1993, the 2000

electricians who are members of the IBEW Local No. 124 elected me

through the democratic process to represent them as their business

manager. I wish to thank this sub-committee for the opportunity to

provide information and express my views on the subject of

"salting." IBEW Local No. 124 represents approximately 2000

workers in the construction industry in both western Missouri and

eastern Kansas. IBEW Local No. 124 is located in Kansas City,

Missouri

.

As business manager of Local No. 124 my responsibilities are

varied. I negotiate collective bargaining agreements on behalf of

our members, administer those collective bargaining agreements,

handle grievance and otherwise represent working electricians to

the best of my ability. The members of IBEW Local No. 124 have

entrusted me with these responsibilities through a free and

democratic vote. The Congress of the United States, through the

passage of various laws, has charged me with the responsibility of

representing these electricians fairly. I take all of these

responsibilities very seriously.
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Along with these other responsibilities, these 2000 working

men and women have elected me to attempt to organize unorganized

electricians in the geographical jurisdiction of Local No. 124.

For over sixty years, the Congress of the United States has

guaranteed the rights of working men and women to freely engage in

organizing activity. Both my local and the International

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers have freely embraced the rights

that the elected officials of our country have given us. I

consider the current bill pending before this committee to be a

direct assault on the rights of working men and women to freely

organize themselves and others into unions.

I wish to take this opportunity to specifically adopt the

statement of my International President John J. Barry given to this

committee on October 31, 1995, his accompanying statements and all

the attachments to that statement. I believe International

President Barry has succinctly and accurately portrayed the

importance of the continued right to organize through the use of

"salting" techniques. I would like to also take this opportunity

to express some of the specific concerns of Local No. 124.

I have reviewed the pending bill and a number of the

statements presented by non-union contractors to this committee.

As you are aware, a number of these statements portray "salting"

efforts as having the goal of driving non-union contractors out of

business by violence, sabotage, or decreased productivity. I am

frankly shocked and amazed to learn of these allegations. All of

these tactics and goals are contrary of the goals of IBEW Local No.
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124. Our goals are to organize the unorganized employees in the

electrical industry.

We as a labor union are prohibited from discriminating against

electricians who are non-union. Likewise, non-union employers are

prohibited from discriminating against our members. Local No. 124

and its members have simply sought, through "salting" efforts to be

employed by non-union employers, to do a good days work for good

days pay, in an attempt to organize those non-union employers'

employees during non-work hours. This is what "salting" means.

Contrary, to what some of this committee has heard, there are

many contractors organized by IBEW Local No. 124 that are happy.

For example, I have attached to this statement as Exhibit A, a copy

of a newspaper article appearing in a local paper regarding one of

those contractors. I would also like to take this opportunity to

quote briefly from what Mr. McKarnin, General Manager of Pioneer

Electric, stated in that newspaper article. Mr. McKarnin stated,

and I quote

:

"I have worked very closely with IBEW 124 since our
employees voted to be represented by the IBEW about five
years ago. *** Middle class America was created by
unions. Non-union wage standards are set by unions.
Most people don't realize that. Most people think that
the employer will automatically take care of employees.
*** Other reasons I support the union is because of the
federal laws they have fought for. *** Look at your air
pollution and water pollution, OSHA safety programs.
These and other protections were lobbied for and fought
for in Washington, D.C. by unions. That is a fact. ***
Federal labor laws are like stoplights and speed limits.
*** Somebody has to set the standard."

I fully endorse these statements of contractor McKarnin from

Pioneer Electric Company. Over sixty years ago. Congress set these
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standards. Now, this committee contemplates unfairly removing

these standards.

This committee needs to realize that it is dealing with the

rights of the working men and women of this country. IBEW Local

No. 124 has taken in 246 members who it has organized through

"salting" campaigns. Those men and women now enjoy a better

standard of living as the result of being members of IBEW Local No.

124. Those men and women all enjoy a living wage rate, allowing

them to be productive members of American society. It is these

middle class Americans who are the backbone of the taxes paid to

support your salaries. These men and women now enjoy pension

benefits, and health and welfare benefits that they never enjoyed

before. These men and women were not coerced into becoming members

of IBEW Local No. 124. IBEW Local No. 124 showed them a better way

for their family and they have wholeheartedly embraced a better

standard of living.

Attached to this statement as Exhibit B are the statements of

several of those people. I would like to read you some short

excerpts from some of those letters.

"I have received several raises since I joined SKCE
[South Kansas City Electric] but none until the union
organizer (SALT) showed up."

-Richard Brockman

"Did I make the right choice to join Local 124 IBEW" You
bet I did and would do it again."

-Anthony Galate, Jr.
South Kansas City Electric
Employee
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"I have been with IBEW Local Union 124 now for only six
months, however, I have already seen the benefits
afforded me by becoming a union member and I am finally
excited about my future."

-Mark Bates

I would like to further point out that all of the tactics

employers accuse unions of engaging in in connection with "salting"

campaigns which this committee has heard about are already

unlawful. It is unlawful for unions to engage in violence. It is

unlawful for unions to engage in sabotage. It is unlawful for

unions to intentionally attempt to reduce an employer's

productivity. Employers currently have adequate protection under

the law to protect them from all of these types of activities.

Moreover, Local No. 124 has never employed such activity.

Over the years that we have been engaged in organizing campaigns

through salting efforts, we have only once been accused of any

activity that even resembles this type of unlawful conduct. In

March 1995, the local chapter of the Associated Building

Contractors accused the local building trades, along with IBEW

Local No. 124, of engaging in trespass. After a thorough

investigation. Region 17 of the National Labor Relations Board

dismissed those charges. As was their right, the Associated

Building Contractors appealed this decision to the National Labor

Relations Board's Office of Appeals. After careful consideration

by the Office of Appeals, that appeal was dismissed. In short, the

ABC accused us of wrong doing, we had our day in court before an

impartial administrative agency and we were vindicated.
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I ask this committee to consider one very important issue. If

in fact unions were engaged in such widespread violations of the

law as portrayed by the non-union contractors in connection with

these hearings, why haven't lawsuits been filed and unfair labor

practices been filed to back-up these hollow allegations? The

reason being is that these are simply hollow allegations with no

facts to support them.

In closing, we the 2000 voting men and women of IBEW Local No.

124 ask only one thing. To be treated fairly and be allowed to

continue to engage in lawful organizing activities. Accordingly,

I would ask this committee to not recommend the passage of HR 32-

11.
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tEJbe ilatiorjgimeg
IBEW 124 Ties Good
Business, Contractor Says

of ElecmciJ Worken Loc»i 124

has been Carl McKaniin. general

manager of the power plant divi-

sion of Pioneer Elccinc Co. "Hut

the from office (of ifie union).

iIBEW-

McKamin conunued. "All the skilled trade;

were like that. If you didnt have a relauve
or fnend in the union for a sponsor, you
Jido I get in

"

Local 124 shunned McfCarrun back in

1964. but ihe exclusionary policies in effect

ihen did not slow McKaniin very much. He
went on lo build one of the largest and tnosi

successful electncaJ contracung firms in the

-neiropoliian area And five years ago
vlcKamin signed an agreement affiUaung
his firm wHh Local 124
Now McKarain assists actively in the

.
.'gressive efforrs led by Local 124 Business
lanager Lindell Lee to organue the unor-
ganized sectors of the Kansas City electri-

cal industry McKamin IS fighung alongside
Lee and other Local 124 members to elitm-

nate vesuges of the 'Country Club" atmo-
sphere that for 30 yean contnbuied to a steep

recline, both locally and naDonally. in the

Tiarket share of elecmcians repirsenied by
he IBEW

Also like Lee. McKarnin does not dis-
miss the competitive threat to growth of the
unionized sector of the electncal industry
posed by such non-union contractors as
South Kansas City Elecmc (SKCE). which
i cuirently the target of a Locai 124 orga-
nizing effort.

•Unions have got a haid fight on their

handi. • McKanua said. 'TTiere are several

very good non-uiuon companies out there

that have good employees working for them.

People like Lindell Lee recogmze that and

are moving aggressively to do something

about iL

"An eiunnle of thai is the employees

workTiig for us (Pioneer) who came out of

SKCE" McKamm continued- "We've taken

I n five of thetn. 1 bebeve thai's correct. One
of them. Tony Galate. has been with us four

years and is a general foreman. He's run-

ning the new Federal Courthouse project

Downtown for us now. That's the largest

single contract the company has now or has

ever had."

McKamin was bom 52 yean ago in Lit>-

erry and grew up in the village of Randolph

in Clay County. He attended North Kansas

City High School, but dropped out when he

got a |ob in a gieenhouse. later working for

Nauonal Bellas Hess and Pioneer Bag Co.

He joined the Navy in 1960 for a four-year

hitch, and was stauoned on the aircraft ear-

ner Lexington.

Mc KatTun trained ashore as an electrician

while the Lexington was docked in San Di-

ego He descnbed his 14.week Navy train-

; ng course in electncal work as "excellent."

His duues aboard the Lexington included

^naintaining the earner's flight deck light-

Upon retuming to Kansas City and. t>

ing unable to join IBEW Local 12

McKamin went to a North Kansas City bar

10 open an account. McKamin said the bar

president asked him what he did for a h

ing. and that he replied he was unemployc

and looking for a job as an electrician. T)

banker recommended that McKamin talk

Gabe Brull at Clayco Electric.

McKanun was hired at Clayco. who
employees were represented by District

.'

of the United Mine Worken..serving a fot

year apprenuceship with that organizauo

which later merged with the United Stet

workers of America. McKamin. who O'

lained a CED certificate in the Navy, al'

studied electronics for two years at the Ce

tral Technical Insntuie and electncal en?

neenng for two yean at the Finley Enginee

ing College.

In 1969. McKamin worked nine monti

at Evans Elecmc with a temporary IBE'

Local 124 ticket, helping to build a ninw.

at Kansas City Intemauonal Aupon and U
nearby Trans World Airlines office buildin

He also served six vean as president of tt

200-member Sieelworker Local 1443

"It's interesting. " McKamin observe
"I've worked so closely with IBEW 1 24, b

: was never a card-holding member"'
In 1984. McKamin and his wife Patnc

sought Pioneer Electric, which had be.

founded in 1977. In 1994. Pioneer was so

to Duane Russell, and McKamin signed

five-year contract to remain with the cot

pany as general manager for the power pla

division.

In addiuon to other types of work. Pi

neer servtcesfour Kansas City Power
Light Co. power plants, the Board of Publ

UtiUues Quindaro plant the Thomas H
Power Plant north of Columoia. Mo., a.

other plants in Denver. Sioux City. low



MclCwnin said Pioneer currently employs

about 160 elecmcians. including al>oui 90

IBEW 124 members and others from Local

226 in Topeica. McKamm said Pioneer s

employment peaked at about 300 last year,

including office and craft penonnel.

"I have worked very closely with IBEW
124 since our employees voted to be repre-

sented by the IBEW about five yean ago."

McKanun said. "Middle class America was

created by the unions. Non-union wage stan-

dards are set by the unions. Most people

don't realize thaL Most people think the

employer will amomancally take care of the

employees.

"But if you travel outside this country to

anywhere there is no union representation,

you have two classes of people—the ex-

tremely rich and the extremely poor."

McKamin conunued. "The middle class of

any country is created by the unions. And
non-union wages are set by the unions. Usu-

ally the non-uiuon shops pay just a little bit

less. But they don't pay any more than they

have to. .

"It also should be noted that the middle

class—created by unions—pays most of the

taxes that have set the high standard of life

in this country thai u envied by most of the

world." McKanun said.

"Other reasons I support the union is be-

cause of the federal laws they have fought

for." McKanun said. "Look at your air pol-

luuon and water polluQon laws, ai OSHA
safety programs. These and other protections

were lobbied for and fought for in Washing-
ton DC. by unions. That's a fact

'Federal labor laws are like stop lights

and speed limits. " McKamin said. 'Some-
body has to set the standaitl There are people

out there who will kjll other people. Maybe
they have no respect for human life and hu-
man nghts."

McKamin. who has assisted m Local
1 24 s organizing efforts at the employer level

and also by speaking to prospecuve union
memoers. was asked if this is because he is

an tniigtiiened boss or simply because it is

good business.

'It s just something I believe in."

McKamin replied. "I believe very strongly

m union representation and (hat would be
my aiiiiuae wheiher or noi 1 owned a com-
pany 1 buv American-made cloihes when I

^an Mosi ot my cloihes have a union label.

Unlonunaiely some union members
don I do ihe same thing, or you wouldn't
have ine unlair compeiiiion from foreign
prooucis A good example is a union mem-
ber wno drives lo work in a foreign vehicle.
As owner of ihe company 1 have discour-
-iged thai and still do. It's not good business."

.McKamin said he has been involved wiih

Lindell Lee and Local 124 organizers Chns

Heegn and Jim Beem m (he effon to orga-

nize SKCE.
One employee asked me why doesn ( (he

owner of SKCE wan( (o go union."

McKamin said. "Simply suied. the reason

SKCE employees should vote lo go union

are all the reasons why the employer does

noi go union.

'The employer docs not wan( to pay a

competitive wage and benefit package.

"

McKamin said. "And another thing is young

people want (he cash money in (heir pocket

nght away. Retirement is a lifeume away for

them. They don't care aboui cosUy benefiis

such as health insurance, life insurance and

re(iremen( planning.

"People interested in joining (he union

have been wi(h the company 1 or 1 5 years."

McKarnin continued. "They've siarted

thinking about the future and realize why
ihey would benefit from joining the union.

"

McKamin said thai while employees txn-

efu from union membership, so does (he

company.

"In (he case of Pioneer Electric, the com-
pany believes we benefit from union repre-

sentation. " McKamin said. "When we went

IBEW. we had 25 employees. As 1 said, we
peaked out last year at 300. So we have seen

some beneOls from IBEW afTiliaiion in (he

availability of skilled manpower. We can"!

survive wi(hou( (he union, and the union

cant survive wiihoui (he company. Thai's

the bottom line."
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INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS

April 10. 1996

Dear Chairman:

As I understand, the House and Oversight and Investigations Sub-Committee of the Economic and

Educcf.on Opportunities Comminee held a hearing in an effon to gather evidence to justify an attempt

to revise current labor laws that protect all workers' rights to join, form and assist labor organizations.

Some of the attention of these hearings has been focused on whether or not union representatives shall

be recognized under the NLRA when they are engaged in an organizing technique commonly referred

to as "salting."

As you are aware, on November 28. 1995. the Supreme Coun, in a unanimous ruling, in a case from

Minnesota, reversed a Federal Appeals Court ruling that said paid union organizers do not qualify for

legal protection as employees, as defined by the VLRA. Quoted from the Associated Press, "Can a

worker be a company's "employee"... if. at the sa.-ne time, a union pays that worker to help the imion

orgamze the company?" Justice Stephen G. Breyer wrote for the coun. "We agree with the National

Labor Relations Board that the answer is 'yes." he said.

•At these congressional hearings these employers are asking for your help and merely alleging unfair

union activities. In attacking the \ery hean and purpose of the NLRA itself these unscrupulous

emplo\ ers. in my opinion, have committed the ultimate unfair labor practice by interfering with,

restraining, and coercing employees, at the highest level--the Congress of these United States--

because the employees sought to exercise their legal rights.

Please find e-closed letters wnrten by organized workers and "salts." Let these letters speak for

themselves.

Cliristopner Heean

Director of Oroanizins

inciosures

CK:lla

opeiu320

= BOX 8727 . 301 EAST 103RD TERRACE . KANSAS CITY MISSOURI 6411 »2 7500 . FAX 8I6'942'B805
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November 24. 1!

Economic and Education Opportunities Committee

House Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee

Dear Committee Chaimian,

Allow me to Introduce myself, Keith J. Albarelli. of Blue Springs, Missouri. I decided to become

an electnclan after working a summer job as a helper in 1971. After successfully completing a

four year apprentice training school run bv the State of Vermont, I received a journeyman's

license in 1976. During this five year pencd I worked for a nonunion electrical contractor.

After moving to the Kansas City, MO area in 1976 I immediately became employed by Al's

Electnc Service, Inc. This employer was truly a pleasure to wort( for, but as a nonunion

contraaor, the wages and fringe benefits were not sufficient to raise a family in the tradition of

the Amencan Dream. In 1979, three other journeymen and myself contacted IBEW Local 124

concerning our becoming union members. After sitting for a joumeyman's exam and having the

benefits and responsibilities of a union electrician explained to us. we were inducted as full

members of IBEW Local 124. Dunng mis process I was treated fairiy, honestly, and allowed to

pursue a dignified lifestyle for my family.

Of all the choices I've made, none have hac a more positive impact on my life than joining

IBEW Local 124. In 1990 I was a cofounder of Heartland Electric Corporation, an iBEW affiliated

electncal contractor. Our all union worlcforce at Heartland enjoys excellent wages lealth

insurance, pensions, safe working conditions, and the opportunity for their families to lead a

dignified lifestyle. This fact is the one I am most proud of as an employer and a union member. I

firmly believe that this form of collective bargaining serves the best interests of the employee,
employer, and customer.

Respectfully yours.
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November 22, 1995

The 104tta Congren

The House Ovenigb and Invesdgition Subcomminee of

Economic and Eduecion Opportunities Committee

To whom it may concero.

Please let me take this opportunity to introduce mysdf. I am Anthony J. Galate, Jr , and live at

8261 N. Revere, Kansas City, MO

Recently, I heard ofa hearing that was held by the above mentioned subcommittee regarding

labor laws. I started in the dectrical field in Sqnember of 1977, and have 18 year? expehcnce in

In 1990, 1 was contacted by Phil Nidiols. the Local 124 IBEW orgamzei. I was working for

South Kansas Qty Electric at that time, a "merit shop" I was job foreman for SKCE on their

larger projects and had been for five years Let me tefl you my opinion of a merit shop. You are

a g(X)d forenian/dfftrinan in the merit shop's eyes if 1), they like you, 2) ifyou make them

money, 3), ifyou keep people who wort for you scared of their jobs, and 4), ifyou keep people

who work for you tfahiking that wages, benefits and conditions are not important.

In my opinion, things such as wages, benefits and conditions are what makes Amenca what

America all around the world is known for The constitution states "all men are created cquaT.

In the mem shop's eyes, not all men are created equal.

One of the best opportunities for mysdfand &mily was when the Local 124 organizer introduced

himself to me in 1990. That day I feh some people still cared about the workers of America. Not
once m the aoproximate 1 1 months did the organizer threaten me or intimidaie me He explained

what the IBEW was all about He even came to my house and explained things to my £Bn^. And
he tiwiys showed respect to me and my family.

On November 1, 1991, 1 feh like a mountam was lifted fi-om my shoulders when my family and I

made the decision to join Local 124 IBEW Here are the reasons why: I) health insurance, not

only for me but my whole fiunily, 2) pension - seeumy of a firture when I retu^. 3) wages - 1 now
have the opportunity to do extra things for my fiunily and plan for my children's college, 4) I

don't have to bear the guilt of a man with three kids coming to me and saying, "I am only making
57 50 and hour and need more money" and having to tell him the next day the shop said after six

months you wil gel 50 cents more an hour. 5) I don't have the guih of asking men to work over-
time with no compensation or iaymg offa man because he didn't go to the shop and help them
relocate to a new building on his day off
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T1iflI04th(

The House Overngfat tad Investigition Subcouiuiiuee of

Ecoooonc nid P***"**""*' Opportumoes Cotntnittee

So, in condusian, did I nuke the right choice to joio Local 124 IBEW7 You bet I did and would

do it again. As the saying goes, "In a New York nunute" I would do it again.

I wish I could talk to each and everyone ofyou one on one. You would see my honesty and

sincetity is my eyes ofwhat I have said in this letter. So please don't take my children's right

away to join, form or aisut labor organizations Give people a good ii£e and a good fiiture

That's what America is all about

Anthony J. Galate, Jr.
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November 25. 1995

Patrick Ferguson

29013 Ragar Road

Sedalia, MO 65301

Dear Conunittce,

I began working lor Medallion Electric in 1978. I began as a helper and gradually learned the

trade.

in -Apni of 1993 I contacted Lindef Lee of Local Union #124. My employer, which was soil

Mednllion Flcctric, had begun to get very choosy about the jobs he wanted to bid on for the pa«t

few years. Consequently, 1 was laid off quite often. The wages and benefits were good at this

shop, but when there was no work there was no paycheck. When 1 met with LindeD Lee and

fhns Heegan. the}- c>;plained lo mc how the union worked, and the criteria I would ha\c tu ;r.>;;i

to become a member. They answered the many questions I had, and told me th^ it was iotaii>-

m\ decision lo become union. They told me that if I decided to become a member they would

hvlp inc transfer from a non-union employer to a union member. I decided to join the union

becnuse it ottered the opportunity to work tor ditterent employers if the work ran out for vour

Lurr;nl emplc\cr. .Mso, they offered schooling in the area of electrical work >ou wanted to Icam

about. These advantages were not offered by my previous employer.

Pve been in Local T.'nion ** 1 24 going on two years. 1 strong recommend that if any

non-union electrician would have the opportunity to talk with union officials to do so. 1 have never
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regretted making the move.

Thank-You,

/^'^.̂ ^
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November 22, 1995

Kevin J. Stone
16019 W 154th Terr.

Olathe, KS 66062

Chairman of the Comniittee

The House Oversight and Investigations
Subcommittee of the Economic ana
Education Opportunities Committee

RE: Labor Unions

To whom is may concern:

My name is Kevin J. Stone. I live in Olathe, KS at 16109 W 154th Terr..

After graduating from high school I worked as an apprentice electrician
for a man who 2 years later became my father-in-law. Traveling the

country for 5 years for an electrical contractor was not good for a young
marriage. Electricians in Norfolk, NE were paid less than $15.00 per hour
after over 30 years of service, without any type of benefits. In order to

be able to have steady work and not have to continue traveling my wife and
I decided to relocate to Kansas City.

i<fhile working on Westport High School as an electrical foremen for a

non-union shop on a basically otherwise union job site, I was approached
by Phil Nichols from L.U. 124, Kansas City, MO. After introducing himself
I was asked my thoughts on the union and I was listened to. Phil truly
wanted to know what I thought, I talked of my concerns about working where
I was around people who were hired simply because they answered an ad in

the paper, ^ot because they had specialized training in what can be a

dangerous and I or deadly business. Long hours, understaffed crews, heavy
work loads, old worn out tools, frayed cords, rickety high lifts, unsafe
scaffolds, old trucks were every day dealings for me.

I always heard the same excuses when I asked for proper equipment, etc.
"We don't have it in this job', 'We cut hours to get this job. Would you
rather sit home?', 'Use what you got'. I was not coerced or threatened by
the Union. I was tossed a lifeline and pulled from disaster.
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The only people J work with now are competent and well trained. The
company I work for are all serious about safety because of union
concerns. Good working conditions prevail. Problems are corrected.
Together, with the same problems and concerns we are strong - as
individuals we are doomed to a cut- throat existence.

My wife of 11 112 years and my baby girl, due in February, know I will be
home safe after work and that is what a 'union' is all about.

^y^SiK^
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28, 1995

Chairman of tha Economic and Education
Oppoz-tunities Coomlttae

Sir:

My name is Robert tynn Bricker, I live at Cross Tinbars, MO.

In 1962 I enlisted in the 0.S. Navy, went through the
Electrician's school. I served 5 years (part in Vietnam) and was
Honorable discharged. I have been an electrician for 32 years.

I December 1993 1 hired on as foreman to Little Rock Electric in
constructing a Tyson plant in Sedalia, MO.

In all my career I have never been on a job where there was so
much drug usage, safety violations, and discrimination. We
worked for two weeks in conditions so dusty over half of us were
out sick, only then did they do anything about it.

On two different occasions I mentioned the drug usage to the
Superintendent and the owner, nothing was done about it.

On another occasion I refused orders to put two men to work in
some 13,500 volt switchgear because we did not have control of
the breaker two miles away in the power company switch yard, or
know if it was even locked out.

From then on I was ostracized and discrijuinated against also
falsely accused, by a company that paid poor wages and no
benefits. They wanted me to quit but after a discussion they
laid me off.

TWO weeks later I was contacted by Lindell Lee of IBEW 124. That
was a phone call that changed my life. I now feel like I have a
future. I work with people who have respect and professional
courtesy for one <mother. I have a pension plan and we purchased
our first new vehicle in 18 years. I no longer have to worry
about being unfairly laid off, or working in unsafe conditions.

I only wish that this opportunity could have happened 20 years
ago.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Bricker
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MARK E. BATES

16004 \V. Uyih Terract

Olaihe. KS 6*06:-1W4
tlit lX2-S62li

November 24. 1995

The House Oversight and

Investigations Subcommittee

301 E. f03rd Terrace

Kansas City. MO 64114

Dear Committee Memoers:

.VIv name is Mark Bates and I live in Olathe. Kansas. After attending college for

[WO years. I decided to take a break from school and took a job with an open shop

as an electncian s apprenuce. That was in 1975 and I have been working in tne

industry ever since.

In Apnl of this year. 1 was contacted by the IBEW I was working for Diversified

Electnc Company at the time. Having been in the industry for 20 years and in my
;ariy 40s. it became very apparent to me that 1 needed to do something about my
ruture retirement plans. Working in open shops. I felt my wages were not

wommensuraie with my skills and 1 was being offered no benefits to help me with

mv future. It was stnctly a day s worK for a aay s pay. I became frustrated with

the ooen shop s interest in only the quantity ot work it could produce, sacnfici- :

uality and the safety of its emplo\ -es. Their lack of concern for their employe-

.uiure was also very discouraging. The open snops always "passed the bucK

'

unen n came lo worrying about their emplovee s future. Their philosophy was

iomeone else can just take care of that." nich in turn placed the burden on the

.a.xoayers of .Amenca.

The IBEW representatives to wnom I sooKe aoout joining the Union treatea me
Aiih resoeci ana ;gniiy and were very consiaerate of my situation. .After

weighing i.ne iremenaous oenefits offered by an organized labor force. 1 made the

jEcision 10 become a Union memoer so that I could proviue a belter life for me
-a mv ramiiv ana take care of my tuiurc as v<.ell. The Union nas provided me an

Donunitv to work for an organiz-..on that provides a pension Dion, wages which
-"wara me tor the ills 1 have craited over -".e years, ana better worKins
>nQitions, For tne rir-t time in 20 years. 1 im oro-j oi the electrical trade.
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The House Oversight ana invesiieations Subcommittee

Page:

November 24. 1995

White collar" workers are aole to work for comoanies that provide manv benetii';

iuch as pension plans, \acation time. re_>onable health insurance rates, etc. "Blue

collar" worKers on tne other hand are treated much differently, even though our

:oDS serve an important function to society as well. The organized labor torce i^

able to proviae these important benefits to the hardworking men and women in

tne technical trades.

have been wiLh IBEW Local Union 124 now for only sin months, however. ;

.lave already seen the oenefits afforded me by becoming a Union member and 1

im finally e,\ciied about my 'uture. Needless to say. I am extremely pleased witn

my personal decision and wis- had done it years ago. I have a lot of lost years to

make up for and I plan to do tr._; wili the IBEVV'
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November:!. 1995

Dear Congressman.

Vlv name is Mike Damico. I am a second generation electrician m Kansas City. MO. .As

fathers will do. mine offered me the opponunity to follow his footsteps and sc i 1 975 I entered

the 4 vear apprenticeship program of Local 124. IBEW.

His opportunity came by way ol organization. 30 some years ago my lather was offered a

chance to become pan of Local 124 and he jumped at that chance.

.As important as the pay raise was. the single most important attraction was the unions

involvement with social issues. This was the foundation of his belief that workers are the most

\ ital like in the chain of production. Digmty and respect are the keys to a productive work force

and to umte for this cause is every persons right.

Without the stress of constant job searching. Dad was free to enjoy his family and pursue

his social justice issues. His wages allowed us to attend Catholic Schools, all 5 of us! He was

jble. with the help of Local 124 and his collective bargaining agreement, to provide solid middle

ciass upbnnging.

My father passed away before he had a chance to retire, but even in his death he and his

union le a pension and health care for .Mom. I cannot express the gratitude and relief knowing

tnai Mon. is going to the okay.

1 coniinue this legacy with m;. union membership. I have a pension. annuit\ 401(k)

omion. health & welfare coverage and the training to do electrical work anywhere i: ;his country.

M> children will reap the benefits of my union membership as 1 did. And 1 am sure my children

uiU fulh understand the reasons unions are important.

Don t restrict our nght to organize, help the middle class recover~you need us!

SincereK.

Michael J Damico
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To whom It may concem:

My name is Bobby .A.Taylor, address is 9313 E 90th Terr KC Mo 64138

I bcgam my cairccr m the electncal field 1971 thru 1973 in trade school. I work m electrical

maintenance for the city ofKC Mo. I've also worked from 1979 to 1982 for .Albcr Electric, an

completed mv 4 year appcnticeship. From 1982 to present I've worked for Quick Electric. .August

of! 995 I came to IBEW and begian to organize Quiok Electric.I joined the umon September 1995.

When I started work in 1982 for Quick Electric 1 \\a< making approx. SI 7 per hour, with paid

\acation. holiday, sick pay. health insurance and a pension plan. Today at Quick Electric there is NO
paid vacation, holiday, sickpay or pension plan. NO OVERTIME P.AY. my pay is SI 8 per hour and
with no benefiu. my payroll is late almost every week, sometime we are not to cash it till next week.

That is a cut in pay. That is not fair I lam ver> displeased! So I joined the union and we have bcga::-

to organize. Quick Eiectnc. I have never been treated with the respea by any employer as I have b>

IBEW. I think my decision to become union was one ofthe best decision I have made . For without

IBEW I could afford to stay in this trade. I truly hope wc are successfiil at organizmg Quick Elcctnc
because this company's UNL.AWFUL CONDUCT H.AS TO BE STOPPED!!.

Fraternallv vours

Bobby A. Taylor

Joumevman wireman
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My name is Roger Lake. I live in Oak Grove, Missouri, about 30
miles East of Kansas City, Missouri, on the family farm. I'm 33
years old at the present time, and 8 1/2 years ago I had the
opportunity to become an electrician.

I hired on with Westhues Electric in May, 1987. At that time,
they belonged to Local 144 36, United Steelworkers Union. A Journey-
man was making $19.47 an hour. Our total package, with insurance,
was comparable to Local 124, IBEW, Local 14436 had about 23
contractors and 450 members. It was explained to me at the time I

was hired about the benefits of belonging to a union. That if one
contractor got slow, we could go to another and maintain our wages
and insurance. That belonging to a large membership would help
reduce our insurance rates and insure that our contractors were
paying our premiums. This became evident in '91 when the employees
of Westhues had to take $1.25 an hour cut in pay so Westhues could
maintain our insurance— $19.47 minus $1.25, thus $18.22 an hour.
This happened right after the United Steelworkers Local 144 36
dissolved in 1990.

I stayed with Westhues Electric so I could complete my schooling
through the Steelworkers program, even though our Local was gone. In
the Spring of 1991 I successfully completed my 4 year apprenticeship
with Westhues Electric, expecting to make Journeyman wages of $18.22
as previous employees had when they turned out as a 'Union shop. I

was told that in order for anyone from then on to earn $18.22 an
hour, all employees would have to pass the Journeyman Block Test,
which meant going back to school. Several of us did. I passed and
made $18.22 an hour.

I was with Westhues Electric over 7 years. I was their 1st
employee, and had watched the company grow, but not without
sacrifice by the employees. If we wanted a job, we were required to
show up at the shop between 7:15 and 7:30, but our pay didn't start
till 8:00 A.M., and frequently we were expected to work on our jobs
till 4:30 P.M., then come to the shop to get lined out for the next
day, which put one going home around 5:30 P.M. So, on average, the
employees would put in 9 to 10 hour days, and only get paid for 8.
This is still going on today, among other practices which I believe
to be unfair.

In the Spring of 1994 I was approached by a friend, an ex-Steel-
worker whose shop was taken into Local 124 IBEW a few years earlier.
He asked if I was interested in becoming a #124 member. I said sure,
I had always wanted to be Union, but didn't know how to go about
getting into Local #124. He passed my name and phone number on to
his boss who gave it to Lindell Lee, Business Manager of Local #124.
After a few phone conversations, I met with Lindell at his office
and agreed to make the change. However, I wanted to wait till later
that summer so I could witness first hand Union organizing and also
to avoid leaving my customers in a bind. I had two organizers on my
job and I can truthfully say they performed for me, the customer and
their employer, Westhues Electric. There was no time taken away from
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the job discussing Union organizing. I felt the organizers purpose
was to gather information about non-union employers and their men to
help educate the non-union worker of their legal rights and to let
the workers, such as myself, know they have a say in their future.
So often, as it is with Westhues Electric, the amount of time and
rate of pay one receives in a non-union shop depends on how much of
ones own time they donate to the shop.

I left Westhues Electric in July, 1994 and went to work for
Superior Electric in August, 1994, got my Journeyman ticket, and I'm
still working for Superior Electric today, but now when I work a 10
hour day I get paid for 10 hours.

Since I left Westhues Electric, 4 other employees have made the
move also. This would not have happened without the organizers
working on non-union jobs to educate the non-union worker.

I am now an organizer myself, taking this information to educate
not only employees of Westhues Electric, but all non-union workers.

History proves time and time again, if you keep the masses
ignorant, the few will control and prosper while the many will stay
at status quo

.

I do not believe this was the intent of our forefathers when they
drew up the Declaration of Independence:

"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are
Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.
That to secure these rights. Governments are instituted
among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent
of the governed."

Sure, the non-union employer is going to cry foul, because for
the first time in recent history, the labor force of America is not
only learning what their rights are, but how to fight for them.

Frankly, I don't see much difference between union organizers
in non-union shops than the lobbyists in Washington that you do
business with. We both have our agenda. You don't see us every day,
but we are out there.

We have laws to protect the American worker. Those laws were put
in place for a purpose - to lose those laws would be devastating to
the American worker. What we need most of all is better systems to
make these laws work for the people.

As an organizer, my 1st objective is to educate and to implement
a system of checks and balances for these laws.

Sincerely yours,
American Worker

-^^dO /.^
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November 27, 1995

The 104th Congress

The House Oversight and Investigation Subcommittee of

Economic and Education Opportunities Committee

To Whom It May Concern,

Please allow me this opportunity to introduce myself. My name is Hemy Wohlgemuth of

Sugar Creek, Missouri. I -was employed fourteen years in service work before I joined the

electrical trade. I have currently been an electrician for twenty three years.

I was first contaaed by the imion organizer in 1991 . At that time, I was -working for South

Kansas City Electric. I -worked two years -with SKCE. Ifl-was not -working on a job paying

prevailing wages, I took a SS.OO per hour cut in wages and -was paid according to their

journeyman scale. The insurance benefits were paid on myselfbut not on my spouse. Vaca-

tion benefits were paid according to their journeyman scale, even if I was working on a pre-

vailing wage job. I -was expected to come in on Saturdays for meetings, etc., all on my own
time -without pay.

When I was contacted by the Local 124 IBEW union organizer, he was very informative and

straight-forward with me, and to my knowledge, everythii>g he told me then has been true and

accurate. I in no way felt coerced, threatened or intimidated I was well satisfied -with his

presentation of the union. I made the decision solely on my own to join the union and accept their

representatioa

My main reasons for joining Local 124 would have to be the aU-around benefits I gained.

My &iniiy is now covered under my health benefits, I have a secured pension, and I no longer

have to worry about working a prevailing -wage job to draw journeyman wages. In a non-union

company, sometimes what they tell you and v^iat you wind up -with are two different things.

In conclusion, I defimitely fed I made the right decision to join the unioa I have a secured

income and know -what wages I'll receive each -week, and a pension to look forward to in my

Sincerely,

iLY^'^-uW^t^w^
Henry Wohlgemuth
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November 26, 1995

The House Oversight and Investigations

Subcommittee of the Economic and Education

Opportunities Committee

My name is Ophie Paries I reside at 1 1405 E. Sheley Road. Independence, MO 64052. I started

my career in Electricity duming the 1960's, in the oil fields of Kansas. I was contacted in June of

1994 by the Union, ot that time I was working for a small electrical contractor AUM Electric out

of Raytown, MO. I was very unhappy in that position, they offered no benefits
.
poor working

conditions, many times I was asked to work more than 8 hours a day. For straight time wages,

my wages were $15.00 an hour.

I was treated with respect and honesty by Union Organizer. I did not feel intimidated. I never felt

and pressure to join, and I weighed all the pnss and cons and made a decision based on my
findings.

The working conditions, pension wages and hetth insurance was the main reason for joining the

Union. I feel it was a wise decesion to join and would do it again if need be. Thank you for your

time.

O'^^^cJk/
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November 21. 1995

Dear Sirs:

Vlv name is Galen Sharp. Tm an electrician and a member of Local Number 124 of the IBEW in

Kansas City. MO. 1 sianed mto electrical work while still in high school as pan of a school work release

proeram. .At that time 1 had never heard of the IBEW and 1 was working for a union shop that was about

to 20 non-union. Well, at the time, the owners of this shop made a lot of promises to pay the employees

tha^ everythine would be bener for us. Well, that was not the case. Within one year a lot of the higher

paid employees were gone and the younger, lower paid, inexperienced help were forced into unsafe and

unfair positions in the field. Also, our benefit package became a joke. Insurance got expensive for the

en-.olovees and we were told that we were already overpaid and that we were lucky to even have a job.

Well, needless to say. I felt trapped with no place to go unless 1 left for another shop (non-union) and

this would mean taking a cut in wages and benefits.

1 Imally left them for bener pay at another shop. When I started with this company I talked to the owner

about why he wanted to hire people at a higher rate than other non-union shops. He admined to me that

he had just fired all of his union hands and had started up a non-union shop. This started me thinking

about those employees. I did feel a little research into this issue and found out the company had been in

business for over 60 years with union employees and his father as the owner. Well, the sowk took over

for 3 years and lost money every year. He blamed the union for his problems and decided to stan up

jn-union. i decided that it was not to my benefit to work for someone who would do this to people

no worked for him over 30 years. 1 decided to contact the union. A friend of mine who was a union

electrician told us about the organizing efforts oi LU 124.

1 was afraid of being organized because for all the bad things put mto my head for 10 years by mu
employers. 1 finally agreed to meet with the organizers of LU 124, They told me about the benefit

package, insurance, retirement, and pension. They told me I could improve working conditions for

m\ sell and other electricians m own.

i gave the issue about a month of thought. Then I went to my non-union employer and told him what I

uas planning. He immediately tried to give me a big raise. 1 refused. He offered me an office job and 1

iaid no I asked him what would happen to me m 20 years when I couldn't produce as fast or as much
v\ork He couldnt give me a decent answer. That was when my mind was made up. 1 called the union

and went to work within a week. 1 was made welcome by the union members at my new job and I

quickly became an extremely happy and productive electrician and union member.

In closing I would just like to say that I've been in this trade for over 10 years and that 1 will never again
work non-union because 1 have been on both sides and there is no comparison. Union is the only way to

Galen Sharp
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Dear Committee Chairman

riy name is Paul Dame, I live in Kansas City, Kansas.
I decided to be an electrician about 13 years ago. I studied on
my own, took training classes and learned from other experienced
journeymen in this trade.
I worked for several non union shops through out my career , always
looking for the better opportunity. Whenever I changed employers
I always did so to better myself and also to better my financial
well being. The last shop I worked for was universal electric,
they treated me fair and looked out for my interests. when work
became so heavy they began to take advantage of me, always
wanting more and more but never coming through with the financial
promises that were made to me.
I sat back and watched as many coworkers were going to the union
side by the droves, but I stayed put thinking in my mind that
they would be discarded as the unions work slowed down, a year
later I saw it wasn't so, what the union had been telling people
was true, they were offering a fair opportunity to those who were
qualified. As nothing had changed in my Job I decided to take the
chance and begin work as union electrician.
The pay and benefits far out weighed what I was receiving working
for nonunion shops, not to mention the reduction of stress that
was put upon me there also. I was really leery of how I would be
treated once I came over, but I was greeted with open arms by the
organizers, union officials, contractors, and fellow
el ec t r ic lans.
I never felt that I was being misled or deceived in anyway, they
treated me with respect and told me it was my decision to make
and when I had decided they would back me up 100% no matter what
I dec ided to do.
ny decision is obvious, and I do not regret it at all, the chance
I took was to better mine and my families life, and sir I have
done that.
Nothing woLild make me change my mind, about working with the fine
electricians, and union officials that I have come to know and
trust.
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November 21. 1995

TO UHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Mv name is James A. Koenig. 1 live m Kansas City. MO. I've been an electrician for 8 years.

r\e been a union electrician since I was organized in June of 1995. I first started to talk to a

union organizer in November of 1994. I was working for South Kansas City Electric Co. 1 liked

working for SKCE. but was always womed about being laid off. I worked for SKCE 4 im of

the last 6 years. 1 quit working for them once and went to work for Westhues Elecinc (for more

money), was laid off from them, then went back to work for SKCE.

Ne.xt time I left SKCE 1 was being laid off. 1 1 people were laid off that time (August 30. 1992.)

Two were laid off from the job I was on. the rest from other jobs. I asked my foreman (Steve

Turner) why I was laid off and he had no anF-ver. I couldn't understand why he laid off because

the job wasn't even near being completed yei. 1 worked for several other local contractors for 3

months and then went back to work for SKCE. They kept me employed until I was organized in

June of 1995.

When I left SKCE I was up to $1 5.00 per hour. I didn't use any of the health and welfare

benefits offered because they cost too much. At the time my wife's job provided my family

bener health and welfare benefits for less money.

The organizer that 1 talked to told me what would happen to become a union member. All the

decisions that needed to be made were my decisions alone. The transition from non-union to

union was easy. 1 simply quit SKCE and went to work for Mark One Electric, a union

contractor The union has treated me with respect since the day we first met and 1 believe that it

has been one of the most important and • .e best decisions of mv life.

\1\ tamily is why 1 became organized. Working as a non union electrician I knew 1 would be
working for the rest of my life and have nothing to show for it. The union offered me a life of
quality that I didn't have before. 1 can now see that when 1 retire 1 will still have a life of quality

because 1 have retirement benefits and pension 1 did not have as a non-union electrician.

In closing. I would like to thank the 3EW Local for making me and my family an offer that 1

couldn't refuse because my becoming union has been the best thing I could ever do for me and
my lamih I wish I'd been asked years ago because I would have become union then.

James A, Koeni
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My name is David Lawrence I live in Kansas City Kansas. I became a

electrician after a couple years of electncal engineering in college. I decided, I

liked putting it in and maintaining the work better than designing it. My total time

in the trade, Union and merit shop equals a little over four years.

I decided to contact the Union about joining after a couple of fnends joined.

At that time I was working for South Kansas City Electric a merit shop company.
That was the best move I ever made. The pay and benefits are so much better, I

can actually make a living and provide insurance for my wife. The working

conditions at a merit shop are back breaking. Always fighting to keep your head
above water, trying to outperform the other guy, but no matter how hard I tried I

could never catch that carrot, every time I thought I had it, it was moved away.
That is how merit shops work, they make you think after years of hard work you
will reap the rewards, but it doesn't happen. The only time we received raises

was when the Union started to orginize our shop and people left to join the

Union. It is still happening now as you read this letter, someone decides to join

the union and the merit shop gives out raises to try to keep the others from

leaving (their pay is still $5.00 per hour less, on average, than Union
electricians). t . <

The Union Organizers were very helpful. They answered all my questions

openly and honestly. I was treated with dignity and respect and I never felt

pressured or threatened to join the Union. I joined after deciding it was best for

my furture to become a Union member. The Union Organizers made it very
clear that it was my decision to join or not to join the Union. I felt comfortable,

that if I had decided not to join that there were going to be no hard feelings and if

I changed my mind, I was always welcome at a later date.

There are a lot of reasons I joined the Union. The pay, pension, and all the

other benefits are far beyond vi^at you can expect from the merit shops. The
working conditions are much safer, example; The safety belts were not existent

on merit shop jobs and if they were on the job, they were over sized and unsafe
On a Union jobs they are always handy and we are required to wear them in

certain occasions. There are many things merit shops take advantage of

because they have their employees over a barrel. Employees have no power in

a merit shop, they are powerless against any situation, I could NEVER go back
to an environment like that.

I know I made the right choice, leaving a merit shop for a Union Shop. I

wouldn't change anything about my decesion. I would do it all over again, I just

can't believe I didn't leave sooner.

Thank You,

^?^
David Lawrence
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Charles S. Yaeger
705 Canterbury Rd

.

Blue Springs Mo.
64015

11-21-95

The House oversight and Investigations Subcommittee of

the Economic and Education Opportunities Committee.

Dear Sirs:

My name is Charles Scott Yaeger. I reside at 705

Canterbury Rd. Blue Springs. Mo. 64015. I worked at Armco

Stee! from 1972 to 1982, where I served a four year

apprenticeship under Local 13 of The United States Steel

Workers of America. Due to Steel imports my job was

eliminated. I then went to work for Lake City Army

Ammunition Plant in Independence where I was employed for ten

years, until government spending cuts eliminated my job.

Being a single parent and having a son to raise that is

fourteen years old, I was forced to go to work at low wage

rate after I lost my job at LCAAP . I went to work for a non-

union electrical contractor called Commercial Electric.

Commercial Electric was a strange company, that paid all of

their workers differently. Some of the men had medical

insurance, others did not, some made higher wages. I was

thoroughly disgusted after six months, but I knew that they

were going union, because of unfair labor practices, so I

stayed. I knew Local Union 124 was where I wanted to

be, because of the fairness, benefits, wages and working

ccnd it ions

.

At our first meeting with Local Union 124, Chief
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Organizer, Chris Heegan made me feel very welcome. He

explained everything about the Union and left the final

decision up to me. I went before the Union Executive Board,

had four hours of orientation, and took the journeyman's

test. I stood up in front of the membership and took my

I.B.E.W. Oath, which was a proud moment in my

life.

I became a Local Union 124 I.B.E.W electrician for

several reasons: the working conditions, the wage and health

package, plus the pension program. When I worked for

Commercial Electric I had only a wage, while other people

working for the same company had health insurance and other

benefits .

One of the best choices in my life was to become a Local

124 journeyman. Though the democratic process, both

contractor and the union found a way to provide a decent

wage, benefit package and a great training program for

apprentices. I would definitely do it again.

Sincerely,

Charles Scott Yaeger
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.'eif.ber21, 1995

D<r7r Committee Chainnan:

My iiijme is Russell Gould and I live with my wife and two children in Raytown, Missouri. My
faih-:' W3S 'xi electrician and a 30 year member of the IBEW. I have been doing electrical work

tc. approximately 12 years.

i siartsd out working for Ready Electric, a non-union electrical contractor. My wages were

jrouid $4.50 to $5.00 an hour with no benefits. I later began working for South Kansas City

Electric. I worked for then for approximately 7 years, on and off the last 2 years. Tlie highest

wage I ever received working for SKCE was $13.50 per hour with no health care benefits

because I could not afford to pay for them. It would have costed me about $80.00 per week to

have iisurance for my family, which I could not afford.

I pfTiodicaJiy approached the union about membership. In 1994 I began to work with Chris

r .egn on obtaining union membership. Diuing my dealings with the organizers at Local Union

124, IBEW I felt nothing but pleased. The organizers were good at providing me with

-rjformation on benefits and wages. I never felt intimidated or forced into making any decisions

1 iiLi not want to make.

The main reason I became union was for security, finances, self-esteem. Since joining the union

1 can afford the things I want to do in life, not only the things my bank account will allow. I no

longer have to life from day to day. Since joining the IBEW I am out of debt and have afforded

to puj ,ha.e a camper in which to spend time with my family.

! r':ei I made the right choice in joining the union and if I could do it again 1 would have done it

'weiiii.- vears sooner.

S.„ce-ei,. -.flCcM^'-^OrU^

Russeil Gould

S.S 14 Sooth

Ra-lowr., M0 64138
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November 26, 1995

House Oversight and Invesdgadons Subcominmee

Economic and Education Opportunities Committee

Washington, DC

Dear Members;

My name is Frank D. Mathews, Jr. and I live in Roeland Park, Ks.. My grandfttber was

an electrician, my fether was an electrician, I have 5 uncles (2 retired, 2 deceased, Istili

working) and 3 cousins, all ofwhom are members of I.B.E.W. Local #124. I began

Working for my &ther when he was an electrical contraaor on the Mississippi Gulf Cc«st

in 1965 I was 16 years old After 5 years of military service, coDege on the G.l. bill . and

many NON-UNION employers, I began working for my &ther, again, 12 years ago I

applied for the apprenticeship program with Local #124 in 1S>90 and 1993, but my
placement was high on the list, and not many applicams were selected for these years.

Then, in 1994, I learned ofthe organizing efforts ofthe LB.E.W and Local #124

Since so many members ofmy femily were and are UNION ELECTRICL^NS. I new of

the exceOem wages, benefits, and working conditions associated with ORGANIZED
LABOR UNIONS. I contacted Local #124 in Jan., 1994 That phone caD and imerview

was the best decision I have made in the last 12 years! I have worked for many NON-
UNION contractors, I have been a contractor, I have been self-<mployed, I have lived too

long on "the other side ofthe fence". NON-UNION employers offer substandard wagfc,

no benefits ( insurance, vacations, pensions, etc.), and not a lot of concern for employees.

1 hustled my work through news paper ads, word of mouth, and by going door to door

,

house to house Wimer time work was scarce, I could not draw unemploymem insurance

because I would get laid off fi-om a company without benefits, I had no heahh insurance

( 1 thank God that I did not have any major medical iiquries because I am a Diabetic), and

I usually had an extremely long vacation, fix>m around Thanksgiving to late February or

early March A very long UNPAID vacation I might add.

I first comacted the EHreaor of Organizing for Local #124 in Jan., 1994 It took me
about 5 months to begin working, and I became a member in Aug., 1994 It was not an

easy process. My union has made a commitmem to organi2ang as many quality minded
and qualified electricians that warn to join. If a person does not warn to join a union that

is their business I was told at the time that there were several steps iirvolved in becoming
a U>>IION MEMBElL There had to be approval by an executive board, examining board,

and by the rank and file members. Then I had to pass my Inside Journeyman Wirenum test

After going through this process I boosted my sdf-respect, confidence, and dignity ten-

fold I have become active m organizing other dectridans who wish to become UNION
MEMBERS because I fed that LABOR UNIONS are very much needed b this country

Labor unions have CTeated a standard of living as wdl as a standard for quality
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workmanship in the constniction industry. Construction sites are safer, workers lives and

health are safer thanks to LABOR UNIONS

It is every persons individual choice to become a UNION MEMBER. The only people

who forced me to become a UNION MEMBER was the unorganized, non-union, "rat"

contractors who made my life so miserable, when all I wanted to do was be productive

and support my family in a decern hfestyle. When you think ofbow this country was buih

a lot of things should come to mind. Blood, sweat, and tears should be on the top of the

list. When I look back and remember where I have been, I know that joining I.B.E.W.

Local #124 was the best choice I have made in a long time. I have the confidence and

security that I have never had before. I know that there is work available any place in the

USA, I know that I don't have to work under unsafe conditions, I have a pension, I have a

heahh and wetftre insurance plan, and I have a wage scale that provides my &mily with a

decern standard of living.

GOD BLESS UNIONS, AMERICA NEEDS THEM!

Sincerely,
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November 21, 1995

To whom it may concern:

My name is Jamie Fanner. I live in the Kansas City, Missouri area. I was introduced to

the electrical field at a young age by my father who is an electrician. I have worked in the field,

as a wireman, for two years.

I was contacted by the union w^en I was woricing for Mi-Linn Electric. I was happy

working for that shop in regard to co-workers and being able to do the work 1 enjoy. Although I

had no benefits while working there.

The union organizer was very helpful with any information I asked for. They never, at

anytime, or for any reason threatened me. I made a decision early on, before being faced by an

organizer to become union.

1 became union because I felt it would benefit myself in more ways than staying non-

union. Job security is very important to me, and I feel as long as my union exists my job will

also exist. Wages, healthcare and a pension also weighted heavily in my decision. All of these

benefits are contracted in my signature to the union, there is no contract that offers you this with

a non-union shop.

I did make the right choice in becoming union. If I had it to do all over again, I would.

Since;fely,

Jamie Fanner

671 7 NW Minor Lake Terrace

Parkville, MO 64152
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November 21, 1995

To Chairman of the Committee:

I, William W. Ashurst of Kansas City, MO 64127 have been doing electrical work since 1971 . I

was able to join IBEW Local 124 in August of 1994.

I contacted the union after hearing that they were taking in new qualified members. I was

workmg for Diversified Electric of Olathe, KS. I have always wanted to be a member of Local

124. The wages that Diversified paid were very low and we really didn't have any conditions.

I contacted Jim Beem, an organizer for Local 124 and told him 1 was interested in becoming a

member. I was treated as nice as if I have been treated in my life by anyone.

I wanted to be a union member because at my age 45, 1 felt like I needed a pension plan, health

insurance and all the other benefits that the union had to offer that I could never afford on my
own.

Becoming a member of IBEW Local 124 has been one of the very best things that has happen to

me in my life.

Thank vou.

Member of IBEW Local 124

William W Ashurst

2317Lawndale

Kansas City, MO 64127
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NOVEMBER 6,1995

TO CHAIRMAH OF THE COMMITTEE

I WIIilAM LEROY CEROTTI LIVES IN LEES SDMMIT MO. 64086
I, AM A ELECTRICIAN I STARTED OUT IN RESIDENTIAL
WORKING NONUNION, I HAS 20,YRS OLD AT THE TIME, I,AM 4 1 , YRS OLD NOW
ONE DAY, I WAS APPROACHED BY UNION MEMBERS OF LOCAL 124,IBEW
THEY EXPLAINED TO ME AND OTHER PIONEER ELECTRIC EMPLOYEES
THE BENEFITS OF BEING HACK BY A LOCAL UNION, THE UNION ORGANIZERS
WAS POLITE AND I FELT THEY WERE VERY HONEST IN WHAT
THEY WERE DOING, FROM WHAT I SEEN ABSOLUTLY NOBODY WAS FORCED
TO DO ANYTHING THEY DIDNT WANT TO DO. EVERY PERSON THAT ORGANIZED
AT THE TIME FELT IT WAS THE BEST MOVE FOR THERE FUTURE.
MY DECISION WAS BASED ON SECURITY, AND ALL THE BENEFIT SUCH AS
HEALTH INS,AND SAFE WORKING CONDITIONS , PENSION OS NEEDED
FOR THE FUTURE, AND THE PROTECTION OF WAGES,
I FEEL THIS WAS ONE OF THE BEST MOVES I EVER HAVE IN MY LIFE TO
PROTECT MY JOB, MY SELF, AND, MY FAMILY.
I HAVE NO REGRETS OF BEING ORGANIZED BY THE UNION. IF I HAD TO DO
IT OVER YOU WOOBD NOT HAVE TO ASK ME TWICE.
PROUD TO BE UNION. I WISH MORE PEOPLE WAS OS LUCKY TO HAVE THE
SECURTIY OF A UNION.

17/95 FRI 09:32 (TI/RI NO 7512) 81002
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To: The House Oversiqht and Investigations subcommittee ot the
Economic and Education Opportunities Committee

Mv name is Darwin D . Carlton. Jr. 1 live in Ravmore . Missouri, south
o+ » ansas Citv. nissouri. i started out as an electrician in a small
Iowa town, working -for a local contractor when I was in high school .

A-fter high school . I served in the United States Army and when I got
out I went to avionics school in Kansas Citv. While attending scnool

,

to make ends meet, I accepted a position with B ?< W Electric ana endei
up OacI: in the elecrrical tieid. A-fter working tor several dl + terenT:

contractors. 1 went to wort -for Pioneer Electric. I was contacted bv
IBEW L.U. 124 wn 1 1 e working tor Pioneer Electric but could not be
organized right awav because ot belonging to another union. 1 was not
verv happy there because I was not very well represented. A+ter many
hours o+ deep thought 1 sought the transition by talking to several
union otficials and going through the legalities o-f labor. The
organizers treated me with respect and sincere concern. Atter talkina
with the organizers and other members o-f Pioneer Electric, Inc., we.
as a bodv. decided to go IBEW L.U. 124.

I can on I v speal -for mysel-f but 1 think
the part o-f the union. I think the mair
part o-f Local Union 124 was because o-f r

able to won on larger, more cnal) engine
individuals. I also believe in updatinc
local provides. I 1 ike the other benet

i

instance, insurance, the working conditi
tamilv atmosphere o-f helping each other.
there would Be no doubt that I would mak
wish It nad happened twentv vears earl ler.

t^nd 1 -f those o-t vou who sit on the committees and subcommittees Ars
not adequately intormed. it might interest you to know that it was. i=

and always will De THE UNIONS THAT BUILT ANEi WILL MAINTAIN OUR MIDULE
CLASS. IF THE UNIONS DISAPPEAR. SO WILL OUR MIDDLE CLASS AND WE WILL
BE LIIE THE THIRD WORLD NATIONS—THE RICH AND THE POOR.

organ
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November 21, 1995

The House Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee
of the Economic and Education Opportunities Committee

Dear Chairman:

My name is David Johnson and I live in Smithville, Missouri. Ever
since I was a very young boy I had wanted to be an Electrician. I

attempted to join the Union in 1977 but work was slow and I was
forced to work for a non-union Electrical company. Work was
plentiful but there was no health insurance, vacation or overtime
pay.

A year ago I became so depressed and frustrated that I ended up in
the hospital. Completely exhausted I decided it was time to do
something about it . I was fortunate enough to be able to work on
a White Ticket last summer and was given a chance to join the Union
last fall.

Without Unions there are no benefits, siibstandard pay and poor
working conditions. I will never go back to a non-union shop.

Please think long and hard before making decisions that would
cripple^abor Unions in this great country of ours ! Think not only
of our generation but of our children and their future children as
well.

Sincerely<

'QL^A
David P. Johnson
15 080 Lakeport Lane
Smithville, MO 64089
(816) 532-0172
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November 21, 1995

To whom it may concern:

My name is Michael D. Crone, I am a union electrician in Kansas City. I started in the

construction mdustry in 1985. I have presently been an electrician for 9 years.

I am not somebody that was non-union but I was somebody that was a member of United

Steelworkers of America for 2 years. During those two years I was lied to and not represented to

the ability that 1 should have been. When the opportunity to get out of the union or to change

unions, I voted to go IBEW.

1 feel that as an individual I will be better represented by the union then by myself. With

the union 1 have the ability to change jobs or location if need be. If I am non-union I am at the

will of my contractor. With the unions I am granted the ability to further my education which

gives the industry a better educated electrician. If I was non-union the education would not be

available or not affordable.

In conclusion my decision is my own! And I have never regretted it.

Sincerely,

Michael D. Crone

ISllOHolkeRd.

Independence, MO 64057
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November 20, 1995

To Whom It May concern:

My name is James Banks. I live at 9203 Alden , Lenexa, KS 6621S. I have been an decthdan

for twenty years.

I have been working thru IBEW Local 124 since August 19, 1994. Before that time I was

woriung for Ehversified Electric. Olathe KS. There were about six electricians working with Diversified

that Jomed Local 124 at that time.

Diversified Electric, like all non-union shops, did not pay very weU. Any benefits came out of

our hourly pay. The health insurance was not very good, with a high deductible and very basic coverage.

But, at least Diversified did offer us insurance, most non-union companies do not All Diversified

employees were expected to use their own personal vehicles to haul tools and mati'rialg to and from

different jobs. . Material and tools was hauled from the supply bouses and shop to the jobs using our

trucks I was expeaed to use my truck on the job as a company truck.

Non-union shops make lots of promises to their employees, and keep very few of them. After you

have been with a non-umon shop a few years , work your way up in their organizations, the owners know
you will put up with their Ues. Because, if you quit, you have to start all over again at the bottom with

another non-uiuon company That non-umon company will treat you the same way.

In August of 1994, 1 was working with an electrician named Doran Wormell. When we heard

that the IBEW was accepting new members, Doran called Local 124 and asked if someone would please

come and talk to us. We had representatives from both Locals 124 and 226 come by. The job Doran and I

was on at this time bordered both Locals.

Both representatives were very open, informative and professional. On a day when the

representauves from Local 226 was with us, there were six or eight electricians from South Kansas City

Electric that came by requesung information about joining the union.

We joined the IBEW because the pay is better, but also for better insurance, holidays, vacations,

and mos^f all for a retirement plan that works

I still work with Doran Wormell and we both agree that we made the nght decision and would
gladly do it again

//Ciif^i
^^M,
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November 21. 199S

To Whom It May Conceni:

My name is Bob Busby Jr. and I live in Kansas City, Missouri. I took a vocational class in

highschool about basic wiring which helped roe to decided to become an electrician. I have since been an

electrician for 5 1/2 years.

I was contacted by the Union in 1993 while I was working for a contractor afBhatfd with the CIU

Union. We paid S300 a year to belong to this "union" but we weren't given vacati<Hi pay, sick pay, or

health insurance. I also worked many nights and weekends without receiving overtime pay.

The Union organizer was very helpful. He presented the facts about the Union and let us talk

about it amongst ourselves. As a result of attempting to organize our nonunion shop, myself along with

many ofmy fellow co-workers were terminated by our employer. We were later reinstated by a decision

made by the N.L.R.B. (National Labor Relations Board). Within the next year my employer wem out of

business and I applied for the apprenticeship program.

The main reason I decided to become Union was to create a higher standard of livmg for myself

and ray fiamily. Since I've joined the Union I have health insurance, as well as a retirement plan. I have

better wages and safer workmg conditions. I am also paid overtime by my Union employer when I work

extra hours at night or on the weekends.

In conclusion. I feel I've made the right decision to become a member of our Union, and if I had

it to do over again, neither myself or my family would have to think twice- we've been extremely satisfied

with the results!

^TZM
Bob Busby Jr.
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November 21, 1995

Attention: House Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee

of the Economic and Educational Opportunities Committee

My name is Paul Richey. I live in Independence, MO. I an writing about your

discussions on Labor Union Organizing. I started working as an electrician for my uncle around

8 years ago. 1 did heating and A/C work before that for 4 years. I'm now an IBEW member.

1 contacted an organizer named Chris Heegn earlier this year, when I worked for Tann

Electnc in Kansas. I was making $14.00 an hour, had 1 week paid vacation, and paid for my
own health insurance offered by Tann for me to pay. We (the journeymen) working for him

organized a meeting with him to bargain for more money, and that he pay for insurance on

employees only. He would not go for anything. Instead, he made a ridiculous plan to give us

raises, according to his judgement. If we are worth more to him than we're being paid, shouldn't

we get that by his judgement in the first place?

When I contacted Chris, he was more than willing to discuss with me wages and benefits,

conditions, etc... I never once felt intimidated by him. I've only seen one or two merit shop

owners with ability to treat people as people.

After thinking about it, I felt I owed it not only to my family, but to myself to join this

union. Since June 29th my family has enjoyed a much better standard of living.

Having working conditions that include safety as a standard, not profit alone, Im happy

to go to work My future doesn't seem to bleak, now that I have a pension and wage that will

allow me to include more than one week of planning where my money goes.

1 also feel safe, for having someone to fight for me. Commercial Electric was not paying

our full wages on a government job. The union has since invested litigation to right my wages in

FULL' 1 would jom them again, and I'm trying to get other people I know to talk to them also.

We all should be this respected.

Sincere!

Paul Rjchey

1710NPoncaDr.

Independence, MO 64058
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November 21, 1995

Dear Chairman:

My name is Hubert Wyatt and I live in Greenwood, Missouri. I became an electrician by

catching a job here and there non-union. 1 staned working as an electrician in about 1950. I

worked in the Kansas City area for many years non-union and later became a member of the

Local Mineworkers, electrical division.

An IBEW Business Agent visited my job site and we began to speak of union membership. I

chose to join the IBEW for better benefits, better pay and a chance to get more experience

working on better jobs. I have always been treated well in this organization and as an equal with

anyone else in the Local. 1 have a lot of respect for the Local organization and all the help they

have given me over the last 25 - 30 years. 1 have been very grateful for the pension I have

received over the past few years.

Sincerely,

Hubert Wvan ^ ''

1206 W. Main

Greenwood, MO 64034
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Dmmz Qimlxvmn,

My im Is Oanl*! HcCrMdy, I llw In IndapendBDoe Mo. About clcwn
year* ago I was wonridng as a ncx>-mxan rough-in {xrpantar lit Phoanix
ArlsonB for $S.OO an Iwcu' wltJi nu benlflts and no p^nmian plan. I «aa
contactfld by my larcTther in HO. infanung iw of an ofcnlng for an appiantlca
electrician at the ahop he was woclclng for and hovt; Iwtsi MCuXliiy as an
eXoctrlcian since then.

In 1990 Z <M>» Murklng out of loml 14436 Stjeeilkorkars, which was in tiie

pcooees of disbanding, i was naklng a tmlrXy good i—jli but sLlIl had no
panslon baniflts. itirou^ a Czaind i haazd of a ahop that was in the proaesc
of being oo^ganlzad by LooaJ. 124 I^SN, I <ireaiately went to that shop and
aimllart for a job. x accs^itad a position ««lth that shop soley due to the
unOarstanrling that I would be organlsad into the ueaan. The organizational
prooaas I want through with tiiat shop into the IEBN was ccnpletaly dvilizwd
and nalthez- I nor anyone I krau was «.uetL'ad or intumdatad in any way. Zt
kould not: have been neaasaary to ooeroe ne to ^oin a union winue wiUuuL
WUOn bwUfltS incaudlng a dacent panalon, tharw xs ikj real future or oenae
of aacurity far a ocnstzuction woorhar in ay opmion.

I flznly beli«v« Z made Lt«« right daciaion in joining the union sincae in
the last five years my iifascyle and general paaoe of mind have been vastly
inprovad, and 1 would gladly nake the sane decision oguiii.

raapaetfully.

Can HoCKaady

I was working for Oappmr Electric out of Kaamay Mo.
into Uie HBM.

11/20/95 HON 14:18 ITl/RI NO 75291 QlOOl
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November 21. 1995

Dear Sir:

1 have been an electrician for 20 years. I was a union electrician once before and I had to get out

due to bad grades. I worked several years as a non-union electrician, doing that time I had no

health insurance and could not pay for it myself. I am glad to be back in the union where I am

not asked to bnng tools and a truck. The union was very good to me before and the organizers

are great. I was contacted 6/1/95. There is more going for me than just a paycheck working back

in the union.

Sincerely.

Larry' Boykin

4543 Rowland

Kansas City. KS

a^rxX^
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Introduction

Good morning, Mr Chairman and members of the subcommittee My name is Bill Love My

associate Richard Oberiechner and I thank you for giving us the opportunity to be with you this

morning to testify on behalf of SKC Electric SKC Electric has been in business over 1 5 years

right here in Johnson County, Kansas We employ approximately 125 people We are the largest

electrical contractor in this county

I learned the industry as an electrician working with my tools Although, I have never been a

member of a labor union, I have always respected an individual's right to organize and bargain

collectively In the last 4 years, our employees have been the subject of two very intense

organizational drives by the IBEW (International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers) The

overwhelming majority of our employees, around 90%, have rejected the Union's advances and

have chosen to remain union-free During these organizational drives, the Union pays "salts" a

weekly salary, in addition to their SKCE salary, to support their cause. We respect the decisions

of individuals to choose what is best for them In some cases, people have left SKCE to join the

Union and then come back However, since our employees choose not to be represented by a

collective bargaining agreement, the IBEW is still determined to undermine our business

Step #1 - The IBEW is abusing our government agencies, primarily the NLRB office

across the street, and our laws to create financial hardship upon SKCE.

The IBEW Special Project Department publishes in the organizers training manual, "Action

capsule five is simply a confirmation of the organizer 's intent to use the National Labor

Relations Act and the NLIiB against the employer at every viable opportunity. Once a charge

has been filed and investigated by NLRB agents with the cooperation and assistance of the

organizer, the employer must provide its own defense at its own expense. Generally speaking,

contractors are entrepreneurial craftsmen. They are not qualified by training or experience to

handle legal filings or defenses. Legal fees can become substantial financial drains within

short periods of time.
"

The IBEW began by showing up at our office in multiple vehicles, in mass groups of 10 - 20

people, with video-cameras trying to get our receptionist to make an improper statement so they

can file an unfair labor practice charge with the NLRB We have charges pending because we

didn't hire anybody, at all I fail to see why we must defend charges, and pay legal expenses,

simply because our firm wasn't hiring any electricians whatsoever when they applied.
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Subsequent to this, we have hired union members and those who aren't union members We

hired union members and we received unfair labor practice charges, we hired non-union

members and we received unfair labor practice charges

We didn't hire one of the primary union-organizers and he filed an EEOC age-discrimination

complaint against us It just so happens we have hired individuals much older than he, however,

we must still defend this charge

We had an unfair labor practice charge filed because a "salt" wired the lights in a bathroom to

come on with an adjoining office The foreman asked the "salt" to go fix his error and he was

shocked in the process, although not hurt. He accused us of "trying to murder him", although

he was a trained electrician and he was trained on OSHA lockout - tagout procedures We must

still defend this charge

At a new pasta manufactunng plant, picketers were instructed to limit their activities off the

premises by the owner, which is perfectly legal This meant the picketers were required to stand

at the end of a dead end street SKCE was served with an unfair labor practice charge for
"

picketing activities are confined to public streets where they are exposed to an unreasonable risk

to their personal safety." This charge was dropped shortly after a reporter from the Kansas City

Star investigated. However, I don't feel we can, or should, rely upon the media to bring

"common sense" to labor - management relations in this Country

We currently have over 30 such issues pending in all of our charges. However, we have not

violated the NLRA and we have NOT been found guilty of any such violations. Our first hearing

is scheduled next January You would not know this by reading correspondence coming out of

the NLRB and IBEW offices For example, I have included the following exhibits.

• Exhibit #1 - IBEW Handbill distributed regarding work at the FAA in Olathe, KS

• Exhibit #2 - IBEW Handbill distributed defacing President Truman

• Exhibit #3 - IBEW Handbill distributed around the Catholic Archdiocese

• Exhibit #4 - NLRB proposed settlement agreement as drafted by the IBEW

As you can see by Exhibit #4, they have used the NLRB office to give the official impression

that we are guilty The first time I saw this document, a customer showed it to me I remind you

we have not been found guilty and the overwhelming majority of our employees have chosen not

to have union representation.
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Enclosed is a copy of the latest issue of the Local #124 IBEW Electrogram, Exhibit #5, where it

states, "Now that the NLRB has come back to life after the Town and Country decision and two

federal shutdowns, we will begin to see the heat going way up on our yet unorganized shops.

There are some seven non-union companies with 28 ULP 's pending. For the remainder of '96,

Chris, Jim and the various complainants will be spending many, many hours at the NLRB

offices and in the courtroom GET LJM FELLAS!!! " This cost the Union no legal expenses, us

taxpayers fund this stuff I ask you, aren't we a litigious enough of a society"'

Step #2 The Union is taking these ULP charges to damage our creditabilitv with our

customers and employees.

The IBEW sends letters, with copies of all of the charges, to customers in the hopes of taking

our business away, thus not allowing us to keep our employees fully employed. They tell them

they may want to hire a "respectable contractor. " See the following exhibits:

• Exhibit #6 - IBEW letter address to Jacobson's Stores

• Exhibit #7 - IBEW letter to Mr Claud, contractor for a new regional shopping mall

Not only does the IBEW take these phony charges and attempt to destroy us economically, they

also send these to our employees, attempting to undermine confidence in their company I

remind you, we have not been found guilt of any of these violations

Step #3 - The Union is taking these ULP charges to call strikes by salt employees to

weaken our company.

The IBEW has taken these NLRB charges to call numerous ULP (Unfair Labor Practice) strikes

against our firm IBEW Special Project Department publishes in the organizers training manual,

'Imagine the following scenario: (J) the employer commits a ULP; (2) the organizer files a

charge and strikes the job; (3) the employer subcontractors the work (4) as soon as the

subcontractor gets the job manned and operating, the organizer makes an unconditional offer

on behalfofall striking employees to return to work; (5) the employer spends a couple of weeks

talking to his attorneys before reinstatement is offered; (6) the subcontractor is removedfrom

thejob to make roomfor the strikers; (7) the organizerfiles a charge demanding back pay plus

interest for the period of time between the unconditional offer to return to work and the

employer's offer of reinstatement; (8) the subcontractor sues the contractor for cost recovery,

damages and breach of contract; (9) the employer commits another ULP and the organizer

strikes the job again; (10) this time the employer can't find a subcontractor, so he hires

replacements; (11) as soon as the job is operational, the organizer makes another
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iinconJiHtifnil offer to rcliirn lo work; (12) this time the employer fires the replacements anJ

offers immediate reinstatement lo the strikers; (13) as soon as the replacements are gone and

most have other jobs, the organizer calls an economic strike; (14) this time the employer can 7

get a subcontractor or sufficient replacements for strikers, so he offers to sign the union 's

standard agreement; (15) the union advises the employer that the standard agreement is not

ax'ailable and proposes scale plus $2.00 per hour; (16) the owner removes the employerfrom

the job and hires a union contractor; (17) the union initiates the man: (18) the employer

declares bankruptcy; (19) etc. " The employer declares bankruptcy it states! They bankrupt the

contractor with the help of the US Government Is that what they have planned for SKCE'i' I

can tell you not, however, some of my peers aren't, and won't be, so fortunate.

A disturbing example here in Kansas City is Pat Hagerty at Prefab Steel A year ago he

employed 22 workmen He had a building steel structure pulled to the ground, threats in his

mailbox, thugs following his wife and kids around and a mountain of legal bills with the NLRB

and the EEOC he could not overcome Last month he terminated the employment of aH his

building erectors This is not what you would expect in a democratic, free-enterprise society.

Summary

There are those that might say, "See the system works, SKCE is still successfijl and is still in

business " Well, SKCE has spent over $30,000 00 in legal bills thus far, and we haven't even

been to a hearing We will probably spend over $100,00000 defending these allegations

However, just because we can, this doesn't mean smaller contractors can I feel that it is

important to note; nobody is saying that NLRB shouldn't be available to both labor and

management in bona-fide situations It is the phony charges, and the abuse of the system for

intentional financial harm that is unfair I have personally talked with NLRB board agents that,

off the record, agree

The unfortunate part of all this, is that this activity is supported and funded by the US

Government. We are away from our jobs today because it is important that we restore some

"common sense" back to our labor and management relations in this country so that the rights of

the 88% majority of the non-signatory, private employees are protected Thank you for allowing

us to speak to you
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WHAT A TRACK RECORD!!

South Kansas City Electric is wor/cing at the

FederalA viation Administration

South Kansas City Electric currently has multiple

UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICES
filed against them by their

EMPLOYEES.
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TRUMAN
would have

been
asliamed!

SOUTH KANSAS
CITY
ELECTRIC, an
electrical
contractor, is
working on the
Truman
Library.

CSOUTH KANSAS
CITY ELECTRIC
lias been
clxarged with
committing^
multiple Unfair
Labor Practices
ag'ainst its

employees.
Do you think a
pro-labor,
pro-Avorker,
pro-American
like Harry
would have
approved?

EXHIBIT II 2
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Just Rhetoric or Doctrine?
On May 2, 1991 Pope John Paul II published his encyclical

Dentesimus Annus . This encyclical was published in honor of the 100th
anniversary of Pope Leo Kill's so&ial encyclical Rerum Novarun) . About
Centesimus Annus Pope John Pau\ }i writes, "I wish first and foremost to
satisfy the debt of gratitude wMch ihe whole church owes to this great
pope and his 'immortal docurpmt \"A

In Rerum No varum, Pope
to a Just wage. If thrphgi

accepts harder condit(oas Dmsus&i

better, he is made the m

Pope John Paui
workman's wages
wife, and his childreri^

ite$, "Every worker has the right

r fear of a worse evil the workman
. an en^jry'^r\or contractor will afford no

mBCI^A^ INJUSTICE.

Rockhurst
Kansas City

building. SO'
the prevaii

committed^mmtmsBiisJ/i
Labor Re/atlonflAct

day support by writing, "A

tie him to support himself, his

losing' hri '^ekcfrlcSl contractor, South
l^tn'cal/work on its new science

triC/Sfo^ ndt^ay its employees
City ^rea and has

the National
'k in tj^^e Kansas

5r LobopPraotfces fas (^efin9(f by
ntheft/employses. I

re being mado^fmnviaim of

The employees of South Kansas
building draftsmen on this project that are-pt

under these unjust conditions. j

"

Both Pope Leo XIII and Pope John Paul II teach fairness for

working people. They do not teach it is right to use workmen who are
exploited by substandard wages and unfair labor practices.

We are asking the Board of Jesuits and Rockhurst College to stop
exploiting workers by rewarding contractors which do not pay the prevailing
wage in Kansas City and commit unfair labor practices against their

employees-such as South Kansas City Electric.
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day now There is some concern on the

part of the Building Trades because of the

recent mating of Utilicorp and KCPL Our

questions center on the status of l-Tan II.

We were assured there would be no effect

except possibly a 550 megawatt generator

instead of a 750, Look for a 1997 start

(^0 real new news on the 401 (k) To reit-

erate, the plan year has been moved to

coincide with the IRS tax year to better

facilitate ADP testing This will create a

short "year" from September 1st to

December 31st when the change takes

place, and you will receive a statement that

will reflect this

The allocation formula will change as

far as the distribution of dividends and/or

interest The administrative fees will come
out of the yield and the rest will dislnbute

evenly by percent This will keep a new
plan participant from losing his entire con-

As pertains to Reynold s Electnc, Sachs
Electnc will complete the airport |ob, as

they were |oint venturing anyway and

Broadway has picked up the rest of the

work The hands, those that wanted to,

were transferred in the name of |ob conti

Organizing continues to chip away Now
that the NLRB has come back to life after

the Town and Country decision and two

federal shutdowns, we will begin to see the

heal going way up on our as yet unorga

nized shops. There are some seven non-

union companies with 28 ULPs pending

For the remainder of '96. Chns. Jim and

the various complainants will be spending

many, many hours at the NLRB offices and
in the courtroom GET UIVI FELLAS"!

Here's the latest attempt by ABC to cir

cumvent our qualified applicants and
exploit a whole new group It seems that

out of the kindness of their hearts and

purely for the good of the little tikes, (of

course that goes without saying) there

have been "apprenticeship classes" estab-

lished in Shawnee fvlission schools to pro

vide real world experience for the kids If

you happen to reside m this school distnct,

please be so kind as to call your school

board and tell them how dangerous this lit-

tle Idea of ABC's would be lor high school

students Explain how ABC operates and

how they have exploited workers of all

ages since their inception

Lindell commended those who stepped

up to the plate and helped out with the

Independence Council races and once

again reminded us to get registered and

ready To that end many of our fylembers

are to become deputy registrars and will be

able to register voters pn |Obs, at the Hall

and in the neighborhood

Want to be a politician'' Do you think

you have what it takes'' Energy, commit-

ment and a belief in the principles of

Organized Labor'' Then you may be just

what we are looking for! If we look east to

our Brothers in St. Louis, we see they have
four slate representatives that are

Members of Local 1 You think that might

be some clouf Our local Building Trades
are looking to duplicate their efforts by run

ning our own Members, not somebody who
says they have Union beliefs but someone
who LIVES them Think about it. you
prospective candidates, and contact your

Business Manager for details

We saw a film tonight about the benefits

of the Davis Bacon Law It was very infor-

mative and will be distributed to every

member of the Missouri Legislature to

stave off the latest repeal effort

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

NEW BUSINESS

Tom Livingston requested entry fee

money not to exceed $1 .000 for the AFL
CIO Bass Tournament Entry is $100 per

boat and should more than 10 124 boats

enter the tourney, the money will be split

evenly The event is the 27th of Apnl at the

Kalfran Lodge For more information

contact the Hall (942 7500) or Tommy
(228 3824) Motion passed

John J Sullivan reminded us of the

wondertui contributions that Moxie has
made over the years and asked the

Membership to chip in to the tune of $1 .500

and the cost of a retirement luncheon.

Motion passed
Chns Heegn requested $100 to help

pay the cost of Davis Bacon tapes to be
distributed to Missouri Legislators, Motion
Passed

Dan Kieter requested $460 to field 2 4

person Teams at the MDA Rock A Bowl
Motion passed

Paul Rushton requested $100 for the

Tn County Scholarship Fund This scholar

ship IS awarded to a Member or Member's
child on a luck of the draw lottery All the

applications are put in a hat and Ihe winner

IS drawn Motion passed
Joel Womack requested the Local put

chase and distribute 20 tickets to the BUY
AMERICAN Night at the Blades game
Saturday. February. 24th They are to be
raffled in pairs at tonight's meeting. Motion

Dave Payne requested that Ihe Building

Committee see thai the drinking fountains

in Ihe Hall lobby be repaired President

Listen concurred

GOOD OF THE UNION

Brother Heegn spoke on the importance
of Ihe Davis Bacon as far as Ihe well being

of all workers is concerned He pointed out

the importance of little Davis-Bacons con-

cerning local projects and promised to

expand distribution ol Ihe tapes to include

our city and county officials

Jerry Mook reminded Ihe Members of

the years of dedicated service Brother

Chuck Neeland has given as an i

prioi to his loaviny tor gresuar pastures.

Thanks Cfiuck,

Vice president Bill Petrie pointed out Ihe

raffle tickets being sold to raise money for

our Members who are currently severely

injured and looking at substantial time off

If you are interested, please call the Hall or

Brother Peine (942-5798)

Jerry Mook is pleased to announce that

I 70 Speedway will host a 124 Night

Saturday, May 18th This will be a buy one
gel one promo and should be a great lime

Tickets will be available al Ihe Speedway,
show your dues receipt for discount See
you at Ihe races

NEWLY RETIRED

Hubert D Aliis

Ronald "Bucky" L, Casselman
Jess H Reynolds

John M Ritter

Keith W Tultle, Disability 1/94

ATTENTION
GOLFERS

The 6th Annual Brian

and Jetf Petrie Golf

Tourney will be held

June 1st at Minor Park Golf

Course, If you are interest-

ed please contact Bill

Petrie (942-5798) or the

MDA office (931-7750)

for more information

This is a four person

scramble so teams

are encouraged

but individuals

are also

welcome.

January - February

EXHIBIT # 5
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INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS
/^^^ixcid Tineas ^24^^^

FAXED

Augusta, 1995

Ms. Linda Barmlage

Jacobson 's Store, Inc.

3333 Sargent Road
Jackson, Ml 49201

Dear Ms. Barmlage:

We have been advised, and are very disappointed to learn, that South Kansas City

Electric (SKCE) is being considered as a subcontractor for electrical work on the

Jacobson's Store. Inc. in Leawood, Kansas.

You may be interested to know that SKCB Is the subject of numerous unfair labor

practice charges in Region 1 7 of the NLRB. (Copies of Charges enclosed.)

The purpose of this letter is to advise you of the pending labor disputes with SKCE
and that affected employees and/or this organization may well exercise their rights to

publicize the existence of same through picketing and other forms of lawful publicity

In conjunction with SKCE's presence on the Jacobson's Store in Leawood, Kansas.

I am also enclosing other information pertinent to this situation.

If you have any questions in this regard, please communicate with the undersigned.

(dx-cjs-^—
Sincerely,

Jim Beam
Director of Organizing

Chris Heegfl

Director of Organizing

JB:CH:el

opeiu-320

EXHIBIT # 6
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INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS

IBE
December 26. 1995

flTm
RECeVED

DEC 2 1995
Mr. Ron Claude

1311 South Fountam IX ! L CCNSTRUCTIQN

Olathe.KS 66061

Dear Mr. Claude:

We have been advised, and are very disappointed to learn, that South Kansas City Electric is being considered as

a subcontractor for the electrical work on The Great Mall of the Plains Shopping Mall in Olathe, Kansas.

Enclosed is a packet of information which we feel may be invaluable to your final selection in obtaining a

respectable contractor to perform your electrical work.

South Kansas City Electric is the subject of numerous Unfair Labor Practice Charges filed with Region 1 7 of the

National Labor Relations Board. South Kansas City Electric has also had charges filed through the Kansas Human
Rights Commission and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) alleging violation of the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act ( ADEA). In addition to these other alleged violations against their employees
we have enclosed documents from the State of Kansas Employment Security Board of Review decision

concerning the unjust termination of their employees Another interesting set of documents are those which were

set before the Missouri Court of Appeals, Western District by the State of Missouri Department of Labor and
Industrial Relations, Division of Labor Standards alleging Prevailing Wage Law violations by South Kansas

City Electric.

The purpose of this letter is to advise you of not only the pending labor disputes in which South Kansas City Electric

is involved, but that affected employees and/or this organization may well exercise their rights to publicize the

existence of violations through picketing and other forms of lawful publicity in conjunction with South Kansas City

Electric's presence on all of their electrical projects We hope you will take the time to review all of the enclosed

information which should provide an overview of the manner in which South Kansas City Electric conducts its

business.

The IBEW is interested in protecting the rights of employees whose employer continually participates in illegal

activities such as discrimination, termination, threats and harassment.

If you have any questions in this regard, please communicate with the undersigned.

C^ /2^^^-^

Directors of Organizing

^^^i^^^J^
Christopher Heegn

enclosures

JBIIa

•942-7500 . FAX 816 942-8805
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MEYER
BROTHERS
BUILDING CO.

Statement

of

David R. Meyer

Blue Springs, Missouri

Presented

to the

Committee on Economic and Educational Opportunities

House Committee on Small Business

April 12,1996
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In March, 1977, Roger Meyer drove into Blue Springs, Missouri, in his rented U Haul

trailer, with his wife and one year old daughter. He pooled his $7,500.00 from the sale of

his home in California, with the $7,500.00 I had borrowed from my grandmother. Thus

was the beginning of Meyer Brothers Building Co.

During the next two years, we each took the grand total of $2,400.00 out of the company.

In 1 978 we hired our first employee. Since that time, Roger and I are the only persons in

our company to ever miss a paycheck. We have had to place second mortgages on our

homes and do a lot of other creative things to insure that every employee of Meyer

Brothers has always received their check and benefits on time.

We now have fifty employees whose benefits include a comprehensive health insurance

plan, paid holidays, paid vacations and a 401 (k) retirement plan that we contribute to.

We even make short term no interest loans to employees that run a little short from time

to time. In 1983, we had an employee nearly lose his life. He was off work for over a

year. We supplemented his work comp benefits (against our attorney's advice) to help

him support his wife and two young children. Our philosophy is that our people are our

most important resource.

We have had problems with the unions from the beginning. We have had numerous

pickets, threats and many jobsites vandalized and extensively damaged. We have always

been able to handle most of the situations we have faced. The irony of it is that they have

never formally tried to organize our employees. Their intent has always been to create

financial hardship sufficient enough to "drive us out of business."

Our most serious problems began towards the end of 1994. In December of 1994, the

Family Life Center we were building for the RLDS church was "ink bombed" - a method

they use by filling beer bottles or baby food jars with printer's ink. One month later

another of our jobsites was ink bombed, oil and anti freeze poured on the concrete floor,
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windows broken, several pieces of equipment with holes jabbed in the radiators, gas tanks

filled with sugar and on and on. The total damage was over $10,000.00.

One month later, a union organizer filled out an application for employment at our office.

We were not aware that he was affiliated with the union at that time. We were not hiring

anyone at that time. On March 29, 1 995, Mike Bright, the union organizer, came into our

office and talked with our field supervisor. He made the statement that he was going to

organize our iron workers and left the premises. The next day Bright came into our

offices with Pat Masten of the carpenters union. They entered the front door with a video

camera and began intimidating the two ladies we had at the front desk. The early

morning of April 3, 1995, our office building was ink bombed, causing almost $5,000.00

in damage. The next day my wife took a call at the office in which the anonymous caller

stated "Sorry for the bath, we will do a better job on Roger and Dave's houses".

That same week, several other merit shop contractors had buildings ink bombed. Pat

Haggerty, a general contractor and steel erector, had all of the structural steel on a small

building he was erecting down the street fi-om our offices pulled down to the ground

causing several thousand dollars in damage. It is my understanding that he is getting out

of the steel erection business.

A Chili's Restaurant, under construction by a merit shop contractor, on 39th Street in

Independence was burned to the ground in June or July of 1995. The damage was

estimated at several hundred thousand dollars. Most jobsite damage has been minimal

since that incident.

The technique they are now using to financially damage merit shop contractors has been

through the use of the services of the National Labor Relations Board. I can personally

attest to this method also.
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On January 17, 1996, our company ran a help wanted ad for experienced metal building

labor in the Kansas City Star. The ad read that applications were by appointment only

and ran for approximately one week. We had many calls regarding the ad. By January

3 1 , Danny Doherty, who was doing the interviewing and hiring, had made conditional job

offers to approximately six applicants. One of the applicants was a Richard

Christopherson. On January 3 1 , a Jeff Brown came in. He informed our receptionist that

he had talked to Danny, who had told him to come in and fill out an application. Danny

informed our receptionist that he was no longer interviewing but to allow Brown to fill

out an application. Brown filled out the application and left.

Two hours later, Brown, Christopherson and four others came into the office stating they

wanted to fill out applications for employment. They smelled of alcohol and were very

intimidating to our receptionist who called Danny to the front desk. Daimy informed the

group that we were no longer taking applications since all of the openings had been filled.

On February 5, 1996, we received notification from the NLRB that unfair labor practices

had been filed against us by this group. We had not hired anyone since January 3 1 , nor

did we need to. We contacted the NLRB and informed them that we would be willing to

accept their applications if they would contact us individually to schedule an

appointment. We were trying to handle them the same as all of the other applicants.

They refused our offer and said they wanted to pursue the charges against us.

We have given our statements to the NLRB regarding this matter and have tried

repeatedly to determine the status of the charges and to resolve the charges. Their

method now is to drag this on as long as they can. They try to get back pay damages

awarded to the applicants. The longer it takes to resolve the charges, the more back pay it

will cost us if they can win the case through the NLRB.

Just three days ago, on April 9, as 1 was beginning a meeting at my office with Kevin

Godar, Executive Director of the Heart of America Chapter of the Associated Builders
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and Contractors, fifteen ironworkers crowded into our small reception area requesting to

apply for a job. They had video cameras and recording devices. Although our discussion

was cordial, I am certain that another unfair labor practice charge is being filed.

At this point, I have no idea how much our legal fees will be. Our neighbors and friends

at Enterprise Interiors have spent well over $20,000.00 to defend themselves and their

case is not settled yet. From everything 1 have seen and read about these types of cases,

we could easily incur legal bills of $10,000.00 or more.

Unions once served a useful purpose and do so still today in some cases. We have had

several employees who were once union members. We have also had several leave our

company to go to the promise of higher wages and benefits only to find out they were

being sold a bill of goods. A couple of those people have come back for their old jobs.

In the past, we would not have had a problem hiring certain union members. We have

had them before. It is very different today with the practice of "salting". We are being

forced by the federal government to hire union paid employees to come into our

companies and totally disrupt our operations.

The unions are not doing this to organize our employees, they want to put us out of

business. The NLRB is their newest weapon. All they need to do is stroll into the nearest

NLRB office, fill out a form and watch "Uncle Sam" take over from there. They do not

incur attorney's fees or any other expenses. They sit back and watch as we are forced to

jump through hoops because of their frivolous charges.

What has happened to our FREE ENTERPRISE system? We can no longer hire whom

we want, when we want. I am not afraid of the unions organizing our employees. If we

treat them well, they do not need the union. They are better off dealing directly with the

owner of the company than through a third party that is living off their hard earned

wages.
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Please put us back on a level playing field. We can hold our own there. We are not rich,

fat cats taking advantage of the little people. We are the little people. Risking everything

we own to keep our businesses operational, to support our families and to provide a

decent living for our employees and their families. Right now it is David facing not one,

but two Goliaths. The unions with their large coffers and the NLRB. It is very

frightening to think of what may happen if changes are not made soon. Small businesses

are the backbone of our country. Please do not stand by and watch the small businesses

and our FREE ENTERPRISE system be destroyed by the unions and a tax supported

branch of our government. We need to have Representative Fawell's proposed bill HR

321 1 passed quickly.
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Introduction

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my name is Richard Oberlechner I thank you

for the opportunity to be with you today I am presently an employee of the SKCE

organization. I have worked in the electrical construction industry since 1970. I received my

electrical training in the U.S. Navy and at various trade schools I am a master electrician,

and have worked at every level of the electrical industry from apprentice, electrician,

apprenticeship instructor and company owner

Personal Background

Upon my honorable discharge from the U.S. Navy in 1969, I went to work for Fishbach &

Moore, one of the largest electrical contractors in the United States I saw first hand how a

Union could run a company out of town when it wanted I later worked for L K Comstock,

another large national contractor, and again saw the Union have their people drag their feet

(take longer than it should) and again L.K Comstock left town In the 1980's I managed

Overland Electric, a union company. When contract negotiations broke down with the IBEW,

to serve our customer's, we hired non-union replacements. The union filed charges with the

NLRB. The NLRB ruled the union had negotiated in bad faith and the union strike was not

legal, instead of coming back to the bargaining table, the union left our company However,

they targeted our customers and cost the company many contracts. In 1988 I went to work

for South Kansas City Electric.

Today's Focus

I am here to testify on behalf of a large number of my coworkers and myself We would like

to make it clear that we are tired of the harassing tactics, both on a company basis and

against us individually We sense the IBEW's salting practices, combined with the abusive

use of the NLRB and our laws, has the potential to hurt the economic status of our company,

and jeopardize our livelihood

Recent First Hand Experience

I recently had personal one-on-one contact and disappointment with the IBEW and their

salts I am working on a large hospital in St. Joseph, MO. We had productive discussions

with Local IBEW #545 as we attempted to employ their members on the this project We had

reached an agreement when they informed us they could not work side by side with our non-

union people We could however use the union workers if all the non-union workers were

removed from the project This would obviously be unacceptable to my fellow SKCE

employees and myself

We recently had two IBEW salts, David Morgan & Rick Thompson assigned to work our

project We needed the work force, and we were glad to see them They had both worked

with me on previous projects, and were very hard and dependable workers Since the

previous time we had worked together, Dave and Rick had become union employees and
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were receiving weekly Union salting salanes St. Joseph is an hour north of here and they

did not want to work in St. Joseph We talked to both of them when they started to work and

explained we needed the help getting this project done and they were the first available

electricians My past impressions of Dave and Rick's hard work were certainly no longer the

case This time it was as if both of them were working for someone else. They deliberately

did not follow instruction, continuously talked too, harassed, and disrupted their fellow

workers; but, most of all they did not get any where near the production they had in the past

Every one of the other workers, six of us total, complained about their actions, the complaints

ranged from, 1.) They would not leave people alone so they could work, 2.) They were

dragging their feet, 3.) They were not getting anything done. Dave and Rick bragged about

receiving checks from the IBEW as well as our employer. They were out to get SKCE one

way or the another. The inference was always there, that if our employer did not become

part of the unions group then they would put us out of business.

To shorten what could be a long story. Dave Morgan arrived at the project site one morning.

He started walking back and forth, carrying a picket sign that read, SKCE had committed

unfair labor practices I ask Dave what was the problem and he would not talk, only pointing

to the sign I ask if this was personal or who should I call to find out what needed to be done

to clear this matter. Again all Dave would do was point to the sign and say nothing. I ask

one last time saying there is no information, phone number or name on the sign. Please tell

me whom I may call to rectify this misunderstanding Dave only stood there and pointed to

the sign. I am not aware that of SKCE committing any unfair labor practices. I have always

found that when reasonable people sit down and discuss their differences, we can always

work things out. This was obviously not their intention to work things out; this is a disruption

tactic This caused lost time and wages for the other building trades, as they would not cross

the picket line Dave and Rick have now gone out on an ULP sthke; as I understand, is one

of the Union's salting practices.

In Summary

1 We feel something should be done for those of us that do not want to organize, So we

may maintain our freedom to work for whom ever we chose.

2 We feel something should be done so the NLRB is used for its original purpose and not

these frivolous charges. Maybe if the charges filed are found to be fhvolous or not true the

filer should pay the legal cost

3 We feel it should be illegal to use the NLRB forms as real until they have been agreed

and signed by both parties.

SKCE IS one of the best companies for whom I have ever worked I have personally

received tens of thousands of dollars in bonuses and profit sharing. We are concerned.

SKCE may be unable to continue being a good provider if they must spend all of this money

defending, frivolous or not true charges. We do not want our future jeopardized for the

monetary gam of others
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STATEMENT OF JAMES K. PEASE, JR., ESQ. TO THE
COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES AND THE

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS
April 12, 199 6, Overland Park, Kansas

My name is Jim Pease. I am an attorney with the law firm of

Melli, Walker, Pease & Ruhly, S. C. in Madison, Wisconsin. I

primarily practice in the area of labor and employment law

representing management. I represent several small and medium

sized construction contractors in Wisconsin. I am appearing here

on my own behalf.

I am here to speak out against a union strategy which uses the

National Labor Relations Act (hereinafter "NLRA") to force targeted

employers to hire paid union organizers controlled by the union.

That strategy is called "salting". In effect, that strategy uses

the Act as a sword rather than as a shield.

Origin of the Term "Salting"

Though paid union organizers have been planted on the payrolls

of targeted employers in the past, the sophisticated salting

strategies being implemented today are of quite recent origin.

As admitted by Mike Lucas, one of the developers of the

unions' salting strategy, "salting" originates from the practice of

placing valuable minerals in a worthless mine to make the mine

appear enriched in order to defraud a prospective purchaser.

Sullivan Electric Company (Administrative Law Judge's Decision) , JD

(NY) -04-95, Case Nos . 26-CA-16107 and 16157, 1995 NLRB Lexis 82

(Feb. 1, 1995), at p. 3. Copy of decision attached as Exhibit A.

Because the "salting" strategy used by the unions attempts to make
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an agent of the union falsely appear to be capable of being a bona

fide employee of the targeted employer who was intended by Congress

to be protected by Section 7 of the NLRA, the practice of union

"salting" is analogous to that used in mining fraud. In fact,

salts, one of whose purposes is to inflict so much financial pain

on the targeted employer that it signs a union contract to avoid

being driven out of business, are incapable of becoming a bona fide

employee of the targeted employer because of the conflict of

interest imposed on them by their obligations to the union.

Salting Resolutions

An example of the obligations of a salt are found in the

salting resolutions of the International Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers in National Labor Relations Board v. Town & Country

Electric. Inc. , 516 U.S. ,
133 L. Ed. 2d 371, 116 S. Ct .

(November 28, 1995) . A copy of those salting resolutions are

attached as Exhibit B. Under that salting resolution, the only

purpose a salted organizer may have while on the targeted

employer's payroll is to support the union's effort to unionize the

targeted employer. The salt must both advocate unionization and

vote for the union in a National Labor Relations Board (hereinafter

"NLRB") election. If the salt fails to do so, the salt is subject

to court -enforceable fines. In other words, the salts the unions

want protected by the NLRA, are prohibited by the salting

resolutions from exercising the rights the NLRA is intended to

protect.
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The only way salts can effectively exercise the rights

provided employees by Section 7 of the Act, is if they first

terminate their relationship with the union. Thus, as long as the

salting relationship exists, the salt has no freedom of choice for

the NLRA to protect.

Salts' Primary Task Is Inflicting Financial Pain on the Employer

While they are acting as paid union organizers, salts have

basically two tasks. One task is to try to persuade employees of

the targeted employer to become represented by the union. That

effort is frequently unsuccessful either because the employees

realize that the union's area contract would put their employer out

of business, or because those employees have had bad experiences

with unions. The salts' second task, and, frequently, their

primary task, is to cause sufficient financial pain for the

targeted employer, that the employer is forced to sign the union's

area agreement in order to avoid being put out of business. There

are several illustrations of how salts inflict financial pain on

targeted employers.

For example, in a case reported in the "General Counsel's

Report," issued November 28, 1994, Daily Labor Report (BNA) . No.

226, D-1, D-2, D-3 (Nov. 28, 1994) (copy attached as Exhibit C)

,

the union directed the "salts," who had been planted with a

nonunion electrical contractor, to go on strike and then, one hour

later, unconditionally offer to return to work. Thereafter, the

salts engaged in a slowdown when they returned to work. They also
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reported to work late and stood around. When the slowdown caused

the employer to fall behind schedule, the salts circulated and

submitted to the employer a petition in which employees demanded a

$3.00 per hour increase in pay effective immediately. When the

employer refused the increase, the union told the employer it would

"stop the games" if the employer would sign a bargaining agreement

with the union.

Shortly thereafter, several of the employees, led by the

salts, went out on strike, and then, twenty minutes later,

unconditionally offered to return to work. Later that month, a

"salt" demanded that the employer provide employees with health

insurance benefits and threatened that employees would strike if

the employer refused. When the employer didn't accede to that

demand, the employees went on strike. Two hours later, the

employees made an unconditional offer to return to work. Shortly

thereafter, the employer discovered that work materials had been

hidden above ceiling tiles and behind walls, and that unknown

employees had engaged in substantial miswiring.

The employer claimed that the above course of conduct caused

it to lose over $100,000, and forced it to go out of business.

Instead of recognizing that the salted organizer had a

disqualifying conflict of interest, the General Counsel decided the

case solely on the basis that the salts had engaged in unprotected

activity.

Other examples of the type of control that is exercised by a

union over its "salts" for the purpose of inflicting financial pain
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on cne targeted employer, can be found in an article by Wharton

School Professor Emeritus Herbert R. Northrup titled, "'Salting"

the Contractor's Labor Force: Construction Unions Organizing with

NLRB Assistance," published in the Journal of Labor Research . Vol.

XIV, Number 4, Fall, 1993, pp. 475-479, a copy of which is attached

as Exhibit D.

Purpose of NLRA is to Protect Employee Freedom

Unions argue that they need the salting strategy in order to

effectively implement their "right" to organize employees under the

NLRA.' That argument is based on a fundamental fallacy. The NLRA

protects the freedom of employees to choose whether or not they

want to be represented by a union. It does not protect a union's

right to organize. The Supreme Court held in the Lechmere. Inc.

case (502 U.S. 527 (1992)), that, "... the NLRA confers rights

only on employees, not on unions or their nonemployee organizers."

It is this same fallacy which characterizes salting, i.e., that the

union's "right" to organize is of paramount importance and enables

a union to contend that its agent, who is engaged in the economic

equivalent of war against the targeted employer, is entitled to be

treated as a bona fide employee of the targeted employer. In fact,

the salted organizer is, in effect, a wolf in sheep's clothing who

' See quote from IBEW President John Barry in a Detroit Free
Press article commenting on the U.S. Supreme Court's November 28,
1995 decision in the Town & Country Electric case, in which Mr.
Barry refers to the union's "right to organize." A copy of the
article is attached as Exhibit E.
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is incapable of becoming a bona fide employee of the targeted

employer because of a disqualifying conflict of interest.

Supreme Court's Town & Country Electric Decision

The United States Supreme Court recently considered the

sophisticated salting strategy in the Town & Country Electric case.

Though presented with a broad range of issues relating to salting,

the Court chose to issue a very narrow decision. (See comments of

former Chairman of the NLRB, Ed Miller, in the publication attached

as Exhibit F.

)

In the Town & Country Electric case, the Supreme Court only

decided the "threshold" issue of "whether the Board may lawfully

interpret [the definition of "employee" in 29 U.S.C. § 152(3)] to

include company workers who are also paid union organizers." 133

L. Ed. 2d at 376.

The Supreme Court resolved the interpretation issue by

examining whether there were any circumstances in which a paid

union organizer could be an employee of the targeted employer. The

Court concluded that because it was possible that there could be

certain circumstances in which a salted organizer could be treated

as an employee of the targeted employer within the meaning of the

law of agency, i.e., where the targeted employer would not "lose

control over the worker's normal workplace tasks" (Id. at 381),

the NLRB may "lawfully" construct the word "employee" so it does

not exclude paid union organizers. Id. at pp. 376, 382.
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The Supreme Court left open the issue of when salted paid

union organizers should not be treated like other company

employees. Id. at pp. 381-382. More specifically, the Court left

open the issue of whether Town & Country's conduct violated the

NLRA, as amended. It stated:

Nor do we express any view about any of the other
matters Town & Country raised before the Court of
Appeals, such as whether or not Town & Country's
conduct (in refusing to interview, or to retain,
"employees" who were on the union's payroll)
amounted to an unfair labor practice. See, 34 F.

3d, at 629.

Id. at 381-382.

The Supreme Court's analysis suggests that there are

situations in which it would be inappropriate to treat a paid union

organizer like other company employees. These are situations where

it can be shown that the targeted employer "might lose control over

the worker's normal workplace tasks." Id. at 381 (emphasis added)

.

Salting Imposes Incompatible Obligations

The law of agency to which the Supreme Court referred,

provides that a person may not simultaneously be the agent of two

masters who impose incompatible obligations on that person, i.e.,

the services required by one master interfere with the services

required of the agent by the second master. A copy of Restatement

(Second) of Agency § 226 (1958) and the comment to that section are

attached at Exhibit G.

An analysis of the salting resolution in the Town & Country

Electric case, which I believe is representative of the obligations
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of salts being used in salting strategies across the country, shows

that it does impose obligations on the salted organizer which are

incompatible with a bona fide employment relationship with a

targeted employer. This analysis recognizes that the obligations

of the salt go far beyond the narrow task of talking to employees

of the targeted employer during nonworking time.

By requiring the salted organizer to be on the payroll of a

nonsignatory contractor only for the purpose of working for the

union's organizing campaign, the salting resolution prevents the

salted organizer from having another purpose, e.g., serving the

targeted employer's interests. The conflict between the

obligations imposed by the union's salting resolution and the right

of the targeted employer to expect the salted organizer to

wholeheartedly work for the interests of the targeted employer, is

made more apparent by the specific provisions of the salting

resolution.

The union's salting resolution requires that the salted

organizer obtain the specific approval of the union in order to

work for the targeted employer. It also requires the salted

organizer to promptly and diligently follow the directions of the

union throughout the time the salted organizer is on the targeted

employer's payroll. The salting resolution dictates that the

union's directives must be followed without regard to whether they

conflict with those of the targeted employer.

The union's salting resolution also requires that the salted

organizer immediately leave the targeted employer's crew when so
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directed by the Union. Nothing in the salting resolution implies

that it makes any difference what sort of employment relationship

the salted organizer has with the targeted employer. Even if a

binding written employment agreement exists between the salted

organizer and the targeted employer that requires the salted

organizer to work for the targeted employer for a specific term,

pursuant to the terms of the union's salting resolution, the salt's

paramount duty to the union requires the salt to ignore that

contractual obligation to the targeted employer and immediately

terminate its employment with the targeted employer when so ordered

by the union. In short, the salting resolution requires the salted

organizer to be solely devoted to the union's organizational

purpose and does not permit any conflicting obligation to the

targeted employer, even in the form of a written employment

agreement between the salt and the targeted employer, to interfere

with the salted organizer's obligation to the union. The salting

resolution requires the salted organizer to be the arm, eyes, ears

and voice of the union on the targeted employer's crew, and to

ignore the salted organizer's obligations to the targeted employer

and ignore the interests of the targeted employer. The obligations

imposed by the union's salting resolution prevent the salted

organizer from wholeheartedly serving the interests of the targeted

employer.
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Targeted Employer Can' t Control Salts

A salted organizer under the control of a union salting

resolution is virtually impossible for the targeted employer to

control because the salted organizer is obligated to do whatever is

necessary to further the union's organizing campaign. For example,

based on the primary obligations imposed by the salting resolution,

the salted organizer would have no alternative but to ignore any

rule of the targeted employer prohibiting soliciting activity

during working time. Cf . Town & Country Electric. Inc. . supra .

Because the salting resolution only permits the salted

organizer to work on the targeted employer's crew for a very

limited time and to spend that time pursuing the union's

organizational purpose, discipline is not an effective tool in

protecting the targeted employer's legitimate interests in the

conduct of salted organizers. The salted organizers are not

dependent upon the targeted employer for employment, since the

salting resolution only permits them to remain with the targeted

employer for a limited period while they perform a limited service,

and therefore, being fired is not something the salted organizer

aspires to avoid, since being fired by the targeted employer would

make the salted organizer a hero among fellow union members and

also among the unionized employers who employ the union's members.

For similar reasons, salted organizers do not fear, and in fact,

may even relish, a negative reference from the nonsignatory

employer.
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The existence of a salting resolution also hinders the

targeted employer's overall control of the salted organizer. For

example, the targeted employer cannot prevent the salted organizer

from performing shoddy or incorrect work, misusing tools and

equipment, or from simply wasting time. Indeed, since the primary

purpose of the salted organizer's time on the targeted employer's

crew is to organize the employees on that crew for the union,

employment by the targeted employer affords the salted organizer

the opportunity to further the union's organizing campaign, for

example, by using work time to talk to crew members about why they

should unionize.

The salting resolution obligates the salt to create dissension

and discord among employees of the targeted employer who oppose

unionization, prospectively causing those members of the crew to

leave the job or quit. If the salt effectively pressures the

employees opposing unionization to leave the employer, that result

would remove opposition to unionization from the targeted

employer's crew and may prevent the employees who left from voting

in a representation election held among the targeted employer's

employees.

In summary, under the salting resolution, the targeted

employer has no effective means of control over the salted

organizer. And, the obligations of the salt to the union require

the salt to defy the targeted employer's efforts to control the

salt, and require the salt to instead spend working time persuading

employees to becom.e unionized and pressuring those employees
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opposed to unionization either to change their position or leave

the employer's employ so they won't vote against the union in any

representation election that is held among the targeted employer's

employees. I believe that the obligations imposed upon salted

organizers by the IBEW s salting resolution described above are

typical of the obligations, written and unwritten, imposed upon

salted organizers being used by unions throughout the country in

their salting strategies today. Indeed, those obligations are

incompatible with a bona fide relationship with the targeted

employer, disqualifying the salted organizer from the protections

of Section 7 of the NLRA with respect to the targeted employer.

Salts of Striking Unions Do Have a Disoualifvinq Conflict of
Interest

The NLRB has recognized that salted organizers may have

obligations which disqualify them from the protection of the NLRA.

In Sunland Construction Co.. Inc. . 309 N.L.R.B. 1224, 1231 (1992),

the NLRB held that an employer had no obligation to hire a paid

organizer of a striking union because the organizer's conflict of

interest would have prevented him from "wholeheartedly" providing

services to the targeted employer. The NLRB stated:

. . . [G] iven the conflict between an employer's
interest ... in operating during a strike and a
striking union's evident interest in persuading
employees not to help it operate, we find that the
Respondent has a 'substantial and legitimate'
business justification for declining to hire a paid
agent of the Union for the duration of the strike.
(citation omitted)
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The NLRB went on in Sunland to explain, in footnote 41, that

because employees have the statutory right to organize, and that

there is a way to engage in that activity without interfering with

the targeted employer's control of employees during working time,

they may be able to engage in organizing activity while

wholeheartedly working for the targeted employer. The NLRB said:

It is in the matter of conflicting interests that
this issue differs from the issue of whether an
employer can refuse, when there is no strike, to
hire an applicant simply because of his or her
status as a paid union organizer. As explained
above, given the statutory protection for forming
and joining unions, it cannot properly be said that
there is any inherent conflict between carrying out
the duties of an employee and operating as a paid
union organizer. The aim of inducing fellow
employees to join a union is entirely consistent
with being a competent employee who obeys work
rules such as those time -and -place restrictions on
union solicitation that are lawful under Republic
Aviation Corp. v. NLRB , supra, and its progeny.
Thus, although we would not permit an employer to
presume generally that paid organizers will be
disloyal employees, we see no problem with a
presumption that someone who is being paid by the
organization that is seeking to induce employees to
withhold services would not be inclined
wholeheartedly to provide services for the duration
of the organization's effort.

Employees who are not on a striking union's
payroll are another matter. They may well still
support the union as a bargaining representative
even though they have abandoned the strike and
returned to work. See NLRB v. Curtin Matheson
Scientific . 494 U.S. 775, 781 (1990) . But, because
they are not obligated to the union as paid agents,
it cannot necessarily be presumed that they will be
seeking to further the union's object of depriving
the employer of employee services during the
strike. Thus, in finding that the Respondent could
decline to hire Creeden during the strike, we do
not suggest that employers have carte blanche to
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refuse to permit prounion employees to return to
work during a strike or to hire them as strike
replacements

.

309 N.L.R.B. at 1231.

The implication of that holding is that where it can be shown that

the union's control over the organizer will, in fact, conflict with

the targeted employer's control of the organizer so that the

organizer would not be inclined to wholeheartedly provide services

to the targeted employer, then a disqualifying conflict exists and

the targeted employer has no obligation under the NLRA, as amended,

to hire the organizer.

All Salts Controlled By a Union Should be Treated the Same

As described above, salted organizers subject to the control

of a union similar to that imposed by the salting resolution in the

Town & Country Electric case, have obligations which are as much in

conflict with those of the targeted employer as a salt of a

striking union. As pointed out by Professor Herbert Northrup in

"Union Corporate Campaigns and Inside Gaines as a Strike Form" , in

Volume 19 of the Employee Relations Law Journal . No. 4/Spring 1994,

pp. 507-549, copy enclosed as Exhibit H, and as confirmed by the

testimony presented to this Committee and the examples referred to

hereinabove, the "inside strategies" used by unions today are a

form of a strike that can impose financial pain on the targeted

employer that is as great or greater than the economic pain imposed

upon a struck employer. Therefore, salted organizers have a
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disqualifying conflict of interest and it is unreasonable to

require targeted employers to hire them.

The Problem

The problem faced by employers is that the NLRB has

interpreted the Supreme Court's decision in the Tovm & Country

Electric case as a sweeping endorsement of its practice of ignoring

the conflicts of interest of salted organizers except when they are

acting on behalf of striking unions. This will inevitably lead to

litigation, as illustrated by the hundreds of salting cases in the

NLRB's pipeline which existed even before the Supreme Court's

decision and the "Spring Offensive" expected of several unions,

including the IBEW. Employers faced with company -bus ting liability

will capitulate to the charges brought against them and sign the

union agreements sought by the salting unions. One example is the

case of Sunland Construction, which was faced with enormous backpay

liability exposure as a result of the NLRB's decision in the

companion case to Town & Country Electric . Sunland Construction

ended up settling that and other related litigation with the

Boilermakers' Union for $2.1 million, $1.6 of which went to

employees and the remaining $500,000 went to the Union directly.

Part of the settlement agreement also consisted of the company

agreeing to recognize the Union as the representative of

boilermaker craft workers and to sign regional contract agreements.

See BNA's Daily Labor Report . September 20, 1994, p. d8 attached

hereto as Exhibit I.
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The real losers will be the employees of those targeted

employers who will be forced by the unions' coercive salting

strategy to become represented by a union without being able to

exercise the choice protected by Section 7 of the NLRA,

particularly if the union has the employer sign a voluntary

recognition agreement, as is the standard practice of unions in

Wisconsin. Once an employer signs a voluntary recognition

agreement, the employees are barred from filing a decertification

petition, even if they are among that very small group of employees

who have the knowledge, initiative and fortitude to pursue

decertification. Thus, the employees are locked into

representation by a union they may not want

.

Unions seek to justify this coercion by asserting or assuming

that employees are always better off when represented by a union.

Unfortunately for employees, that is becoming increasingly untrue.

Unions, particularly those in the construction industry, insist

that all employers sign their area contracts.^ Yet, in those

construction markets where most of the work is done by nonunion

contractors, a union area contract can impose labor cost

obligations on a previously nonunion contractor that can, in

effect, price that employer out of the market in which it has been

working. Employees working for that employer would be worse off if

the union imposed its area contract on their employer and they were

^ See the IBEW s "orange book", which I believe was written
by Mike Lucas, attached at Exhibit J. On page 30 it states, "The
usual situation in construction is that the union cannot or does
not wish to bargain. The union usually wants the target employer
to sign its basic construction agreement. ..."
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forced to become unionized. Once employees become aware of that

fact, they often vote against unionization if they are given a

chance

.

Conclusion and Solution to the Problem

The basic problem is that the NLRB is failing to play its role

as a neutral referee and, instead, through its failure to recognize

the conflicts of interest imposed on salted organizers, has become

an advocate for unionization without regard to the freedom of

choice of employees. By doing so, the NLRB is acting contrary to

the policies and intent of the NLRA.

This is not the first time that the NLRB has abandoned its

role as an impartial referee to become an advocate of unionization.

After Congress passed the NLRA in 1935, the NLRB made the same

mistake. In 1947, Congress was required to step in and bring the

NLRB back in line. It did so by adding express language to Section

7 of the NLRA that expressly stated the right of employees to

refrain from engaging in collective activity. Congress was also

compelled to correct the Supreme Court's misinterpretation of the

NLRA when that Court held that supervisors were included within

that Act's definition of "employee." See discussion in Nationwide

Mutual Insurance Company v. Darden . 503 U.S. , 117 L. Ed. 2d

581, 588-591 (1992)

.

It is once again time for Congress to enact legislation to

restore the balance in labor relations and to return the NLRB to

its intended role as an impartial umpire in the competition for
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employee preference between employers and unions. I believe that

objective is achieved by Representative Fawell's Bill, H.R. 3211.

I urge its swift passage by Congress.
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1995 NLRB LEXIS 82 printed in FULL format.

Sullivan Electric Company and International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, AFL-CIO, Local Union No. 474

Case Nos. 26-CA-16107, 26-CA-16157

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD

1995 NLRB LEXIS 82

February 1, 1995

ALJ: [*1]

RAYMOND P. GREEN

ALJ -DECISION:
DECISION

Statement of the Case

Raymond P. Green Administrative Law Judge. This case was tried in Memphis
Tennessee on October 11, 12 and 13, 1994. The charge in 26-CA-16107 was filed
on March 25, 1994 and the first amended charge in that case was filed on June
14, 1994. The charge in 26-CA-16157 was filed on April 21, 1994 and the first
amended charge in that case was filed on June 14, 1994. The Complaint was
issued on June 16, 1994 and alleged, nl

nl On December 6, 1994, the Union filed a Motion to Amend the Complaint to
allege 9 other employees as discriminatees under Section 8(a) (3) of the Act.
This Motion is denied as the issuance of a Complaint or its amendment to include
new substantive allegations is within the exclusive control and authority of the
General Counsel pursuant to Section 3(d) of the Act. The situation in
Kaumagraph Corp., 313 NLRB 624, 625 (1993), is distinguishable because in that
case, the Charging Party argued for remedies not sought by the General Counsel
and did not seek to amend the Complaint to allege different violations of the
Act.

1. That on January 12, 1994, Ronnie Gann the company's superintendent told
employees (*2] that the company did not want any union people on its job
site.

2. That on January 13, 1994, Gann told employees that the company did not
want employees organizing for the Union.

3. That on February 25, 1994, Gann threatened employees with discharge
because they engaged in a lawful stri)ce.

4. That on February 25, 1994, Gann threatened employees with loss of
overtime because they supported the Union and engaged in a lawful strike.

5. That on February 25, 1994, supervisor Jack Jackson Jr. threatened
employees with physical harm because they engaged in a strike.

6. That on February 25, 1994, the Respondent discharged but then reinstated
with written warnings, employees Gene P. Summerall Jr., Michael Jackson and
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Bill Scoby because they engaged in a lawful strike.

7. That on February 25, 1994, the Respondent threatened its employees with
the loss of overtime work because they engaged in union activities and engaged
in a lawful strike.

8. That on February 25, 1994 the Respondent transferred Gene Summerall to an
isolated area of the job site.

9. That on February 28, 1994, the Respondent refused to hire Billy Powers.

10. That on March 29, 1994, Gann threatened employees with [*3] discharge
because they engaged in a lawful strike and supported the Union.

11. That on March 29, 1994, Jackson caused loose gravel to be scattered on
an employee because he engaged in a strike.

12. That on March 29, 1994, Jackson threatened an employee with physical
harm because he engaged in a strike and supported the Union.

The Respondent, in addition to denying the allegations, contends that Powers
was not an employee because he never intended to take the job and was directed
to the job by the Union in order to engage in a strike and not to work. The
Respondent also contends that the warnings issued to Summerall, Scoby and M.

Jackson were rescinded and at best were de minimus violations of the Act.

On the entire record, including my observation of the demeanor of the
witnesses, and after considering the briefs filed by the parties, I make the
following

Findings of Fact

I. Jurisdiction

The employer is a corporation, with its main office located in Nashville,
Tennessee where it is engaged in performing electrical work in the construction
industry. The Respondent admits and I find that it is an employer engaged in
commerce within the meaning of Section 2(2), (6), and (7) [4] of the Act
and that the Union is a labor organization within the meaning of Section 2(5) of
the Act.

II. Alleged Unfair Labor Practices

(a) The Salting Program

Since about 1986 the International Union of Electrical Workers, (IBEW), has
embarked on a campaign to deal with the erosion of union jobs and the increase
in open shop jobs in the construction industry. As part of that program, local
unions and their organizers were given training by the International Union in
something which is called the "salting program." In this program, the Union,
which normally prohibits its members from taking jobs with non-union
contractors, makes an effort to get both its paid organizers and its out of work
members employed by non-union electrical contractors at construction sites where
those contractors have made successful bids. n2
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n2 For a description of Che salting programs of the IBEW and the
International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron Ship Builders, Blacksmiths,
Forgers and Helpers (IBB) , see the Journal of Labor Research Volume XIV, Number
4, Fall 1993 authored by Herbert R. Northrup of The Wharton School, University
of Pennsylvania. See also an article by Michael J. Bartlett, Beth C. Wolffe and
Gretchen M. White in the May 1994 Labor Law Journal. "Sunland Construction
Company: Are union organizers necessarily bona fide applicants?" [*5]

In my one previous encounter with the IBEW's salting program, in Falcone
Electric Corp., 308 NLRB 1042, (1992), I stated:

It seems obvious to me that the goal of this program was twofold. (1) To get
Local 3 members employed in Local 363 shops if possible and (2) to gather
evidence to make our unfair labor practice charges against any employer who
indicated by word or deed its refusal to hire Local 3 members because of their
affiliation with that Union.

After hearing the evidence in this case, I think that the goals of the
salting program are somewhat different. The International Union under the
direction of Michael D. Lucas, the Executive Assistant to the International
President, is involved in training organizers of the various locals in the
salting program. As part of that training process, the International has at
least 2 booklets, one of which was placed into evidence and which is entitled
"Salting As Protected Activity under the National Labor Relations Act." In
pertinent part, this booklet states:

Placing (salting) union members in nonunion jobs for the purpose of
organizing is a tactic which has gained a great deal of popularity and
respectability ... in the building [*6] and construction industry. We
derived the term from the process of "salting" mines in order to artificially
enrich them by placing valuable minerals in some of the working places. The
organizing potential in nonunion bargaining units is likewise artificially
enriched by "salting" valuable craftsmen in some of the working places. n3

n3 I wonder if the Union is aware of the irony of the salted mine analogy.
The purpose of salting a mine is to defraud a prospective buyer or investor.
Here, the employer is claiming that the Union's attempt to salt the job site by
inserting members on the job, is similarly a fraudulent scheme to get people on
the job who do not really intend to become employees.

Since ULP charges are good only if guilt can be proven, many unscrupulous
nonunion employers are able to avoid the consequences of their unlawful actions.
For this reason, I have also taught that law-breakers can often be stung by
using falsified job applications designed to conceal union employment and/or
membership until after an initial cadre of salts have been hired. . . .

Regardless of how it may actually be applied in the real world, by
proscribing discrimination [*7] or reprisals, the law, in theory, protects
job applicants who openly avow their union sympathies, background, or
membership. And in certain situations and circumstances, job applicants are
urged to do just that and bring NLRB charges against any employer who violates
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these proscriptions. . . .

[After describing a covert operation to place salts with a company by a local
Business Manager, Mr. Lucas described the goals attained as]:

The addition of several high-priced, non-productive journeymen (attorneys) to
. . . payroll;

The exposure of [the employer] to substantial back pay and interest liability
plus fringe benefit accruals, if any;

The exposure of [the employer] to its own employees, its customers, and the
community as an alleged labor law violator;

The exposure of [the employer] to the publicity and record making aspects of
a trial on the issues and a probable conviction;

The eventual placement on the payroll and job of a substantial number of
Local 934 member -organizers;

The education of substantial numbers of tradesmen and Local Unions in some of
the myriad ramifications of salting.

It is not uncommon to receive calls from local unions that have covertly
placed [*8] salts and are suddenly at a loss as to how to proceed. The
answer is, first to gather needed information and then, when appropriate, to
come out into the open. . . .

If the employer is large or is in a hiring mode ... a time may come when
the Local will want to openly send salts to make application, or to submit job
applications by cover letter, or even to have applications delivered by a union
official.

If the employer is small and seldom hires additional craftsmen, a time may
come when the Local will want to expose its covert salts by a letter to the
en^loyer with a copy to the NLRB. . . .

The point is that the covert placement of salts or the enlistment of current
eir^loyees is often only the initial step in a salting program and is only the
beginning of the organizing effort in any event.

The employer should be watched closely for the commission of even minor ULPs
and evidence, including affidavits, should be carefully accumulated ... A
time may come when the Local will want to pull its salts and supporters out on a
minority ULP strike to encourage the hiring of temporary replacements, set the
stage for an unconditional offer to return, and for further actions; (See Union
[*9] Organization in the Construction Industry, Applying Economic Pressure,
Economic and Unfair Labor Practice Strikes, Never Drag Up-Always Strike,
Creating the ULP Strike, and ULP Strikes as Harassment; the Orange book)

.

In conjunction with the salting program, the local unions, including the
present one, are encouraged to enact resolutions which, in effect, exempt their
members from union discipline if they accept jobs with non-union companies
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under the auspices of the salting program. In substance, such a resolution
permits the local's members to accept such jobs but on condition that they must
leave the company's employment immediately upon notification by the Union. n4

n4 This type of resolution was the basis of the Eighth Circuit's opinion in
Town & Country Electric v. NLRB 147 LRRM 2133 {8th Cir., 1994), that
employee-members of a union who were sent to apply for work at a non-union
contractor were not employees within the meaning of the Act and therefore could
be refused employment.

Considering the facts of this case, my previous decision in Falcone Electric
supra, and other decided cases involving the IBEW, n5 it seems to me that the
International's salting [*10] program is subject to a variety of different
interpretations and applications depending upon local circumstances. :^n

broadest outline, it seems to me that the salting program has the following
objectives which can be separate or overlapping. These are:

1. To put union members on a job site so as to enable the Union to organize
the company's employees in order to gain recognition either voluntarily or
through a Board election or;

2. To get union people on the job and create enough trouble by way of
strikes, lawsuits, unfair labor practice charges and general tumult, so that the
non-union contractor walks away from the job or;

3. If number 2 doesn't work, to create enough problems for the employer by
way of unfair labor practice charges, Davis Bacon, OSHA or legal allegations
requiring legal services so that even if the employer doesn't walk away from the
job, he will be reluctant to bid for similar work in the local area ever again.

n5 Town & Country Electric v. NLRB 147 LRRM 2133 (8th Cir. 1994); Wilmar
Electric Service v NLRB 968 F.2d 1327 (D.C. Cir. 1992); Bay Control Services,
Inc. 315 NLRB No. 7 (1994).

(b) The HealthSouth Project

Sullivan Electric Company [*11] works as an electrical subcontractor in
the building and construction industry. Although headquarted in Nashville,
Tennessee, it has performed work in many different states including Michigan,
New York and New Jersey and has operated on particular job sites with and
without contracts with locals of the IBEW. In the present case, the company bid
for and was accepted as the contractor for the installation of the fire alarm
and electrical system at the HealthSouth Rehabilitation Hospital in Memphis
Tennessee. The General Contractor was Robbins and Morton. The project involved
the construction of a 3 story building, (plus basement), of some 95,000 square
feet. For this job, Sullivan intended to operate as a non-union contractor.

Sullivan commenced work at the site in September 1993 and although it was
scheduled to complete its work by mid-April 1994, it did not finish until about
August 1994. At the beginning, Sullivan manned the project with 3 of its
regular employees, Ronnie Gann as the superintendent. Jack Jackson Jr. as the
foreman and Thomas Scott as a leadman. The other employees were people who
either were transferred from other Sullivan projects or were local people from
[*12] Memphis who were hired specifically for the job in question. (However,
from time to time, the company has sent down other full time employees to do
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work on the weekends or when bottlenecks were encountered)

.

On September 28, 1993, Lee Jolly, an Assistant Business Agent of Local 474
went to the company's job site office with 9 other union members and filled out
job applications. These job applications, which listed union officials as
references, were left with Gann's wife. No further contact was made between the
Union, the company and these individuals until March 1, 1994 when the Union
filed an unfair labor practice charge alleging that Sullivan Electric unlawfully
refused to hire the 10 individuals who allegedly applied for work in September
1993. Those charges were thereafter withdrawn, presumably because the Regional
Office concluded that the allegations lacked merit.

As noted eibove, the company in manning jobs, will generally use a number of
its own regular employees plus local people. From the company's point of view,
it uses electricians, apprentices and helpers. When using local people, as
opposed to people who are regular employees of the company, it hires them for
[*13] the life of the job at $ 12 per hour or less if it can.

However, in certain localities including Memphis, there are local ordinances
which require an electrical contractor to hire one "journeyman" for every three
"apprentices." Thus, an electrical contractor working on a public project, must
meet this ratio of journeymen to apprentices and must pay a journeyman at the
rate of $ 13 per hour. In this context, the definition of a journeyman is one
who has a journeyman's license and who, if hired as a journeyman, must be paid
at least $ 13 per hour. This does not mean that other people who are not
defined by the Code as "journeymen" are not capable of doing the saune work or
conversely that a journeyman cannot work as an apprentice and get a lower rate.
Indeed, in the present case, some of Sullivan's regular employees who do not
have a Memphis journeyman's license, got paid more than $ 13 per hour and did
the same work. Conversely there were people who had Memphis journeymen licenses
who accepted jobs with the company as apprentices and worked at $ 12 an hour and
who did the same kind of work that a journeyman would do. In this context, the
term "journeyman" has two separate [*14] meanings. In one, it means a
person who has the requisite skills to do electrical work at a full level of
competency. In the other, it means one who has a Memphis license.

Gene Summerall testified that he applied for work on January 12, 1994 and was
interviewed by Ronnie Gann. He testified that he told Gann that he had resigned
from the IBEW in 1992 and that Gann responded that the company didn't need any
union trouble; that the plumbers were already having union trouble; and "they
didn't need no union people on the job."

Gann testified that when saw that Summerall 's application indicated that he
was a member of the IBEW, he asked if Summerall was still active, whereupon
Summerall replied that he was tired of the bullshit. n6 Gann denied, however,
that he told Summerall that he did not want any union people on the job.
Summerall, who had Memphis journeyman's license, was hired by Gann at $ 13 per
hour.

n6 Summerall 's application, (Respondent Exhibit 8) indicates that from
October 1988 to September 1992, he worked at various jobs under contract with
IBEW, Local 474.

Michael Jackson testified that he also applied for work at the company in
January 1994. He states that when [*15] he was interviewed, Gann noted
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that Jackson had formerly been in the Glazier's union and asked why he got out.
Jackson testified that when there was discussion of the fact that Jackson listed
an affiliation with the IBEW on his application, Gann said; "I don't care if
you're with the IBEW or not ... as long as you're not a union organizer." n7
As a result of this interview, Jackson was hired as an apprentice at $ 7 per
hour. He thereafter received a raise to $ 8 per hour.

n7 Such a statement indicates that Gann, at least to some extent, was
knowledgeable of the then existing state of the law, wherein some of the Circuit
Courts had held that union business agents and organizers who applied for jobs
at non-union employers could not be considered to be employees within the
meaning of the NLRA. In this regard, Gann testified that he, along with other
company superintendents, had received training from the company's lawyers
regarding what they could and could not do under the National Labor Relations
Act.

Another employee of the company who figures in this case was Bill Scoby who
was hired on October 5, 1993. He was hired as an electrician at $ 11 per hour.
(Apprentice rate) . [*16]

On or about Februairy 25, 1994 two events occurred, whose proximity in time,
indicates that they probably were connected.

On this date, a picket line was established at the job site ostensibly by a
Plumbers Union. This picketing lasted from 7 a.m. to 8:30 or 9:00 a.m.
Summerall, Jackson and Scoby refused to cross the picket line whereas the other
employees of Sullivan went to work. According to Scoby, at some point in the
morning, he was told by Gann that there were replacements coming up from
Nashville. According to Jackson, when this was relayed to him by Scoby, they
went to the union hall where they received instructions from Jolly to make
immediate unconditional offers to return to work. n8 In this respect, Summerall
testified that he was given a tape recorder to record the offers when they were
made to Gann.

n8 According to the testimony of Summerall he went to the union hall right
after refusing to cross the picket line and prior to when the other two arrived
with the message that they had been replaced or discharged. Summerall testified
that he went to see Lee Jolly to discuss his legal rights.

At some point on the morning of February 25, Summerall, Jackson and [*17]
Scoby returned to the job site and were put back to work. However, all three
men were issued written warnings for refusing to cross the picket line.
Summerall and Jackson testified that they were told by Gann that if they
received 3 written warnings they would be discharged. However, these warnings
were thereafter rescinded on March 29, 1994. (I have no doubt that the warnings
were rescinded after the company consulted its attorneys and discovered that
they raised a legal problem)

.

On the same day, (February 25) , the Union held a "COMET" meeting with some of
its members to instruct them regarding its organizational program including the
salting program. It was at this meeting, according to Billy Powers and David
Smith, two members of Local 474 who had Memphis journeyman licenses, that they
were advised/and or urged by Lee Jolly, to make job applications at Sullivan.
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Smith and Powers went to the company on the morning of February 25, filled
out job applications and were interviewed by Gann. When they went, they both
wore union buttons and listed union officials, including Lee Jolly, as their
references. (In accordance with instructions in the IBEW s manual, they clearly
were [*18] seeking to demonstrate company knowledge of their union
affiliation in case they were not hired) . According to Powers, Gann said he
wanted journeymen and said that the company paid $ 13 to $ 14 per hour. Powers
states that after the interview, Gann said that he would check their references
and get back to them.

Gann testified that he interviewed the 2 men on February 25, asked about
their qualifications and learned that they had journeymen's licenses. He
testified that he did not make any commitment to hire them and certainly made no
commitment to hire them as journeymen at $ 13 or more per hour.

Gann testified that on February 26, he called the Union and told the person
there to have Powers and Smith come to the job site on Monday morning. In this
regard, Winston Hawkes Jr., an Assistant Business Manager of Local 474,
testified that he spoke to Gann on February 26; that he told Gann that Powers
and Smith were good journeymen electricians whose hire he recommended; and that
Gann responded that he, (Hawkes) , should have them report to the job site on
February 28, 1994.

On Monday, February 28, Smith did not report to the job site, but Powers did.
There is no dispute that when [*19] Powers spoke to Gann, the latter said
that he had decided that he didn't need any journeymen, but instead needed
apprentices. Powers then left without inquiring about an apprentice job or how
much the company was willing to pay. As such. Powers never asked about the
apprentice position and he left before Gann could offer him such a job. Gann
testified that he would have hired Powers as an electrician at $ 12 an hour if
given a chance to make such an offer.

As of the week ending March 4, 1993, Sullivan employed 20 people at the site.
Of these there was 1 laborer, 12 people who were labeled as electricians,
helpers or apprentices who were paid at $ 12 per hour or less, and 6 people
including Gann who were paid at $ 13 per hour or more. n9 As we know that Ronnie
Gann, Rodney Grant and Gene Summerall had Memphis licenses, and as local people
paid at $ 13 per hour were likely to be journeymen within the meaning of the
Menphis Code, the payroll records for this period, (GC Exhibit 9(b)), indicates
that there were at least 5 journeymen to 12 apprentices which is well within the
1 to 3 ratio required by the Code. (Indeed if the total complement of workers
during that week was 20, then [*20] having 5 people with a journeyman's
license would have satisfied the Code if the remaining 15 were all considered as
apprentice electricians)

.

n9 The electricians who were paid $ 13 or more per hour were Temple Jay
Brett, Rodney D. Grant, Donald Jackson, Jack Jackson Sr., and Gene Summerall.
Ronnie Gann, who was the Superintendent and who obtained a Memphis license, was
paid at $ 17.50 an hour and Jack Jackson Jr., the foreman was paid at $ 13 per
hour.

The point is that if the company was within the Memphis Code's required 1 to
3 ratio, it would have made little or no sense for Gann to offer to hire an
electrician at the journeyman rate if he could pay an electrician, (even one
having a journeyman's license), at the apprentice rate. Indeed, the facts of
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this case show that after the non- hiring of Powers, all other electricians hired
until March 25, 1994, were hired at the apprentice rate of $ 12 or less even if
they had Memphis journeyman licenses.

It seems to me that Gann, although he did not offer Powers a journeyman's
job, did not refuse to hire him for that particular position because of his
union membership. Moreover, there is no evidence that Gann would have refused
[*21) to hire Powers for any job, because Powers left before any other offer
could be made. As Powers testified, his position was that he would have refused
to accept any offer other than a journeyman's job at $ 13 or $ 14 per hour.

The Complaint alleges that on or about February 25, the Respondent by Ronnie
Gann, threatened employees with the loss of overtime. In this regard, Michael
Jackson, (one of the three who didn't cross the picket line), testified that on
February 25, he was told by Rodney Grant, (not Ronnie Gann), that overtime was
cut out for him, Summerall and Scoby. Jackson testified, however, that he went
to the job site on Saturday, February 26 and worked that day which was an
overtime day. During direct examination of Summerall, the General Counsel asked
him a series of questions in a futile attempt to have him testify about
statements made to him regarding overtime. Finally, the General Counsel called
Rodney Grant as a witness and he denied that he ever made any statements
regarding the loss of overtime. Grant testified that after being hired as a
journeyman electrician in November 1993, he was thereafter promoted to a
foreman. However, this record is not clear [*22] as to whether Grant's
authority was sufficient to make him a supervisor within Section 2(11) of the
Act. nlO Nevertheless, even assuming that he was either a supervisor or a
conduit for management, it is my opinion that this allegation of the Complaint
is unproved.

nlO The Company, in its Brief, asserts that Grant was not a supervisor within
the meaning of the Act

.

The General Counsel alleges that after the strike on February 25, Summerall
was isolated from the other workers because of his union activities. The
evidence shows that after February 25, 1994, Summerall, after having been warned
for his refusal to cross the picket line, wore a union button at the job site.
(In late March there was also an occasion when he distributed union leaflets)

.

The evidence also shows that about a week after February 25, 1994, Summerall was
assigned to work on the 3rd floor, running conduit by himself while the rest of
the electricians worked on the other floors of the building. He continued to
work by himself in this area for about 6 weeks. In support of the contention
that Summerall 's assignment was motivated by anti -union considerations. Grant
testified that soon after February 25, [*23] 1994, and on several other
occasions in March 1994, General Foreman Jack Jackson Jr., stated in his
presence, that he was going to kick Summerall 's ass. Grant also testified that
on one occasion in March 1994, Gann told him that the company's attorneys said
that he (Gann) had to get rid of Summerall but to be very careful about doing
it.

Jack Jackson Jr. did not testify and therefore did not rebut the remarks
attributed to him by Grant. Also, although Gann was questioned at length by all
parties, he never denied the above alleged statement attributed to him by Grant.

The company argues that it only needed one man to do the conduit work on the
third floor and that Summerall, who was good at this work, was chosen for this
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reason. The Respondent notes that there were generally about 20 electricians
working in a large building at any given time and that accordingly, it was not
surprising that they often worked by themselves. Respondent's Counsel points
out that Summerall conceded that 2 other electricians, Tom Scott and Leroy
Newton worked by themselves. He also points out that Michael Jackson testified
that before February 25, 1994, he worked by himself about 50% of the time.
[*24] Finally, he notes that Grant testified that most of the electricians
worked by themselves at one time or another.

I am willing to assume, based on the written warning issued to Summerall and
the unrefuted testimony of Rodney Grant, that the company harbored animus
against Summerall stemming from his refusal to cross the picket line on February
25, 1994. However, that does not automatically prove that the assignment which
required Summerall to work by himself on the third floor, was motivated by
discriminatory reasons. Presumably, the theory is that the company wanted to
isolate him so that Summerall would not be able to talk to the other
electricians about the Union. Nevertheless, there is no evidence that the
company made any attempts to interfere with Summerall 's right to communicate
with other employees during break time or other non work time. Nor, given the
testimony of Grant, Jackson and Summerall himself, is there much evidence to
show that he was treated much differently from other electricians who also had
to spend much of their time working by themselves. Therefore on balance, I

shall find that the company has met its burden of showing that the decision to
assign Summerall [*2S] to work on the third floor was based on legitimate
business considerations apart from its animus against him for engaging in union
activities. Wright Line 251 NLRB 1083 (1980), enfd. 662 F.2d 899 (1st Cir.
1981), cert, denied 455 U.S. 989 (1982).

The remaining allegations of the Complaint relate to events allegedly
occurring on March 29, 1994, which as noted above, is the same date that the
company rescinded the warnings to Summerall, Scoby and Jackson.

Gene Summerall testified that on one occasion during the latter part of March
1994, he was engaged in passing out union handbills at the gate to the job site.
He testified that while at the gate. Jack Jackson Jr. accelerated his car so
that gravel was sprayed onto him. In this regard, Rodney Grant testified that
Jackson told him that he had "slung gravel" all over Summerall and had he been a
little quicker he might have gotten him with the car.

As noted above. Grant testified that on several occasions in late February
and March 1994, Jackson told him that he wanted to kick Summerall 's ass. He
also testified that in March, Gann told him that the company needed to get rid
of Summerall but that he would have to be as careful [*26] as possible in
doing it.

In view of the fact that the above allegations were essentially undenied I
shall conclude that they constitute (1) threats of bodily harm, (2) an attempt
to commit bodily harm and (3) a threat of discharge which, although directed at
Summerall, was said to Grant who, according to the company, was a
non- supervisory employee. Inasmuch as I conclude that these acts and statements
were made in relation to Summerall 's union activity, and were made to discourage
Summerall and other employees, (including Grant) , from engaging in such
activity, I shall conclude that they constituted violations of Section 8(a) (1)
of the Act. See Fairhaven Properties Inc., 314 NLRB 763, 769 where the Board
held that the reckless driving of a vehicle in a manner intended to intimidate
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a Striker, is a violation of Section 8(a) (1) of the Act.

Ill Discussion

It seems to me that the events of February 25, 1994 were orchestrated by the
Union in an attempt to provoke and entrap the employer into committing unfair
labor practices. I have no doubt that the picketing and the refusals to cross
the picket line were pre-planned by the Union with the hope and expectation that
the employer [*27] would fire these employees for refusing to cross the line.
(Summerall, upon seeing the picket line, immediately went to the union hall
where, among other things, he was given a tape recorder to use when he and the
others were sent to ask for their jobs back) . I also have little doubt that on
that same day, the Union dispatched Powers and Smith to make applications to the
Employer with the hope that they would be refused employment.

The company, relying on the Court's decision in Town & Country Electric v
NLRB 147 LRRM 2133 (8th Cir. 1994) , argues that Powers was not an employee
within the meaning of Section 2(3) of the Act and therefore could not have been
discriminated against in violation of Section 8(a) (1) & (3) . However,
irrespective of the state of the law on this issue, it seems to me that Powers
was never refused employment to an available job because having heard from Gann
that the company was not hiring journeymen at $ 13 or $ 14 per hour, he didn't
stick around long enough to find out if he could get a job as an electrician at
the apprentice rate of $ 12 per hour. In this connection, I believe Gann's
testimony that he never offered Powers, (or Smith) , a job as a [*28]

journeyman, (as defined by the Memphis Code) , directly or through the Union when
Gann spoke to Hawkes on February 26, 1994. Thus, the evidence failing to
establish that the company refused to employ Powers for an available job, I

conclude that there was no violation of the Act in this regard.

On the other hand, there is no dispute about the fact that the company issued
written warnings to Summerall, Jackson and Scoby because they honored a picket
line. Although I am of the opinion that this scenario was a ruse designed to
entrap the company, the fact that it was successful, should not obviate the fact
that the company violated the Act in this respect, nil In Redwing Carriers Inc.
137 NLRB 1545 (1962), enfd. 325 F.2d 1011 (DC Cir. 1963), the Board held that
employees honoring a picket line are engaged in protected concerted activity and
may only be discharged by the employer "only to preserve efficient operations of
his business, and . . . only so it could immediately or within a short period
thereafter replace them with others willing to perform the scheduled work. . . .

See also chapter 21, Section IV A., of The Developing Labor Law, edited by
Charles J. Morris. However, [*29] the alleged statement that the company
had replacements on the way, is not construed by me as being an unlawful threat
inasmuch as the company would have been within its rights in replacing the
people who refused to cross the picket line.

nil In Dee Knitting Mills, Inc., 214 NLRB 1041, 1050 (1974) the ALJ, rejected
the company's argument that it had been "set up" and "entrapped" into committing
a violation by the Union's orchestrated conduct.

The company, citing Passavant Memorial Area Hospital 237 NLRB 138 (1978) ,

contends that even if the warnings violated the Act, no Order should issue
because they were withdrawn and, at best, should be considered as de minimus. I

don't agree. As noted in Passavant, a Respondent may "under certain
circumstances relieve himself of liability for unlawful conduct by repudiating
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the conduct." The Board noted that in order to be effective, the repudiation
must be "timely," "unambiguous," "specific in nature to the proscribed illegal
conduct," "free from other proscribed illegal conduct," that "there must be
adequate publication of the repudiation to the employees involved and there must
be no proscribed conduct on the employer's [*30] part after the
publication." Additionally, the Board stated that "finally . . . such
repudiation or disavowal of coercive conduct should give assurances to employees
that in the future their employer will not interfere with the exercise of their
Section 7 rights .

"

The General Counsel alleges that the during the hiring interviews of
Summerall and Jackson, (on or about January 12, 1994), Gann violated the Act by
saying that he didn't need any union trouble or union people on the job. This
was credibly denied by Gann and I note that Michael Jackson testified that Gann
said, "I don't care if you're with the IBEW or not ... as long as you're not a
union organizer." In this respect, I think that Gann's remark was not meant to
imply that he would refuse to hire an employee who organized for the Union, but
rather that he would not hire a person who was employed by the Union as an
"organizer." As such, the statement should not, in my opinion, be construed as a
threat made to these 2 job applicants that the company intended to refuse to
hire them because of their union affiliation or activity.

I have already noted above my other conclusions regarding the allegations of
the Complaint and [*3l] need not trouble the reader with further reiteration.

Conclusions of Law

By issuing written warnings to employees who honor a picket line, the
Respondent violated Section 8(a) (1) and (3) of the Act.

By telling employees who received the above noted warnings that they would be
subject to discharge upon receiving three warnings, the Respondent threatened
enqjloyees with discharge in violation of Section 8(a) (1) of the Act.

By threatening an employee with discharge, with physical harm and by
attempting to cause such harm to an employee because he engaged in union
activity, the Respondent violated Section 8(a) (1) of the Act.

The acts of Respondent described above, affect commerce within the meaning of
Section 2(2), (6) and (7) of the Act.

The Respondent has not violated the Act in any other manner as encompassed by
the Complaint.

Remedy

Having found that the Respondent has engaged in certain unfair labor
practices, I find that it must be ordered to cease and desist and to take
certain affirmative action designed to effectuate the policies of the Act.

On these findings of fact and conclusions of law and on the entire record, I
issue the following recommended nl2

nl2 If no exceptions are filed as provided by Sec. 102.46 of the Board's
Rules and Regulations, the findings, conclusions, and recommended Order shall.
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as provided in Sec. 102.48 of the Rules, be adopted by the Board and all
objections to them shall be deemed waived for all purposes. [*32]

The Respondent, Sullivan Electric Company, its officers, agents, successors,
and assigns, shall

1. Cease and desist from

(a) Issuing written warnings to employees because they honored a picket line.

(b) Threatening employees with discharge because they honor a picket line or
because they engage in other union activities on behalf of the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFL-CIO, Local Union No. 474.

(c) Threatening employees with physical harm or atteir^ting to cause such harm
because they engage in union or other protected concerted activity.

(d) In any like or related manner interfering with, restraining, or coercing
employees in the exercise of the rights guaranteed them by Section 7 of the Act.

2. Take the following affirmative action necessary to effectuate the
policies of the Act.

(a) Remove from its files any reference to the unlawful disciplinary warnings
issued to Gene Summerall, Bill Scoby and Michael Jackson and notify them in
writing that this has been done and that the warnings will not be used against
them in any way.

(b) Post at its facility, in Nashville Tennessee and at any current job sites
located in Memphis Tennessee, copies of the (*33] attached notice marked
"Appendix." nl3 Copies of the notice, on forms provided by the Regional Director
for Region 26, after being signed by the Respondent's authorized representative,
shall be posted by the Respondent immediately upon receipt and maintained for 60
consecutive days in conspicuous places including all places where notices to
employees are customarily posted. Reasonable steps shall be taken by the
Respondent to ensure that the notices are not altered, defaced, or covered by
any other material.

nl3 If this Order is enforced by a Judgment of the United States Court of
Appeals, the words in the notice reading "POSTED BY ORDER OF THE NATIONAL LABOR
RELATIONS BOARD" shall read "POSTED PURSUANT TO A JUDGMENT OF THE UNITED STATES
COURT OF APPEALS ENFORCING AN ORDER OF THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD."

(c) Notify the Regional Director in writing within 20 days from the date of
this Order what steps the Respondent has taken to comply.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the complaint is dismissed insofar as it alleges
violations of the Act not specifically found.

APPENDIX
NOTICE TO EMPLOYEES
Posted by Order of the
National Labor Relations Board
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An Agency of the United [*34] States Government

The National Labor Relations Board has found that we violated the National
Labor Relations Act and has ordered us to post and abide by this notice.

Section 7 of the Act gives employees these rights.

To organize

To form, join, or assist any union

To bargain collectively through representatives of their own choice

To act together for other mutual aid or protection

To choose not to engage in any of these protected concerted activities

.

(a) Issuing written warnings to employees because they honored a picket line.

WE WILL NOT threaten employees with discharge because they honor a picket
line or because they engage in other union activities on behalf of the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFL-CIO, Local Union No. 474.

WE WILL NOT threaten employees with physical harm or attempt to cause such
harm because they engage in union or other protected concerted activity.

WE WILL NOT in any like or related manner interfere with, restrain, or coerce
you in the exercise of the rights guaranteed you by Section 7 of the Act.

WE WILL notify Gene Summerall, Bill Scoby and Michael Jackson that we have
removed from our files any reference to their warnings dated [*35) February
25, 1994 and that such warnings will not be used against them in any way.

Sullivan Electric Company

(Employer)

Dated By

(Representative) (Title)

This is an official notice and must not be defaced by anyone.

This notice must remain posted for 60 consecutive days from the date of
posting and must not be altered, defaced, or covered with any other material.
Any questions concerning this notice or compliance with its provisions may be
directed to the Board's Office, 1407 Union Avenue, Suite 800, Memphis, Tennessee
38104-3627. Telephone 901-722-2687.
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JOB SALTING
ORGANIZING RESOLUTION

WHEREAS!

yHFREAS;

WHEREAS;

RESOLVED;

PESOLVPP;

RESOLVED;

Local Union I J^9^P^ is coniniitted to organizing nil
unorganized craftainen working in our jurisdiction, and;

A continual organizing program ie the lifel^lood of all
building and construction trades unions because it is the
only proven jnethod of maintaining control of the constructio
labor pool, and;

The first obligation of the members of the local union is to
organize the unorganized in order to maintain and secure our
wages, benefits, and other conditions of employment, and;

The success of any organizing drive depends upon the support
of each and every union craftsman, both on and off the job;

.

therefor, be It S

That the Business Manager be empowered to authorize membe:
to seek employment by nonslgnatory contractors for the
purpose of organizing the unorganized, and be It further 1
That unemployed members shall report to the Business Manager
for the purpose of assisting as needed In the organizing
program, and be It further --

That the Business Manager shall maintain records of all
members authorized to seek employment by nonslgnatory
employers Including date (s) of authorization, date (s) of
employment., and all other pertinent information, and be It
further

RESOLVED; That such members, when .employed by nonslgnatory employers,
shall maintain their position (s) on the out-of-work list,
and be It further

RESOLVED; That such members, when employed by nonslgnatory employers,
shall promptly and diligently carry out their organizing
assignments, and leave the employer or job Immediately upon
notification, and be It further

That any member accepting employment by a nonslgnatory
employer, except as authorized by this RESOLtrriOH, shall
be subject to charges and discipline as provided by our
Constitution and Bylaws.

Adopted by the Local Union and entered Into the
minutes of the membership meeting this A/'"'*'
<Jay of 0„, 19Bjc_ '

RECOR^NG SECRET/

IL-HC')
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^'^'^'^""' LOCAL UNION 343

INTERNATIONAL BRaTHERHQOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS
ra. Bar ics

IIKEt/
RESOLOTION |

WHEREAS: The I.B.E.W., X«cal Onion 343 lis committed to organizing als
unorganized craftsmen working in our jurisdiction, and Q

WHEREAS: A continual organizing program is the lifeblood of all build-
ing and construction trades unions because it is the only proven method
of maintaining control of the construction labor pool, and

WHEREAS: The first obligation of the members of this local union is to
organize the unorganized in order to maintain and secure our wages,
benefits, and other conditions of employment, and

WHEREAS:. The success of any organizing drive depends upon the support
of each aiid every union craftsman, both on and off the job; therefore;
be it

RESOLVED: The the Business Manager and/or Assistant be empowered to
authorize members to seek eiuployment by nonsignatory contractors for
the purpose of organizing the unorganized, and be it further

RESOLVED: That unemployed members shall report to the Business Manager
and/or Assistant for the purpose of assisting as needed in the organizi
program, and be it further

RESOLVED: That the Business Manager £md/or Assistant shall maintain
records of all members authorized to seek employment by nonsignatory
employers including date(s) of authorization, date(6) of eo^loyment, an
all other pertinent information, and be it further

RESOLVED: That such members, when es^loyed by nonsignatory employers,
shall maintain their positionCs) on the out-of-work list, and be it
further

RESOLVED: That such members, \ihen es^loyed by nonsignatory employers

,

shall promptly and diligently carry out their organizing assignments, a

leave the employer or job immediately upon notification, and be it
further
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^^::^tr<i^Z. LOCAL UNION 34

INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKER
..T

I
O) [C P/V7

'*°°u JOS. VOUXTOCEN SOUML USueuK. MMNCIOU t60SS

page 2

RESOLVED: That any member accepting employment by a nonsignatory
employer, except as authorized by this RESOLDTION, shall be subject
to charges and discipline as provided by cxir Constitution and By-
Laws, and be it further

RESOLVED: That during such employment an amount equal to the monthly
charge for our health care be forweurded in his name to pay his month-
ly premivun. This siim will be taken out of the Local Union General
Fund.

Submitted by.

*^ohn J. Slipy, Jr.
Business M£mager
Local Union 343, I.B.E.W.
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EMPLOYER IhTTERFERENCE WITH
PROTECTED ACTIVITIES

Employer Refusal to Allow

Union Videos On Nonwork Time

In an interesting case requiring application of traditional

concepts to modem technology, we concluded that an em-
ployer's refusal to permit its employees to show union-

promotional videos on nonwork time in a nonwork area

violated Section 8(aXl) of the Act
In November 1993 the Union began an organizing cam-

paign among the Employer's approximately 45 employees
but ultimately lost a representation election. During the

campaign employees distributed literature and discussed

the issues among themselves in the Company lunchroom

during the 11:30 a.m. to noon lunch period. All employees

have the same lunch period and are not paid for that time.

Also during the campaign the Employer showed five half-

hour long, anti- union videos in the lunchroom immediately
after the lunch period, on Company time. The employees
assumed they were required to attend because they were
being paid for the time the videos were being shown.

After one of the showings one of the employees on the

Union's organizing committee asked the Employer If he

coold bring in pro-union videos to show the employees at

lunch time in the lunchroom. The Employer agreed, pro-

vided it could first screen the videos "to make sure nothing

bad was on the tape." The employee checked with the Union,

and pursuant to its instructions, informed the Employer that

it could view the videos along with the employees and that if

it found something wrong with the message on them the

organizing committee would stop showing the video and
remove the TV/VCR from the work place. The employee
also told the Employer that the Union was willing to bring in

its own equipment and if necessary, would even provide a

battery-operated TV/VCR. The employees would be free to

watch or not, to stay in the lunchroom or not. (Only four or

five employees regularly ate lunch in the lunchroom.) The
E^mployer ultimately refused to permit the employee to

show the videos.

It was first determined that a union campaign video

should be considered the modem-day equivalent of cam-
paign literature; thus, the case was viewed as one involving

distribution of literature rather than one involving union

access to an employer's premises. While it is clear that non-

employee union organizers, absent circumstances not

present here, may lawfully be barred from an employer's
premises, it is equally well established that an employer
may not prohibit employees from distributing union litera-

ture in nonwork areas during nonwork time without a

showing that a ban is necessary to maintain plant discipline

or production. Sahara Tahoe Hotel, 292 NLRB 812, 813

(1989); Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., 139 NLRB
849, 851 (1962). It is also clear that "break time is an
employee's time, not company time." Anderson Co., 305

NLRB 878, 880 (1991)

In the instant case, the employee's request was to show
union promotional videos in nonwork areas during nonwork
time and he even offered to bring in a battery-operated TV-
VCR so as not to use the Employer's electricity. The Em-
ployer did not contend that its ban on showing the videos

was necessary to maintain production or employee disci-

pline and did not refuse outright the employee's request to

show the videos. Rather, the Employer demanded the right

to review the tapes in advance to determine If the contents

met with its approval. However, the requirement of predis-

tribution clearance of union literature is uolawfuL Middle-
toum Hospital Assn., 282 NLRB 541, 552-553 (1986).

Finally, there was nothing to suggest tbat the material -the

employees wished to show would not fall within the scope of

the "mutual aid or protection" clause of Section 7 of the Act.

See e.g.. Trover Clinic. 280 NLRB 6 (1986).

Accordingly, we concluded that the E^mployer's refusal to

permit showing of the videos violated Section 8(aXl) of the

Act

Unlawful Employer Interrogations

Despite Assurances of Non-reprisal

The Board and courts have recognized that an employer

may legitimately interrogate employees on matters involv-

ing their Section 7 rights, despite the inherent danger of

coercion, where the purpose is either to verify a union's

claim of majority status, or to investigate facts concerning

issues raised in an unfair labor practice complaint In order

to minimize the coercive effects, such interrogation is con-

sidered privileged only if the following safeguards are met:

(1) the employer must communicate to the employee the

purpose of the questioning, assure him or her that no repri-

sal will take place, and obtain participation on a voluntary

basis; (2) the questioning must occur in a context free from
hostility to union organization and not itself be coercive in

nature; and (3) the questioning must not exceed the necessi-

ties of the legitimate purpose by prying into other union

matters, eliciting information concerning an employee's

subjective state of mind, or otherwise interfering with the

statutory rights of employees. Johnnie's Poultry Co., 146

NLRB 770, 774-775 (1964)

In one case, we decided that an employer had exceeded

the limited privilege of interrogation contemplated in John-

nie's Poultry. In this case, two striking employees had been

terminated for allegedly vandalizing a non-striker's car.

Their terminations were the subject of pending unfair labor

practice charges, while criminal charges brought against

them based on the same alleged misconduct were scheduled

for immediate trial.

A week before the trial a reinstated striker who the

Employer apparently believed had some knowledge of the

incident was summoned to the plant manager's office for

questioning. The manager provided the employee a form to

sign which advised that he was t)eing questioned solely for

the purpose of investigating and defending pending unfair

Published by THE BUREAU OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS. INC., Washington, DC. 20037
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labor practice charges; that the information obtained would

be used solely for such purposes; that his participation was

strictly voluntary; and that no reprisal would be taken

against him if he refused to participate or as a result of the

information provided. After signing the form, the employee

was asked numerous questions about the strike misconduct

that had taken place, whether any Union officials had taken

part in such conduct, and whether he himself had participat-

ed. When asked if he knew whether the two charged employ-

ees had vandali2ed the car, the employee responded no, that

he had no knowledge whatsoever as to who may have been

responsible for the inddenL

On the day before the trial, the employee was again called

into the manager's office and asked to sign a second form
identical to the first one. The employee was then asked,

inter alia, if the two charged employees had been on the

picket line the night the car was vandalized. He replied that

he knew one of them had been, but could not recall if the

other had also been there that night. He was asked whether

he knew when the criminal trial was scheduled to start and

whether he was going to testify at the trial. The employee

responded that he knew the two employees had been

charged, but stated that he had no knowledge when the

criminal trial was scheduled to take place and denied that

he had been asked to testify at the trial

Later that day the employee once more was summoned to

the plant manager's office. On this occasion he was not

asked to sign a third consent form, no one provided him the

Johnnie's Poultry assurances and, for the first time, he

was interrogated by a different company official Again, he

was questioned about the night the car was vandalized. He
was asked what shifts he had worked on the picket line and

what shifts the two charged employees had worked. When he

denied knowing what shifts the two charged employees had

walked the picket line, he was asked to explain how he could

have been on the picket line all night when the vandalism

took place and not know the names of the other pickets or

whether the two charged employees had been on picket duty

that night

Notwithstanding that the Employer gave the Johnnie's

Poultry assurances, we concluded that the questioning of

the employee violated Section 8(aXl) of the Act in four

particular respects:

First, the questioning of the employee as to whether he

himself or union officials had been involved in strike mis-

conduct violated the Johnnie's Poultry prohibition that

"the questions not exceed the necessities of the legitimate

purpose by prying into other union matters. . . or otherwise

interfering with the statutory rights of employees." The
Employer's questioning went beyond the area of permissive

inquiry because neither the employee, the Union or any

Union official was party to pending unfair labor practice

charges.

Second, the Elmployer, after providing Johnnie's Poultry

assurances and interrogating the employee on the second

day, was not deemed privileged, in the circumstances pre-

sented, to interrogate the employee a second time on that

same day without again providing Johnnie's Poultry safe-

guards. On that date, the employee was first questioned by
one interrogator and returned to work for several hours

before being questioned by a second official. The latter's

questions were not designed to elicit additional or new
information, but rather were repetitive of questions asked of

him earlier and were primarily aimed at compelling the

employee to recant his earlier statements. Thus, assuming,

without deciding, that assurances need not be repeated in

every case where questioning is interrupted or later re-

sumed, such a defense was not deemed available where, as

here, the renewed questioning appeared calculated at ex-

tracting a retraction from the employee and did not consti-

tute a mere resumption of a recessed earlier session.

Third, irrespective of whether the individual sessions may
have been pnvileged, the Employer's interrogation of the

employee three times in less than a week, in the manner
occurring here, was deemed to transgress the safeguard that

the questioning not be Itself coercive in nature. Thus, at each

session, the employee was asked essentially the same ques-

tions about the same incidents, his veracity questioned, and
the Employer endeavored to get him to recant or contradict

earlier statements. Such a course of conduct coerced and

intimidated the employee in the exercise of his right to

strike and picket and was therefore violative of Section

8(aXl).

Finally, we concluded that the Employer had violated

Section 8<aXl) Act by asking the employee wheUier he

intended to testify at the criminal trial of the two employ-

ees. Such questioning went beyond the area of permissive

inquiry since it was not intended to elicit information the

Employer could use in defending against the pending unfair

labor practices. Such questioning was therefore not

privileged.

Unprotected Intemiittent Strike Activity

By Paid Union Organizer Employees

In another case, we considered whether striking employ-

ees had been lawfully discharged for engaging in unprotect-

ed intermittent strikes.

The Employer, an electrical subcontractor, had never had

a collective-bargaining relationship with a union. In Decem-

ber 1993, the Employer obtained a new construction coo-

tract and advertised for electricians. The Union

immediately began to organize the Employer via a "salting"

campaign.

The Union sent several members to apply for jobs with

the Elmployer. When these "salts" were hired, they received

supplemental payments from the Union to raise the Employ-

er's nonunion wages to Union scale. In return, the "salts"

were required to encourage other employees to join the

Union. The "salts" soon succeeded in persuading a substan-

tial number of employees to join the Union. On January 20,

1994, the Employer discharged the leading "salt" for repeat-

ed absenteeism and lateness.

On January 24, the Union directed Uie "salts" to go on

strike at 7:30 ajn. At that time, approximately ten Union

members notified the Employer that they were going on

strike to protest the lead "salt" employee's discharge. These

employees then struck and picketed with signs reading

"unfair labor practice" and "on strike.". One hour later, at

8:30 a.m^ they unconditionally offered to return to wort
The Employer required each of them to sign a written

disciplinary warning before rstuming to work.

Organizing activity continued, and by the end of January

all the employees were Union members. During this tiny,

the employees initiated a work slow-down, coming in late

and standing around talking. The Employer fell many weeks

behind on the job and began hiring additional temporary

employees to improve prxiduction.

On February 1, a Union representative presented the

Employer with a petition which stated: "We the undersigned

employees feel like we need a J3.00 per hour raise, effective

immediately." The petition was signed by nine employees.

When the Employer refused the requested raise, the Union
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stated that it "would stop the games" if the Employer would

sign a bargaining agreement,

On February 2. at 7:00 a.m., approximately eight employ-

ees struck and picketed the Eknployer, allegedly in response

to the Employers rejection of the requested pay increase.

They carried the same picket sign used in the first strike. At

7:20 a.m., however, these strikers offered unconditionally to

return to work. The Employer required them to sign written

wamiog notices before they returned to work.

Sometime after the February 2 strike, the Employer met
with the Union and offered to sign a "this job only" project

agreement The Union rejected this offer. On February 16, a

"salt" employee told the Employer that it needed to sign a

bargaining agreement with the Union.

On February 24. at the Union's direction, a "salt" employ-

ee told other employees that he was going to ask the

E^mployer for health insurance coverage and that they

would strike if the Employer refused. The Employer did

reject the request and, at 12:30 p.m,, approximately fifteen

employees left work and picketed with the same sign used in

the previous strikes. At approximately 2:30 p.m., the strikers

unconditionally offered to return to work. The Employer

kept the strikers wailing while it called to hire temporary

employees for additional help. After obtaining the tempo-

rary employees, the Employer told the strikers that they

bad been replaced. The charges in our case alleged that the

E^mployer unlawfully discharged the employees because of

their strike activity.

Shortly thereafter, the Employer discovered that work

materials had been hidden above ceiling tiles and behind

walls, and that unknown employees bad engaged in substan-

tial, intentional miswiring. The Employer claimed that it

lost over $100,000 on the job because of slow-downs, strikes,

and saboUge. The Employer's bonding company completed

the job, and the Employer went out of business.

We decided that the employees were lawfully discharged

for having engaged in unprotected intermittent strikes.

Employees may not be discharged or otherwise discrimi-

nated against for engaging in concerted work stoppages to

protest working conditions. NLRB v. Washington Alumi-
num Co., 370 U.S. 9 (1962). However, a refusal to work will

be considered unprotected intermittent strike activity when
"the stoppage is part of a plan or pattern of intermittent

action which is inconsistent with a genuine strike or genuine

performance by employees of the work normally expected

of them by the employer." Polytech. Inc., 195 NLRB 695,

696 (1972); John S. Swift Co.. Inc., 124 NLRB 394, 396

(1959X Emboss^.ng Printers. Inc.. 268 NLRB 710, 723

(1984). enfd. mem. 742 F.2d 1456 (6th Cir. 1984). Recurrent

strike activity is considered to be an unprotected intermit-

tent strike where (1) there are more than two separate

strikes, or threats of repeated strikes, Chelsea Homes. Inc.,

298 NLRB 813, 831 (1990); Robertson Industries, 216

NLRB 361, 361-362 (1975), enfd. 560 F.2d 396 (9th Cir. 1976);

Crenlo. Div. of GF Business Equipment. Inc., 215 NLRB
872, 878-879 (1974), enfd. 529 F.2d 201 (8th Or. 1975); and (2)

the activity is not responsive to distinct employer actions or

problems, but rather is pari of a strategy to use a series of

strikes in suppon of a single goal, because this would be

more crippling to the employer and/or would require less

sacrifice by employees than a single strike Pacific Tele-

phone and Telegraph Co., 107 NLRB 1547 (1954) ("hit and

run" work stoppages designed to "harass the company into a

state of confusion," also using the appearance and disap-

pearance of pickets); John S. Swift Co.. Inc.. 124 NLRB at

396 (employees' tactic of refusing to work overtime to force

employer concessions in bargaining); Embossing Printers.

CT (No. 226) D-3

Inc., 268 NLRB at 723 (employees' leaving work three

different times, to attend union meetings regarding contract

negotiations, found not separate responses to new problems).

In our case, the strikes appeared to have been orchestrat-

ed by the Union as pari of a plan to harass the Employer

into either signing a contract with the Union or going out of

business. EUch work stoppage, lasting less than two hours,

insured an impact on production while precluding the Em-
ployer from replacing the striking employees. Although each

work stoppage allegedly was in response to a distinct action

by the Employer, the evidence indicated that all were in

support of a single goal — getting the Employer to either

sign a bargaining agreement or cease doing business. The
Union admitted as much when it told the Employer that the

"games would stop" if the Employer would sign a contract

In addition, the evidence of unprotected substantial slow-

down and sabotage activities supported the conclusion that

the Union was engaged in an aggressive campaign to use the

unprotected conduct of partial strikes to achieve its goals.

The Union's campaign ultimately succeeded in closing down
the Employer.
We further decided that since the striking employees had

to have known that they were participating in a strategy of

intermittent strikes, each employee's conduct was unpro-

tected regardless of whether he or she engaged in one, two,

or all three of the unprotected stoppages. As the Board

stressed in Pacific Telephone, supra, 107 NLRB at 1550,

the employer there, faced with intermittent strikes that

were totally disrupting its business, "was not required to

pause during the heat of the strike to examine into the

degree of knowledge of each (strikerl all of whom were
[acting on behalf] the same Union. It was sufficient . . . that

each of the [strikers] was a participant in the strike strate-

gy..." 107 NLRB at 1551-1552. Accordingly, we decided to

dismiss the charges.

Discipline of Union Steward for Refusing

to Cooperate with Employer Investigation

In another case considered during this period, we conclud-

ed that an employer couJd not lawfully discipline a union

steward for refusing to provide it with a written account of

an employee's conduct witnessed as a result of her perform-

ance of her duties as steward.

The Employer's plant manager had requested the steward

to attend a meeting, along with an employee and the em-
ployee's supervisor, concerning possible discipline of the

employee. At the end of the meeting the employee was
terminated and the group left the office. As they walked into

the adjoining ball, the employee allegedly told the plant

manager that he was "a rotten, no good bastard, [and if the

employee] had his money right now [he'd] drag [the man-
ager] outside and kick his " The plant manager told

the supervisor and the steward that he wanted statements

from them setting forth what the employee had said. When
the steward objected she was advised that she would be

subject to discharge if she did not provide the statement

The steward thereupon submitted the statement as directed.

We conclnded that the threat of discharge unlawfully

interfered with the individual's protected right to serve as

union steward. Although the discharged employee's intem-

perate remarks may not have been protected, the steward

would never have witnessed the outburst but for her role as

steward. The outburst which occurred as the parties were

leaving the plant manager's office, was not viewed as

separable from tlie events for which the steward's attend-

ance had been required, but rather, was considered as part
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"Salting" the Contractors' Labor Force:

Construction Unions Organizing with

NLRB Assistance

HERBERT R. NORTHRUP*
The Wharton School, University ofPennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104

The sharp decline in construction union membership during the last twenty years has

led to a number ofprograms by these unions and unionized contractors to reverse

their losses of members and business. The union activities have included several

novel approaches designed both to narrow the cost gap between unionized and
"open-shop" (largely nonunion) construction as well as to regain members. This

article deals with one such program, "salting, " that is, the placing ofunion organizers

or members in a nonunion facility to disrupt, to increase the costs of, or to organize

the open-shop contractor Union salting programs are examined, using actual cases

to demonstrate how they work in practice, and policies of the National Labor Rela-

tions Board on which the success ofsalting is heavily predicated ore analyzed.

I. Introduction

Union membership decline has permeated the private sector ever since World War II,

and especially during the past two decades, with unionization in the private sector

estimated by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics to have fallen fi-om a high of 35.5

percent of the labor force in 1945 to a low of 1 1.5 percent in 1992.' The AFL-CIO
building and construction unions have contributed to this decline. In 1973, these

unions had 40 p>ercent of the construction labor force as members; by 1992, this pro-

portion was only 20 percent. Meanwhile, the construction labor force had increased

by almost one million persons.^

The decline of union membership has, of course, resulted from the loss in the

unionized contractors' share of the market for construction primarily because of

uneconomic labor costs. In the first nationwide study of the market penetration of

"open-shop" (primarily nonunion) construction, this author and a colleague esti-

mated that in 1975, "it appears likely that the open-shop builders are in the majority

and probably control 50 to 60 percent of the total work."^ A second study made nine

years later concluded

that the dollar volume of construction produced by unionized craftsmen is not

likely to exceed 30 percent of the total. . . . During the years since 1970, open shop

construction has increased in the sectors and regions in which it has historically

EXHIBIT D
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dominated. At the same time, sectors and regions which traditionally have been

union strongholds have been significantly penetrated by the open shop.'*

No study of this nature has been published since 1984, but based on regular

monitoring of the field, the open-shop share of the construction dollar has probably

stabilized at 75-80 percent.^

In response to this decline, construction unions and unionized contractors have

developed a host of economic and political initiatives designed to bolster or protect

their memberships and businesses. Many contractors have either broken with unions

and now operate open shop, or have developed or purchased an open-shop company

and now operate "doublebreasted," that is, have two separate concerns, one union-

ized, one open shop, so that they can bid and operate successfully on jobs depending

on the competition and the market orientation in a given sector or area.^ Unions and

contractors have negotiated agreements removing or modifying numerous restraints

to productivity and flexibility of operations, although many such restraints remain in

agreements in some localities.^ Likewise, the economic terms of agreements have

been dramatically downsized since 1980. In 1992, construction wage and benefit

increases averaged 2.4 percent for the first year and 2.9 percent for the second year

in multi-year agreements. In contrast, such increases in 1981 exceeded 10 percent, a

basic reason for the decline of unionized construction.^

The construction unions, however, have determined that economic actions are

insufficient to regain their market share. They have, therefore, embarked on a direct

action and political drive in an attempt to reverse the loss of market and membership

(see Exhibit 1). This article examines the methods, reactions, and public policy

aspects of a key component of the union reaction, "salting," or placing union organ-

izers and members in open-shop projects to disrupt, to increase the costs, or to organ-

ize the project.

11. Salting in Practice: The Key Union Programs

There is nothing novel about a union "planting" staff or adherents as hires within a

company for the purpose of unionizing that company. Unions have done this from

time to time for many years, and sophisticated nonunion establishments are surely

alert to the practice. What is new is a systematic program for this purpose by the con-

struction unions involving sizable numbers of persons. Two such unions, the Interna-

tional Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron Ship Builders, Blacksmiths, Forgers, and

Helpers (IBB) and the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW), have

developed and are practicing this technique consistently, and others, including the

United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners (UBCJ), are also actively pursuing

this approach. Moreover, most construction unions whose members could be utilized

on a job may attempt to salt the company involved, often led by the one of these key

unions. The AFL-CIO Building & Construction Trades Department has now adopted

salting as an organizing policy.
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1

Exhibit 1

New Organization Tactics of Construction Industry Unions

The following tactics are being utilized by construction unions either to bolster sag-

ging membership or to harass and to make profitable fulfillment of construction con-

tracts difficult for open-shop contractors. Often more than one toctic is used in a

particular campaign.

1. Salting — Having union members or organizers take jobs with open-shop con-

tractors to organize workers, or to harass or disrupt contractor operations.

2. Job Targeting— Tracking open-shop contractor successful bids or jobs, and sub-

sidizing unionized contractors to win bids and jobs by paying part of wages and

benefits from various pooled funds. Litigation is now in process concerning the

legality of this tactic.

3. Environmental Scams— Tracking open-shop contract bids, establishing environ-

mental "front" organizations and combining with friendly existing ones to

protest and to delay award of contracts on environmental grounds to open-shop

companies while encouraging such awards to unionized ones. This program has

achieved considerable success in California and is spreading.

4. OSHA Scams — Creating inspection harassment by demanding inspections,

charging safety or health violations, and other measures to slow a project.

Harassments often conducted by salters.

5. Union-Only Project Agreements with Government Bodies — Sought by organ-

ized labor to freeze out open-shop contractors on large infrastructure jobs. The

legality of this practice has been affirmed by the U.S. Supreme Court.

6. Corporate Campaigns — Using such uctics as legal harassment, pressure on

lenders, creditors, users, and government agencies; coalitions are formed with

other liberal/left groups and combined with OSHA and EPA scams. See Perry,

Union Corporate Campaigns (Philadelphia: Wharton Industrial Research Unit,

University of Pennsylvania, 1987).

7. Mass Picketing and Violence — Utilizing illegal and destructive activities which

violate all pertinent laws to frighten open-shop builders and users from operating

nonunion. See Northrup, Open Shop Construction Revisited, pp. 351-71, and ref-

erences in text to International Falls actions.

8. State Licensing and Inspection Laws — Utilizing such laws to limit the use of

subjoumeymen, to declare open-shop craftsmen incapable, and otherwise to

restrict open-shop work. See use by IBEW salters at Boise project in Interna-

tional Falls described in text.

9. Local Prevailing Wage Ordinances — Inducing local governments to enact

Davis-Bacon-type ordinances which make union job rates and conditions

required for public and private construction in a local jurisdiction, thus eliminat-

ing effective open-shop conditions.

10. Restrictions on Open-Shop Training — Preventing, usually by administrative

action, nonunion training programs from receiving state approval, and therefore

acceptance under state prevailing wage laws. Used to prevent open-shop con-

struction expansion and utilization in state government-financed work.

Source: Revised and expanded Irom Union Prcs>ure Tactics Target U.S. Construction Owners." The Busi-

ness Roundtahle. Januan, 8. I99.'<
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The IBB Program, The decline of process construction and shipbuilding in the

early 1980s severely affected the IBB. Its membership decreased by nearly 60,000

from its 1981 aU-timc high of 147,270 to less than 90,000 by 1986.^ Membership

declined an additional 24,496 by December 1990.'^ To stem these losses, the IBB

restructured its organizing department and initiated its "Hire-In-And-Fight-Back"

program. This program began earlier as an experiment in North Carolina, where con-

struction unionism is very weak,*' and then spread to other parts of the country with

Fight Back "Membership Awareness Programs" given to IBB's construction mem-
bers throughout the country. A special insert in its journal, entitled "Boilermaker

Organizer," further publicized Fight Back and acquainted the membership with the

open-shop company targets of the campaign.

Typically, a Fight Back campaign is organized against a nonunion builder who
employs a substantial number of workers in the IBB's jurisdiction. Other construc-

tion unions arc invited to participate, and often one or a few craftsmen are assigned

to seek jobs with the open-shop builder. They report on the situation on the job, and

if the opportunity exists or can be made, may file complaints with the federal Occu-

pational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), state counterparts, or environ-

mental agencies to harass the open-shop contractor.

Then the main thrust is made. Union members, sometimes 100 or more if the job

is sizable, suddenly appear at the job gates demanding employment This tactic fre-

quently disrupts work, snarls traffic, interferes with materials delivery and egress and

ingress of employees, and causes confusion among contractors not schooled in coun-

tering such actions. Since power facilities, chemical, and other process construction

which employ boilermakers are usually located outside urban areas, police protection

and traffic management are often meager. Although the IBB claims that its members

are schooled to avoid violence, disruption not only of the facility being harassed, but

also of the area can occur. *^

At this stage, the contractor may pass out applications which the unionists fill

out with their qualifications, and (most recently) with the statement that they desire

employment so that they can organize the facility. The purpose is to create a situation

in which anyone not hired can charge the employer with a violafion of §8(a)(3) of the

National Labor Relations (Taft-Hartley) Act, which forbids "discrimination in regard

to hire or tenure of employment or any term or condition of employment to encour-

age or discourage membership in any labor organization. . .
." Such charges have

been highly successful, as discussed below.

This program is often begun when a job is nearing completion. The real purpose

then is not organization, but rather disruption to prevent the open-shop contractor

from meeting his schedule of work and completion, and the filing of numerous dis-

crimination-for-not-hiring charges with the NLRB in the hope of collecting large

back pay sums.

These tactics are designed either to make it very difficult for the open-shop con-

tractor to employ qualified craftsmen or to force him to operate union. The former
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could occur if there are few nonunion craftsmen in the area. The contractor may
become fearful of hiring craftsmen who are or have been union members. These

include the large percentage of the latter who often take jobs that are nonunion rather

than "sit on the bench" at union headquarters waiting, often vainly, for unionized

jobs to materialize.

The costs of fighting Fight Back can be substantial. These include loss of pro-

duction from disruptions and resulting increased interest charges and the unhappiness

of the owner if the job is not completed on schedule; legal fees; and government

inspections, hearings, etc. Here the object of Fight Back is to increase the contractor's

costs, and often the owner's as well, so that a decision will be made to sign up with

the union, either on the current job or on fiiture ones. Moreover, the IBB has made

this objective very clear by making several of the large-process industry contractors

public targets and by attempting to institute Fight Back wherever they operate.

If the contractor employs a number of "salting" craftsmen, an attempt at organ-

izing may be made. No large number of NLRB elections have resulted, however, and

according to IBB's own records, the victory rate has not been high. Even if the

unions win such elections, negotiations can often be dragged out till the project

is completed.

The unions have other tactics. For example, their supporters may suddenly quit

the job at a critical time, their productivity can drop, or absenteeism may suddenly

rise. If disdiarged for such activities, they file additional NLRB charges, which even

if dismissed, cost the contractor time and money— and that is the purpose.

Fight Back is, therefore, not as much an organizing program to enroll nonunion

employees as one to gain more work for IBB and other union members, even though

increased membership is a stated objective. Organizing for the construction unions

historically has meant signing up the contractor and providing him with unionized

employees through the union hiring hall. In many cases, this has caused the loss of

work for nonimion employees rather than their enrollment in the union. Fight Back's

methods can lead to either, but seem thus far to result much more in traditional organ-

izing of the contractor rather than any substantial enrollment of new members.

The IBEW Program. Like all construction unions, the IBEW has lost members

since the early 1970s when its membership peaked at over one million. Today, its

membership is estimated at less than 900,000.'^ In the construction division, the

decline has been steady. The annual surveys of the National Electrical Contractors

Association (NECA) show that in 1972, for the total United States, 37 percent of the

12,241 inside electrical employers dealt with the IBEW; by 1989, only 15 percent of

the 58,644 did so. For employees, 55 percent of the 327,441 were IBEW members in

1972; by 1989, only 29 percent of the 542,597 were IBEW members.''* Given the

severe recession in construction since 1989, it is likely that there has been further

erosion in IBEW's construction membership.

No sustained effort to halt this membership erosion was initiated till 1986'^

when a newly elected administration reorganized its education and organizing activities
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and established a "Special Products Department" to bring nonunion electricians into

the union. The goal of this department was stated as, "In Union Organization of the

Construction Industry Is The Organization and Maintenance of a Loose Monopoly of

The Manpower Pool."'^

The IBEW salting program, which was developed within this context, places

greater emphasis on organizing by individuals and on stressing union membership

than does the IBB's. It is also combined with the IBEW's other programs, particu-

larly the job targeting program (see Exhibit 1), so that it is sometimes difficult to

determine whether salting or targeting has achieved the claimed results.

In its organizing statement, the IBEW devotes considerable space to salting. It

states that salting permits the union to gather information on the open-shop contrac-

tor's wage rates and conditions of employment, possible OSHA or environmental

alleged violations, Davis-Bacon compliance, character and capability of employees

and their possible dissatisfactions, and potential internal pro-unionists and volunteer

organizers. Salters are told to find those on the job whom the union "can trust to

report and testify against union members who are surreptitiously working for

nonsignatory [open-shop] employers," and those who can "report and testify to

employer unfair-labor-practices" before the NLRB.'^

Additionally, IBEW local unions are advised to enact a salting resolution desig-

nating the business manager or some other official as responsible for determining tar-

gets for salting, for sending union members to salt targets, and for leaving the

contractor and the salting job or striking immediately on notification of the salting

manager. Salters are given detailed instructions on making notes at all times, what to

note, and how to process complaints to government agencies.'^ These instructions,

which are reproduced as an appendix, make it very clear that salters who do not

abide by instructions are subject to union discipUne, which may include fines and

expulsion from the union.

The IBEW program also provides detailed instructions about bringing employ-

ees of open-shop contractors into the union. Competent craftsmen are to be given

membership promptly; where there is a doubt as to competence, an examination can

be given; subjoumeymen are to be placed in the apprentice program and given credit

in terms of hours or years in light of their experience; or if the union permits, as

some locals now do, the use of subjoumeymen, former open-shop employees can be

slotted into such membership categories, but the IBEW admits that this trend to pro-

vide union-approved subjoumeymen categories "is not widespread enough to have a

meaningful impact."'^

The IBEW organizing manual makes clear its concem with organizing the

open-shop contractor's employees rather than just following the traditional constmc-

tion union role of exerting political and economic pressure to compel the substitution

of a unionized contractor and existing IBEW members for the open-shop contractor.

This 's set forth in its organizing manual. It explains therein that leaving the open-

shop contractor and his employees nonunion also leaves this group free to continue
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to compete against union operations. Therefore, it urges a change of past policies

into one of "bringing them in." The case studies below, however, do demonstrate that

disruption of the open-shop contractor is utilized and can be very effective.^^

The IBEW salting program, often combined with other approaches, has had suc-

cesses in a number of areas,^* but the record seems to indicate that the success has

been less in oi^ganizing than in winning NLRB cases or harassing open-shop contrac-

tors. The IBEW Journal, issued monthly, contains reports from local unions, tells of

awarding "salting pins" to members involved in successful salting activities, but

there arc few reported organizational victories.^ One problem may be the continued

recession in construction, which keeps unemployment high, and the reluctance of

members to admit more workers to their locals. An unknown factor, of course, is the

extent to which jobs have been awarded to union contractors that might have gone

open shop in the absence of the IBEW program.

in. Salting in Practice— Some Cases

The IBB and the IBEW programs demonstrate that salting works in a number of

ways: the unionization of an open-shop contractor which may displace employees or

bring them into the union; the open-shop contractor and his employees may be dis-

placed by a unionized contractor and union members; unfair labor practice charges

may be filed by union salters not hired; and employed salters may disrupt the con-

tractor's operation by various tactics, including quitting in unison. The following

cases, based on information from industry, union, government, and personal investi-

gation illustrate these possibilities.

Organizing and Disrupting an Open-Shop Electrical Contractor. Ed Rosendin

Electric in Federal Way (near Seattle), Washington, is a small electrical contractor

organization which in the early 1980s approached an IBEW local union with the idea

of becoming unionized. The union was then uninterested because of the small size of

the operation, and the question of which IBEW local had jurisdiction. The operation

continued to operate open shop and to grow. In 1990, the company employed work-

ers who were salters. Organization and a union victory by one vote in an hfLRB elec-

tion followed after which several salters left the company.^^

Negotiations for a contract between Rosendin and the IBEW local occurred

over a full year. The big issue was wage rates, for the company feared loss of its cus-

tomer base of small service work. At the final negotiations, the company agreed to

pay the union rate for government operations subject to the Davis-Bacon Act, but

demanded a lower rate for its small commercial and service customers. The union

refused a two-tier wage structure. Following the lapse of one year without a contract,

employees petitioned for a decertification election, and the union was decertified.

Thus, salting did not win new members on a permanent basis, but clearly cost the

company considerable expense.
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Mass Action by Carpenters. The UBCJ has developed an organizing strategy

termed "Retum-to-the-Basics" which appears to be modeled on IBB's Fight Back. In

April 1990, an open-shop contractor, Hensel Phelps, won a bid to build a new state

office building in Olympia, Washington. Since this was the first of a series of buildings

on the drawing boards, and it was unusual for an open-shop company to gain such a

contract from this state, the construction unions led by the UBCJ were aroused.^"*

The UBCJ organized a coalition of unions both in and outside of the construc-

tion industry, which packed public meetings, held rallies, and made many charges,

mostly spurious, that the contractor did no training, did shoddy work, was utilizing

mostly out-of-state residents,^ and was breaking OSHA and environmental regula-

tions. By organizing a community movement in an area where unions are relatively

strong and politicians listen carefully to union demands, the UBCJ was able to obtain

the subcontracts for unionized concerns. Additionally, the UBCJ has salted a number

of jobs and attempted similar pressure activities at other locations in the state and is

trying to induce various city councils to legislate that only "responsible" contractors,

i.e., union contractors, be allowed to bid on jobs. No claims of success have been

made as of early 1993.

An IBEW Salting Failure. Vos Electric, an open-shop contractor, was chosen as

the electrical subcontractor for work on the Union Camp Corporation paper mill in

Franklin, Virginia. In November 1991, Vos advertised for journeymen and helpers,

and the IBEW local union business agent had many of his members apply. Vos hired

seven of these, but rejected thirty-two for whom unfair labor practice charges were

filed with the NLRB. On December 7, 1992, the NLRB affirmed the administrative

law judge's decision to dismiss these charges.^^

The Board found that Vos rejected those who sought much higher rates than the

company was paying because Vos believed that these workers would become
unhappy and quit when better jobs appeared; that the thirty-two claimants never

sought an interview, which Vos required before hiring; and that Vos utilized former

employees to the extent possible in staffing the job. The case generally showed what

a contractor must do to avoid being penaUzed for not employing salters. Even in win-

ning the case, Vos had to spend considerable time and money defending its actions.

IBEW's Harassment by Salting at International Falls. In 1989, Boise Cascade

Company awarded the general contract for expansion of its paper-making operation

in International Falls, Minnesota, to the large open-shop contractor, BE&K, after

the Minnesota construction unions declined to offer the company a project agreement

which would permit it to employ both unionized and open-shop contractors.^^ The
unions then began a program of harassment and violence that culminated in

a "march" on the facility by bus loads of union adherents from both within and out-

of-state, which caused destruction of about $2 million worth of property, injuries to

a small number, and mild jail sentences for the perpetuators of the crime. Addition-

ally, numerous law suits and NLRB charges were filed, most of which have now
been settled.
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These attacks on Boise and BE&K were made because the job was not 100 per-

cent union; in fact, a majority of the work and subcontracts were initially being

awarded to unionized contractors, but BE&K was forced to import workers to per-

form many of these operations, or to subcontract them to open-shop firms, because

the unions refused to work on the project for several months.^

From the inception of the dispute, Michael D. Lucas, the originator and director

of the IBEW's salting program, ui]ged that BE&K be attacked by salting rather than

by public agitation and strikes. He took personal charge of the IBEW effort, begin-

ning in 1990. His memoranda to J. J. Bany, IBEW President, explain how destructive

a salting program can be to a contractor's work schedule, and how the IBEW can use

restrictive licensing laws and the NLRB, as well as other state and federal legislation

and governmental agencies, to achieve its purposes.^^ On March 28, 1990, Lucas

wrote Barry:

I put our people through oi^anizing school and we started salting. On February 6,

1990 we pulled our first one-day economic strike with 26 strikers. On February 7th

when we returned, they isolated some of our people by putting them in the pit.

They also fired three of our people over a period of time for various pretexts such

as loafing, refusing transfer to nights, etc.

On Monday we filed NLRB charges on isolation and the discharges. Now we are

getting ready to stage our first ULP [unfair labor practice] strike— this time for a

much longer period.

There are 280 people in BE&K's electrical crew including supervision. Out of

these, 62 have Minnesota licenses. Forty of these licensed men are ours. State law

requires a ratio of one license for every two non-licensed. The inspectors show up

when we want them. [Emphasis added.) Without our 40, there will be 240 on the

electrical crew with 22 licenses. Interesting!

We won't take all 40 of ours. We will leave a couple of sleepers so that they can

swear to what happens inside during our strike.

Willmar Electric [a large Minnesota open-shop electrical contractor] is on the job

also. We only have one salt on his crews. . . . Now that Willmar President

John Chapin is ABC National President, I have a special interest in him. [Associ-

ated Builders & Contractors (ABC) is the large national open-shop contractors"

association.]

On April 3, 1990, Lucas again reported to Barry:

On Friday morning the ULP Strike banners went up. . . . Thirty-six of our salts, all

with Minnesota State Electrical Licenses, stayed out. Four undercover salts, also

licensed, stayed in to observe. That left BE&K with 27 licensed men in an electri-

cal crew of approximately 240 including supervision. Minnesota Stale Law
requires one license for every two unlicensed. The State Electrical Inspectors were

denied entry to the job on Friday.

The third Lucas report to Barry, dated April 6, 1990, stated in part:
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When the strikers returned, they were segregated . . . and . . . debriefed. . . . They

were told that their three day absence was in violation of the company's attendance

policies and were asked to sign a warning slip acknowledging that further absences

would be grounds for discipline or discharge. Every man refused to sign but was

given a copy of the warning which noted their refusal.

The four salts we left inside report that the unlicensed men spent . . . [three days]

sitting on gang boxes doing nothing because their Journeymen were on strike.

Additionally, they spent Wednesday likewise engaged since their Journeymen were

being debriefed.

During the strike we had a number of our members make application for work. On
Monday they hired three members of Local Union 343 and one member of Local

1426. These men crossed the picket lines like tfie good nonunion fellows they rep-

resented themselves to be [On] April 9th, two more members of Local Union

292 are reporting to work. This will bring the number of licensed electricians on

the job to 69 which will allow them to legally work an unlicensed complement of

138. Forty-six of these licensed men are ours

Unknown to BE&K, one of their foremen is ours. He was initiated Wednesday

night We now have a list of all BE&K electrical employees with dates of hire and

believe we can show unlawful refusal to employ approximately 100 of our mem-

bers. This NLRB case is being prepared at the moment and hopefully will result in

substantial liability.

In the fourth and final communication, dated May 4, 1990, Lucas returned to the

union's use of Minnesota's restrictive licensing legislation:

The Minnesota law requires unlicensed men to be directly supervised by a licensed

man. As a result of multiple affidavits signed by our licensed IBEW salts stating

that they didn't supervise anyone and a showing of flagrant violation of the 1.2

ratio, on . . . April 26th, City Attorney Joe Boyle accompanied by law officers went

onto the job and impounded BE&K's files, computer discs, etc. These are locked

up in the jail and are being studied by two men from the State Electrical Depart-

ment. Charges should be brought shortly.

The NLRB has had an attorney and one field investigator working almost full-time

out of Local 295 's organizing office taking statements on multiple ULP charges. 1

anticipate formal Complaints and Notices ofHearing to issue soon.

The Minnesota state law regulating high pressure pipe fitters requires three licensed

men to each apprentice. [This law was enacted after BE&K was awarded the Boise

Cascade job.] Boise Cascade obtained a federal injunction preventing enforcement

of the 3: 1 ratio in February. That injunction is being lifted by the court so there will

have to be a big change in crew make up soon. The UA [United Association of

Journeymen and Apprentices of the Plumbing and Pipe Fitting Industry] has

assigned an organizer to our office in International Falls and he has his members

ready to make application for employment to engage in the same activities we are

using. Our guys are teaching him.

Our next (third) strike on liie electrical is scheduled to take place on Monday and

Tuesday. May 7th and 8th.
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Despite all this harassment, BE&K finished the work at International Falls on

time and within budget. It clearly was, however, required to spend large sums

defending itself against the unions and state and government agencies, which com-

bined to drive up its costs by literally uniting with the union to harass BE&K. The

extremely restrictive state licensing laws, which were obviously designed to prevent

the use of subjoumeymen for semi-skilled woric, rather than to protect the public,

were eventually voided in court cases.^ The Minnesota legislature, following the

riotous and destructive behavior of a union mob, passed a law limiting the role of

guards in labor disputes!-^'

OSHA charges against BE&K were brought and settled.^^ The NLRB, which

earlier had issued complaints against two Michigan local construction unions in con-

nection with the riots,^^ but yet clearly unmindful of the extent and purpose of the

IBEW and UA harassment, issued a complaint in behalf of IBEW and UA local

unions against BE&K, which also was settled.^ An attempt of the Minnesota Build-

ing Trades Council to claim that it actually had a contract with Boise was settled for

some legal fees.^^ As the following discussion demonstrates, the NLRB, and unfor-

tunately the courts, seem to be unable to determine the distinction between protection

of the rights of employees to organize and to join unions, and harassment of employ-

ers by unions which have not won the support of a majority of employees, or whose

members are more interested in damaging employers than organizing employees.

IV. The NLRB and Salting — Union Use and Voter Eligibility

It is quite clear from these cases that the NLRB plays a big role in the unions' salting

strategy. The blunt memoranda from Michael Lucas, the IBEW salting chief, also

clearly demonstrate that salters are often not interested in permanent employment.

Rather, they frequently are devoted to harassment, destruction of productivity, or

even in the case of a very successful open-shop builder like BE&K, elimination of

the company itself unless it changes its ways and agrees to unionization. Yet the fail-

ure of the NLRB, and usually the courts as well, to treat salters as anything but ordi-

nary workers or employees seems at least contrary to the goal of the Taft-Hartley Act

to insure employees representation of unions of their own choosing, or the right to

reject such representation.

Changing Construction Union Utilization of the NLRB. Historically, the con-

struction unions have not utilized the NLRB for organizing purposes. Rather they

have organized "top down" by signing up the contractor and supplying the man-

power which they have tried to control by apprentice regulations, hiring hall restric-

tions, and the requirement that supervisors be union members. As a result, very few

construction representation cases were processed by the NLRB until recently. This

changed considerably as a result of two developments: a new approach by the NLRB
to pre-hire agreements, and the desire of unions to organize the growing nonunion

sector now dominating the industry.
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The Labor-Management Ref>orting and Disclosure (Landrum-Griffin) Act of

1959, although devoted primarily to controlling various improper and undemocratic

union practices, also amended the Taft-Hartley Act by strengthening restrictions on

union secondary boycotts and by providing special legal treatment for construction

union practices. Thus, §8(0 of the Taft-Hartley Act was added to legalize so-called

"pre-hire agreements" in the construction industry. Such agreements establish the

union as the bargaining representative of the contractor, even though no majority sta-

tus has been demonstrated by an NLRB election or other means. Pre-hire agreements

also govern terms and conditions of employment even for those not as yet hired.^^ In

1987, the NLRB in the so-called "Deklewa" decision provided that a contractor can-

not repudiate a pre-hire contract once agreed to prior to its expiration date, but that

such an agreement will not preclude a representation election during its tenure.

Moreover, this decision declared that when the agreement expires, and the union has

not demonstrated majority status, it will enjoy no presumption of such status.^^

The Deklewa decision induced the construction unions to request NLRB repre-

sentation elections after signing pre-hire agreements in order to preclude losing bar-

gaining rights during or after the termination of such agreements. Since many
unionized contractors did not object, the unions easily won a high percentage of such

elections, usually between 55 and 60 percent, as compared with 43-49 percent for

union victories in all representation elections.-** Additionally, the construction unions

were encouraged by these results to utilize the NLRB in their organizing tactics.

NUiB Voting Eligibility for Construction Workers. Because work in the con-

struction industry can be intermittent and workers may be employed by several con-

tractors during any one year, the Board has made special arrangements for

determining eligibility to vote in construction industry representation elections. In a

case decided in 1961, and modified six years later,-*^ the NLRB ruled that all unit

employees would be eligible to vote in an election if they had been employed for at

least 30 days or more within the 12-month period immediately preceding the ehgibil-

ity date established for the election, or if they had some employment in that period

and had been employed 45 days or more within the 24-month period immediately

preceding the eligibility date. Employees who voluntarily quit or were discharged for

cause prior to the completion of the last job for which they were employed are not

eligible to vote under this so-called Daniel formula.

Contractors always objected to the Daniel formula on the seemingly obvious

grounds that the Board's attempt to include all possible eligible personnel virtually

insured the inclusion of personnel who for either their own or contractors' reasons

would never again be employed by the employer involved. Salters who were no

longer employed are certainly in this group.'*^ Unions, quite correctly from their

point of view, supported this formula.

In 1991, the NLRB (by a 3-to-2 majority) crafted a slightly different formula

which sought to confine eligibility "when employment with the employer for a

period of less than 90 days is concerned ... in order to assure that voters are limited
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to those with a reasonable expectation of future employment with the employer.'"*'

This revision pleased few. A public hearing found construction employer groups

arguing that there should be no special formula for construction since there is such

variation in the industry, but rather that the Board should follow its general industry

policy of setting an eligibility date and confining voting rights to those employed or

on appropriate leave at that time. Unions argued for retention of the Daniel formula

unless it was shown that the contractor's work force was stable.^^ The Board then

decided to return to its Daniel formula while admitting that it was unsatisfactory.'*-^

Thus, salters and others who have left a construction company after a job continue to

be permitted to vote despite the likelihood that many would never be employed by

the contractor again.

V. The NLRB and Salting: Should Salters Have All Employee Rights?

The viability of the union salting process depends on rulings of the NLRB that

salters, including paid union organizers, are, insofar as the Taft-Hartley Act is con-

cerned, in little different status from regular employees or job applicants, particularly

in processing charges of unfair labor practices. TTie Board argues correctly that the

Act provides no distinction between union organizers, paid or voluntary, and others

who have been employed or are seeking employment, and that the definition of

employees in the Act, which has been affirmed in many decisions by the Supreme

Court, is very broad.'*^ Therefore, the Board holds that it has no authority to distin-

guish organizers or salters from other employees, or to limit their rights.

Yet over the years, the Board has considered special problems of a host of dif-

ferent types of employees, such as those with confidential duties, part-time workers,

those related to owners or managers, etc., none of whom are specifically mentioned

in the Act."*^ Like many government agencies, the NLRB often finds authority to

make such rulings when it seems to its members to be appropriate, and often declares

it has no authority to act when its members determine that no action is in accord with

their thinking and desires.

The Board thus chooses to ignore such activities as those of the IBEW at Inter-

national Falls and those of the IBB which the Administrative Law Judge (AU) found

in the Sunland case discussed below. In these cases, the purpose of the salting was to

damage the company, not to unionize it by the normal process of enrolling employ-

ees and requesting an NLRB election. Yet the Board even in such cases has declined

to utilize its broad discretion and instead has found that refusal to employ salters, or

to maintain them as employees when their concerted disruptive actions become

apparent, violates the Taft-Hartley Act.

On the other hand, if a representation vote is ordered by the Board, paid union

organizers "frequently are excluded from voting, either as *temp>orary' employees, or

because their interests sufficiently differ from those of their co-workers.'"^ Thus,

paid union organizers are protected employees even though they are under union
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control and jurisdiction, and even though they may not be allowed to vote in a repre-

sentation election, but unpaid union organizers (salters), also subject to union orders

and control, can and do vote in NLRB elections. Such policies seems both unrealistic

and inconsistent.

Pre-Salting Decisions. In 1963, the NLRB ruled that an employer violated the

Act when an employee who admitted being a paid union or^ganizer was discharged.'*^

The Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit, refused to enforce this decision, ruling that a

paid union organizer is not a bona fide employee under the Act.'^ The Board, how-

ever, refused to accept this case as precedent and continued to rule as it did prior to

this court opinion.'*^

The H.B. Zachry Case. Zachry is a large open-shop construction company

which litigated the first key case, and one of the few salting cases in which manage-

ment has prevailed. The company declined to employ a paid IBB organizer, who had

previously worked for the company, and had been discharged, and who testified that

his union supervisor had instructed him to apply to Zachry for the organizing pur-

poses. The organizer had also previously been discharged on the former Zachry job,

and the Board had ruled that this was an unfair labor practice. The NLRB then ruled

that the company violated §8(a)(3) in not employing him in this case.^^

On appeal, the Court of Appeals, Fourth Circuit, declined to enforce the Board's

order.^* It ruled that the organizer would also be woridng full time for the union at

the same time that he would purportedly be working for Zachry; would be supervised

by, and responsible to the union; would be paid by the union as well as by Zachry;

and was not a bona fide job applicant since he already had one, but instead was seek-

ing entry to Zachry to fulfill his union job responsibilities. Thus, the court stated

that if it ruled otherwise, it would be favoring the union over the company in an

adversarial relationship.

NLRB and Court Cases Favoring Salters. The Zachry case was the high point

of management's legal opposition to salting. Since then, most NLRB cases^^ and

cases ruled on by three courts of appeal^^ have been decided in favor of the proposi-

tion that paid union organizers who salt must be treated no differently firom any other

employees in terms of protection against alleged discrimination under the Taft-

Hartley Act Moreover, the NLRB, after a public hearing,^ declined to alter its pos-

ture in this regard, although it did hold that in case of a strike, the employer had

no obligation to employ a union organizer. One Board member also did suggest that

if the company had a non-discriminatory policy against employing temporary em-

ployees, that might be applied against employing paid union organizers. It follows

from these rulings that salters who are not paid union organizers are certainly also

protected as employees.^^

VI. Conclusion

The Board's policy in refusing to distinguish salters from workers desiring employ-

ment without ulterior motives has been succinctly criticized by AU Joel A. Harmatz,
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in an opinion dt^aling with the IBB Fight Back program as experienced in the

Sunland case.^^

I hold no illusions that there was genuine interest in securing organization of an

employee majority on this project as contemplated by §9 of the Act Thus, it is fair

to infer that the Union was well acquainted with boiler outage work, and . . . must

have known that the St. Francisville project was only about two months short of

scheduled completion when the initial group of apphcations [by IBB salters] were

submitted- . . . The implication should have been clear to all; i.e., the organization

of this short term project was too impractical to be a realistic goal

[I]n formulating this plan, the Union would have been mindful that outage jobs are

awarded pursuant to competitive bidding, that cost-wise, they are labor intense, that

the price is fixed, and that completion delays are unacceptable. For these reasons

alone, it was foreseeable to a reasoned certainty that this "merit shop [open-shop]

employer" in such circumstances would avoid hiring those commended by the

organizers. . . . There is little doubt in my mind . . . that backpay, rather than bona

fide organization, was the cornerstone of . . . [DBB] strategy.

Judge Harmatz then expressed his view of the public policy issues raised by the IBB
salting program:

It is not farfetched to regard the "strike back" [Fight Back] strategy as built upon a

form of entrapment reminiscent of other "blackmail" devices which in 1958 led to

enactment of §8(bK7) strictures on recognition picketing.^^ It is true that neither

picketing, nor secondary activity was directly involved here. Instead, the employee

protections of §8(a)(3) were central ingredients of a scheme whereby an unorgan-

ized employer would be pressured to capitulate, go out of business, or face recur-

ring union sponsorship of mass applications in the midst of future projects. Fmm
my perspective, a serious question arises as to whether, through the complaint in

this proceeding, the Board has been conscripted as an unwitting conspirator in the

effort to achieve union goals . . . through pressures, rather than through the statu-

tory procedures designed to assure that compulsory bargaining begins with proce-

dures preservingfreedom ofchoice. (Emphasis added.)

Judge Harmatz then declared that he was compelled by NLRB controlling

precedent to find that the employer had violated the Act, and to order backpay for

salters who had been refused employment. He did so after noting that there was "lit-

tle question" that through mass applications, the union was attempting "with the

Board's imprimatur" to force the employer either to accept an exclusive union hiring

hall, or to confront the Board and its remedial authority. He added: "Were this tactic

invoked genuinely to obtain representation, through free expression by an employee

majority, the case might be viewed differently. However, as matters stand, concern

exists that the mass applications were key to the Union's effort to manipulate the

statutory process as a source of pressure, to further private, institutional goals."

Little need be added to the dicta of Judge Harmatz, but change in the near future

such as he is suggesting is most unlikely. gi\en the record to date and the indications

that appointees by President Clinton to the Board, and probably to the courts as well,

will be favorable to at least the current approach to this problem.
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Will Salting Reverse Construction Union Decline? The remaining question is

whether salting will reverse the downward trend of construction union membership.

This membership fall has been relatively slight since 1988 after a steep decline dur-

ing the previous sixteen years. The President's plan to spend extensively on infra-

structure should help union membership, especially if the neutralization program of

Davis-Bacon regulations, adopted during the previous twelve years, is reversed.^^

Large commercial and industrial construction, however, is much more important

for construction union employment than is highway and heavy work which the Presi-

dent would stimulate. Unfortunately for the unions, a major source of their job con-

trol, high-rise urban office buildings, are in a serious slump because of overbuilding

that could last for the rest of the decade, while home building, which is 90-95 percent

open-shop, has been expanding substantially since mid- 1992.^^ Industrial construc-

tion may be more likely to increase, but that may well depend on whether the Clinton

Administration's expansionary programs are not offset by the higher taxes to be

levied against the very corporations and individuals who must be counted on to

invest in expansion.

One must, therefore, conclude that the economic situation is more important

than any tactic in determining construction union growth or decline. Nevertheless,

salting has proved to be a clever tactic indeed. It has been costly to open-shop con-

tractors, and promises to continue to be so; it has permitted the unions to utilize the

NLRB for this purpose, thus making the marginal costs for the unions very near zero;

and it has probably won the unions some members and work that they would not

otherwise have gained. Now that the AFL-CIO Building & Construction Trades

Department has inaugurated its program, a form of stepped-up salting that uses rank-

and-file union members specially trained for its "Construction Organizing Member-

ship Education Training (COMET)" program, more salting use seems certain.^*^

Nevertheless, as Judge Harmatz has so well explained, salting appears to have

resulted in what surely seems to be a perversion of public policy.
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APPENDIX

Instructions to Salters

[IBEW logo] International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers

Local Union [blank]

Dear Sir and Brother,

You are presently working under the "Salting Program of IBEW Local Union [blank] and have responsi-

bilities to Local Union [blank] by doing so. The enclosed forms will explain what those responsibilities are

and what you must do to be allowed to continue to work and be protected under the "Salting Resolution."

If you do not see fit to abide by the provisions of the "Salting Resolution", the oppertunity [sic] afforded

you will be revoked and appropriate action taken.

The "Salting Program" can be a very effective tool against the non-union clement, but like any other

tool, it only works as well as we make it work.

Please read the enclosed forms carefully and do what is asked of you. If you have any questions, call

[blank] or myself and we will gladly answer them.

Fraternally yours,

[blank]

L.U. [blank] IBEW

RESPONSIBILITY OF "SALTS" IN [blank] JURISDICTION

1

.

Make sure all salt information sheets are mailed ON TIME!

A) They are to be post marked every Friday.

B) If we do not received them by the following Friday, THEY ARE LATE!

2. Immediate notification of any HIRING! (Local Union [blank])

3. Save all pay stubs and forward copies to Local Union Office.

4. Keep a pocket memo pad.

5. Take notes from beginning

A) Date and time you applied

B) Who you talked to

C) Topics discussed

6. Keep notes while working

A) Don't be obvious when taking notes

B) Write information down while fresh in your mind.

C) Write down names and classifications of co-workers

D) If possible get addresses, phone numbers, social security numbers, ect. [sic]

E) Vehicle license numbers of those you can't get better information on.

F) Note any mention of "union".

G) Note anything of possible value said in conversation.
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Gather information

A) Copies of company policy if applicable

B) Copies of safety policy

C) Copies of time cards

D) Copies of company newsletters

E) Employee list

F) List ofjobs

G) Names of competent journeyman, [sic] if any.

H) Names of any who express interest in the union

I) Employee complaints

1) short checks or hold checks

2) late paydays

3) poor wages

4) unfulfilled promises

5) unpaid overtime or compensation time

6) lousy supervision

7) poor treatment

8) any other gripe

J ) Background of co-workers, may be former or present IBEW members

K) Number and type of company vehicles

L) Obvious traits of owners or managers

1) expensive cars

2) lifestyles

3) personal problems

Watch out for the following and take very specific, clearly wrinen notes with names of all persons

involved. These are questions that supervision cannot ask and are the heart of unfair labor practice

charges.

A) Management can't ask a person during a hiring interview about his union affiliation or how he feels

about unions.

B) They can't ask if you have signed an authorization card at any time.

C) They can't tell employees they will be fired or punished or in any manner be discriminated against

if they engage in legal union activities.

D) They can't ask about union business like: who attended meetings, what was said, who said what,

ect. [sic]

E) They can't say that unionization will cause anyone to be laid off because they can't compete or for

any other reason connected to becoming unionized.

F) They can't tell employees that unionization will do away with present company benefits.

G) They can't say that the company will not deal with the union.

H) They can't threaten employees with shutting down the company to avoid unionization.

I) They can't layoff or fire employees known to be engaged in union activity so as to weaken the

union's strength or discourage participants.

J) They can't discipline an employee for union activity.
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1. Name

2. Current Address

.

City

Telephone

3. Contractor

Wage of Salt.

4. Job Location

.

Zip Code

5. Hours Worked: Straight Tune

.

6. Persons worked with:

7. Attitude of Employees toward IBEW:

.

8. Have you been provided with material, tools and information to let you do the job? If not, what has

been the problem?

9. In your opinion, is this Salting effort being productive?

Explain your answer.
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conditions" costs in unionized construction at $2.04 per hour, and reported that, although "the percentage

cost of contract terms and conditions have been generally downward since the early 1930s . . . absolute

costs have risen as the industry wage and fringe rate has increased." See "Cost of Terms and Conditions in

Collective Bargaining Agreements." Construction Labor Research Council, March 1992, p. 2. See also the

study prepared by the Research Council for the Associated General Contractors Basic Trades Committee,

"Cost Reducing Modifications to Construction Collective Bargaining Agreements," August 1992.

*See "1983 Construction Labor Trends and Outlook," Construction Labor Research Council, February

1983, p. 3; and "Wage and Benefit Settlements in Construction," idem, December 1992, pp. 2-3.

^Boilermakers and Blacksmiths Reporter, July-August 1986, p. 3.

^^Report of the International Officers and the Interruuional Executive Council to the Twenty-Eighth Con-

vention of the . . . IIBBJ. Las Vegas, NV, 1991, p. 235. (Hereinafter cited as IBB, 1991 Officers Report.)

The total membership dau for 1991 show an increase over 1986 because the 1991 figure includes the

affiliated cement workers, which the 1986 total cited does not.

"See Northrup, Open Shop Construction Revisited, note 4 above, pp. 302-303.

'^This description of fight Back is based on that which appears in IBB, 1991 Officers Report, pp. 84-94,

supplemented by interviews with contractors and data from various NLRB and court cases, union and con-

tractor publications, and other sources cited in this article.

'^See Officers' Report to the 34th Convention of the . . . [IBEW], St. Louis, MO, 1991 p. 63. The chart on

page 63 shows membership just above 900,000 in 1991. Given the impact of the recession, the current

estimate is for a lesser figure.

'^National Electrical Contractors Association, Annual Survey, 1972-1989. No such data have been pub-

lished since 1989, apparently because NECA is revising its data collection and processing operations.

'^For the attitude of the previous IBEW administration toward meeting open-shop competition, see

Northaip, Open Shop Construciioii Revisited, note 4 above, pp. 120-24.
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^^Union Organization in the Construction Industry, Joumeymen Edition (IBEW Special Products Depart-

ment, duplicated, no date, probably 1990 or 1991), p. 2.

"Ibid., p. 28.

'^Ibid., p. 29.

"Ibid., pp. 15-28.

20lbid..pp. llff.

2'lssues of Cockshaw's Construction Labor News + Opinion occasionally carry such reports, but the key

successes seem attributable to job targeting rather than to salting. Sec, e.g., the March 1992 issue, p. 3.

Organizing successes arc occasionally also reported in the IBEW JoumaL Sec, eg., the issues of January-

Fcbniary 1992, p. 24; and December 1992, pp. 29-30.

22See. e.g.. IBEW Journal. February 1993. p. 39; December 1992. pp. 24-25; and the cases summarized

below.

^*rhis case is based on the story in the Independent Electrical Contractor, 2nd Quarter 1992, pp. 4-5. This

journal is published by the Independent Electrical Contractors, Inc., an association of open-shop electrical

contractors. The one-vote NLRB union victory was attributed to the NLRB policy of allowing anyone to

vote in construction NLRB elections who worked for the contractor a certain number of hours within a 24-

month period. This policy is discussed in the next section of this article. The hfLRB case number for the

certification of the IBEW is 19-RC-12204 (December 26, 1990); and for the decertification of the IBEW,

19-RD-3000 (Febniaiy 20. 1992).

2^See "Organizing Takes Teamwork," The Carpenter (May-June 1992), pp. 20-24. Information in this

publication of the UBCJ has in the main been verified.

^^This charge that open-shop contractors import huge numbers of out-of-state woricers is a standard one by

the construction unions. This claim is usually not only false, but also the construction unions typically do

the importing. Both unionized and open-shop contractors bring a coterie of supervisors and some key

craftsmen to a job. Open-shop contractors, who use subjoumeymen to perform semi-skilled work, can

train the local population by their "block training" methods to perform such work, thereby increasing jobs

for local persons. On the other hand, unionized contractors are not permitted to utilize subjoumeymen in

most heavily unionized areas, are allowed only apprenticeship training which requires four or five years to

complete, and must use joumeymen to do semi-skilled work. They roust, therefore, depend on "travelers"

supplied by the union hiring hall when the local supply is depleted, as it often is because of restrictive

union membership practices. The net result is little training afforded local personnel beyond regular

apprenticeship under union conditions and substantial importation of skilled personnel who leave as the

job is being completed. In New York City, for example, when the building boom of the 1980s began to

recede, the travelers were the first to go. One report noted: "Given all the out-of-sute license plates ... he

had seen at city building sites. Professor Drennan wonders about the impact of the decline in new con-

stmction on local workers. . .
." (Richard Levine, "As Towers Top Off, Construction Boom Fades in New

York," New York Times. July 2. 1990, p. A 1.)

26voi Electric. Inc.. 309 NLRB No. 1 17 (December 7, 1992).

^'Boise wanted this type of "merit shop" agreement in order to contract with BE&K to install the paper

machine, and to be able to employ a large number of local residents in the International Falls area, as it

was committed to do by state aid. It would have been impossible to do the first and difficult to do the sec-

ond with an all-union contract demanded by the unions, which either preclude or inhibit the employment

of subjoumeymen. The area is very depressed as a result of the depletion of the iron mines, but is also (for

the same reason) extremely pro-union. As one who has researched in the paper industry for more than

forty years, the author can affirm that BE&K is considered a premier installer of paper machines, not only

by Boise, but also by several other major paper companies.
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^Thc facts of this case are found in numerous news reports, and in the Construction Labor Report

(Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., — BNA), which is a weekly report of construction labor matters,

throughout late 1989, and 1990-1991, with reports of case settlements in 1992 as well. For a concise and

accurate report of the mob destruction, see also, Cockshaw's Labor News + Opinion, September 1989,

p. 1; and "33 Plead Guilty to Charges Stemming from Riot at International Falls," Construction Labor

Report 36 (April 18, 1990): 144-45. For the refusal of the Minnesota Building Trades Council and its con-

stituent imions to work on the project, see "Minn. Trades Refuse to Man Work at Mixed Boise-Cascade

Project," Construction Labor Report 35 (August 2, 1989): 558; "Minn. Unions Likely to Continue Strike

Following Boise-Cascade, BE&K Meeting," Construction Labor Report 35 (October 11, 1989): 765-66;

and "State (Continues Boise I-Falls Ptx)be; Safety Inspection Draws Large OSHA Fme," Pulp & Paper

Weekly. January 15, 1990, pp. 4-5. This last article rcfeined to a fine against Boise, which was later greatly

reduced, and to the fact that the unions had gone to work under contracts that had been awarded six

months before. By then, nonunion employees had done much of the work originally awarded to unionized

firms that had been struck.

^'The memoranda from Lucas to Barry cited herein are in the author's possession.

^ee BE&K Construction Co. v. Puelston, No. 3-90<:V409, (U.S.D.C, D. Mimi., Aug. 6, 1990; 36

Const Lab. Rpt. 615, Aug. 15, 1990). In this case, the court took note that BE&K's operation was a high

quality one with a safety record far better than the state average. In April 1991. BE&K and the Minnesota

Attorney General agreed to drop all chai^ges against the company in which the company was alleged to

have violated the electrical licensing law and the State and the City of International Falls sued the com-

pany while BE&K brought suit to have the electrical code declared void. It was apparent that the authori-

ties had no case. Thereafter, a federal appellate court found that the plumbing code, enacted in 1990 to

restrict the use of helpers and apprentices, was preempted by the Employment Retirement Income Security

Act (ERISA). See Boise Cascade Corp. v. Peterson, 939 F2d 632 (8th Cir. 1991). Such licensing laws

have long been pushed by unions in oixlcr to limit the ability of contractors to employ strikebreakers, and

for years also to preclude Blacks and other minorities from competing for jobs in the crafts. It is very com-

mon for inspectors under these laws to be union members and fonner union officials. For background, see

Sumner H. Slichter, Union Policies and Industrial Management (Washington, DC: Brookings Institution,

1941). pp. 47-50; and Herbert R. Northrup, Organized Labor and the Negro (New Yoric: Harper & Broth-

ers, 1944). pp. 23-26.

^'"Minn. Governor Signs Bill Limiting Role of Security Gtiards in Labor Disputes," Construction Labor

Report 36 (May 2. 1990): 187-88. Maine previously had enacted a similar law, also sponsored by unions

which participated in rioting and violence during a labor dispute at International Paper Company's plant in

Jay, Maine. See Edmqnd A. MacDonald, "Unions Support Security Licensing," The Lewiston (Maine)

Daily Suru April 7, 1987; and "Kany's 'Goon' Bill Signed into Law," Waterville (Maine) Sentinel, May
28. 1988.

^^See article from Pulp & Paper Weekly, note 28 above. Charges and fines, later substantially reduced and

settled, were also levied against BE&K by OSHA despite the finding of a federal court (note 30 above)

that BE&K's safety record was superior to the average for construction companies in the sute. Moreover.

BE&K has been awarded OSHA's highest award, and at the International Falls project. BE&K's OSHA
recordable incident rate for the electrical craft was 2.15. compared to the Minnesota average of 12.45.

Hubert H. Humphrey. Ill, state attorney-general, sued the company charging that the company's electrical

employees were in danger of losing their lives. Sec Construction Labor Report 36 (August 1, 1990): 555-

56; (August 15. 1990): 615-16; and (September 26. 1990): 739^«).

3^See Construction Labor Report 36 (December 19, 1990): 1041.

^"Labor Board Issues Complaint Against BE&K at International Falls," Construction Labor Report 37

(March 3, 1991): 74-75; and "Minneapolis Electricians Announce Bias Settlement on BE&K Project,"

Construction Labor Report 38 (Ociober 28, 1992); 920-21. BE&K and a subcontractor settled with the

NLRB by paying $250,000 to be distributed among thiny-seven electricians, and an additional 555,000

was paid by a subcontractor to tour pipe fitters. BE&K found this cost less than would be further litiga-
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tion. and clearly the NLRB General Counsel was also anxious not to litigate what was quite apparently an

outrageous charge, given the purpose, character, and conduct of the IBEW salting.

'^"Minnesota Building Trades, Boise Cascade Settle Breach Suit Over Paper Mill Project," Construction

Labor Report 38 (June 3, 1992): 337. Boise had employed a unionized contractor to attempt to obtain a

projea agreement that would permit it to contract on a merit-shop basis. This contractor signed an agree-

ment with the unions which required an all-tmion work force, and Boise rejected it The unions sued for

substantial millions, and attempted to prove that Boise was bound by this agreement As evidence devel-

oped and depositions were taken, the union case dissolved. After vainly attempting to obtain an agreement

with Boise that it would henceforth build all union, the unions settled for a relatively small payment

-'^Additionally, the 1959 amendments permitted construction unions and contractors, where state laws did

not prohibit it to negotiate compulsory luiion agreements applicable after seven days, whereas the provi-

sion for all other industries is after thirty days. §8(0 also provided other benefits to construction unions

and §8(e) exempted these unions from hot cargo proscriptions. Sec Notthrup, "Construction Double-

breasted . . .
," note 6 above, pp. 230-31.

^''John Deklewa &. Sons. 282 NLRB 1375 (1987); offinntdsub nom.. International Association ofBridge,

Structural and Iron Workers, Local 3 v. NLRB. 843 F.2d 770 (3id Cir. 1988); cert den.. 488 U.S. 889 (1988).

^Data from the NLRB election reports compiled by the Bureau of National Affairs, Inc.

^^Daniel Construction Co.. 133 NLRB 264 (1961). as modified in 167 NLRB 1078, 1081 (1967).

*^ the Rosendin case, the contractor believed the union's narrow victory in the first NLRB election was

attributable to salters who were no longer, and never again would be, employed.

*^S.K. Whitty <t Co.. 304 NLRB No. 102 (August 27. 1991). The Board's revised formuU for this case

included all employees within the unit "(1) who have been employed for at least two periods of employ-

ment cumulatively amounting to 30 days or more in the 12-inonth period immediately preceding the eligi-

bility date, or (2) who have had some employment in the 12-month period and have had at least two

periods of employment cumulatively amounting to 45 days or more in the 24-month period immediately

preceding the eligibility date, or (3) who have had one period of cmploynicnt of ninety days or more in the

12-month period immediately preceding the eligibility date." Those terminated for cause or who quit prior

to the completion of their last job remained ineligible.

^^The positions of the various parties at the hearing arc summarized in Construction Labor Report 38

(April 15, 1992). pp. 154-56.

*^Steiny and Company. Inc.. 308 NLRB No. 190 (September 30. 1992).

**This posture has been elaborated most clcarty in Sunland Construction Co.. note 55, below, which also

cites key Supreme Court cases in support of the broad dcfmition of "employee."

^^See generally, John E. Abodeely, et al.. The NLRB and the Appropriate Bargaining Act. Labor Relations

and Public Policy Series. No. 3, rev. cd. (Philadelphia: The Wharton School Industrial Research Unit Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, 1981); the Sunland and Town & Country cases, note 55, below; and The Develop-

ing Labor Law. 3rd ed. (Washington, DC: Bureau of National Affairs, 1992), pp. 421-24.

'^Town «t Country Electric. Inc.. 309 NLRB No. 181 (December 16, 1992).

^''Elias Brothers Big Boy. Inc.. 139 NLRB 1158 (1963). The author is indebted to Judd H. Lees, "Hiring

the Trojan Horse: The Union Business Agent as a Protected Applicant" Labor Law Journal 42 (December

1991): 814-20.

'^^Elias Brothers Big Boy. Inc. v. NLRB. 327 F.2d 421, 427 (6th Cir. 1964).

*'See Lees, note 47 above, p. 8 1 5, especially his note 9 for the cases involved.

50//.B. Zachry. 289 NLRB 117 (1989).

5'W.fi. Zachry Co. v. NLRB 886 F.2d 70 (4th Cir. 1989).
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^^Thc only exceptions have been cases, as in Vos, described above, in which the employer was shown not

to have discriminated against union salters but to have followed his regular hiring policies, or in which the

salters failed to comply with hiring policies previously in effect

^^WiUmar EUctnc Service. Inc. v. NLRB, 968 F.2d 1327 (D.C Cir. 1992); cert. den.. 113 Sup. Ct. 1252,

(1993); Escada (USA) Inc. v. NLRB. 970 F.2d 898 (3rd Cir. 1992); and Fluor Daniel, Inc. v. NLRB, 976

F2d 744; hearing en banc den., 980 F2d 1449 (1 1th Cir. 1992).

**rhe hearing was held on March 18, 1992. A summary of the proceedings is found in Daily Labor Report

No. 54 (March 19, 1992), pp. A-14ff.

^^Sunland Construction Co.. Inc.. 309 NLRB No. 180 (Dec. 16, 1992); and Town & Country EUctric,

Inc.. 309 NLRB No. 181 (Dec. 16, 1992).

'^Notc 55, above, "Decision of the Administrative Law Judge," dupl. opinion copy, pp. 32-35.

^^Judge Harmatz is here referring to union picketing a facility where another union had been certified as

exclusive bargaining agent The employer was then faced with breaking the law by recognizing the picket-

ing union when he was required by the Act to deal exclusively with the certified union, or losing business

because of the picketing. (Note added.)

^*On this point sec Herbert R. Northrup, "The 'Helper' Controversy in the Construction Industry," Journal

ofLabor Research 13 (Fall 1992): 422-35.

''"The number of housing starts increased by 20 percent to 1.2 million units in 1992. Public works con-

struction increased slightly, led by strong spending for highways and schools. The decline in private non-

residential construction was largely attributable to high vacancy rates for commercial buildings in most

cities, as well as tighter lending standards for real estate development . .
." From "Construction Outlook

for 1993," Construction Review 38 (Fourth Quarter 1992): iii.

^**"Building Trades Embrace 'Comet' Organizing Program," Construction Labor Report 39 (April 28,

1993): 231-32; Wlliam G. Krizan. "Building Trades Plan Big Organizing Drive," Engineering-News

Record, May 3, 1993, pp. 6-7; and "On the COMET Trail," IBEW Journal, May 1993, pp. 14-15. In May
1993, the IBEW began referring to its salting program as COMET activity. See IBEW Journal. May 1993,

pp. 18-19,26-27.
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•/Visconsln State

© INSIGHT
Labor
Law
Reports

December 1 995 / No. 486, Issue 111/ Part 2

set: Union Salts are employees
Boon to unions or business as usual?

Can a worker be a company's "em-

ployee," within the tenns of the National

Labor Relations Act. if, at the same time.

a union pays that worker to help the union

organize the company? Yes. said the U.S.

Supreme Court, upholding a decision of

the National Labor Relations Board

Only weeks after oral argument, the

Court unanimously ruled that paid union

organizers are "employees" as defined in

the NLRA and, therefore, entitled to the

full protection of the Act. When seeking

employment with nonunion employers,

union organizers may not be denied a job

or, once hired, discriminated against

solely because of their union affiliation

Experts react. When asked to predict

how the Court might decide the issue,

INSIGHT Panel of Expens members Pro-

fessor CHARLES CRAVER, George

Washington University National Law
Center, and management attorney

FRANK MAM AT, with the Detroit firm

of Clark. Klein & Beaumont, agreed that

the Court might very well stop shon of

including the full time paid union orga-

nizer on the basis ofdivided, or dual, loy-

alty. (See the August issue of INSIGHT
|

Both expressed surprise that the decision

was swift and unanimous.

"I was absolutely shocked when I read

the decision," said Craver. "I was sur-

prised that it was unanimous and that the

Court, in such a strong decision, said that

full time paid unioil organizers are en-

titled to the full protection of the NLRA
"This is one of the most significant

decisions for union organizing since the

NLRA was enacted It gives unions

greater access to the employment setting

than they have ever had. Lechmere\^ now

irrelevant except for unions that can not

afford paid organizers." suggested

"Initially, I felt that this result would

be the correct decision. When you think

about It, the court's logic was impeccable.

The definition of employee says that it is

not limited to employees working for a

particular employer. However, the more

I thought about it and the decision in

Lechmere, I decided that a Court as con-

as this one would not go that

far.

"The full time paid union organizer is

not as easy to cover as an unpaid union

salt and even a salt that is paid the differ-

ence between the union and nonunion

wage rates by the union Full time paid

union organizers present a different situ-

ation and I do not think the Court fully

appreciated that. As a result of this deci-

sion, trained professional organizers, re-

ceiving monetary support from the union,

will be inside the plant.

"Far less fearful of employer retalia-

tion than most employees during an or-

ganizing campaign, they will stretch their

nght to proselytize to the limit. In fact,

the union would probably be just as

happy if they were terminated because

there would be an 8(a)(3) violation and

the union might even get a bargaining

order."Craver suggested.

What surprised Mamat. after talking

with people who were at the oral argu-

ment, was their impression from the jus-

tices' comments that the Court was some-

what hostile toward the employer's

argument from the outset. "I thought that

there would be at least one or two sup-

porters of an employer's right to select

EXHIBIT F

INSIDE

The year draws to a close with a

unanimous decision from the U.S.

Supreme Court that some say is a

major victory for union organizing. In

NLRB V. Town S Country Beclnc. Inc.

.

131 LC V 1 .443. the Court held that

paid union organizers are "emptoyees"

as that term is defined in the NLFiA.

Tfiis month, members of INSIGHTS

Panel of Experts share their views on

the dedskxi;

• CHARLES B. CRAVER.

Merrifield Research Professor of Law.

George Washington University

National Law Center;

• JOEL A. D'ALBA Partner with

Asher. Gittler. Greenfield, Cohen &

D'Alba. Chicago, Illinois, which

represents unions in the public and

private sectors;

• MATTHEW W. RNKIN. Albert J.

Hamo PnDfessor of Law, University of

Illinois at Uttiana-Champaign College

of Law;

• FRANKT MAMAT. management

attorney and memt^r of the LatX)r

and Employment Group. Clartt. Klein

SBeaumont. PLC, Detroit. Mchigan.

• EDWARD B. MILLER. Of

Counsel. Seyfarth. Shaw, Fajmveather

& Geraldson. Chicago. Illinois, and

former NLRB Chairman; and

• J.D. THORNE. management

attorney. Officer and Director. Petrie

& Stocking. S.C, Milwaukee.

Wisconsin.

The case was the subject of the

August INSIGHT. No. 468. Issue 107.
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employees who are not only qualified but

loyal as well." he said

"Apparently none of Ihc justices saw

it that way. They look a sincl constnjc-

lionisi view of what 'employee' means

as defined in the NLRA and never got

beyond thai

"I am more surprised that the decision

was unanimous, with no concumng opin-

ions, and that it look only approximately

six weeks to decide. There were no schol-

arly or even interesting footnotes that

could have possibly distinguished some

of ihe issues that were raised. It is a very

stunning decision from that perspective

I was surpnsed that Justice Thomas did

not dissent or write a concurring opin-

"Some members of the management

bar have speculated that the case was not

a 'sexy' case and that was why it was

decided so quickly It seems to me that

Ihe case dealt with some pretty funda-

mental issues of freedom of choice and

workers' rights. I expected something

like a five to fourdecision." Mamat said-

Professor MATTHEW RNKIN. Col-

lege of Law. University of Illinois at

Urbana-Champaign. suggested that the

Coun could not have ruled otherwise. "It

is perfectly clear from the language of

the statute that union organizers were

meant to be covered by the term "em-

ployee" and that coverage did not depend

on any particular employment relation-

ship." he stated "When the NLRA was

enacted, an amendment was suggested by

one of the statute's drafters in the event

(hat It was necessary to make clear that

'union organizers' were statutory em-

ployees. The amendment was never of-

fered because it was not deemed neces-

sary.

"The arguments for restricting the

definition were so threadbare that I would

have been shocked if the decision had

gone the other way. Given the divisions

in the Coun on labor issues, the fact thai

it was unanimous is a testament to how
weak the arguments on the other side

were." Finkin suggested.

Facts of the case. Pursuant to a salt-

ing resolution, members of two locals of

the IBEW were authorized to work non-

union for organizational purpo.ses. They

were to be compensated for wage and

benefit differentials from a union fund

established for that purpose. The resolu-

tion also required members to leave the

job site once organizing ceased.

Twelve union members responded to

an advenisement, including two full time

paid union organizers One member was

interviewed, after which the others were

told that the job was nonunion. A second

member was hired but was fired two days

after he began work.

Reaffirming its position that paid

union organizers are employees, the

Board found that the employer had un-

"Fear of being fired for

union activities — a very

real deterrent for most
employees — is simply not

a deterrent for paid union

organizer employees."

Charles Craver

lawfully discnminated against the union

members It ordered the employer to of-

fer employment to the terminated union

member and the members who had been

denied interviews and to make them

whole for any losses suffered.

The Eighth Circuit's decision. The

Eighth Circuit refused to enforce the

Board's order. Applying common law,

the coun held that the two paid union

officials could not be employees because

of an inherent confiict of interest Be-

cause the applicants could only work

nonunion for organizational purposes and

could be ordered to leave the job, they

were under the union's control and, thus,

could not be employees, reasoned the

The Supreme Court's opinion. Sev-

eral arguments favored the Board's de-

cision, noted the Court, reversing the

Eighth Circuit The statutory language is

broad enough to include workers whom

a union also pays for organizing. The

Board's interpretation of"employee" was

consistent with several of the Act's pur-

poses, among them the right of employ-

ees to organize for mutual aid without

employer interference, and the Court's

interpretation of the term "employee" in

other cases

The Coun dismissed the employer's

argument that the organizer's service to

the union was inherently adverse to the

employer's interests. 'Town & Country's

common-law argument fails, quite sim-

ply, because, in our view, the Board cor-

rectly found that ii lacks sufficient sup-

port in common law....Common sense

suggests that as a worker goes about his

ordinary tasks dunng a working day... he

or she is subject to the control of the com-

pany employer, whether or not the union

also pays the worker. The company, the

worker, the union, all would expect that

to be so. And. that being so. that union

and company interests or control might

sometimes differ should make no differ-

ence," reasoned the Coun
Citing an example of a city detective

who, searching for clues, finds employ-

ment as a waiter and searches custom-

ers' pockets while waiting tables, the

Coun concluded that "union organizing,

when done for pay but dunng nonwork

hours, would seem equivalent to simple

moonlighting, a practice wholly consis-

tent with a company's control over its

workers as to their assigned duties."

Experts respond

Is paid union organizing during

nonwork hours really "the equivalent of

simple moonlighting" as the Coun char-

acterized it? Did the Coun adequately

address the problem of divided, or dual,

loyalty?

Both Craver and Mamat agreed that the

decision misses the mark. "It was disap-

Labor Law Reports

Insist

fAartha B. Podrid^. JD.
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pointing lo read the decision wrmen by a

jusdce wilh a repuLation for iniellectual

ism and scholarship such as Justice

Breyer's." responded Mamat, "The ex-

ample he used, in my opinion, only helps

the employer's argument. A waiter who

searches restaurant patrons" pockets is

clearly disloyal Once the word is out that

your pockets will be searched when you

eat at that restaurant, business will suffer

"The Court failed to squarely address

the situation where the masters' interests

are hostile to each other In this case, one

employer essentially wants to destroy the

other Most people would not even put a

neutral person in that position, let alone

a salt who is there to do his primary

master's — the union's — bidding.

"It is incredibly naive to assume that

someone who goes to work with the in-

tention of organizing the company he

works for is not disloyal. 1 think it shows

that the Court doesn't have the vaguest

idea of what the real world is about and

that Justice Breyer didn't fully grasp what

IS really going on

"The NLE^ gives employees the right

to organize but it also gives them the nght

to be free from those activities. That nght

should also inure to the benefit of the

company lo be free from such activities.

It is not inherently illegal to try to find

employees who agree with the employer

thai the company should be nonunion

"The Court is incorrect when it says

that an employer has no legal nght to re-

quire that, as part of his or her service to

the company, a worker refrain from en-

gaging in protected activity. An employer

has the right to impose a not overly broad

no-solicitation, no-distnbution rule and

does not have to pay someone to hand-

bill or try to convert workers on working

time. Clearly it would be lawful to fire

someone who violated such legitimate

Simultaneous employmenL Craver

agreed that the decision was somewhat

naive. "Contrary to what Justice Breyer

described, this is very different from a

moonlighting situation where an em-
ployee works for one employer pan of

the day and for another employer a dif-

ferent part of the day." he explained "The

paid union organizer works simulta-

neously for the employer and the union

but the employer is totally unaware of

the organizer's employment relationship

with the union

"Prior to this decision it was assumed

that an employer could safely ask

whether an applicant worked for some-

one else and if so, exclude that applicant

from consideration pursuant to a policy

of not hiring someone who works for

another employer, 1 question whether a

rule that says that employees may not

moonlight applies to this situation.

"When a union organizer is working

for the employer, he or she is simulta-

neously working for the union. Outside

of normal working hours, the organizer

IS working for the union only margin-

ally," Craver pointed out.

Possible exceptions? Did the Court

go farther than it had to? Since the case

involved paid union organizers. Craver

pointed out, the Court had to decide that

issue, "Justice Breyer's points on the is-

sue of dual loyalty are well taken He

seems to be saying that if the union in-

terferes with the organizer/employee's

work performance, the employer could

do something about that," he noted

'"If the organizer fails to comply with

valid no-solicitation, no-distribution

rules, he could be disciplined. Other than

that, I have the impression that Justice

Breyer assumed that the union would be

controlling the organizer/employee dur-

ing non work time.

"However, it seems to be a blanket

rule. I don't know whether it might al-

low for an exception in a situation where

an employer possesses a lot of trade se-

crets and the union represents many of

the employer's competitors, A good ex-

ample would be the UAW's efforts,

which so far have been unsuccessful, to

unionize the Nissan Corporation in

Smyrna. Tennessee. If UAW salts were

employed, they could conceivably pass

along trade secrets to Nissan's competi-

Possibre implications for NLRB action

Does the deosion give the NLRB a

green light to proceed with changes in

Board procedures currently under con-

sideration, some of which have been

criticized as being overiy favorable to

unions in the organizing arena?

EDWARD B. MILLER. Of Coun-

sel, Seyfarth, Shaw & Fairweather, and

former NLRB Chairman, suggested that

the only encouragement to the Gould

Board's desires to make union organiz-

ing easier would be the Court's etnpha-

sis on the latitude it wiU allow the Board

in interpreting the statute and its refer-

ence to portions of the law' s legislative

histoty lecitiiig its purposes of "protect-

ing the right of employees to organize"

and "encouraging and protecting the

collective bargaining process." These

are phrases frequently invoked by

Chairman Gould as supporting both his

views about needed "labor law reform"

and about how he interprets the exist-

ing law, noted Miller.

But none of that should surprise any

careful observer of the Court's deci-

sions. Even though this Court is re-

garded as a relatively conservative

Court, it has continued to grant very

substantial deference to the NLRB's
interpretation of the law and often re-

fers to its alleged ""expertise." With re-

spect to the purposes of the Act. the

Court in this decision was also careful

to note that the NLRA grants specific

sets of rights toemployersand employ-

ees. Miller emphasized.

This is the same Court that decided

Lechmere, and thus showed its respect

for employers' rights. So, Idon't think

the more pro-union members of the

NLRB can rely on this decision as en-

couraging adventures into new proce-

dures designed to grant new rights to

unions at the expense of limiting or for-

feiting established employer rights, he

observed.
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"This will make Ihe corporate cam-

paign look like child's play. Actually, the

Iwo — the corporate campaign and salt-

ing — will go hand-in-hand. Once the

organizer is sent in. the union could gain

access to information regarding OSHA.
EEOand

.slully ) corporate

nforn that I

"What is so insidious about this, from

the employer's perspective, is Ihac typi-

cally, employees who are considering

reporting violations to federal or state

violations, all of authorities consider whether that action

ions have been might hurt their own economic situation.

Unanswered questions

Professor MATTHEW FINKIN. Col-

lege of Law, University of Illinois at

Urbana-Champaign, notes the Court's

cryptic observation at the close of the

decision that it is only deciding the is-

sue of whether paid union organizers

are employees and is making no judg-

ment on whether an employer's refusal

to interview or hire union organizers

was an unfair labor practice. 'That may
be an excess of caution on the Court's

part as to an issue that was not directly

presented. It may also be that the com-

ment was included to keep the deci-

sion unanimous. I'm not sure what Ihe

Court meant," he said.

"Member Raudabaugh, in an ear-

lier Board decision, suggested that if

an employer had a neutral policy for-

bidding moonlighting, that would raise

no issue under the NLRA. ll may be

that the Court was referring to that ear-

lier suggestion.

"Is that realistic? Some employers

have such a poUcy, but a great many
do not. These days, many employees

are economically driven to work more

than one job. It remains to be seen how
realistic it is for employers to adopt

such a policy and, more importantly,

uniformly enforce iL It is also an open

question whether such a neutral pohcy

.

but adopted to forestall unionization,

would be tainted by that motive," sug-

gested Finkin

EDWARD MILLER added,"The

decision is careful to leave open the

question of what employers may do to

minimize the harm which these 'em-

ployees' may do to an employer's busi-

ness. Indeed, it even leaves open

whether refusing to hire or retain salts

would be an unfair labor practice.

"While prudence might suggest thai

firing themjust because diey arc strong

union adherents would not be a defen-

sible measure, some control over any

of their activities which are inconsis-

tent with the loyalty normally expected

of all employees would appear to be

permissible. I suspect that we may see

much said and written about how far

such control may go and still receive

the blessing of the Board or, more to

the point, the Supreme Court," con-

cluded Miller.

JOEL D'ALBA, with the Chicago

firm of Asher, Gittler. Greenfield,

Cohen & D' Alba, reported that unions

that are organizing aggressively see the

decision as a useful tool to avoid the

burden created by the Court's decision

in Lechmere. "The decision in Town

& Country gives unions added orga-

nizing power to gain access to work

sites. Gaining access to the workforce

by face-to-face contact inside the work

areas may prove to be a more efficient

way to organize employees." he ob-

D'Alba agrees with Miller that the

Court's failure to decide the merits of

the refusal to hire unfair labor practice

filed against the employer leaves that

issue wide open. "On remand, that as-

pect of the case dealing with hiring

union salts or terminating them opens

up possibilities to challenge company
screening mechanisms used to reject

employee applicants who have dem-

onstrated procUvities or sympathies for

unions." he suggested.

Union organizers will be unconcerned

about that. This may result in grcatei

numbers of charges being filed with regu

latory agencies. Craver suggested

Alternative Remedies. Craver and

Mamat agreed that the Court's discus

sions of "alternative remedies" for em
ployers' concerns and what they can dc

to protect themselves does not amoun

to much "As a practical matter, employ

ers who spend significant amounts or

training lose that when these individual

quit early. High turnover will increasi

amounts spent for training.

"Justice Breyer mentions employmem

contracts that impose a penally for ar

early exit, although it is not clear whai

that penalty would be. However, mosi

employers are not willing to give up the

employment-at-will doctrine. " h

Mamat agreed with the Court that the

problem of quitting without notice is noi

unique to paid union organizer employ

ees. "It IS a real problem with any em-

ployee, as the Court aptly points out. So

the suggestions the Court offers— fixed-

term contracts and negotiating a notice

period — could be applied to all employ-

ees. But they do not address the nonunion

employer's real concern which is how to

avoid hinng the union organizer in the

first place." he suggested.

Practical implications

Is the decision in Town & Country a

great victory for unions? Or is it busi-

ness as usual for employers who have

never been able to lawfully determine an

applicant's union sympathies, before or

after Town & Couniryl Craver suspects

that unions will view it as a victory.

"If I were the AFL-CIO today. I would

be licking my chops trying to figure out

how I could hire a huge number of people

to work in this capacity. As a result of

this decision, for the first time in his-

tory, employers will be legally required

to subsidize union organizing.

"The union will presumably make up

the difference between what the person

earns working for the target firm and

working as an organizer. For example, if

the organizer wage is $35,000 and the
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organizer is paid $30,000 by ihe largei

firm, the union only has to pay the dif-

ference of $5,000. The employer is actu-

ally paying most of the organizer's

"One of the problems unions have had

is the lack of financial resources to hire

full time union organizers. Now, for the

same amount of money, they can prob-

ably hire five people (o do the work that

they would only have been able to hire

one to do before this decision.

"That does not mean that this is inap-

propriate. As Justice Breyer pointed out,

these people are exercising their statu-

tory right. Workers have the right to

unionize. Unions have the right to send

people in to help that process. In that

sense. I don't think the decision was at

all incorrect. But I don't know that the

Court was fully aware of the decision's

ramifications," Craver suggested.

Remedies. What effect might the de-

cision have on remedies? Craver noted

numerous questions that will arise if union

organizers are unlawfully fired, such as

whether they get full back pay or whether

back pay should be curtailed because they

would have left after the election.

"Should they be reinstated'' How will

Board bargaining orders be affected? One

could argue that firing the organizer does

not have the same chilling effect on regu-

lar employees because they know the or-

ganizer is an outsider anyway." he sug-

gested.

Eleclions. Will the decision affect the

success rate of union elections? Craver

doesn't think there will be a huge increase

in the percentage of elections that unions

win. "Currently they win around 48 or

49 percent of Board elections. I would

guess that the percentage might increase

to 60 or 65 percent which is not insig-

nificant.

"It is possible that if the proposed

mergers among the larger unions take

place and the merged union takes on

some of the larger corporations like

Nissan, it may successfully organize

them by sending in a couple dozen orga-

nizers This decision may be very signifi-

cant in the next decade if unions are to

stem their decline." he predicted.

No major change. Mamat's opinion

IS that while the decision may clarify the

issue, it does not make a fundamental

change in Ihe law. "The management

community has lived with this decision

at the Board and lower court levels. " he

said "Unfortunately, now there is very

little legal or intellectual support for some

of the opinions that had been expressed

in dissenting and concumng opinions in

the lower federal courts before Town <£

Country was decided.

"The bottom line is that this decision

does not give union salts any more rights

"The bottom line is that

this decision does not

give union salts any more
rights than they had prior

to the decision."

Frank Mamat

than they had prior to the decision. Em-

ployers have never been able to lawfully

ask applicants if they are union support-

ers or how they would vote in a union

election. Once you found out someone

was a union organizer, unless he or she

was doing something that violated a le-

gitimate work rule, you could not law-

fully fire the employee because of his or

her union activities," noted Mamat.

Even more troublesome than salting

is the practice in the construction indus-

try known as "stripping." "It is a signifi-

cant problem we have been struggling

with but have not yet resolved,"" Mamat

"Stripping occurs when a union lures

away, or 'strips' experienced, nonunion

employees out of the nonunion

workforce. Typically, a union business

agent offers a nonunion employee the

same job at a higher rate of pay with a

unionized company," he explained.

"The unions' theory is that if you can't

get rid of nonunion competition by or-

ganizing it, or by burdening it with the

expense of defending frivolous NLRB

claims. Ihe third best alternative iModc

stroy the competition by lakini: ju.iy

enough of its key employees so ihai it

can't complete its contracts. 1 kno« of a

number of companies in the construction

industry that have gone oui of business

in the past year because of this praciice
"

Psychological victory. Despiie all

the gnashing of teeth by employer

groups, the only real victory lor unions

in roiivi <S Cininin, is the psychological

victory of having "won" their position

quickly and unanimously. What does the

case actually provide union organizers'^

Nothing more than a quick rush of

adrenalin!

"That is not to say that the decision is

good for nonunion companies, but only

that five years from now. if the unions

haven't come up with a more appealing

package to sell' to nonunion employees,

the percentage of organized workers will

be half of today's all-time low figure of

about 15 percent.

"It is interesting that figures released

by the Bureau of Labor Statistics about

two months ago showed that, in the past

year, the greatest membership losses x-

curred in the IBEW and three coiistiuc

tion unions in the AFL-CIO II sailing

— supposedly begun by the IBEW's

COMET program — is so successful,

why is the union continuing to lose so

many members '"" Mamat asked.

Advice for employers

Mamat suggests that the decision in

Town <S Country forces employers to be

a lot more ""street sman"' as well as much

more organized when it comes to em-

ployee relations generally. "Only those

employers that are willing to invest the

time to do that will survive." he stressed.

Hiring policy. "Employers can not

continue to hire by word of mouth They

need a complete hiring policy that is more

than an employment application taken

from a preprinted pad at an office supply

"For example, a hiring policy must

provide that an employee will be dis-

charged for making false statements on

or omitting information from an employ-

ment application. That is a neutral crite-
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ria for terminating an employee As long

as it is applied evenhandedly. ii is not ob-

jectionable. Employers must also spend

time learning correct hiring and inter-

viewing strategies.

"A paid union organizer who is ter-

minated for failing to indicate that he is

a paid employee of the IBEW. or worked

as an organizer for the IBEW in the past.

on an employment application that re-

quires an applicant to list his five previ-

ous employers will present an interest-

ing case.

Work rules, "If the organizer does

disclose that information and is hired, the

next step is to have employee handbooks

with well-thought out work rules, includ-

ing no-solicitation, no-distribution rules

These rules must be regularly and even-

handedly enforced and employers must

train their supervisors lo be supervisors,

"It may be that the Court's acknowl-

edgment of the lack of evidence of any

"acts of disloyalty' in the case is an open-

ing for employers to use their handbooks

and work rules to paint loyalty and dis-

loyalty as broadly as possible There is

no way to make a disloyally argument

unless a company has written, light work

rules that employees have knowledge of

and have signed off on

"Another possible bone thrown to

employers in the decision is the Courts

suggestion that paid organizers may be

disenfranchised from voting in an actual

NLRB election they caused lo happen

because ihey do not share the same com-

munity of interest with other employees

in the unit." Mamat suggested.

Staying union free: self-assess vulnerability

In light of the decision in Town & Country and the apparent impwrtance being

placed on organizing efforts by the new AFL-CIO leadership. J.D THORNE. a

management attorney with the Milwaukee firm of Petrie & Stocking, SC. ad-

vises employers who want to remain union free to self-assess their vulnerability

by asking themselves the following 10 questions:

If a union organizer asked an employee lo sign a union authorizati<

how long would it take for a supervisor to be made aware of it?

I card.

Would the employee know that i

not necessary for employees to have input into their wages and working con-

ditions? How would an employee know this? Is it communicated in the em-

ployee handbook?

Is a work rule prohibiting solicitation of employees during working hours in

working areas published? Is it enforced for all kinds of solicitations, not just

Does management personally communicate face-to-face in small group meet-

ings with employees from time lo time lo keep ihem up to date on changes in

the business?

If layoffs or reductions-in-force arc necessary, is there a policy in place and

communicated to employees to handle them?

Does the company ever admit a hiring mistake by allowing employees it would

them wiih severance pay and/or outplacementfire to resign and providing

services when appropriate?

Does the company involve i

Does the company promote from within whenever possible? Do employees

know what to do to apply for job openings and promotions? Do employees

receive training to improve their skills and ability?

Are supervisors trained in union prevention skills? Would they know what to

say to an employee who asked ihem about unions? Would they know whar not

Has management thought about what it would do if it learned that a u

trying to organize the company?
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§ 225 AGENCY. SECOND Ch. 7

Illustration:

1. A, a social guest at P's house, not skilled in repair-

ing, volunteers to assist P in the repair of P's house. During

the execution of such repair, A negligently drops a board

upon a person passing upon the street A may be found to

be a servant of P.

Comment:

b. In determining whether or not one rendering gratuitous

assistance to another is a servant, the purpose for which the

former acts may be important Thus, if a car is stalled in traffic

and another driver gets out of his own car to assist in pushing

the car to the curb, such driver is presumably not a servant of

the owner of the first car if his purpose is to remove an obstruc-

tion to his own progress down the street.

c. The fact that one assists another, does something for his

benefit, or submits himself to the control of such other does not

constitute such person a servant of the other. There must be

consent or manifestation of consent to the existence of the re-

lation by the person for whom the service is performed, as stated

in Section 221.

Illustrations:

2. A, a servant of P without power to employ assist-

ants, is assisted by his friend B in doing work for P. In this

work B is not P's servant As to whether or not P is liable

for B's acts done under the direction of A, see Comment e

on Section 241.

3. A, a servant of P without power to employ assist-

ants, secures the gratuitous services of B. P sees B assist-

ing A and says nothing. P may be found to have consented

to B's services as his servant

§ 226. Servant Acting for Two Masters

A person may be the servant of two masters, not joint

employers, at one time as to one act, if the service to

one does not involve abandonment of the service to the

other.

Comment:

a. Independent service for two masters. Since one can
perform two acts at the same time, it is possible for each act to

Sea Appendix for Heporter's Notes, Court Citations, and Cross Keferences

EXHIBIT G
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Ch. 7 THIRD PERSON vs. PRINCIPAL—TORTS § 226

be performed in the service of a different master, although ordi-

narily the control which a master can properly exercise over

the conduct of the servant would prevent simultaneous service

for two independent persons. Likewise, a single act may be done

to effect the purposes of two independent employers. Since, how-
ever, the relation of master and servant is dependent upon the

right of the master to control the conduct of the servant in the

performance of the service, giving service to two masters at the

same time normally involves a breach of duty by the servant to

one or both of them. A person, however, may cause both em-

ployers to be responsible for an act which is a breach of duty to

one or both of them. He may be the servant of two masters, not

joint employers as to the same act, if the act is within the scope

of his employment for both (see § 236) ; he cannot be a servant

of two masters in doing an act as to which an intent to serve one

necessarily excludes an intent to serve the other. A subservant

necessarily acts both for his immediate employer and the latter's

master, who is also his own master. See § 5(2).

niustrations:

1. P employs A to drive P's truck, directing him to

obey the orders of B, who has hired the truck by the hour

for advertising purposes, in the management of colored

lights used upon the truck for lighting the display installed

thereon. In the driving of the truck, A is P's servant; in

the management of the colored lights, A is B's servant If

A injures T by negligently running into him because he dims
the headlights in order to make the colored lights more con-

spicuous, both B and P are subject to liability to T. If A
injures T as a result of an explosion caused by the materials

used in producing the colored lights, B alone is subject to

liability.

2. P employs A by the day as a messenger boy, au-

thorizing him to use a bicycle in performing his duties.

B also employs A on the same terms. Neither knows of the

employment by the other. A, having packages to deliver to

the same destination for both P and B, places them on his

bicycle and negligently runs into T while on the way to

deliver them. Both P and B are subject to liability to T.

3. P engages B to build a house for him for a fixed

sum, B to employ his own servants. A is employed by B
Se« Appendix for Seporter's Kotas, Court Citations, and Cross Beferences
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as a carpenter and also (with B's consent or without it) by

P as a general inspector on a fixed salary, to inspect the

work as it progresses. While A is measuring a cupboard

which he has just built to be sure that the measurements

are as specified, he negligently injures T. In doing this,

A is the servant of P or B, but not of both.

Comment:

b. Where two masters share services. Two persons may
agree to employ a servant together or to share the services of a

servant If there is one agreement with both of them, the actor

is the servant of both at such times as the servant is subject to

joint control. If, however, it is agreed that control shall alter-

nate, the actor is the servant only of the one for whom he is

acting at the moment

niustrations:

4. P and B set up a bachelor apartment and employ a

chauffeur, A, it being understood that A is to receive half

his wages from each of them, and is at all times to obey

the orders of either of them. A, while driving negligently in

a borrowed automobile to deliver P's suit to the tailor, in-

jures T. A is the servant of P and of B at the time.

5. A railroad agrees with a telegraph company that

each will separately pay A, one for his work as station agent,

the other for his service as telegram dispatcher. While A
is selling tickets, he is the servant of the railroad; while

he is sending commercial telegrams he is the servant of

the telegraph company.

§ 227. Servant Lent to Another Master

A servant directed or pennitted by his master to per-

form services for another may become the servant of

such other in performing the services. He may become
the other's servant as to some acts and not as to others.

Comment:

a. Service in relation to a specific act. Whether or not the

person lent or rented becomes the servant of the one whose
immediate purposes he serves depends in general upon the fac-

tors stated in Section 220(2). Starting with a relation of serv-

S«e Appendix for Heport«r'B Sotea, Court Citations, mnO. Cross S«f«reac«s
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Union Corporate Campaigns and
Inside Games as a Strike Form

Herbert R, Northrup

Weakened by declining membership, unions now utilize "corporate

campaign"and "insidegame" tactics instead ofwalkouts. Theformer

strives topressure companiesfrom the outside, but has been effective

mainlyon companies that selldirectly to the consumer; the latteraims

to disrupt bothproduction and the relationship between line manage-
ment and workers. A combination ofthe tivo can be very successful

for the union, especially ifthe management does not understand that

an "inside strike " is in effect, but can destroy both the company and
the workers' livelihood ifnot effectively countered. Utilizing informa-

tionfrom union adherents as well asfrompress aridjournal articles,

this article demonstrates with numerous examples how corporate

campaigns and inside games work under carefully orchestrated

programs and how they affect companies and employees and con-

cludes that they must be considered aform ofstrike that should be

reacted toandcarry the risksassuch by management, employees, and
regulators including the National Labor Relations Board.

The weakness ofunions in maintaining successful traditional strikes

has caused them to develop substitute pressure methods against

employers. The most widely used of the new techniques are the

"corporate campaign," which is designed to generate outside pressure

on companies, and the "inside game," which concentrates on creating

pressures within the target facility, or a combination of the two. This

article examines the purpose and taaics involved in corporate cam-

paigns and inside games, utilizing as sources wherever possible the

reports of union officials and adherents. The article concludes that

particularly the inside game and the combination corporate campaign-

inside game are in faa forms of suikes and should be treated under law

and public policy as such.

CORPORATE CAMPAIGNS-DEHNmON AND DEVELOPMENT
Corporate campaigns were developed prior to inside game strat-

Dr. Herbert R. Nonhrup is professor emeritus ofmanagement at the Wharton School,

University ofPennsylvania. At Whaaon, be wasformerly director. IndustrialResearch

Unit; chairman, Department of Industry; and chairman. Labor Relations Council.

Roger E. McElrath assisted in the researchfor this article
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egy, and are the initial step in the union-ccxjrdinated programs that

substitute for traditional strikes.

Nature of Corporate Campaigns

The AFL-CIO Industrial Union Department (lUD) defines a corpo-

rate campaign as one which

applies pressure to many p>oints of (corporate] vulnerability to

convince the company to deal fairly and equitably (from the union's

point of view] with the union .... It means vulnerabilities in all of

the company's political and economic relationships—^with other

unions, shareholders, customers, creditors, and government agen-

cies—to achieve union goals.' ,.

Peny quotes another definition which was made by an anomey for

the chemical company BASF in May 1986:

Since . . .June 1984 .. . OCAW [Oil, Chemical, & Atomic Workers] has

engaged in an intensive course of conduct maliciously intended to

injure and interfere with BASF in its business, trade, and reputation.

This course ofaction has been described byOCAW as a "coordinated

campaign" or 'corporate campaign." Its express purpose, as de-

scribed by Ithe] OCAW President ... is to make the consequences to

BASF for the lockout "as unpleasant, disagreeable, and expensive as

possible." OCAW has stated its intent to precipitate a crisis . . . in

employee, customer, andpublic confidence—and loyalty.'^

Perry notes that corporate campaigns attempt to seize the "high

ground" and to redefine issues beyond the initial labor-management

dispute:

The possibility that corporate campaigns can and will be used to gain

a measure of control by unions over management decisions not

subjea to the obligation to bargain in good faith, except as to their

effects, is potentially . . . significant .... Should that potential be

realized, itwould provide unions a fargreatermeasure ofcontrol over

managerial capital investment/disinvestment than they enjoy under

the current definition ofthe scope ofthe obligation to bargain ingood

faith.*

Richard Leonard, who directs corporate campaigns for OCAW,
adds this:

A part ofwhat a corporate campaign does is not only to organize

our side, but to disorganize management .... Companies are by
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definition organized. They operate by command ....

When we turn their tactics around and disorganize management,

we find that as this takes place, it has the reverse effea of organizing

ourselves . . .
.*

According to Ray Rogers, who claims to have initiated corporate

campaign strategies:

"we develop a campaign strategy that has a beginning point A and

an end point Z. Point Z is total defeat or annihilation of your

adversary." In reality, few, ifany, campaigns reach point Z. "You have

got to develop a plan such that you feel totally confident that if you

proceed from Point A towards Point Z, there is a breaking point or

point of compromise, a Point C. But there has to be an escalation of

the fight, you have to create more tension . . .

."^

In A Troublemaker's Handbook, La Botz affirms the Rogers

upscaling of a labor dispute in which a corporate campaign is utilized

by declaring that such campaigns "are effective when they inflia costly

consequences on the target company or its allies."^

Early Corporate Campaign Activities

Initially, corporate campaigns concentrated upon such pressure

points as individual board of direaors members who might be

vulnerable to pressure because of other relationships, company
executiveswho could be shocked by picketing of their homes, political

figures who might pressure the company to agree to union demands,

and other newsmaking aaivities. Additionally, attempts were made to

reduce company stock prices by agitation on Wall Street, exaggerated

claims that companies were experiencing various production or sales

problems, and attempts to influence brokers and investment bankers.

Pressuire was also put on customers and vendors to reduce their

business, or cease it altogether, with the target company. Examples of

such actions are set forth below as part of the analysis of the inside

game and the combination inside game and corporate campaign in

which they also play a part.

From their inception, union corporate campaigns have endeavored

to use their union international relationships to hurt the public image and

sales of targeted companies that had multinational operations or signifi-

cant sales overseas. For these endeavors, unions sought assistance from

their affiliations with international trade union secretariats (ITSs), Euro-

pean-headquartered organizations that affiliate unions in particular

industries all over the worid and provide a forum for an exchange of
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information and occasionally muaial support on conunon problems/ For

example, the United Automobile, Aerospace, and Agricultural Implement

Workers (UA^XO is affiliated with International Metalworkers' Federation

(IMF), the largest of the ITSs.^ The IMF has regularly issued press releases

in support of the UAW since the Caterpillar controversy began,' and the

UAW has credited Industriegewerkschaft Metall (IG Metall), the huge

German metal workers' union, and a major affiliate of the IMF, with

pressure on Daimler Benz management that in 1992 permitted a claimed

favorable strike settlement at a Daimler-owned Freightliner plant in North

Carolina. '°

Use of union-friendly persons or organizations to harass manage-

ment is a feature of union corporate campaigns:

Management's kind of power requires that it be the ultimate authority

in the workplace. But the union can challenge that authority by

pointing out that there are other authorities: a local priest, minister,

or rabbi can ask to talk to management about the congregation's

concerns about the company. The NAACP or NOW may want to talk

to the company about its equal employment policy. Greenpeace may
be concerned about toxic dumping, or the local block club may want

to stop the company's trucks from driving down the side streets at

night. A Congressperson may visit the agency to find out how the

taxpayers' dollars are being spent, or an alderperson may want to

know if the company has kept the promises it made when it got the

tax abatement. When otherauthorities are brought in, management 's

weight is diminished, and the union's weight is relatively greater.^*

Federal and state government agencies are often induced to assist

campaigns to harass companies. La Botz explains:

Both public institutions and private companies are subjea to all sorts

of laws and regulations, from the Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion to the Occupational Safety and Health Aa, from the Civil Rights

Act to the local fire codes. Every law or regulation is apotential net

in which management can besnaredand entangled. A complaint to

a regulatory agency can cause the company managerial time, public

embarrassment, potential fines, and the costs of compliance. One
well-placed phone call can do a lot of damage.'^

Unfair labor praaice charges are filed with the National Labor

Relations Board (NLRB),'^ safety complaints with the Occupational

Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), and charges generated with

the Environmental Proteaion Agency (EPA), sometimes by cooperat-

ing "public interest" groups. Expensive litigation and bad publicity for
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corporations frequently result. The International Paper Company,
which was the target of a corporate campaign during strikes in 1987

and 1988, was still the subjea ofOSHA and EPA charges in late 1993-'^

In mid-1993, the United Steelworkers (USW) announced a corpo-

rate campaign against Bayou Steel in La Place, Louisiana, where a strike

of several months has been in progress, but the company has

continued to operate. George Becker, then USW vice-president, and

currently president, told a press conference:

There are other players in our society who can have and have had

significant influence in helping resolve labor conflicts .... [He then

cited] Bayou's investors, creditors, customers and state and local

governments as concemed groups that could bring pressure on the

company.'^

Telephone and electric utility companies are especially vulnerable

to political pressure because they must seek rate adjustments before

state public utility commissions. The Communication Workers of

America (CWA) utilized this tactic in the 1989 strike against NYNEX in

New York State;

Because the Public Service Commission (PSC) determines the

amount of the company's revenues, it proved to be a major pressure

point during the strike. That's why we formed a coalition witli

religious, student, senior citizens, and community organizations, die

state Consumer Products Board, and N.Y. Attorney General's office

to oppose the rate hike. We distributed hundreds of thousands of

flyers and gathered over 100,000 petition signatures against it The
involvement of major figures such as Ralph Nader and Jesse Jackson

helf>ed convince the company that its public image was in serious

jeopardy ....

Finally, years of activism in the State Capitol paid off when 130

members of the New York State Legislature—over 60% of the entire

Senate and Assembly—^agreed to be listed in full page ads in the New
York Times and Albany Times-Union opposing any rate increase

during the strike. Company officials realized that, if the strike

continued, their political relationships would be destroyed and their

rate increases would never be passed.'*

A problem for unions during an overt strike, which a corporate

campaign can address, is the idleness ofemployees and their tendency

to use this spare time to ruminate or to worry. This in turn adds pressure

on union officials to end the walkout. In reviewing its strike of 1989

at NYNEX Company, the CWA noted:
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But, despite its great aura of excitement and success, the City Hall

rally also pointed up the fundamental shortcomings of most mass

meetings held by unions, including thosefollowed on a regular basis

in Boston. The problem, as usual, was that the stirring speeches

generally contributed very little to meeting the over-riding organiza-

tional imperative ofthe strike—ruimely, givingpeoplesomething to do

other than just to applaud and picket.^''

Ray Rogers mitigated this union problem during the 1987-88 strike

by the United Paperworkers International Union (UPIU) at the Jay,

Maine, plant of the International Paper Company. Rogers kept the

strikers busy taking them on bus caravans around the country,

instituting rallies and other public relations aaivities, which gave them

false hope and took their minds off their wage losses.'**

Union Successes, Failures, and Increased Sophistication

Despite some successes, Perry found that union viaories were

largely limited to companies like Campbell Soup and Sara Lee that sell

brand-name products direcdy to consumers or that are service-

oriented, and are thus very sensitive to union-generated bad publicity.

Early corporate campaigns had but limited success when directed at

companies that do not sell the bulk of their products to consumers,

such as Louisiana-Pacific or Phelps Dodge, with the exception of a

company like General Dynamics which is subjea to political pressure

as a government contraaor,"' or foreign-owned companies, like

Toyota Motor, the managements of which feel quite vulnerable to

charges that they are not operating "in a proper American manner."^

As corporate campaigns evolved, they became more sophisticated

than earlier ones direaed by Ray Rogers. Expert consultants, such as

Kamber Associates, Washington, DC, Robert W. Moore, President of

Creative Marketing, Inc., Wilmette, Illinois, and Ray Abemaihy of

Abemathy and Mitchell, Washington, DC, have been retained by

unions to assist in directing communications to various groups, such

as investment bankers, shareholders, and university professors and

students, which are couched in langxiage suitable to each group. Other

unions, as well as the lUD, have specialists in such programs either on

their staffs or retained as needed to assist in these aaivities.

These communications also include those to employees designed

to ensure employee support of programs that could severely damage

a company and thereby result in considerable job losses. Of prime

importance for this analysis is the faa that most sophisticated corporate

campaigns today are combined with an inside game. Such a combina-

tion corporate campaign and inside game at Eastern Airlines, as an
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example, in which the services both of Kamber and Moore were

utilized, induced several thousand college-educated pilots to refuse to

cross a picket line, thereby accomplishing the objective of their union,

the Air Line Pilots' Association (ALPA), to force Frank Lorenzo and his

management out of the industry, but at the same time shutting down
Eastern and destroying the pilots' jobs. For the great majority of these

pilots, there were no other available jobs of similar compensation or

status.^'

INSIDE GAME^DEFINmON AND EARLY PRACTICE
The inside game was developed because of the limited success of

corporate campaigns. As stated by the president of the AFL-CIO Food
and Allied Services Department:

This is where comprehensive organizing programs come into exist-

ence and why I say not a corporate campaign. A corporate campaign,

per se, is too narrow in focus. When I say comprehensive campaign,

I am talking about having the widest possible net and scooping up
everything . . .

.^

In 1986, the lUD published its booklet, The Inside Game-
Winning with Workplace Strategies, the foreword ofwhich stated that

is was designed "as a partner to the eaiiier [corporate campaign]

publication," and that:

This new booklet . . . explores the use of tactics within the workplace

.... It is a guide to organizing workers to fight on their own behalf

where they work—^whether it's in a plant or a hospital, a retail store

or an office, a constniction site or an agency of govemmenL^

The tactics utilized in the inside game include efforts to convince

employees to impede or to disrupt production by slowing the work
pace, refusing towork overtime, refusing to do work without receiving

minute instructions from supervisors or management even though
such instruction has not heretofore been required, filing mass charges

with government agencies, and mass grievances, castigating manage-
ment and supervision both within and without the plant, engaging in

"work-to-rule" slowdowns, sick outs, hit-and-run strikes, and generally

attempting to build a climate in which reasonable worker-management
relationships, worker-management cooperation, and normal quality

and quantity of production cannot exist. Where there is an integrated

combination of the corporate campaign and the inside game, the tactics

are designed to increase the potential that employees will be willing
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to participate in the inside game and to inhibit the normal operation

of the workplace.

Early Inside Game Cases—Union Victories and Their Impact

The UAW has been very aaive and experienced in instituting and

supporting inside game activities, and is currendy using these taaics

at plants of Caterpillar, Inc., after the collapse of its 1991-92 traditional

strike there. Apparendy the first major use of these tactics was byJerry

Tucker, the dissident UAW activist, and head of the UAW "New
Direaions" movement, during a six-month period in 1981-82. He was

then on the staffofRegion 5, UAW, in St. Louis, and instituted the inside

game at the Moog automobile products plant in that metropolitan area.

According to union-oriented reports, after six months of inside game
activities, the company completely surrendered, giving the union its

full demands.^'*

This was followed in 1983 by similar action at Schwitzer in Rolla,

Missouri, another automobile parts manufacturer, again resulting in

claimed UAW success in winning its demands. UAW use of the inside

game followed at three aerospace plants, LTV Vought (now Vought

Aerospace) and Bell Helicopter in Texas, and McDonnell Douglas in

California, where in all three cases, the reports indicate less than a full

union viaory.^ Since then, the USW, the CWA, the United Food &
Commercial Workers (UFCW), the Allied Industrial Workers (AIW),

now merged into the UPIU, various unions of public and hospital

employees, ALPA, and other airline unions, including the International

Association of Machinists and Aerospace Woricers (Machinists), the

Allied Pilots Association (APA), representing pilots at American Air-

lines, various flight attendant unions, as well as others, have also

utilized the inside game.

Just like other forms of strikes, inside games can have short-term

union successes and long-term adverse consequences for employees,

as well as for unions. The effectiveness of the inside game has resulted

not only in claimedunion viaories, but also in severe damage to some
companies and employees, as was the case at Eastern Air, which shut

down completely. At Moog, there seems litde doubt that the inside

game originally achieved its purpose. Automobile parts manufacturers

are under intense pressure to produce a quality produa on schedule,

and are thus quite vulnerable to union efforts to interfere with

production schedules or quality. Additionally, Moog had a major

market share of the coil spring and auto parts businesses, and was

reluctant to risk this.

After the initial union success, a new management at Moog took
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aaion to reduce company vulnerability. In 1984, the entire coil spring

Of>eraiion was moved to Pontotoc, Mississippi, which has remained a

nonunion operation. In February 1985, following the inside game
experience, Moog signed a second three-year contraa v/ith the UAW
which required hourly increases of $2 per hour and other improve-

ments, but after the signing, Moog laid off a sizable number of short-

term employees who had been employed to build inventory in case a

strike should occur. Then later, Moog moved its distribution business

from St. Louis to Smithville, Tennessee, where also it has not been
unionized.

Except for the layoff of the temporary workers hired prior to the

1985 negotiations, Moog did not lay off any employees as a result of

plant moves, but ceased hiring except for an occasional skilled worker.

Today, there are approximately 240 hourly employees at the St. Louis

op>eration as compared with 550 ten years earlier.^^

At Schwitzer, the UAW tactics also won substantial gains in

contracts during the 1980s, but by 1991 the company found that these

costs made it noncompetitive. It sought wage concessions and more
rule flexibility from the union, but the local union refused any such

movement. Schwitzer then announced that it would close the Rolla,

Missouri, plant and transfer production to a new facility to be built in

Gainesville, Georgia. The local union initiated a new inside game, but

Schwitzer closed the Rolla plant at an earlier date, outsourced

production, and moved operations to Gainesville, which now operates

nonunion.

Neitherthe long- norshon-term effects atVought and Bell ofthe inside

game seem tohavebeen as severe as those atMoog and Schwitzer. Vought

was better prepared for the inside game, and by suspending workers who
refused towork overtime, was able to break that ban. After sixteen months

without a contract, and a company claim of no lost prcduction, a

compromise agreement was readied.^

The UAW local unions involved rejeaed Bell Helicopter's offer on

June 12, 1984, and then instituted an inside game. When some employees
refused to work overtime, they were discharged. A mass demonstration

followed. The companysuspended the demonstrators forone month. The
demonstration followed a series of slowdowns and "hit-and-run" -work

stoppages which the company declared were designed to produce chaos

and to disrupt operations. Previously, Bell management had notified

the UAW locals and international union that "the continuing course of

work stoppages, walkouts, sitdowns, slowdowns, and refusal to work
overtime" would no longer be tolerated, and that a new disciplinary

procedure would be implemented. A three-year contraa was signed
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in September 1984, ending the three-month dispute.^

At the McDonnell Douglas plant in Long Beach, California, a four-

month strike in 1983-84 was ended when a sizable numt>er of

employees crossed the picket lines, the company announced it would

permanendy replace the strikers, and the membership voted, contrary

to the local union leadership's recommendation, to accept the imposed

company offer which the unionists had earlier rejeaed.^

When this contraa expired in 1987, the UAW local union instituted

an inside game strategy. The company reacted by discharging 300

employees involved in slowdowns, but later substituted ten-day

suspensions for all but the leader of the local and fifteen other "hard

core cases. "^' Meanwhile, in a second union membership eleaion

ordered by the U.S. Labor Department after the first had been beset

with irregularities, the membership voted out the local leadership who
had instituted the inside game and the earlier strike, and the dispute

was then settled. Nevertheless, the company stated that production had

been slowed "pretty severely. "^^

In 1991 , the UAW local union at Long Beach, advised byJerry Tucker,

"embarked on their second in-plant solidarity campaign in as many

rounds of contraa negotiations," but the local union admitted it was not

really active in the plant.^^ After the company declared negotiations at an

impasse in July 1991, and then modified its proposals, the membership

in Oaober 1991 approved a new four-year agreement on a third vote.^

Meanwhile, McDonnell Douglas has lost a significant share of the

commercial airline business to Boeing and Airbus.^^

The adverse consequences of inside game activities have

prompted Professor David Lewin to question their viability:

The difficulty with in-plant actions such as working to the rule, Lewin

said, is that if the effort is successful, it will cause a decline in

productivity and have a negative impact on the employer's business

just asa strike will.An action that "harms the company willharm the

workers, too, over the long term . . .
."^

INSIDE GAMES—TACnCS IN PRACTICE
Tactics practiced during the inside game may seem disparate and

unconneaed, but in faa, each tactic is part of a considered whole

designed to gain employee support for the overall program of

damaging produaion and employee-management relationships.

The Significance of "Symbolic Demonstrations"

Inside game tactics often commence with "symbolic demonstra-
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tions of solidarity through such actions as mass wearing of buttons, arm
bands and T-shirts, "^^ then move to more direa tactics. According to

the Manual of the Service Employees International Union (SEIU):

The key is escalation—implementing tactics one at a time. In the area

of job action, for example you can sian with something mild like days

when all workers wear the same color clothing, move to one minute

moment of solidarity, then to a work to rule campaign where every

one does only the bare minimum required by the existing coniraa,

and finally to some form of work stoppage if needed.'®

Other practitioners of the inside game agree:

Although a campaign often begins with "what may seem like lame

tactics . . . the wearing of arm bands or bunons is not as tame as it

seems," . . . (according to Joseph Uehlein, who directs corporate

campaign and inside game policy for the lUD]. "An office full of

employees tapping pencils in unison when a supervisor walks

through can be quite intimidating," another union representative

said.'^

The UAW filed charges'" with the NLRB against Caterpillar, some
of which were settled,**' charging violations of Sections 8(aXl) and (3)

of the National Labor Relations ha. (NLRA)**^ when the company
prohibited the wearing of certain buttons and signs on apparel. Dress

and the wearing of special buttons, shirts, and so forth, are not,

however, just expressions offree speech, but rather as shown here, the

first step in a well-orchestrated whole of inside game tactics designed

for the purpose of, as the SEIU Manual notes, "Pressuring the

Employer.""*^ Further, such seemingly innocuous tactics, according to

the SEIU, have significant results:

It builds members' confidence and oonunitment ....

By escalating tactics, you don't ask them to make a leap of faith

all at once. Instead, you start with an activity that is relatively easy to

organize and has little risk—but that shows workers that organized

action is possible.

Once workers have taken part in one campaign activity, many
will begin to see the campaign and the union as their own. If

management responds to, say, a petition or rally by refusing to

negotiate reasonably, workers will begin to see this as an insult to

tbem rather than a response to "the union." Filled with increased

confidence and emotional commitment, they will be ready to try the

next step.''''
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CWA taaics also illustrate this p>oLnt:

Bargaining unit members wore red every Thursday from the

beginning of contract talks in mid-June until expiration in early

August Standing in place, tapping, and other similar tactics unified

the members and let the company know that we would not retreat

from our opjxjsition to cost shifting.

As expiration drew closer, we escalated our tactics. We picketed

outside work locations before starting the workday with signs that

said "Just practicing," and then marched into work in unity. We
worked to rule. We forgot our ID cards at major locations where cards

must be presented to gain entrance.

About ten days before expiration, we picketed with signs that

said "Just Practicing" and then marched in seven minutes late. We
knew we'd struck a nerve at the company when, instead of docking

employees for a quarter hour of lateness, nearly 100 were given one-

day suspensions for participating in illegal job actions, and thousands

more received warnings. In some locations, supervisors began to

threaten workers with warnings and suspensions if they reftised to

stop tapping at their desks or standing in place.*^

Sometimes union buttons, signs, and so forth may be direaed to

hurt sales. At Koch PTI, the UAW pushed the display of such insignia

as "No Contraa, No Peace" buttons and signs, particulariy when
customers were scheduled to visit the plant.'**

Loading the Grievance Machinery and Confronting Supervisors

Inside game tactics encourage employees to file as many griev-

ances as possible,^ and to do so collectively, for example, to convert

a single grievance into one for a whole department At Caterpillar's

Aurora, Illinois, plant grievances in the final stage before arbitration

rose from 22 to 336 after the UAW instituted its inside game.'*^ The
common purpose is to dismpt operation, to clog the grievance

procedure, and thereby to tie up woiicers and management in

unproductive endeavors on company time. Employees are also

sometimes advised to use grievances to interrupt production by
marching in a body to a manager's office, or confronting a supervisor

at his desk, trying to fluster him, or to induce him to take a hasty, overt

action while production suffers. Thus the SEIU Manual states:

Where possible, large numbers of members affeaed by a problem

can go together to present a mass grievance, further demonstrating

solidarity to both management and the members themselves."*'
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La Botz emphasizes this tactic:

Grievances must of course be filed, but they should be fought for by;

• Making them visibleand public, so that the members are aware

of what is taking place.

• Making them collective, group grievances involving as many
members as possible.

• Making them active, involving the members themselves in

various actions.

• Making them confrontational, so that members are mobilized

to face the company officials who are causing their problems and

who have the p>ower to resolve them.^

The SEIU Manual is in accord, recommending the filing of

grievances "over every possible contraa violation."^' One aim is to

upset line management and increase the tensions between workers

and supervisors by constant bickering of this nature.

A closely allied tactic is the "Group Protest." It may involve holding

meetings in the middle of the plant during the lunch jjeriod, between
shifts, or some other "converuent" time, pushing "workers' rights,"

encouraging grievances, belittling management, and promoting inso-

lent behavior that just falls short of obvious insubordination, but can

have the same effect^

A related taaic is to end all relationships with supervisory

employees in order to coerce them not to oppose or to discipline

employees who are engaged in inside game activities and to further

worker-management alienation:

Stop talking to supervisory personnel except when it would be

a dear aa of insubordination not to resp>ond to a question or

directive. "Workers cut off such contacts as engaging in small talk on
the job, sharing rides to work, or eating together during breaks.*'

Creating and Maintaining a Warlike Atmosphere
Union literature is couched in emotionally charged rhetoric and

fighting or warlike terminology both in corporate campaign and in

inside game activities in order to create and to maintain an atmo-

sphere of conflia. Frank Powers, a former United Mine Workers

(UMW) official, states: '^ou find out how you can hurt the company
and you do guerrilla tactics."^ Buddy Davis, a USW official, defines

"guerrilla" as "a hit-and-run event to embarrass, pressure and cajole a

company into a contract."^^ The lUD's Joseph Uehlein has declared

that the "primary objective" of the inside game is "[mlobilizing the
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membership into a fighting force. "^

La Botz emphasizes that a corporate campaign "requires the most

serious analysis of the enemy"^ (that is, management), and that in an

inside game, this warlike attitude underlies and expands the handling

and goal of grievances:

The contract is a kind of historical record of the achievements of

the union, a sediment left behind by past organizing drives and

strikes. It institutionalizes the victories of the past, and establishes the

minimum that a workershould be able to expectfrom that employer.

It is a mistake, however, to view the contraa as a sacred

document .... It was the result of a struggle between the employer

and the union . . . which eventually resulted in a compromise ....

We were at war and a ceasefire was called and a truce reached—
until the conflict breaks out again/^

Given this interpretation, peaceful union-management relation-

ships are merely truces between battles, and everything depends upon

force and fighting. It is, therefore, advocated that one ignore the

contraa in handling alleged grievances, but instead attempt to expand

it by direa aaion as part of the inside game, and seek to gain

advantages that are not covered by it.

Since the contract is the sediment ofp«5r struggles, it can tell you

only what the balance offerees between management and labor was

. . . years ago, not what it is today. Winning a grievance or any other

shop floor stmggle depends on the balance of forces today ....

In any case many of the same tactics can be used whether or not

the issue has a basis in the contract language. The union's fundamen-

tal shop floor tools are economic pressure and political pressure.^

Other examples of this warlike terminology in union inside game
activities are not difficult to find. The UAW has ereaed signs in the

neighborhood of Caterpillar plants, and widely publicized them,

stating that "YOU ARE ENTERING AWARZONE CATERPILLAR VS. ITS

UAW EMPLOYEES."*' Similar claims have been made by the AIW in

Decatur, Illinois.^' Union officials involved in these aaivities talk of

"war," "battle," and use other warlike terminology. They accuse the

company of "raping" the employees, having no consideration of

human rights, and as will be discussed below, no desire or consider-

ation for safe and healthy plant operations or of proteaion for the

environment."

This warlike literature and speech is often directed either at the

company's chief executive or at other particular company officials,
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lawyers, or consultants. La Botz notes that "[slometimes the campaign
will personalize the enemy by focusing on specific management
figures or board members, holding individuals responsible for corpo-

rate practices."^^ The SEIU Manual st2Xes that unions should "target

people who control the decisions .... You have to figure out who
really holds the power and tailor your tactics to affea them."^

Solidarity reported on a strike at the Ampco Chicago plant:

UAW members, furious over mismanagement and takebacks, last

month picketed the Milwaukee homes of owners Robert M. Daiiing

and F. Joseph Happel. They also chartered a bus to demonstrate at

the Chicago office of [Ampco CEO Patrick G.] Ryan, noted for being

the Chicago CEO whom Mayor Richard Daley "admires and trusts the

most.'^5

The CWA report on the 1989 strike at NYNEX states that

a daily picketing vigil was maintained by CWA members at the

Westchester County, N.Y. home of NYNEX Chairman William

Ferguson. Ferguson, his family, and neighbors were greeted every

morning by strikers who often wore masks made ofblown-up photos

of the NYNEX CEO's own face ....**

Sometimes this pressure on top executives proves successful. ALPA
was instrumental in ousting Richard Ferris as chairman of United

Airlines by combining with Wall Street "raiders," belittling his policies,

and threatening a leveraged buyout.^' Declaring that his union was "at

war" with Eastern Airlines, and that its chairman, Frank Lorenzo, was
a "predatory animal," the then president of the Machinists declared in

1988 that the union "will continue fighting, even if the batde ultimately

causes the company to collapse."^

A strike in 1989-90, supported by ALPA, and preceded by a massive
inside game and corporate campaign,* did indeed cause Eastern to

shut down permanently, costing the jobs of nearly 10,000 mechanics,

baggage handlers, and cleaners represented by the Machinists, 3,400

pilots represented by ALPA, and nearly 15,000 other employees.'"

Charles Bryan, the president of the Machinists distria covering Eastern,

stated tfiat the pemianent shutdown of the carrier provided a "sense

of relief* to striking members ofthe union because "they feel they have

been liberated in a way."''

According toJohn Oack) Bavis, the chairman of the ALPA's Eastern

AirCouncil until he was deposed for advocating that the strike be called

off,'^ and currently the chief mediator of the National Mediation
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Board:

what had started out as a struggle to keep Mr. Lorenzo from selling

Eastern's assets to bolster other parts of his airline empire became a

personalized confrontation in which some union leaders were

determined to get rid of Mr. Lorenzo at any cost. At its forefront was

Charies Bryan, the head of the machinists union [at Eastern] and a

onetime ally of Eastern.^

There are many other examples of this personalized approach in

inside game strategy. By inducing unionized breweries to cut off—

Ravenswood Aluminum as an aluminum supplier for their beverage

cans, and making much of the faa in widespread communications that

Ravenswood was controlled by Marc Rich, the fugitive commodity

trader, in a personal campaign against him, the USWwas able to induce

Rich to remove the company chief executive, and to win job reinstate-

ment for its members after a long strike.^''

The AIW has centered much of its A.E. Staley campaign against

both the management of Staley and its controlling corporation. Tale &
Lyle.''^ The UAW has attempted to direa its campaign against

Caterpillar's chiefexecutive, but without much success.'^ The UAW did

gain some notoriety for this approach when the company barmed
apparel with the insignia, "Permanently Replace Fites." After the UAW
filed an NLRB charge, however, Caterpillar announced it would no
longer discipline employees forwearing T-shirts with this slogan,"^ and
the publicity virtually disappeared.

Along with anti-chief executive communications, both corporate

campaign and inside game practitioners often attempt to picket the

headquarters ofthe company and the homes ofthe chiefexecutive and
of other key management personnel, as well as of members of the

company board of directors. This can be both a nuisance to the

picketed company and its nonimion and nonstriking personnel, and
particularly when the picketing is extended to homes, an annoyance

to them, to their families, and to their neighbors.

Members of the AIW picketed the Piatt County courdiouse in

Montecello, Illinois, where the Staley president resides, wearing

placards pictured with his portrait and signs stating, "WARNING!
LARRY PILLARD MAY BE HAZARDOUS TO YOUR HEALTH!" They
then distributed fliers throughout the area.™ To mark the third year of

their strike, Colt Firearms strikers from Hartford, Connecticut, held a

press rally in April 1988 in front of the Manhattan home of the Colt

chairman, David Margolis, and then marcheddown Park Avenue to the

company headquarters where they left a letter for him.^
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Use of Ridicule

The anempt to personalize a labor dispute between workers on

one hand and the chief executive on the other, which is a feature both

of the inside game and the corporate campaign, is conduaed by unions
not only in terms of warlike communications, but also in terms of

attempted ridicule.^ In fact, ridicule is a favorite tactic utilized in the

inside game, not only against the chief executive but also direaed at

management and supervisors. Cartoons, sometimes crude, of manage-

ment can be circulated. The UAWs slogans on apparel, buttons, and

signs stating "Permanendy Replace Fites," chief executive of Caterpil-

lar, is an example. Management statements can be taken out of context

in order to be ridiculed. Such ridicule can be put in handouts, on

apparel, on plant bulletin boards, or on cards, as well as in union

papers.

The purpose of denigrating management is to lower the esteem in

which management is held, to cause the employees to lose respea for

management, and to turn employees against management even at the

cost of their own jobs. Moreover, it is probably easier to destroy loyalty

to management than it is to destroy loyalty to the enterprise, especially

where long-service employees are involved. Thus, employees could

be persuaded to believe that the management is bad, and yet still not

emotionally forsake their desire to remain attached to the company.

Attacks on individual management personnel may also be intended to

induce management to overreaa, and thereby force management
either to withdraw a discipline or be overturned by an arbitrator or by

the NLRB, which in turn permits the union to claim a "viaory."

Ridicule is also utilized, however, to attraa employee support. The
SEIU Manualurges union taaidans to ask, "Will the tactic be fim for
members to carry out?" and points out that "Of course most tactics

involve hard work, but if a lighter side is built in, members will look

forward to each new activity."*'

Ridicule goes hand and hand with work-to-rule ("Running the

Plant Backwards"), slowdowns, and other forms ofsabotage described

below. It may also be utilized in the same marmer against workers who
do not follow union inside game direction and policy as a means of

isolating them and pushing them toward cooperation with the inside

game players.

"Work-to-Rule"—The Capstone of the Inside Game
Employees are encouraged "to work to rule." This involves

considerably more than simply following work rules in an orderly,

intelligent fashion. Rather it has come to mean doing the minimum
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possible, doing nothing without minute direaion from supervisors,

denying or evading personal responsibility for doing the job, wasting

as much time as possible, reducing effort from the normal expected

and heretofore applied aaivities, taking no initiatives to handle

problems—in effea leaving one's brains, training, and normal w^ork

praaices out of the job. In other words, to "work-to-rule" is aaually to

create a slowdown although unions consistently deny that a slowdown
is in process when advocating work-to-rule.

Sometimes there may be rules that are obsolete, and employees are

encouraged to follow them in order to claim that they are obeying •

orders despite their knowledge that the rule is obsolete and inefficient,

and has been abandoned in normal praaice. In a well-publicized

anicle, a worker at Caterpillar's Decatur, Illinois, plant described how
he installed hoses backwards because of long-abandoned instructions

which had not been correaed in the company manual.*^

The SEIU Maniuil €mphzsizes the significance of work-to-rule:

In many cases, the most powerful workaday tactic is for members
to do only what they are required to do by the union contract and no
more. In some workouts, this means that workers ....

• Follow supervisors' instructions to the letter, even when
those instructions are wrong or the supervisor has mistakenly left

out key steps.

• Do not make any suggestions or take it up>on themselves to

solve problems that come up. They wait until the supervisor tells

them what to do.

• Insist on following all ofthe employers' rules. For example,

let's say that to please its insurance company the employer has

posted safety rules which say that "no employee shall lift

excessive loads."

Workers may now decide to strictly enforce this rule, insisting

on being provided with lifting devices or having other workers
pulled off their jobs to help with excessive lifting.

• Report everyequipment problemand insistthat itbetaken
care of before work can proceed.^

These taaics are intended to escalate management problems and
"can throw any workday into a frenzy," according to Joseph Uehlein

of the lUD. Uehlein also believes that such taaics do not necessarily

rule out an eventual traditional strike, but that working-to-rule ensures

that union members will be "more solidified and more militant" if a

walkout ensues.^

Airline unions have long been masters at the work-to-rule aspect
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of the inside game. In 1989, such a concerted slowdown at United did

considerable damage to the company:

Throughout the summer, United's service has been a disaster

—

with about four out of ten of its flights arriving late or cancelled. The
carrier recorded its worst on-time performance since the Department

of Transportation started keeping track two years ago—and has

ranked consistently at or near last place among airlines ....

[Weather and other faaors have contributed to this situation,) but

the biggest cause has been a slowdown by United's pilots union

[ALPA] in protest of management demands for contract concessions.

The pilots campaign . . , involved . . . taxiing slowly for take-off,

ordering elaborate maintenance checks between flights and flying

with so much fuel that planes were slowed by their weight.

Under still another tactic . . . the pilots purposely arrived more
than 15 minutes late: the point atwhich the transportation department

marks a flight late in the monthly on-time statistics it releases to the

public. Because of the time wasted by the delays, many pilots

exhausted the monthly overtime they were allowed to work under

government regulations (causing crew shortages and further

delays] ^

Work-to-rule may mean the refusal to operate equipment not

specifically covered by an agreement. In 1989, United's ALPA repre-

sented pilotswho refused to operate a new longer-range model of the

Boeing 747-400 in protest against the parties' failure to achieve a new
contraa. This cost United money every day since the new jet was

scheduled to operate with smaller pilot crews and is particularly suited

to United's vast Pacific runs. A pilot termed this action as "another way
to put pressure on the company to arrive at a contraa ...."*

Such work-to-rule activities as described herein are not designated,

particulariy by their perpetuators, as slowdowns, but are in faa

slowdowns. Workers are paid to do a job based upon their training and

knovvdedge, and not to "leave theirbrains behind" and toaa as ignorant

automatons who suddenly require direction at every step of the woric

process. Interestingly, the fea that "woric-to-rule" is a slowdown is

being recognized as the practice grows more widespread. In October

1993, Briggs & Stratton Corporation, the small engine manufacturer

headquartered in Milwaukee, obtained an injunction in federal distria

court against a former AIW local union (now UPIU) as a result of a

woric-to-rule union effort which was found to be a slowdown. The
local union denied a slowdown was in place, but the company stated

that it began on August 31, and that as of the end of Oaober,

produaion was behind 50,000 engines.^
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Likewise, in November 1993, following a breakdown in negotia-

tions to acquire a controlling interest in United Airlines, ALPA advised

its members "to do your absolute best to safely perform every aspect

of your job on the ground and in the air," and the "Machinists told its

members to strictly follow to the letter every maintenance and work

rule."** Although the unions "insisted this was not a slowdown,"*^ the

Associated Press reported, "At United, a De Facto Slowdown Is

Undeiway"'^ and "Refused Offer Sparks Slowdovm at United,"" the

Wall StreetJournalheadlined, "Travelers Face Slowdown at United Air

As Rival American Resumes Most Flights,"'^ and the New York Times

editorialized "as American's flight attendants were returning to work,

employees at United began a work slowdown to protest management's

decision to sell off parts of the company."'^ In December 1993, after

negotiations were resumed, the Wall StreetJournalrepoaed that "if an

agreement was not reached . . . [the Machinists advised that it] would

orchestrate a campaign to disrupt United service during the busy

Christmas season."'^

Work-to-Rule and Sabotage

Work-to-rule praaices, or "Running the Plant Backwards," as one

pro-union author termed it,*^ can lead to overt sabotage: failing to turn

off or on equipment, putting a wrong chemical mix in a vat, failing to

tighten bolts, not puning a part on equipment, producing excessive

scrap, failing to heat materials properly, and a host of other aaivities

that are difficult to detea and to assign responsibility for in any

resulting sabotage.

A recent example of this work-to-rule = slowdown = sabotage

allegedly occurred at the A.E. Staley plant in Decatur, Illinois, where

since September 1992, the AIW (now part of the UPIU) has been

conduaing, in combination, a corporate campaign led by Ray Rogers

and an inside game led byJerry Tucker. The inside game had been very

successful because it is relatively easy for workers to destroy produc-

tive efficiency in a chemical process. Staley manufaaures com sweet-

ners which require a delicate and unchanging continuous process of

ingredients, temperature, and fluids that if altered, as union adherents

apparently did, destroy produaion and result in costly waste.

On June 27, 1993, Staley management locked out its 740 hourly

employees, charging that union adherents had meddled with an

effluent discharge system that threatened the loss of Staley's discharge

permit and could cause an order by the local sanitary district to shut

the plant down. Additionally, company management accused union-

ists of "altering tank identification labels, contaminating products,
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iamf)ering with locks, and dosing certain valves which then shut down
equipment."^ Charging that "a root cause of these problems is the acts

of sabotage, vandalism, and other acts of disruption motivated by your

in-plant strategy," and that the lockout was "necessary to protect

company assets and the reliability of shipments from Decatur to our

customers," company officials advised the AIW local union that the

plant would be kept operating "to meet customers' needs," and would

be operated by nonunion salaried employees and by additional

management employees recruited from other Staley plants while union

employees would be locked out until an agreement was reached.'^

Union officials denied the sabotage charge, pointing out that no
employee had been so charged,'^ but the point of the lockout was that

the damage was being done in a manner that made identification of the

culprits extremely difficult. Besides losing their paychecks, the lockout

has required these employees to pay $320 per month in order to

maintain their health insurance.'' The locked-out employees were,

however, deemed to be eligible for unemployment compensation.'*^

On July 12, 1993, Staley announced that it would hire temporary

replacements to take over produaion in order "to relieve management
personnel working in the plants and allow them to go back to their

previous responsibilities."'^' As of mid-Oaober 1993, Staley had

employed about 225 temporary replacement workers, with the balance

of the workforce made up of "management workers and employees

from Staley's other Illinois operations."'"^ Whereas produaion had

been reduced by approximately 30 percent during the inside game
period, the company now claims that it is setting production records

with a smaller labor complement. '°^ In mid-Oaober 1993, the

company's executive vice president reported that "hourly employees

continue to be locked out of Staley and no new negotiations with the

union have been planned."'** Meanwhile, Tucker and Rogers have

claimed that they have recruited 100 Staley locked-out employees to

seek support from unions that represent employees at plants that use

Staley syrup. "^

Refusals to Work Overtime

A favorite tactic of the inside game is to refuse overtime work. At

Central Illinois Public Service Company (CIPS), members of the

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW) refused to

work overtime, between April 25 and May 20, 1993, forcing CIPS to

utilize managerial employees to respond to customer emergencies

outside of regular hours. Overtime call outs answered by IBEW
members declLned from approximately 300 on April 18 to zero on May
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16 as a result. The IBEW had also authorized a strike which the

company feared would occur "at a very difficult time." Hence, CIPS

locked out the IBEW-represented employees on May 20, 1993-'*^

On June 14, 1993, the company reached an agreement with a

second union representing its employees, the International Union of

Operating Engineers (lUOE). It then called off the lockout, as the lUOE

declined to return while the IBEW lockout was in effea."" Negotiations

resumed with a federal mediator involved, and the IBEW continued its

refusal to work overtime. Two IBEW men±>ers who declined overtime

were disciplined after refusing to respond to what the company termed

an emergency, and in retaliation, the IBEW members walked out on

September l6 for a day's protest.'*^ In late 1993, a tentative agreement

was rejeaed by the membership. '°^

Refusals to work overtime are often not popular with employees

because they reduce potential earnings. Companies have broken such

work boycotts simply by assigning the work to management p>ersonnel

and explaining to unionized employees how much money they lost.

Such overtime boycotts are also clearly a refusal to obey instructions,

and can be interpreted as partial strikes, opening the employees to

serious discipline.

Other Inside Game Direct Strikes

Inside game activities can include actual strikes, usually hit-and-

run or "rolling affairs," such as one-day affairs affeaing key depart-

ments, or walking off the job, as occurred at Bell Helicopter,"" by

refusing overtime and supporting those who do, or using strikes

disguised as sick calls ("sick outs"), sometimes hourly sit-downs, or

other such disruption. In November 1993, the UAW strudc Caterpillar

over a weekend to protest the discharge of a union official who
allegedly struck a supervisor.'"

At A,E. Staley, 150 members of the ATW skipped two twelve-hour

shifts after a worker was discharged and several more threatened with

discharge for alleged "improper handling of chemicals," and for signaling

other employees via two-way radio that theywere about to be disciplined.

When about one-half the employees then held a meeting and reported

one hour late for an additional shift, they were refused entry by the

company so that this stoppage lasted thirty-two hours."^

Such aaions by a few key personnel can be very disruptive. In the

Schwitzer case. Tucker, the leader of the inside strategy, claimed:

things were looking a litde grim [for the unionl until the five tool and

die makers took matters into their own hands. They announced that
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they no longer intended to work Monday, Wednesday, or Friday of

each week. The company knew they couldn't hire replacement

diemakers and by Wednesday afternoon . . . [the dispute was settled

on union terms.]"^

In a few cases, such as during the United Mine Workers (UMW)
1989-90 strike against Pittston, inside games have featured sit-down

strikes and seizure ofcompany facilities. Such aaions are not proteaed

by the NLRA.""* The Virginia Supreme Coun affirmed a fine of $52

million imposed by a lower court for repeated contempt of coun. The
fines were imposed largely because the UMW ignored orders to cease

'

its violence during the strike against persons and property, but the fines

also included penalties "for a four-day occupation of a coal-processing

plant." The U.S. Department of Justice has urged the United States

Supreme Court to uphold the fmes.''^

Employees who fail to participate in the slowdown are sometimes

mistreated in a variety of ways: their work, automobiles, lockers, or

lunches can be vandalized; they are given the silent treatment and

excluded from all social activity; their homes, spouses, or even children

can be rudely treated; and they can be ridiculed as "lacking the

manhood to stand up for their rights," or "sucking around management
for favors." Such employees may be put in a "cone of silence," that is,

surrounded by others who talk among themselves but aa as if the

dissident was not present and ignore him ifhe speaks; the nonconform-

ing person and his family may be stalked and harassed in that manner;

union adherents may keep a record of the activities and work of die

nonconformists, attempt to fmd evidence of a misdeed or failed work,

and turn it into the company, then alleging favoritism if no discipline

is applied; stewards may file grievances claiming the nonconformist is

not doing his proper or fair share, and attempt to make the foremen

and superintendents' lives even more miserable if they do not take

action against that individual. Finally, if the targeted person attempts

to seek work elsewhere, an attempt may be made to blacklist him or

to seek persons working in the facility which employs him to continue

the harassment."*

Ending Union-Management Cooperation

Inside game adherents push for the elimination of all cooperative

labor-management aaivities, such as quality control programs, and in

addition, seek to eliminate cooperation on such community work as

contributions to the United Way or other charitable endeavors. The

claim is that workers must "choose sides," and that working with
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management in any manner reduces the propensity for them to join in

"solidarity acxions," and therefore to participate in corporate campaign

and inside game activities. In turn, according to such reasoning, the

effea must inevitably hun employees. The gist of such claims is that

management is not fit to live with even for such seemingly desirable

goals as improving plant competitiveness and supporting community

welfare programs.'" In both the current disputes at A.E. Staley and

Caterpillar, aaions to end union-management cooperation and joint

welfare activities have been instigated by the unions."^ Such reasoning

provides an additional aspect of the manner in which the inside game
attempts to destroy not only cooperation with management, but also

any loyalty or respea for, or relationships to managers.

Utilizing OSHA
A principal tactical goal of the inside game is to enmesh management

in a host of charges before government administrative agencies. In such

situations, one finds numerous charges made to the Occupational Safety

and Health Administration (OSHA), the Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA), the NLRB, and other governmental agencies, as well as state

legislators and congressmen. Often times, complaints are signed by a

whole department, especially to OSHA, and press releases or union

brochures and pamphlets are issued to emphasize that the plant is an

unsafe place to labor,"' or even that it should be shut down.

During the 1987-88 strike at International Paper's large Jay, Maine,

facility, the UPIU local union and allies in state and local governments

and in environmental organizations made repeated charges that the

mill was "unsafe," and that the state should force the company to shut

it down. When the strike was called off, many union officials, having

high seniority, were recalled to their jobs. Since then, no demands to

close the mill as "unsafe" have been voiced. '^°

Employees sometimes walk off the job claiming unsafe praaices,

and even if the claims are not substantiated, produaion is disrupted.

Produaion can also be interrupted as OSHA inspeaors investigate the

claims. If the company is found to have any unsafe practices, however
minor, the union can trumpet the "unsafe" condition to the press.

The purpose of charging an employer with violations of some
regulatory agency's rules is well stated by the SEIU Manual:

Moreover, even if the violations are completely unrelated to

bargaining issues, your (union's] investigations may give manage-

ment added incentive to improve its relationship with you. Manage-

ment officials may find tiiat ... the employer now is facing . . .
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• Extra exp>ense to meet regulatory requirement or qualify for

necessary p>ermits and licenses.

• Q>st delays in op>erations while those requirements are met
• Fines or other penalties for violating legal obligations.

• Damage to the employer's public image, which could jeopardize

political or community support, which in turn could mean less

business or public funding."'

The proponents of coiporate campaigns and inside games dearly

recognize the tactical potential of safety and health issues. The UAW
has a pamphlet entitled Health and Safetyfor Inside Strategies, and-

provides special instructions to employees in plantswhere inside game
activities have been instigated. Special attention is given to mainte-

nance personnel who can roam the plant looking for situations in

which possible OSHA violations can be charged, and to toolroom

employees who might be able to disrupt major portions of a plant by

refraining from woric because of alleged unsafe situations.*^

La Botz has a full chapter devoted to health and safety which

stresses its value to organizing, urges the use of mass grievances, press

releases and publicity, walkouts over safety, and other practices in

which the inside game can be furthered by utilizing the health and

safety issue. The chapterconcludes by listing twelve "action questions"

direaed toward effective methods of organizing and utilizing health

and safety for the inside game.'^ Emphasis on health and safety is

found also in the Shostak book,'" in the Eisenscher pamphlet,'^ and

in the SEIU Manual}^
Airline pilots find safety an especially powerful weapon because

no scheduled carrier can fly if the pilot finds a safety problem. At the

time that Eastern was struck in 1989, dozens of its planes were

groimded because ofalleged safety problems charged by AlPA's safety

tactics, whidi were severely criticized by the U.S. Secretary of

Transportation and the Federal Aviation Authority.'"

In late 1990 and early 1991, the APA at American Airlines

commenced a "safety campaign" which warned pilots and the public

to be careful of alleged violations. Tliere followed so many safety

allegations that American was forced to work mechanics overtime and

to hire extra ones in order to check the alleged problems, most ofwhich

were apparendy more imaginary than real."* In i:>ecember 19S)0,

American won a temp>orary restraining order designed to prohibit the

continuation of "sick outs" and slowdowns (working-to-rule) that

caused the cancellation ofscheduled flights during the busy Christmas

season.'" The union president responded to the order by cautioning

the membership not to seek unnecessary maintenance or engage in
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"work-to-the-book" practices, but then told the pilots not to forget that

"the responsibility for the safe operation of aircraft is yours."'*^ This

statement appears to be a disguised invitation to use safety as a

pressure taaic. During the flight attendants strike of November 1S)93

at American Airlines, the carrier filed a defamation suit against the

union and its advisors, Abemathy & Mitchell, alleging that they had

stated that "American's operations jeopardize the safety of the flying

pubUc."'^'

Although OSHA administrators have generally seemed sympa-

thetic to union claims of unsafe conditions,'^ in one case an adminis-

trative law judge accused employees ofGeneral Eyynamics and a union

organizer for a coalition of shipbuilding unions of "exploiting" OSHA's

citations "by using the charges as a rallying point in a campaign to

unionize" a company facility.'^^

Utilizing Environmental Laws and Regulations

Environmental protection legislation and administrative regula-

tions provide inside game activists with opp>ortunities similar to OSHA.

Coalitions with environmental groups such as the Sierra Club,

Greenpeace, and others are strongly advocated by most unions.*^

Sudden discoveries offoul air, questionable dumping ofallegedly toxic

materials, and other such claims are made the subjea of complaints to

the EPA, and once initiated can continue for many years. Again, this

can lead to charges, attempted agency fines, litigation, and then, like

OSHA aaion, to bad publicity and union "prooP to employees and the

public that the plant has become a bad place to work, and that

management is untrustworthy, and unworthy of cooperation or being

in charge.. Five years after the UPIU terminated a three-plant strike

against the International Paper Company, unions, as part of a program

begun during the strike, have continued to seek EPA penalties against

the company even in plants that were not involved in the strike.'^'

During the six-year lockout by BASF of its workers in Geismar,

Louisiana, the OCAW emphasized health and safety matters as a tactic.

Signs such as "Is BASF the Gateway to Cancer Alley" were put up, and

sometimes successful efforts were made to have state or federal

agencies fine the company for alleged environmental violations.*^

Distria 51 of the Plumbers Union, and its associated local unions

in the San Francisco Bay area, have utilized EPA litigation, or threats

thereof, extensively in order to gain construction work that construc-

tion users would otherwise have awarded to open shop (nonunion)

builders. Financed by a checkoff of fifteen to fifty cents an hour from

their members' wages, this organization has raised millions of dollars,
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employed counsel and environmental exp>erts, and taken full advan-

tage of the complexity and availability of appeals under California's

complicated environmental laws to threaten, or to instigate, environ-

mental appeals to administrative agencies, and occasionally to courts,

in order to hold up permits for construction. Since delays are extremely

costly, and can even thwan a construction projea altogether, Distria

51 has often won its objectives. Moreover, if the user agrees to utilize

union labor, then Distria 51 and its allies support the permit applica-

tion and pressure its political friends todo so also. This program is now
spreading to other areas.*^

Complaints to the NLRB
Complaints to the NLRB are a standard ploy of the inside game.

Management reaction to union activities, like holding meetings on
work time, deliberately trespassing on company property, claiming

unsafe conditions, or other such questioriable activity is frequently

made into a charge to the NLRB and can often result in a complaint.

If the Board issues a complaint, the union sometimes declares that the

Board has "found the company guilty ofan unfair practice." Such union

propaganda may reach the press, and be useful in convincing

employees ofthe need to fight management. In addition, as in the case

of OSHA and EPA complaints, one effea is to cause management to

spend time and money in nonproductive activities, thus reducing

potential profits. The filing of unfair labor practices is a standard taaic

in neariy all inside game cases that have been examined, and is urged

as a tactic by all publications supporting inside games. '^

Use of Other Governmental Regulation

Another tactic aimed at government intervention is to pressure

government agencies which are customers of the target company. Tlie

vulnerability ofGeneral Dynamics to a corporate campaign because of

its government contracts has already been noted.'** Similarly, compa-
mes like Beverly Enterprises, the elderly and disability care home
operator, have been hit by unions lobbying against any contributions

or tax relief from local or state governments."" Although this taaic is

standard in corporate campaigns, it is also advocated by prop)onents

of inside games and has been particularly utilized by public and

hospital workers' unions,"' and by unions such as the CWA, which as

noted above,'^have successfully lobbied state public service commis-

sions and legislatures to delay, to suspend, or to rejea rate increases.

Although most of the well-known companies which are targets of

corporate campaigns and inside games pay far more than minimum
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wages, the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) and similar state laws have

been utilized by unions in a numb>er of campaigns, particularly their

overtime and chUd labor provisions, the regulations for which can be

quite complicated and costly if not rigidly followed. For example,

Nordstrom, the Seattle-based department store chain, which empha-

sizes consumer service, permitted some of its employees to deliver

packages or otherwise serve customers in offhours. While in a contraa

dispute with the company, the UFCW, which had long represented

employees in the Seattle and Tacoma stores, reported this activity to

the Washington State Department of Labor. The Department found that

the employees should be paid for these activities, and after the UFCW
filed a class aaion suit, Nordstrom settled for approximately $15

million, plus about one-halfagain as much for attorneys' fees.'"*^ UFCW,
however, was also a loser. Employees at the Seatde Nordstrom stores

decertified the union in a NLRB election by a vote of 1,022 to 407; then

at the Tacoma store, the UFCW gave up representation rights rather

than contest a decertification vote.'*"

In another UFCW aaion after a failed organizing campaign, Food
Lion, Inc., a Belgian-owned supermarket chain operating in the

Southeast, paid $l6.2 million for overtime and child labor violations.

This involved mostly failure to adhere to restrictive hour and work
regulations for teeriagers."^

As noted above in the discussion of the 1989 CWA strike at NYNEX
operations,'^ unions are often successful in gaining friendly legislators

to inten/ene in cases, either by holding hearings in which the company
is criticized and its alleged misdeed publicized, or by passing rulings

desired by the unions. In meatpacking, congressional hearings relating

to safety have aided the UFCWs organization drives.'^'

Like other such taaics which hurt a company, such legislative

actions can seriously also damage employees economically. During

the 1986-90 UAW strike at Colt Firearms in Hartford, Connecticut, the

state senate passed a resolution urging the federal government to cease

utilizing Colt as the supplier of the Ml6 rifle. This occurred when a

Belgian-owned South Carolina plant bid lower for the work. Addition-

ally, the UAW lobbied state and municipal police forces to take their

revolver business elsewhere, and numerous ones did so. Then, the

UAW engineered a buyout of Colt financed in part by the Connecticut

government, the employees, and managers. The striker replacements
were discharged, and the UAW members retumed to work under the

new ownership. Without the Ml6 production, and with the diminished

revolver business as a result of the boycott, Colt, however, was soon
in difficulties. It was forced to lay off 20 f>ercent of its work force in
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December 1991, and then to file for bankruptcy in March 1992.''^

During the strike, Philip A. Wheeler, the UAWs assistant regional

direaor and the strike leader, stated: "We would rather see Colt out of

business than have a faaory full of scabs.""' Following the filing for

bankruptcy, he stated: "I hope the employees will have a portion of the

new company after it comes out of restructuring. "'*° "Animosity and
antagonistic behavior of many of the parties" have thwarted reorgani-

zation.'^'

Unions utilize other agencies as pressure points. For example,

through direct ownership, or that of pension plans, they often have

representatives at company annual meetings where they can speak

about alleged poor company labor policies. The Carpenters' union

frequently does this, usually complaining about the use of nonunion
construction labor. Unions also file complaints with the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) alleging various shortcomings, such as

issuing "misleading" reports.'"

Exaggerating the Results

Union officials who have engaged in corporate campaigns and
inside games are vety likely to term them successful regardless of

whether they achieved the desired results, as well as to ignore long-

tenn adverse results. This is in accord with the advice in the SEIU
Manual wiiich suggests that viaory be claimed over any issue

available. It recommends that campaigns involving workplace issues

be pursued with the filing of petitions and organizing protest aaions.

Then, it notes that the union should "claim viaory if the employer

agrees to a solution."'^^

In contrast to unions, compames generally remain silent unless their

opinion is requested. Company ofikials usually see no purpose in

discussing union tactics after the fea even if they dispute union claims.

In a speech at the UAWs 1993 convention. President Owen Bieber

stated that the UAW had successfully waged inside games at three

companies: Rockford Powertrain and Lennox Industries, both located

in Illinois, and CooperManufacturing, an Iowa company. An enterpris-

ing reporter attempted to contaa these companies about their expe-

rience, and reached Rockford and Cooper.

A spokesman for Rockford xvas reported as saying that "he was not

aware of any strategies that hamp»ed the company while union

employees worked without a contraa," and that the company "didn't

miss an order or shipment." He further reported that a contract

acceptable to both parties was agreed upon after seven weeks.'^

The Cooper spokesman was even more emphatic in contradicting
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Bieber's report, stating: "I don't know what OBieber) is talking about

.... Frankly, I think it's incredulous."'^*

CONCLUSION
A strike is a withdrawal of labor. Its purpose is to induce the

employer to alter its position, and to settle a dispute over terras and

conditions ofemployment on terms more satisfaaory to the union than

management had heretofore been willing to do. The conabination

corporate campaign and inside game is in faa also a withdrawal of

labor using different tactics for the same purpose as a strike, and

therefore is a thinly disguised form of strike. It is a strike in-place.

The tactics disoissed in this repbiT are a carefully orchestratedwhde
fipom the wearing of distinctive apparel or buttons to *^vork-to-rule"

slowdowns, refusing overtime, and running strikes. Union success in

operating the inside game, esp>ecially v,^en it is combined with a

corporate campaign, is a comprehensive program, and therefore depends

upon a total strategy. The objective of this strategy is to withdraw labor

by such techniques as working-to-rule, which is effectively a slowdown,

refusing to woik overtime, which is effectiveiy a partial strike, aiKl other

methodswhich reduce productivity, denigrate management, and theidby

make management less effective and influence customers to refrain &om
buying. Various other tediniques are designed to impair productiviiy,

efficiency, and product quality, tiierdjy hurting both qualityand quantity

of production, reducing sales, threatening customer relations, and

damaging the company reputation—all aspects of strikes.

At the same time, maixagement control is threatened, and manage-
ment tenure is cast in doubt Management is forced to spend time and

money responding to union tactics and government investigations and

charges; giving assurances to shareholders, customers, dealers, invest-

ment bankers, government officials, and other constituencies; and

designing strategies for the protection of the company. This reduces

management's ability to tend to the other basic duties for which it is

employed.

What the corporate campaign-inside game combination seeks to

do is to undermine the relationsh^j between line management and

employees so that they caimot work together in a productive and

effective manner. The policies enunciated herein strive to make
management and employees as antagonistic toward each other as

possible. If this is accomplished, effective production is impaired.

This trashing of the management-employee relationship can be

more destructive of the enterprise than the trashing of equipment

because it may well take longer to rehabilitate effeaive relationships
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than to rebuUd machinery. The corporate campaign-inside game
combination may, therefore, have impacts that are more damaging

than those that emanate from a traditional strike.

Fundamentally, the union aim is to create a strike situation without

an overt work stoppage—that is, a strike in-place. Management is then

faced with the need to prevent that situation from coming to fruition

without sacrificing the essential job of operating the plant efficiently,

safely, and profitably.

The basic contrast between a traditional strike and a combination

corporate campaign and inside game, if successful, is that in the laner

case, workers continue to receive p)aychecks and uruons are not called

on to pay strike benefits, unless employees are discharged- Thus, one
objea of the combination corporate campaign-inside game combina-

tion is to force the company to subsidize a strike against itself.

The corporate campaign-inside game combination can be a

powerful union weapon if employees are willing to put theirown jobs

and theircompany's future at risk. What is involved has been succinaly

put by Michael Eisenscher, who masterminded an "inside strategy"

against the PacTel InfoSystems subsidiary of Pacific Telesis. He calls his

study "Creative Persistent Resistance (CPR)—^Strategic Options—

A

Primer for Unions Taking the Strike Inside."'*^ This is indeed v^^at the

inside game is

—

a strike conduaed within the plant. It becomes more
potent w^hen combined with a corporate campaign which, among its

other objectives, is designed to gain employee and public sympathy for

the union and its inside actions.

Other union supporters acknowledge that the corporate cam-

paign-inside game combination is analogous to a strike action. Thus,

JerryTucker,who claims to be the originator ofthe inside game, states:

In-plant, alternative activities require the same commitment to

concerted action and scJidarity as strikes. And, in some ways, are

more difficult, although less economically punishing, to conduct.

Workers will tell you that it's much harder to look the boss in the eye

on a "work-to-rule" program than it is to carry a picket sign a couple

of times a week.'^

According to an analysis of the currentUAW activiiies at Caterpillar

byJack Metzgar, an experienced pro-union student of comprehensive

corporate campaigns:

These new union tactics take awhile to develop and bear fruit, but

over the long tenn they can put tremendous pressure on a company's

ability to manage itself.'^
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The SEIU Manual states that the basic purpose of the corporate

campaign-inside game combination must be "Costing the Employer
Money." Employees about to undertake an inside game should ask

themselves whether they can "reduce productivity" or "increase costs."'^

The inside strike in combination with the corporate campaign can

be properly considered only if such comprehensive programs are

understood for what they are, that is, a strike in fact, especially by

management, but also by all corporate constituencies including

government agencies. Moreover, the inside game-corporate campaign

form of the strike is still a strike even if it does not achieve the union

objeaives and is, from the union point of view, unsuccessful. This is

true of any strike. For example, an ordinary strike in which employees

leave the premises and picket the company facility where they were
employed is still a strike even though large numbers ofemployees may
cross the picket lines and return to work in defiance of the union

leadership.

As a strike, the corporate campaign-inside game combiriaiion must

be understood as such and treated as such if the company targeted is

to deal with its consequences and to continue as a viable orgaiiization.

likewise, employees should recognize the combination corporate

campaign-inside game for what it is, namely, a form of unprotected

partial strike which may result in discipline, discharge, or even the

elimination oftheir jobs. And, of course, government regulators should

understand this also.
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long lockout at the BASF Geismar, Louisiana, plant, although the settlement terms were
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No. 142 (July 25. 1988), at A-3.
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Group." Daily Lab. Rep. (BNA). No. 51 (Mar. 16. 1988). at A-9.
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Coalition in New York State," 2 NetvSolutions 25 (Fall 1991) This jourrul is advertised

as one of "Environmental and Health Policy." and according to its declaration,

the publisher is an officer of OCAW, and it is published "in association with" OCAW.
It is believed to be funded by grants from the U.S. Occupational and Health
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Administration, which underwrite a considerable portion of union OSHA aciiviiies.
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142. See note 17 and accompanying text.
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Winn-Dixie rxxed that some violauons were for permitting teenagers to toss paper into

nonoperating cardboarxj balers. See Daily Lab. Rep. (BNA), No. 144 Ouly 29, 1993), at

A-6, No. 157 (Aug. 17, 1993). at A-8; and No. 206 (Oa. 27, 1993). at A-l6.
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146. Sec note l6 and related text.

147. See Charles R. Perry and Delwyn H. Kegley, Disintegration and Change: Labor
Relations in theMeat Packing Industry. Labor Relations and Public Policy Series, No.
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SECTION: CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS.

TITLE: SUNLAND SIGNS UNION CONTRACTS, BOILERMAKERS DROP ULP CHARGES.

Sunland Construction Co. Inc. and the International Brotherhood of
Boilermakers have signed an agreement resolving a long- running organizing
dispute, the parties announced Sept. 16. Under the terms of the agreement,
approved by the National Labor Relations Board, the union agreed to withdraw
unfair labor practice charges in various cases pending before the board, and the
company agreed to recognize the union as the representative of boilermaker craft
workers and to sign regional contract agreements.

Under the terms of the settlement, Sunland also agreed to pay $ 500,000 to
the international union for organizing and legal expenses, union sources
explained, and $ 1.6 million to 245 workers who became victims of alleged
employment discrimination when Sunland refused to hire them because they were
union members. The effective date for disbursement of the funds is Oct. 1,

according to union sources.

Sunland, an industrial construction firm based in Houston, had been a target
of the Boilermakers' "Fight Back" organizing campaign since 1988, according to
Bill Creeden, director of organizing for the international union. The campaign
was focused on organizing workers at Sunland projects in Alabama, Arkansas,
Louisiana, and Mississippi, he said. "We wanted to bring them back into the
[union] fold, " he said.

The settlement includes matters addressed by the NLRB in 1992 (142 LRRM 1025)
in a ruling in which the board reaffirmed its policy that paid union organizers
are "employees" entitled to protection under the National Labor Relations Act.

Sunland agreed to sign a national recognition agreement and the
Boilermakers' southeastern and south central regional contract agreements as
well as the petrochemical and food processing rider to the south central states'
agreement as part of the settlement. The compemy also agreed to work under local
or regional Boilermaker agreements if the con^cuiy takes on work in other parts
of the country. Under the agreements, Sunland agreed to recognize the union as
the exclusive representative for boilermaker craft workers, while workers
employed by Sunland in other crafts will remain nonunion, a settlement
negotiator explained. Other crafts used by Sunland on its projects are
carpenters and pipe fitters, according to sources involved in the settlement.

"This is what we wanted when we started- -a contract," said Creeden.

Included in the settlement is a statement that no violations of the law are
admitted and that the settlement offers an end to protracted and expensive
litigation.
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LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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UNION ORGANIZATION
IN THE

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

An intelligent discussion of organizing in the construction industry demands
an understanding of common industry practices and problems.

Most craftsmen in the construction industry are part of a constant ebb and

flow of employees from employer to employer and from job to job. They may be

employed by a dozen different contractors over a relatively short period of time

or, as the exception, they may be employed by a shop contractor or on a large

project for several years. Craftsmen who work together on one job may not work
together again for long periods of time or maybe never again.

Economic considerations prohibit the continued employment of craftsmen

during periods when the contractor has no work. As the contractor's work is

completed, excess craftsmen are returned to the construction labor market for

prospective employment by other contractors whose work is just beginning or is

increasing. Therefore, no single contractor can be identified as their employer in

the usual sense or usage of the word. Instead, the construction labor market

consists of a pool of craftsmen from which all of the contractors in the trade draw

their labor based on need, training or experience, and availability.

It is readily apparent that common practices and problems in the

construction industry prohibit union organization based on deHnite employers

with stable work forces of identifiable employees even though this is the

commonly used organizational procedure in most other industries. Instead,

union organization in the construction industry must be directed toward recruiting,

mitiating, and controlling a meaningful majority of the craftsmen who make up the

construction industry labor pool from which all contractors draw their employees.

Historically, successful organization has followed craft jurisdictional and

geographical lines. Once organization is accomplished, if a contractor then utilizes

this pool of craftsmen who are members of their union, the union will then

represent a majority of the contractor's employees and may require effective

collective bargaining.
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The union which controls a meaningful majority of the qualified construction

manpower in its geographical or craft jurisdiction will obviously control its work.
This basic truth has remained constant throughout the entire history of our

American construction unions and will continue constant into the foreseeable

future.

THE GOAL, THEN, IN UNION ORGANIZATION OF THE CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY IS THE ORGANIZATION AND MAINTENANCE OF A LOOSE MONOPOLY
OF THE MANPOWER POOL.

TOP-DOWN/BOTTOM-UP

There are two basic ways to organize construction bargammg units; (1) top-

down and (2) bottom-up.

Under some circumstances, it is possible for the union to accomplish its

immediate organizational objectives without recruiting the support of, or taking

into membership, the employees of nonsignatory contractors. Thus, top-down

organizing has as its primary focus the construction owner/user and the

construction employer. It requires a program which may include selling the

advantages of union construction over nonunion construction (quality, speed, price,

etc.); applying financial and/or political pressure; boycotting the owner's or user's

product or business; joining forces with special interest groups (environmentalists,

senior citizens, consumer groups, etc.) to oppose the owner's or user's objectives

(construction permits, power company rate increases, government regulations,

etc.); picketing; selling the advantages of being able to bid all work instead of just

nonunion work; and other creative and effective methods.

Bottom-up organizing is directed at the craftsman, rather than the

owner/user or contractor, and envisions recruiting and taking into membership all

who are employed in the construction industry. This approach is sometimes

considered to be old-fashioned since it was the method used in the origmal

organization of the building and construction trades unions. Properly employed,

it results in the formation and perpetuation of a loose monopoly of qualified

tradesmen. Thus it ensures control of the work and allows for imposition of

uniform industry standards.
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When unions control a meaningful majority of the construction labor pool,

top-down organizing works well simply because many contractors cannot obtain

an adequate supply of craftsmen except through union hiring halls. When unions

allow their majority control to erode, as has happened in the recent past,

contractors no longer need union craftsmen and top-down organizing becomes
difTicuit if not impossible. Bottom-up organizing then becomes the only viable

choice in most situations.

CUSTOMERS AND MANPOWER
(The vital ingredients)

What does a journeyman take with him when he leaves his employer to start

his own business? The obvious answer and the first indispensable ingredient, other

than the knowledge and experience stored in his head and hands, is customers.

Once the customers necessary to a fledgling business are acquired, growth is

possible only through expansion of that customer pool.

In the typical sweat-equity firm, as the contractor becomes more successful

and expands, more and more time is devoted to obtaining, cultivating, and

retaining customers. Thus, the capitalistic joumeyman-tumed-employer confronts

a shrinking ability to personally estimate jobs, visit job sites, or run work. This

heightens the demand and necessity for the second indispensable ingredient,

qualified manpower. Obtaining and retaining it becomes vital to success as the

contractor becomes more and more reliant upon others to oversee and perform the

actual construction responsibilities.

Simple common sense should tell us that, if customers and qualified

manpower are indispensable to success, the most effective organizing methods and

the most necessary research activities center on these two items. Deny the

contractor his customers and/or his qualified manpower, and he immediately

ceases to be a factor in the industry.

Effective bottom-up organizing makes top-down organizing possible in many
instances. Imagine that you are an architect, engineer, general contractor,

construction manager, owner, or some other party with a direct stake in the
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development and completion of a particular construction project and that you know
without doubt, if you build nonunion or if you use a particular open-shop

employer, the job will experience aggressive organizing efforts. Certainly this

would give the union powerful leverage in convincing you that a quality, timely,

and economical job should employ organized labor.

The construction organizer has witnessed firsthand the fears, frustrations,

and costs resulting from delays and faulty work. He knows that contractors who
do not, or cannot, avoid or cope with these problems are not successful. Getting

future work is often directly dependent on delivering quality work, within budget,

and on time.

Experienced construction owners and users demand that contractors

minimize quality, budget, and time problems; therefore, reputation is essential.

Since owners or users often have the right to terminate or replace contractors at

will, effective and aggressive organizing efforts can determine whether contractors

are allowed to finish particular jobs, earn profits, obtain additional work, or even

remain in the jurisdiction or industry. From the organizer's perspective, achieving

any or all of these negative results is next preferable to obtaining signed collective

bargaining agreements.

Unlike industrial unions, unions representing craftsmen engaged in the

primary construction industry maintain apprenticeship and training programs,

operate hiring halls, and engage in other activities typical of a labor broker. Their

function is to supply craftsmen to contractors. Thus, by making life difficult for

nonsignatory contractors, unions protect their members.

Organizing in the building trades requires different thinking and tactics

than organizing in the industrial fields. What industrial organizer would base

initial research for a campaign on how to strike an employer, if necessary, as a

desirable organizing goal? What industrial organizer would think in terms of

providing permanent alternative employment to target bargaining unit employees

as a successful tactic? What industrial organizer would attempt to organize a

monopoly of qualified industrial workers? The answer, of course, is that none

would. On the other hand, the construction organizer who does not think in these

terms is untrained and naive at best.
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So little bottom-up organizing took place in the building trades for so many
years that the necessary tactics and skills ceased to be passed on in our unions'

nonwritten, on-the-job-training tradition. Coupled with the confusion caused by

various industrial organizers, labor education centers, universities, and others who
eventually tried to fill the void with well-meaning attempts to apply unworkable

industrial organizing law, tactics, and methods to the construction industry, many
construction organizers have been encouraged in wrong-headed or futile directions.

RESEARCH
(How much and when?)

Competent union organizers obtain as much information as possible about

the employer to be organized before undertaking a campaign. The data sought

covers a wide range of items including the physical nature of the job site, the

business of the employer, sales, profits, return on investment, nature of ownership,

personnel data on executives, labor history of the employer including union

contracts from other locations if any, identity of major competitors, locations of

jobs and number of employees, job classifications and wage rates, starting and

stopping times for each shift, number of paid holidays and pay when worked, paid

vacation entitlement, seniority application, contributory and/or noncontributory

insurance and pension plans, shift premium, overtime pay, health and safety

programs, etc.

In addition to acquiring data concerning the employer, the organizer learns

as much as possible about the employer's work force such as ratio of skilled to

semi-skilled and unskilled workers, and the sexual and racial composition. This

information will be valuable in planning the types of appeals and, at the proper

time, the literature which will be most effective during the campaign.

All the information an organizer can gather regarding the employer and

workers is potentially valuable. A good organizer conscientiously and

methodically goes about gathering bits and pieces of information wherever and

whenever available. In the construction industry, however, the average contractor

employs less than ten men and remains in business for a relatively short period of

time. For employers of this size and volatility, data on sales, profits, return on
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investment, personnel data on executives, labor history, or other like items may
not exist or may be impossible to obtain.

Since the mere expense and disruption caused by a well-conducted

organizing campaign can cause a contractor that is unwilling to honor union

standards to leave the jurisdiction or industry, whether an industry employer is

profitable or has extensive financial backing may be immaterial to the decision to

undertake an organizing effort. One of the major differences between

construction and industrial organizing is that the construction organizer's first

concern is to police a geographical trade jurisdiction, i.e., to make sure the

work is performed under union standards and to prevent nonsignatory employers

from operating there.

Since formal research is often unneeded in the construction industry to

decide that an organizing campaign should be undertaken, it is difficult to decide

in advance how much research is needed .and whether the time needed to do it will

be better spent on the actual job of organizing. Research must not replace action

or be used as an excuse to postpone action.

The two most important items of research m most construction organizing

campaigns revolve around the employer's (1) customers and (2) qualified

manpower. The single most important item of research, in building monopoly

control of an entire geographical trade jurisdiction, is identification of qualified

manpower.

SALT THE .TOB

(What to do!)

Encouraging and assisting union members and sympathizers to seek and

obtain nonunion jobs for the purpose of organizing, what we now call salting, is

an old and well-established organizing tactic which has been used by the building

and construction trades from their earliest history. It is effective for many

reasons, several of which are as follow: (1) a continual organizing program is the

lifeblood of any union because it is the only way to maintain control of the

construction labor pool; (2) through members or sympathizers on the job, the

orsanizer eains access to valuable information on customers, evaluation of
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employee skill and ability, employee addresses, wage rates, job classifications,

overtime pay, holiday pay, vacation pay, pension and insurance coverage, shift

premiums, OSHA safety and health violations, the progress or lack of progress on

the job, shoddy work, code violations, Davis-Bacon compliance, the chief

complaints and/or dissatisfactions of the employees, etc.; (3) placing union

members on unorganized jobs eliminates an equal number of jobs for nonunion

tradesmen; (4) unemployed members can use the work; (5) the organizer can use

these salted members to form the nucleus of his Volunteer Organizing Committee

and supply needed leadership on the job; and (6) the organizer has members on the

job whom he can trust to report and testify against union members who are

surreptitiously working for nonsignatory employers, report and testify to employer

unfair labor practices, etc.

Generally, the most accurate and fastest information on customers is

obtained through salts. Remember that the average size contractor m the United

States is less than ten men. Dunn and Bradstreet is not out chasing these guys and

Thomas Register is not writing them up. And, although the organizer might get

some financial information from the local bank, it is doubtful they have a customer

list, or a potential customer list, ranked by value.

Customers come in many guises and forms. They may be owners or general

contractors on projects that are well known to the organizer. They may be owners

or general contractors on projects that the organizer is not even aware of,

especially since an increasing amount of work is negotiated rather than bid. They

may be repeat users who simply call the only contractors they know and ask for

prices. They may be retail establishments, shopping centers, warehouses, real

estate management firms, etc., who deal with one contractor only. Just as

important as knowing who a particular contractor's customers are is the ability to

rank those customers in terms of revenue produced, continuing business, and other

values.

Identifying the potential customers of a target contractor on a continuing

basis is often as important as identifying current ones, especially if the organizer

has, or can develop, the ability to target this work through funded or unfunded

target programs (Kansas City Plan, Elgin I, Elgin II, etc.), can effectively

discourage these potential customers from using the target contractor, can

encourage fair contractors to seek this work, and so on.
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Information on qualified manpower, other than license or test results, must
usually come from direct evaluation on the job. The efficient way to obtain it is

through the use of salts who are qualified to make these judgments.

Manpower, especially in the unorganized segment of the industry, comes in

at least as many shapes and sizes as customers. It is important for the organizer

to know who the target contractor is relying on and if that reliance is justified.

Just as important is identification of unrecognized or unappreciated workhorses.

Who is qualified? Who is regular and reliable? Who has a bottle or drug

problem? Who is a self-starter? Who can handle men or run work? Who is liked

or disliked? Who is a former union member or thinks he has gotten a bad deal

from the union at one time or another? Who is pro-union?

The union's ability to persuade nonmember craftsmen to support organizing

and to become union members is clearly improved by having salts employed on

nonunion jobs. The ability to engage in aggressive organizing efforts, affecting

the productivity of both craftsmen and management, and to engage in other

protected concened activity, such as unfair labor practice strikes, is also clearly

enhanced.

Although salting has always been an effective organizing tool, any problems

with its use usually revolve around (1) maintaining the integrity of the union's

bylaw provisions prohibiting work for nonsignatory employers or (2) "agency" of

salted employees under the National Labor Relations Act.

Occasionally a union member will file charges against a fellow member who
is found to be working for a nonsignatory employer only to discover that the union

authorized such nonunion employment for purposes of organizing. In these

instances, such charges are usually found to be without merit. The danger is that

other members who are rightfully charged with working for nonsignatory

employers might be able to escape discipline through appeal to the courts claiming

unequal or discriminatory treatment under the union's bylaws.

The courts recognize a union's right to make its own rules and determine its

own conditions of membership but only so long as those rules and conditions are

applied equally to all members. Since enforcement of a union's bylaws requires

a uniform interpretation and application, it is not permissible to use one

interpretation now and a different interpretation later nor to enforce the provisions
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against one member but not another. Therefore, the union should determine well

in advance how its bylaws will be interpreted to apply to working for nonsignatory

employers and should then apply that interpretation uniformly to all.

To protect its bylaws, and also to assure that salting is done in a systematic

and controlled atmosphere, adoption by the local union of a salting resolution,

setting forth the conditions under which working for nonsignatory employers is

permissible, may sometimes be desirable. A salting resolution is not intended to

be part of the local union's bylaws. It is simply a resolution adopted by the

membership making certain interpretations, granting specific authority, and

defining responsibility.

For example, a salting resolution, in its lead language, may confirm the

obligation of every union member to organize the unorganized and to cooperate

fully in support of an organizing program. The real meat, however, is in the

language controlling the employment of union members by nonsignatory employers

on unorganized jobs. As a minimum, a salting resolution should designate the

business manager, local union organizing director, or some other union official or

committee as being responsible for (1) approving organizing targets for salting,

as well as (2) sending union members to these targets for employment purposes

and should require that such members (a) promptly and diligently carry out their

organizing assignments, and (b) leave the employer or job immediately upon

notification (see Exhibit A).

Once the salting program is in operation, any member who fails to

cooperate should be notified to leave the salted Job or employer immediately and,

if failing to comply, should be charged with the appropriate violations of the

union's bylaws. As a defense, a charged member may try to use the fact that

other members are working for nonsignatory employers with the full knowledge

and acquiescence of the union and without being prosecuted. In a situation such

as this, a properly adopted and applied salting resolution can help protect the

integrity of the union's bylaws by defining the circumstances under which working

for nonsignatory employers is permissible.

Occasionally, a salted member may be viewed as an "agent" of the union.

However, the NLRB will consider an agency finding only if it is alleged by the

employer and will require that the employer meet strict guidelines and standards

of proof. While agency is to be avoided if possible, it is not something to fear or
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avoid at all costs. For example, while Job Stewards are agents, their actions have

not put unions out of business. On the contrary, unions could not operate

efficiently without them. The same holds true for salted members. In many
cases unions could not organize efficiently or successfully without them. In short,

the threat of agency is not a big deal when the ability to organize outweighs the

liability. A search of NLRB case records will confirm that agency findings applied

to salted members are few and far between.

Regardless of whether or not the union chooses to adopt a salting

resolution, members participating in an organizing program should be given

preliminary training along with a list of unorganized jobs and shops where they are

to seek employment. At prearranged times, the organizer should meet with and

completely debrief each of these members on all employment applications and

interviews. Employment by a nonsignatory employer should be reported

immediately.

In addition to being an old and well-established organizing tactic, salting is

protected activity under the National Labor Relations Act. The Act makes it

an unfair labor practice (ULP) to discriminate against employees "in regard to hire

or tenure of employment to encourage or discourage membership in any labor

organization". Violation of this provision, however, is the most common ULP.

One real problem may be trying to get nonsignatory employers to hire union

members since job applications will usually reveal a history of employment by

union contractors and probable union membership. Of course, refusal to hire

because of union membership is an unfair labor practice (ULP) if it can be

proven. Sometimes a local union or building and construction trades council will

send dozens of qualified members to apply for employment with a nonsignatory

employer while wearing buttons or other insignia identifying them with the union.

If none are hired, ULP charges alleging refusal to hire because of union affiliation

are filed seeking back pay plus interest. If some are hired, these salted members

are used as employee organizers.

In making application for employment, members may be completely honest

and candid about their previous work experience and union membership or may

deny union membership or sympathies. Each method has its particular advantages,

disadvantages, and uses.
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If a member is completely candid and honest, the employer may quickly

surmise from the previous employment listed on the job application form that the

applicant is a union member and may violate the law by refusing to hire for that

reason without openly saying so. In these cases, the organizer should keep a close

watch on the employer to determine if less experienced nonunion employees are

being hired, in which case, after ascertaining all the facts, the organizer should file

appropriate 8(a)(1) and 8(a)(3) charges with the NLRB seeking employment and

back pay plus interest by alleging that the employer refused to hire because of

union membership and/or previous employment by union contractors. Once a

charge is filed, the NLRB will require that the organizer provide the evidence

necessary to establish a prima facie case.

The organizer may be able to sting a law-violating employer by placing a

nucleus of covert salts on the job. This will facilitate evidence gathering since

these salts will then be able to ascertain and testify to the identities, dates of hire,

and qualifications of newly hired nonunion employees. Since the organizer will

also be required to show employer knowledge of union affiliation or activity, the

organizer may wish to instruct all additional job applicants to wear union buttons,

jackets, caps, or other obvious insignia; to pointedly tell the prospective employer

that they are union members; or to even write it on their job applications. If the

employer should openly question a job applicant about his union activities,

employment, or membership, the organizer should immediately prepare an

affidavit setting forth these facts for later use in an NLRB charge.

If members falsify their employment applications and deny union

membership, or if the union cannot show employer knowledge of union

membership or sympathy, there is usually little the organizer can do about it

if these applicants are not hired.

A common procedure is to salt the job with one or two members using any

method that vvorks. Once these members are on the job and can gather

information, observe employment, etc., the organizer may instruct additional

applicants to be honest and candid regarding their union membership or

sympathies, depending on what tactical approach the organizer may choose.

As an example of the extent of protection afforded salting by the Act,

organizers sometimes utilize cover letters written on union letterhead in submitting

union member employment applications to nonunion employers. These letters
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outline the applicants' training and experience as well as their union membership.

Some even go so far as to announce the applicants' intent to organize once they

are hired. In cases such as Yearein. Inc. and IBEW Local 934 , NLRB Case
No. lO-CA-23188, where hiring was done without the proffered union salts being

considered, the NLRB has issued appropriate complaints against the employer and

moved to secure mandatory employment remedies. (See the booklet titled Salting

As Protected Activity Under The National Labor Relations Act.)

Salted members know or are told that nonsignatory contractors do not make
contributions to union fringe benefit plans. It is not unusual, however, for a union

to make contributions to fringe benefit funds on behalf of a salted member(s)

provided the member(s) agrees to remain with the nonsignatory employer until the

campaign is completed. This may also include a wage subsidy equal to the

difference between actual wages and union scale. This encourages and allows

these members to remain on these jobs for the duration of the organizing effort,

even after employment by signatory employers becomes available.

If nonsignatory employers in the union's jurisdiction have regularly assumed

that union members who apply for employment are doing so without the

knowledge or consent of the union, have employed ticket-in-their-shoe-artists in

the past, or have come to rely on their skill and ability at least on sizeable jobs,

a salting program can be particularly effective. Once the organizing effects

become obvious and the word circulates as to what is happening, these

nonsignatory employers will not know which union members to hire and which

ones not to hire.

UTILIZING THE MEMBERSHIP APPLICANT

Many unions have developed methods to utilize membership applicants in

their salting programs. These methods are designed to allow applicants to earn

membership in the union. (See later section titled PLACEMENT EXAMINATION
SYSTEM.)

Membership applicants with the required number of years of experience (use

any time period agreed upon in advance) in the industry or who are journeyman

members of other locals are automatically referred to the organizer or other

12
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responsible union official for investigation and interview. If an applicant's

experience and qualifications check out and he also appears to have the attributes

necessary to win friends and influence tradesmen, the organizer reviews with him
the normal procedure used to process and act upon membership applications

including the fact that the applicant may not be accepted. Then the organizer

diplomatically informs the applicant that there is, however, one sure method of
gaining membership. The organizer tells the applicant of several employers,

shops, or jobs in the jurisdiction that the union is interested in organizing. If the

applicant can secure employment in one of these locations, when that job or shop
is organized, the applicant will be initiated along with the other employees. The
applicant is instructed to contact the organizer immediately for further instructions

upon securing employment.

APPLYING ECONOMIC PRESSURE
(Time, Quality, Price)

Contractors obtain and retain customers by delivery of quality work, on
time, and at reasonably competitive costs.

Once a construction organizing target is identified, the organizer's full

attention should be focused on identifying and evaluating the target employer's

customers and qualified manpower. This is most efficiently accomplished through

the placement of salts or, failing that, through recruiting supporters among the

employer's own craftsmen. A great deal of care and patience should be devoted

to this activity. The information gathered will shape the strategy the organizer will

use later in the campaign to threaten or actually apply the economic pressure

necessary to cause the employer to sign an agreement, raise his prices to recoup

additional costs, scale back his business activities, leave the union's jurisdiction,

go out of business, and so on.

The construction organizer should structure each campaign in capsules, or

activities, that are useful to the union in and of themselves. For example, a

campaign to organize XYZ Contractors might be structured as follows:
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Action Capsule

Identify and rank XYZ's craftsmen by skill, ability, experience, work
habits, reliability, and key positions.

Determine what tactics may be effectively used to recruit the support

of XYZ's most qualified and reliable key craftsmen.

• Salt the job if possible;

• Concentrate on those craftsmen who estimate jobs, run

work, hold master or journeyman licenses, or are

otherwise particularly valuable to XYZ. Check their

backgrounds, social ties, former employment histories,

and any other leads that might enable the organizer to

be introduced or otherwise approach them in a trustful

atmosphere;

• Be prepared to guarantee (1) membership in the union

and (2) a job classification employable under the

collective bargaining agreement in return for their

cooperation and support. If a particular key craftsman

is not an obvious journeyman, be prepared to explain

and sell the no-fail test concept;

• Use salts (both overt and covert) to help make

converts, but don't rely on them exclusively. Salts

may or may not be recognized as union members but,

in any event, they are working craftsmen. The

organizer is a full-time, professional union

representative and official spokesman who can make

commitments. The organizer should eventually talk

to each valued craftsman, one on one.

Action Capsule 2

Identify and rank the value of XYZ's customers by estimated dollar

volume, regular or repeat business, cost to service, profit margin, etc.
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Determine what tactics may be effectively used to switch these

customers to signatory employers or, at least, cause them to stop

using XYZ.

• Salt the job if possible;

• Apply the U.S. Supreme Court decision in DeBartolo

in using handbills, radio, newspaper, television,

bullhorns, and billboards to truthfully reveal the

existence of a labor dispute with XYZ and urge the

public to boycott XYZ's neutral customers until these

neutrals promise to use signatory contractors only,

• Develop a roving picket system to follow XYZ's
employees to all or selected jobs for the purpose of

conducting primary picketing (to get the customers'

attention) while XYZ's craftsmen are on the premises;

• Work to insure that XYZ's customers receive sales

visits and other special attention emphasizing that

signatory employers have no labor or consumer

boycott problems;

• At the appropriate time, encourage a representative of

the contractors association to make a series of sales

calls on XYZ to explain how the association works

and its advantages.

Action Capsule 3

Identify potential work being bid or negotiated.

Determine what tactics may be effectively applied to discourage future

customers.

• If the union targets jobs (funded or unfunded), plan to

target the type work performed by XYZ. If the
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opportunity presents itself, buy away long-time or

particularly reliable customers;

• Prepare to advise potential customers that use of XYZ
will guarantee labor problems on their projects (don't

make statements you can't deliver on);

• Insure that potential XYZ customers receive sales calls

to emphasize the organized industry's ability to deliver

quality, speed, and competitive price with no labor or

consumer boycott problems.

Action Capsule 4

Start moving salts and/or supporters into a Section 7, concerted

protected activity, mode.

Determine what actions may be taken most effectively to move XYZ's
employees into bottom-up organizing activity and demonstrate the

power of the union.

• Inform XYZ of the identity of those salts and/or

supporters who are willing to participate in this

capsule by certified letter to XYZ, with a copy to the

NLRB, or by having them wear union insignia on the

job such as caps, shirts, buttons, etc.;

• Identify violations of OSHA, building codes, licensing

requirements, prevailing wage determinations, NLRA,
wage and hour laws, etc., which may provide a basis

for concerted activity;

• Steadily increase the level of concerted activity;

• Prepare to demonstrate the power of the union by

calling a short, minority ULP strike;
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• Continue increasing the level of concerted activity,

protesting any additional ULPs with strikes.

Action Capsule 5

File ULP charges with the NLRB at every viable opportunity.

• Carefully and completely document all XYZ reactions

to protected activity, especially those which violate

Section 8(a) of the Act;

• Begin filing ULP charges when you are reasonably

sure you have the evidence/witnesses necessary to

cause the NLRB to issue a Complaint and Notice of

Hearing .

Every organizing plan should be subject to circumstantial amendment when
necessary. The preceding plan to apply economic pressure to XYZ Contractors

is divided into five action capsules. The sixth and final action capsule— where
a Section 8(0 prehire agreement may be signed; the NLRB may issue a

bargaining order; XYZ may scale back its operations, leave the local's

jurisdiction, or go out of business; etc. — cannot be anticipated in advance.

The organizer must simply prosecute the campaign through each of its

planned action capsules to its logical conclusion.

Let's look at the XYZ organizing plan in more depth to determine if (1) the

organizer has applied his knowledge of the primary construction industry and (2) if

each action caption is a self-contained unit that will be useful, once accomplished,

on a stand-alone basis.

Action Capsule 1 Revisited

In action capsule one, the organizer seeks to identify and rank the craftsmen

by their value to XYZ and to recruit their support. Union organization is a

fiinction of education; it is always preceded by proselytization. But, aside from

any attempt or desire to organize them or their employers, educating unorganized

tradesmen about the benefits of union representation can have splendid effects. It

gives them clear benchmarks as to their potential worth and puts them in better

17
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positions to request or bargain for improvements with their nonunion employers.

It sows the seeds of dissatisfaction and aspiration. It makes the union a focal point

when they wish to complam of injustices. It pointedly and repeatedly reminds

their employers that the union is there and might get them if they don't watch out.

All of this benefits union tradesmen, as well, by improving their competitive

positions. Therefore, even if successive action capsules are never reached, the

activity pursued in action capsule one will have been worthwhile.

Action Capsule 2 Revisited

In action capsule two, the organizer demonstrates applied knowledge of the

construction industry by beginning to concentrate on XYZ's customers — who are

they and which are most valuable to XYZ; how can they be effectively pressured

as neutrals; and how can they be persuaded to embrace the union's signatory

employers as desirable alternatives. The organizer plans to use primary picketing

and secondary publicity, in combination where customer operations make it

possible and separately as other opportunities present. 'When XYZ learns that its

customer pool is under siege, the economic pressure, not to mention the diversion

from handling the everyday workings of the business, has the potential to become

tremendous. As a secondary organizing benefit, each and every customer or job

switched to a signatory employer enhances the work opportunities and job

security of union craftsmen. Even if the other action capsules never become

operational or effective, the activity pursued here will have been worthwhile.

Action Capsule 3 Revisited

The organizer has directed action capsule three toward cutting off XYZ's

future work or potential customers. Applying pressure to existing neutrals, in

order to switch them to union contractors, makes little sense if XYZ can simply

replace them with others. The organizer plans to use a number of tools utilized

in action capsule two as well as target programs if available. The same stand-

alone benefit applies here as in action capsule two.

Action Capsule 4 Revisited

The organizer has designed action capsule four to utilize the rights

guaranteed employees in Section 7 of the Act to engage in "concerted activity for

the purpose of . . . mutual aid or protection" . Unlike the first three action capsules,

18
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the activation of capsule four depends upon the successful execution of capsule

one.

First, the organizer plans to inform the employer of the identity of the

union's supporters or, at least, those supporters who will be overtly participating

in action capsule four. He knows that, once ULP charges are filed with the

NLRB, he must be able to prove employer knowledge of union activity, sympathy,
and support of activity in concert with other craftsmen for the purpose of their

mutual aid or protection. After all, an employer that is truly unaware of these

factors cannot discriminate in retaliation. The organizer should be careful to

inform the employer in a manner which meets the standards of evidence set by the

NLRB.

As an evidence gathering and/or organizing tactic, the organizer may choose
not to reveal all of his salts or supporters immediately. Covert salts who appear

to be nonsympathizers, especially if they become trusted by the opposition, can be
invaluable aids in gathering evidence and testifying to the commission of ULPs.

Next, the organizer plans to begin the systematic identification of issues

upon which concerted activity will be based. As examples, a craftsman, or group
of craftsmen, identify or perceive a simation to be a safety violation. One (or

more) of the group, acting on behalf of the others for the purpose of mutual aid

or protection, goes to the contractor's trailer and asks the supervisor for

permission to use the telephone to call OSHA and report the violation. This

activity — because it is concerted and for the purpose of mutual aid or protection

— is protected by the Act. If the employer responds in an intimidative, coercive,

or threatening manner (which is a most common reaction), a ULP has been
committed which can form the basis of an NLRB charge and/or a ULP strike.

A tradesman (or group of tradesmen, as the case may be) may next decide

that he should ask for wage increases for his fellow employees. After informing

at least some of them of his intentions to speak on behalf of all, he approaches

management, in conformity with the employer's policy (if there is one), and

presents his case. Again, this activity — because the craftsman acted on behalf

of other employees as well as himself for the purpose of mutual aid — is protected

by the Act. If the employer responds in an intimidative, coercive, or threatening

manner (I don't need your agitation; You better start worrying about your own job
if you want to stay here; If you don't like it here, don't let the door hit you in the
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back; I know who you've been talking to; Get back to your job and don't come
up here ever again; etc.), a ULP has been committed which can form the basis of

an NLRB charge and/or a ULP strike.

The possibilities for increasing the level of concerted activity for the

purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protection are endless.

The craftsmen may decide to picket the job before and after work and during lunch

(on their own time) advertising that XYZ Contractors isn't furnishing

hospitalization insurance or paying fair wages; to talk about the substandard

conditions in loud voices in the presence of management; to openly ask people to

sign union authorization cards; etc. If the agents of the employer do not commit
ULPs immediately, they will eventually as the concerted activity level rises.

In action capsule four the organizer plans "to demonstrate the power of the

union by calling a short minority strike. " He wants to demonstrate that just a few

employees can walk off the job in a ULP strike, without fear of being fired, and

return to work upon unconditional offer. He hopes, of course, to take a number
of craftsmen out at once and during a critical time in the work schedule so as to

maximize the effect. But the organizer plans to conduct a ULP strike in any

event.

We know, of course, that ULP strikers have a right to reinstatement to their

jobs upon unconditional offer to return and, if the employer refuses, liability for

backpay and benefits begins. Once the ULP strike begins, XYZ Contractors will

try to discourage its nonstriking employees from honoring the picket or joining the

strikers. Like most construction employers, XYZ will probably announce that the

strikers have lost their jobs and will never return, which is another ULP. When
the strikers do eventually return in a jovial, undefeated mode and continue to

engage in protected concerted activities, the power of the union will have been

demonstrated.

The organizer, in action capsule four, is prepared to engage in a series of

ULP strikes, each one based on ULPs committed after the previous strike

ended. A premeditated series of short strikes is not protected by law. A series

of short ULP strikes, however, cannot be premeditated because, by definition, they

are based on the independent and arbitrary illegal actions of a party the union

cannot control. If XYZ Contractors does not commit ULPs, the craftsmen cannot
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engage in self-help in response. In this sense, the employer — not the craftsmen

or the union — controls whether a ULP strike or strikes can occur.

Assume that XYZ works fifteen tradesmen. How much profit is there in a

fifteen-man operation? How many ULP strikers can XYZ afford to refuse to

reinstate at journeyman backpay and benefits? How many ULP strikes can XYZ
afford before being union is cheaper than resisting? How long will XYZ's
customers be willing to suffer the disruption?

Action Capsule 5 Revisited

Action capsule five is simply a confirmation of the organizer's intent to use

the National Labor Relations Act and the NLRB against the employer at every

viable opportunity. Once a charge has been filed and investigated by NLRB agents

with the cooperation and assistance of the organizer, the employer must provide

its own defense at its own expense. Generally speaking, contractors are

entrepreneurial craftsmen. They are not qualified by training or experience to

handle legal filings or defenses. Legal fees can become substantial financial

drains within short periods of time.

The utilization of action capsule five may begin during any of the other

capsules of the campaign as need or opportunity dictates.

This Is Construction

The construction organizer should not be confused or limited by

industrial organizing scenarios. He is not dealing with regular employers with

stable groups of identifiable employees. He is policing an industry where the

job site changes every day, as the job moves toward completion, until it

disappears completely and with craftsmen who face a continuous expectation

of layoff. He is organizing contractors who compete, one with the other, for

customers that demand the lowest price that time and quality necessities will

allow.

Forcing a nonunion employer to scale back his business may not be a

desirable outcome in industrial organizing, but it may be very desirable in

construction. It may open more work opportunities to other employers, hopefully

union. A like, but more pronounced, result may accrue when the nonsignatorv
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employer leaves the local's jurisdiction or the industry completely. Increasing a

nonsignatory employer's costs may drive up bid or negotiated job prices and

likewise improve union contractors' competitive positions.

Historically, formal apprentice training programs have been available only

through the sponsorship of unions and the employers that are bound to participate

and contribute on a regular and continuing basis by the terms of collective

bargaining agreements. Journeyman skill improvement training has traditionally

been available on the same basis. Nonunion craftsmen rely on other institutions,

such as vocational schools, military services, etc., coupled with actual work
experience, or on work experience only, for their training. As a group, union

craftsmen are better trained.

The average age of union craftsmen is greater than nonunion. This may be

because union craftsmen earn more money and enjoy better working conditions and

fringe benefits and are thus encouraged to remain in the industry rather than

leaving to seek economic security as many nonunion craftsmen are pressured to

do. Regardless of why they stay, age and experience march hand in hand. Union

craftsmen, as a group, are more experienced.

Training and experience are key ingredients to productivity. The maturity

of age is another. Immature craftsmen bicker, horseplay, goof off, and miss work.

Open-shop supervisors spend a lot of time acting as arbiters of disputes. Mature

craftsmen come to work regularly, start on time, and work steadily in a safe

manner. Union craftsmen, as a group, are more productive.

In an industry where delays, shoddy work, and cost overruns are sure

killers, training, experience, and productivity are powerful competitive tools. But

unions cannot count on these advantages alone to retain the work. They must

insure that the differential between union and open-shop training, experience, and

productivity is wide while keeping the price differential as narrow as possible.

There are not enough trained, experienced union organizers in construction

and probably never will be. Therefore, it is important that our limited organizing

assets be utilized to the fullest with little wasted effort. Every campaign should

be given careful thought and structured so that each action capsule is a self-

contained unit which, once accomplished, will be useful to the union even if none

of the other action capsules are attempted or completed.
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As pointed out in a previous section, deny the contractor his customers

and/or his qualified manpower and he immediately ceases to be a factor in the

industry.

THE RIGHT TO STRIKE AND/OR PICKET

NLRB V. Insurance ^Agents' Union . 361 US 477, 495, 45 LRRM 2704

(1980) held that a strike "is not a grudging exception to some policy of completely

academic discussion enjoined by the Act; it is part and parcel of the process of

collective bargaining".

The National Labor Relations Act provides significant protection of the right

to strike. Section 7 guarantees to employees the right to engage in concerted

activities; Section 8 protects that right from infringement by employers and unions;

and Section 13 provides that the Act shall not be construed "so as either to

interfere with or impede or diminish in any way the right to strike, or to affect the

limitations or qualifications on that right" except as expressly stated in the Act.

Section 2(3) provides that, "The term employee . . . shall include any individual

whose work has ceased ... in connection with any current labor dispute or

because of any unfair labor practice, and who has not obtained any other regular

and substantially equivalent employment."

The right to strike and/or the right to picket is not completely unqualified,

however, and Section 8(b) prohibits or limits strikes and/or picketing for certain

proscribed objectives. Therefore, we will devote some effort to the task of

defining and clarifying a union's right to strike and/or picket in certain

circumstances, particularly as these circumstances apply to or affect organizing.

STRIKING FOR RECOGNITION

In the building and construction industry, if the organizer can effectively

close down the job and keep it down, striking is usually the fastest and most

effective way to gain union recognition. But don't make the mistake of thinking
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the union must be able to place all, or even a majority, of the strikers on other

jobs before a strike is possible.

Recognitional strikes should be called and prosecuted on the premise that the

striking tradesmen will remain on strike and picket duty, without other

employment, until the strike is settled, at which time they will return to work for

the same employer. This is not an unreasonable premise. In fact, the majority of

all strikes are called and prosecuted on this basis. Can you imagine 100,000

automobile workers or 325,000 steelworkers waiting to strike until their union has

secured other employment for them or striking with the intent of not returning to

work for the same employer? Workers must realize that they are striking to

improve and secure their own terms and conditions of employment. They are not

striking for the union or to gain union membership or to help the boys down at the

hall. They are acting in concert for their own mutual aid and protection.

Under the Board's decision in Deklewa . 282 NLRB 184, construction unions

may sometimes be in the position of demanding recognition from employers who

are parties to prehire agreements permitted by Section 8(f) of the Act. If such an

agreement contains a no strike clause, striking for recognition during its term is

not a viable alternative. In this situation, provided the employer refuses to

voluntarily recognize, filing an NLRB election petition may be the only immediate

choice.

ECONOMIC AND UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICE STRIKES

There are two kinds of strikes: (1) economic strikes and (2) unfair labor

practice strikes. Both are essentially the same except that greater protection is

offered to unfair labor practice strikers in the event that the employer is able to

hire scabs to replace the strikers or the strikers have to offer to return to work

with no conditions attached.

Basically, if an economic strike ends without agreement that the employees

will be returned to their jobs, those strikers who have been permanently replaced

have no right to reinstatement or rehire until a job opening becomes available.

They are entitled to reinstatement but not immediately.
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When an unfair labor practice strike ends, the employer must immediately

reinstate the strikers to their existing jobs, even if replacements have been hired

and must be fired to create job openings.

The construction organizer should avoid economic strikes and rely

instead on unfair labor practice strikes and the additional protection they

afford.

While strikers cannot be legally fired or disciplined for engaging in a strike,

strikers remain employees and may be fired or disciplined for engaging in

violence, serious threats of violence, destruction of property, etc. In addition,

these actions may also involve civil or criminal penalties.

NEVER DRAG UP — ALWAYS STRIKE

Union and nonunion, all construction jobs and employers experience a

turnover in employment. Craftsmen drag-up for varied reasons that often have

little or nothing to do with the organizational status of the employer. The point

the organizer should remember is that, during an organizing effort, supporters

should never drag-up; they should strike instead.

One-person strikers are not protected by law. However, under certain

limited circumstances, one craftsman may strike an employer as long as he is

acting in concert with other employees; i.e., striking on behalf of two or more.

Of course, when two or more employees strike together, they are obviously acting

in concert and are protected. Although strikes are often accompanied by picketing,

it is not necessary to picket in order to strike or to strike in order to picket.

Craftsmen who voluntarily drag-up have no guaranteed reemployment rights.

An economic striker has the legal right to be placed on a preferential hiring list

upon making an unconditional offer to return to work. A ULP striker has the

legal right to immediate reinstatement upon making an unconditional offer to

return. Therefore, the experienced construction organizer encourages his salts or

other supporters, who are leaving the job or employer anyway, to never drag up
— always strike (see Blount Construction and IBEW LU 477, Case No. 31-CA-

17440, 1989).
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CREATING THE UI.P STRIKE

As previously stated, there are two kinds of strikes. Unfair Labor Practice

(ULP) strikes offer the greatest protection to strikers. When a ULP strike ends,

with or without agreement, upon unconditional application, the employer is legally

required to reinstate the strikers to their existing jobs even if replacements have

been hired and must be fired to make room for them or even if the work has been

subcontracted during the strike. If the employer fails or refuses to offer

reinstatement, liability for back pay plus interest for unreinstated strikers begins

immediately and could bankrupt some contractors if allowed to build. Therefore,

it is to the organizer's advantage if he can rely upon ULP strikes or convert

economic strikes to ULP strikes.

A ULP strike is a strike that is caused, contributed to, or prolonged by

a ULP committed by the employer. If the employer has committed a ULP and

employees then strike because of it, in whole or in part, their right to reinstatement

to their existing jobs is guaranteed.

Employer ULPs do not have to be particularly serious in nature to qualify

a work stoppage as a ULP strike. A minor 8(a)(1) violation will suffice as long

as the organizer can show that it caused, contributed to, or prolonged the strike.

If and when the ULP is remedied, however, the work stoppage ceases to be a ULP
strike and the strikers must either return to work or continue as economic strikers

without the additional ULP protection. The organizer should realize that less

serious ULPs are more likely to be remedied quickly by the employer than major

or numerous ULPs, thus removing the additional strike protection that ULPs

afford.

If ULPs are committed prior to the strike, the organizer should include these

as an issue in any strike vote and in any speeches, leaflets, or other explanations

as to why the strike is being called. Picket signs should also bear the legend

Unfair Labor Practice Strike or ULP Strike. This will help the organizer show,

if necessary, that the ULPs were a strike issue.

If ULP charges are filed and found to be without merit, ULP strike

protection does not apply. Unless the organizer is positive that the ULP charges
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are meritorious, he should rely instead upon the economic effectiveness of any
strike while working for ULP protection.

ULP STRIKES AS A TACTIC

Strikes and lockouts are punitive and coercive. Strikes are a legally

sanctioned method of directly harassing employers (see earlier section titled,

STRIKING FOR RECOGNITION) and indirectly harassing others. The ULP strike

is especially effective because of its direct relation to a violation of the law.

Imagine the following scenario: (1) the employer commits a ULP; (2) the

organizer files a charge and strikes the job; (3) the employer subcontracts the

work; (4) as soon as the subcontractor gets the job manned and operating, the

organizer makes an unconditional offer on behalf of all striking employees to

return to work; (5) the employer spends a couple of weeks talking to his attorneys

before reinstatement is offered; (6) the subcontractor is removed from the job to

make room for the strikers; (7) the organizer files a charge demanding back pay
plus interest for the period of time between the unconditional offer to return to

work and the employer's offer of reinstatement; (8) the subcontractor sues the

contractor for cost recovery, damages, and breach of contract; (9) the employer
commits another ULP and the organizer strikes the job again; (10) this time the

employer can't find a subcontractor, so he hires replacements; (11) as soon as the

job is operational, the organizer makes another unconditional offer to return to

work; (12) this time the employer fires the replacements and offers immediate
reinstatement to the strikers; (13) as soon as the replacements are gone and most
have other jobs, the organizer calls an economic strike; (14) this time the employer
can't get a subcontractor or sufficient replacements for the strikers, so he offers

to sign the union's standard agreement; (15) the union advises the employer that

the standard agreement is not available and proposes scale plus $2.00 per hour;

(16) the owner removes the employer from the job and hires a union contractor;

(17) the union initiates the men; (18) the employer declares bankruptcy; (19) etc.

It may never happen just this way, but the organizer would not have been

able to remove the subcontractor from the job absent ULP protection for the

strikers. The same thing applies to removing the replacements hired during the

second strike.
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ULP strike protection may be the key to winning. If an economic strike

is lost, the organizing effort is usually dead. If a ULP strike is lost, the organizer

can put the strikers back on the job where they continue to engage in protected

concerted activity and/or prepare for a second strike. Employees are also more
willing to strike if they know they can have their jobs back virtually on demand.

In the scenario above, strikes were lost twice but the campaign was won.

WHEN TO STRIKE

Assuming that the organizer has filed unfair labor practice charges if

appropriate, has discussed the strike issue with the employees affected and secured

their assurances of participation, and has completed all other necessary

preparations, when should the strike actually start?

The answer is simply — when the organizer determines that a strike will be

the most effective. The organizer should be convinced that the strike will hurt the

employer, or demonstrate the effectiveness of concerted activity, or both and,

unless ULP strike protection is assured, that the job will remain closed down.

SECTION 8(b)(7)

Subsection 7 was added to Section 8(b) of the Act in 1959 in an effort to

prohibit "extortion" or "blackmail" picketing in organizing or recognitional

contexts. This subsection proscribes picketing where:

• Another union has already been lawfully recognized by the

employer in accordance with Section 9 of the Act;

• A valid NLRB election has been held within the last 12 months; or

• A petition for an NLRB election is not filed "within a reasonable

period of time not to exceed thirty days from the commencement

of such picketing".
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NLRB REPRKSENTATION ELECTIONS IN CONSTRUCTION

There are a number of reasons why NLRB elections are often not necessary

or appropriate in construction.

The Act permits Section 8(f) prehire agreements to be consummated and

enforced during their terms in the primary construction industry. Therefore, proof

of majority status through an NLRB representation election or other means is not

legally necessary prior to the execution of a collective bargaining agreement as it

is in the industrial sector.

The typical construction local union is confined by its constitution and

bylaws to operating in a well-defined geographical jurisdiction. The local union

cannot organize or represent craftsmen working outside its assigned areas without

infringing on the territorial rights of its sister local unions. In those situations

where a representation election petition is filed simply to convert an existing

Section 8(f) prehire agreement to Section 9(a) majority status, the NLRB will

accept the geographical jurisdiction recognized by that agreement.' Otherwise,

the confines of the bargaining unit will usually be found to be the geographical

area in which the employer actually performs work.

As an example, a local union whose geographical jurisdiction covers seven

counties may file a representation petition seeking NLRB certification in the seven

counties in which the Local Union operates for an employer that performs work

in eight counties, only four of which are in the petitioning local's geographical

jurisdiction. The remaining four counties lie in the territory of a sister local. The

NLRB will normally find the employees performing work in all eight counties to

constitute a single appropriate bargaining unit, irrespective of the limits of the

local's geographical jurisdicfion.

In the preceding example, a temporary solution may be for the local unions

to become joint petitioners for the eight counties so that, once certified, each may

bargain conditions for the work in its respective geographical jurisdiction. But this

'See IBEW publication titled The Deklewa Decision . Appropriate Bargaining

Units Under Deklewa.
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does not solve the problem of neither local having bargaining rights for its entire

geographical jurisdiction. What happens if the locals are able to negotiate an

agreement for the certified counties, the employer later begins open-shop

operations in the noncertified counties, and the locals are not able to organize or

obtain agreements for those additional parts of their jurisdictions? What might be

the end result if other signatory employers attempt to cease using the hiring halls,

making fringe benefit contributions, and otherwise honoring their agreements in

the noncertified counties of the locals' geographical jurisdictions citing, as

justification, favored-nation clauses, i.e, contractual provisos stating that if more

favorable terms are granted to other employers, similar terms must be granted

to all employers? Would the locals allow part of their geographical jurisdictions

to go completely open-shop, or would they disclaim bargaining rights in the eight-

county unit (in which event, the original organizing effort would have proven to

be useless)?

The Act excludes supervisors (foremen and general foremen) from the

bargaining unit even though the majority of construction agreements include

them. Once the NLRB certifies the union to represent a particular bargaining unit,

it is an unfair labor practice for the union to insist, to the point of impasse, on

inclusion of excluded jobs (supervisors). Thus, all the newly certified construction

employer need do to keep its supervisory employees out of an NLRB determined

bargaining unit is just say "no".

If the union should proceed to negotiate and execute an agreement covering

a unit certified by the NLRB, sans supervisors, the newly organized employer

could continue to hire supervisors off the street, unilaterally determine their pay

and fringe benefits, and ignore the hiring hall for those classifications. If the

union is party to a basic construction agreement containing a favored-nation clause,

it might be required to remove the supervisory classifications and pay rates from

that agreement as well.

The Act imposes rights and duties on certified bargaining agents that may

not be desirable or workable in construction. One is the duty to bargain in good

faith. The usual situation in construction is that the union cannot or does not

wish to bargain. The union usually wants the target employer to sign its basic

construction agreement; one that has already been bargained, ordinarily with an

association of employers, and which often contains a favored-nation clause.
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Absent some sophistication, the construction organizer in this situation may find

his union facing Section 8(a)(5) refusal-to-bargain charges instead of the employer.

Rightly or wrongly, craftsmen who participate in any NLRB representation

election which results in a majority of votes being cast for the union often feel

that they have "won". In fact, they are usually no closer to a labor agreement
than they were before the election victory and, for all of the previously enumerated
reasons, may even be in worse shape organizationally. Unfortunately, it is

common for them to turn to the organizer, at that point, and say, "We won; make
the employer sign the agreement."

What is the organizer's usual reaction? He demands bargaining, which he
will usually get once all the election objections and appeals are eventually

exhausted; makes many futile trips to the bargaining table; and spends time

uselessly reporting little or no progress to the expectant craftsmen. Eventually, the

craftsmen lose faith and hope. They witness the employer acting with impunity
and the union demonstrating that it is powerless to effect meaningful change.

Anyone who questions the legitimacy of this scenario need only check the

NLRB election statistics for construction, eliminate those expedited elections held

simply to convert existing Section 8(f) prehire agreements to Section 9(a) majority

status agreements, and then calculate how many of the remaining certifications are

successfully converted to collective bargaining agreements. Successful conversions

are nearly nonexistent.

If the union does win an NLRB election in construction and if a

prebargained area agreement is to be applied, it usually must be done quickly or

not at all. This precludes a long or drawn-out bargaining process. Therefore, the

union will most likely have to apply the same economic pressures to obtain a

contract after an NLRB election is won as would have been needed to obtain

voluntary recognition without an election.

If the union petitions for and loses an NLRB election, even a Section 8(f)

prehire agreement is prohibited for a year.

NLRB election, certification, and good-faith-bargaining requirements can
take months and even years to complete. Under the provisions of the National

Labor Relations Act, it is possible for determined employers to delay or stall the
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certification process by insisting on unit determination hearings with attendant legal

briefs; by committing and/or filing unfair labor practice charges with attendant

hearings, appeals, and legal briefs; by filing objections to the conduct of

representation elections with attendant hearings, appeals, and legal briefs, etc. By
the time final decisions are made and enforced by the NLRB, the construction

project may have been long completed and the employer may have even left the

jurisdiction of the union. Therefore, if the NLRB election process is to be used

in building and construction organizing, it should be applied with discretion to

projects of long duration, to stable employers which employ tradesmen on a long-

term or permanent basis, or to conversion of Section 8(f) contracts to Section 9(a)

status.

Before filing an NLRB representation petition seeking certification of a

bargaining unit the union will not sign an agreement for, the construction

organizer should ask himself, "What good is it?" Winning an NLRB election

prior to obtaining a Section 8(0 agreement may simply guarantee that an

agreement vrill never be consummated.

In summary, NLRB elections are often inappropriate to construction

organizing for the following reasons:

• NLRB certification or other proof of majority status is not a legally

necessary priority to negotiating and executing a construction

agreement.

• The NLRB will define the appropriate bargaining unit to

encompass the territory in which the employer performs work

rather than the local union's geographical jurisdiction (except

where a Section 8(f) agreement is already in effect).

• The NLRB will exclude supervisors from the bargaining unit.

• NLRB certification confers a duty to bargain even though an area

construction agreement, often containing a favored-nation clause,

is already bargained and in place.

• Winning an NLRB election often conveys a false and dangerous

sense of victory
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• Losing an election bars all Section 8(f) collective bargaining

agreements and recognitional picketing for one year.

• NLRB election certifications and good-faith-bargaining

requirements can take months and even years to complete.

• The union often must apply the same economic pressure to

obtain a contract after an election is won as needed to obtain

an agreement without an election.

Other than conversion elections mandated by the Deklewa decision, why do

construction organizers continue to seek and participate in NLRB representation

elections in construction? The answer usually is simple ignorance of the proper

methods and reliance on (improper) training by labor study centers, universities,

and others who try to apply the industrial organizing tactics they understand to

construction which they don't understand.

An example of what can and does happen when NLRB election procedures

are applied to construction organizing is demonstrated by the following excerpt

from the testimony of Mr. J. C. Turner, General President, International Union

of Operating Engineers, AFL-CIO, before the Subcommittee on Labor-

Management Relations of the Committee on Education and Labor, U.S. House of

Representatives on March 8, 1983;

"On other occasions, particularly during the hearings on labor law

reform, the labor movement has presented evidence concerning the

inordinate delays in the processing of representation cases under

current NLRB procedures, and the damage such delays inflict upon

the organizational rights of workers. More recently, in your hearings

on union busting labor consultants, you reviewed the evidence of how
labor consultants manipulate delays in the processing of representation

cases to defeat organizing efforts.

"While the evidence in those hearings established the scope of the

delays and manipulation and their impact on the rights of workers in

all industries, it is beyond peradventure that in the construction

industry the delays alone, without manipulation, effectively
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preclude the possibility of securing collective bargaining

representation. The NLRB itself recognized this fact early on.

"After the passage of the Wagner Act, and until passage of the

Taft-Hartley Act, the Board didn't even try to conduct elections in

the industry. The most commonly cited reason for the Board's

abdication ofjurisdiction over the constrjction industry was that stated

in its 1943 Brown and Root decision, i.e., application of the Act to

the construction industry 'would not effectuate the policies of the

Act.' 51 NLRB 820. Indeed, even after Taft-Hartley, which

contained amendments specifically directed to the construction

industry, the Board's General Counsel advised the Board to ignore the

statute in the construction industry for election purposes. (25 Lab.

Rel. Rep. 107, 1949).

"At the time everyone, including industry representatives,

acknowledged that employment in the industry was too sporadic

and transitory for representation proceedings conducted on an

employer-by-employer, job-site-by-job-site basis to effectively

provide collective bargaining representation.

"A current case involving the International Union of Operating

Engineers provides an excellent example of the frustration

encountered by workers who attempt to secure union representation

through the NLRB's election procedures. In 1981, the S. J. Groves

Company of Minneapolis, Minnesota commenced work on two very

large Interstate highway projects in downtown Atlanta, Georgia. The

International Union of Operating Engineers is familiar with the

Groves Company because it has been a major national heavy and

highway construction firm for many years. In my experience, until

these Atlanta projects, Groves had worked throughout the country as

a union contractor, and prospered as such. At the present time, the

Company enjoys mutually beneficial collective bargammg
relationships with a number of lUOE local unions around the country.

In spite of these long-standmg relationships, when approached by

construction unions in Atlanta concerning the two Interstate projects,

Groves advised that they intended to perform the work on a nonunion

basis and refused to negotiate a collective bargaining agreement.
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Because of the unusual magnitude and duration of these projects,

the unions determined to attempt to secure an NLRB election for the

workers involved. It is estimated that the two projects will cost one

hundred and twenty-five million dollars and take approximately three

and a half years to complete. Such a time frame makes an election

petition at least worth a try, even though it is recognized that a

contested NLRB case with appellate review can take much longer

than a mere three and a half years.

"Soon after the Atlanta jobs began, lUOE Local 926, as well as

four other building trades and Teamster local unions, began

organizing. The Company responded with what has become an

increasingly normal employer reaction to employee attempts to

organize: Unfair labor practice activity aimed at intimidating and

coercing the workers into rejecting the union. From the outset of the

organizing drive, the Company engaged in acts of surveillance,

interrogation, threat and reprisal which the General Accounting

Office's report to this Subcommittee of last year showed to be cost

effective law breaking from the employer's standpoint. Suffice it to

say that the unions filed a series of unfair labor practice charges on

behalf of the workers which resulted in a formal settlement by Groves

in which it agreed to cease and desist all such unfair labor practices

and make whole the affected employees in the amount of $22,000.

"Almost one year ago today, on March 10, 1982, the five local

unions filed a joint election petition with the NLRB. In response to

this petition, the Company filed with the Board a list of its employees,

which allegedly demonstrated that the unions' petition was not

supported by a sufficient showing of interest, i.e., 30% of the

employees in the bargaining unit.

"The unions had requested an election in a unit consisting of all

operating engineers, carpenters, cement masons, laborers, and

teamsters on the two Interstate projects, and the central garage facility

which serviced the jobs. While the unions estimated that

approximately 120 employees were encompassed in the unit, the

employer's list included well over 200 names. Accordingly, on

24-117 - 97 - 13
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March 26 the Board's Regional Director dismissed the petition for

lack of a 30% showing of interest.

"Four days later, the unions filed another petition, excluding the

teamsters and the central garage from the requested unit. This time,

the Regional Director found that there was a sufficient showing of

interest and directed that a hearing be conducted on the petition. That

hearing was held on April 20, 1982 and the employer raised all of the

issues that are common to construction industry cases. For instance,

the employer argued that the unions' petition should be dismissed

because the two project unit was too narrow, and should have

included thirteen other small, short-duration jobs being performed by
the Company m the area. This argument is made, of course, to dilute

the unions' established support and force them to secure authorization

cards from workers on widely scattered job sites. Of the thirteen

additional projects all had anticipated completion dates in 1982, which

of course meant that by the time an election might be expected

some, if not all, of the work would have been completed, and the

workers widely scattered. And let me assure you that if the unions'

original petition had included all of those small projects, the employer

would have gone to the hearing and argued that since the small jobs

were of limited duration and presented no prospects for continuing

employment, their inclusion by the union required dismissal of the

petition.

"The Company also asserted a number of other arguments. They
contended that the work performed by the construction employees was

not sufficiently segregated by function to identify the workers along

craft lines. The usual arguments concerning the inclusion or

exclusion of supervisory personnel were also made. Where the union

argued for exclusion the Company argued for inclusion and vice

versa.

"It's a game; we recognize that. It's a game played under NLRB
rules stacked against workers in all industries, but in our industry we
don't have time to play because, by the time the game is over, the

work is also over and our people are unemployed.
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"On June 21, 1982, two months after the close of the hearing, the
Regional Director issued a decision holding that the unit in this case
must include the thirteen small projects, in addition to the two
Interstate projects. The unions accepted this setback and immediately
gathered enough additional authorization cards to proceed with an
election in this expanded unit. The election was set for July 16
1982.

"The Company, however, was far from through. Although it had
prevailed in its argument that all fifteen jobs should be included in the
unit, the Regional Director had rejected the Company's argument that

all employees, not just the specified craftsmen, should be included in

the unit. Since the Regional Director had accepted some, but not all,

of the Groves' position, the door was left open for the Company to

file a Request for Review with the Board in Washington, asking that

the Regional Director's decision be set aside. This the Company did.

While that Request for Review was pending, election preparations

progressed. But, on July 15, the eve of election day, the parties

received a telegram from Washington advising that the Board had
granted the employer's Request for Review and directing that the

election be postponed until fiirther notice.

"As I sit before you today, the unions and workers sit in Atlanta

awaiting that further notice firom the NLRB. Next week, they will

have waited for eight months. In the meantime, the completion
dates for all of the thirteen small projects have passed. Two days
from now, one year will have elapsed since the first petition in this

case was filed. One year, and we know that the game is far from
over. Should the unions ultimately prevail before the Board it is fully

anticipated that the Company will seize upon a basis to refuse to

bargain and appeal the Board's decision to the Circuit Court of
Appfeals. The Board's handling of such refusal to bargain cases

typically consumes some (sic) months and I am advised that thereafter

it can reasonably be anticipated that the court proceedings in the

Eleventh Circuit would take at least a year."

[Emphasis added.]
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Under the interpretation and application of the Act presently embraced by

the NLRB, there is only one situation where representation elections are nearly

always appropriate, desirable, and necessary in construction; i.e., where the

employer has already been organized and is party to a Section 8(f) prehire

agreement which the employer will not agree to convert to Section 9(a) majority

status through a card check and execution of a voluntary recognition agreement.

Here, the only possible conversion tool is an election. But this situation is entirely

different from that in a bottom-up campaign; i.e., the employer is already

organized, a contract is in effect, the voters should already be union members, the

NLRB will accept the unit description Oob classifications and geography) contained

in the agreement, and thus the election will be expedited.

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS ACT - SECTION 8(n

As defined by the NLRB (National Labor Relations Board), an appropriate

unit of employees for the purpose of collective bargaining ordinarily requires a

regular employer and a stable group of identifiable employees. In the construction

industry, however, if appropriate collective bargaining units were determined to

be each construction project separately, many or even most of those projects might

be completed before NLRB representation elections could be held and certainly

before final certification of the union could be issued and a first labor agreement

negotiated. Likewise, if appropriate collective bargaining units were determined

to be the employees of each contractor separately, the entire work force or a

substantial portion thereof might change once or even several times before an

NLRB election could be held and the lengthy processes necessary to certification

and negotiation of a first agreement completed. For these and other reasons,

NLRB representation election processes are not always appropriate to

construction organizing. (See later section titied NLRB REPRESE^a•ATION
ELECTIONS IN CONSTRUCTION).

The National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) was not designed for application

to the construction industry and, therefore, has never fit its realities well. During

the Wagner Act period, the NLRB acknowledged this fact by refusing to apply the

Act to construction, and following passage of the Taft-Hartley Amendments, its

attempts to apply the Act to construction were not very successful. The 1959

Landrum-Griffin Amendments attempted to address these problems but failed to
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cope with the serious flaws inherent in applying the NLRB's industrial procedures

to construction job sites. Regardless, in recognition of the unique nature of the

industry, the NLRA does make some special exceptions for construction.

In recognition of the inability of construction craftsmen to achieve a truly

effective voice in their wages, hours, and conditions of work except through the

organization and control of a loose monopoly of the construction labor pool.

Section 8(f) of the National Labor Relations Act encourages the formation of

such monopolies by making legal their operation by construction unions. The
rights granted construction unions by Section 8(f) are generally denied to unions

in other industries. For construction unions, Section 8(f) is the single most
important section of the Act because:

It permits building and construction trades employers to sign union

agreements without requiring the union to first establish that it

represents a majority of the employees. Absent this proviso, prehire

agreements would be unlawful, as they are in other industries.

Agreements signed after a job is manned would also be unlawful

unless the union first established that it represented a majority of the

employees. Needless to say, this proviso is a powerful weapon which
building and construction trades unions can utilize to its fullest extent

only by organizing and controlling a loose monopoly of the

construction labor pool;

It permits building and construction trades collective bargaining

agreements to require union membership after seven (7) days of

employment or after seven (7) days following the signing of the

agreement;

It permits building and construction trades unions to require

employers to notify the union of employment opportunities and allows

the union to refer qualified applicants for employment;

It permits building and construction trades unions to contractually

establish standards of training or experience as qualifications for

employment and to grant priorities in employment based upon length

of service (a) with the employer, (b) in a geographical jurisdiction,

or (c) in the industry.
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The special privileges granted by Section 8(f) provide the tools needed to

operate monopolies of qualified tradesmen formed by organizing and taking into

membership a majority of all who are employed or available for employment in

the industry. Once a monopoly has been built, the union automatically controls

its work since employers cannot readily employ qualified tradesmen except through

the union. In order to employ union tradesmen, an employer must first sign a

"prehire agreement" made lawful by Section 8(f). These agreements will contain

provisions establishing training or experience qualifications and employment

priorities as also permitted by Section 8(f).

- It is easy to see why Section 8(f) is so important. A monopoly of available

manpower is possible under Section 8(f); without Section 8(f), it is impossible.

THE LAW OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND

The same principles apply to the skilled trades today as when the pioneers

formed our labor organizations; to survive and prosper, the service offered must

be matched with the demand. The law of supply and demand applies to the labor

movement just as stringently as it applies to commercial endeavors.

Labor organizations must not be deluded into thinking they can survive or

prosper by controlling or regulating the level of demand for skilled labor. The

labor movement has attained only limited, short-term success in mediating

demand, most often through political action designed to stimulate the level of

construction activity; eliminate the least qualified and/or restrict entry to the trades

through licensing requirements, training minimums, and ratios; or legislate union-

only jobs.

Unions have sought to stimulate demand for their members' servicesby

insuring that their levels of skill and ability are high and remain so; by investing

their .trust fund assets on favorable terms in projects that employ members only;

and, in some cases, by directly subsidizing employers through stratagems such as

funded target programs, i.e., the Kansas City Plan, Elgin I, and Elgin II. The

effect of these efforts have been limited to localized or short-term successes and

primarily have rewarded one group of tradesmen (union) to the detriment of the

other group (nonunion). But in truth, these stratagems have had little long term
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effect; while they have directed additional work to members, they have not

substantially increased the continuing overall demand for skilled tradesmen nor

have they allowed unions to regain control of the manpower supply-

The true long-term accomplishments of skilled trades unions have come from

organizing and maintaining control of the supply of skilled tradesmen and then

using that control through strikes, boycotts, limiting referral to those employers

who agree to minimum terms and conditions of labor, and so on, to keep prices

fair and working conditions good. Unions' declared intent, since their inception,

has been to control the supply; to organize all building tradesmen into local unions

for the purpose of eliminating that competition which is based on substandard

terms and conditions of employment. It is the only strategy that has worked;

continually organizing and controlling a working monopoly of the supply of skilled

labor — the labor pool — and, through that working monopoly, enforcing

minimum standards.

Like many social organizations which evolve over a long period of time,

skilled trades unions have adopted some policies or programs which continue to

work to their advantage but, in bureaucratic maturity, have taken on some

disadvantageous characteristics as well. Thus, at the same time unions are trying

to organize and control the existing supply, they may also support activities that

add to the glut.

Think of the jurisdiction of a hypothetical skilled trades local union as a

"labor market" controlled, as it is, by the basic law of supply and demand. There

is a finite amount of skilled trades work to be performed in such a "labor market"

and to the extent that the union controls the supply of skilled tradesmen, it can

also control labor prices; that is, wages, fringe benefits, and other terms and

conditions of employment. Assume, for purposes of illustration, that this "labor

market" supports a demand for 600 tradesmen. Present building trades union

control of 20-30% of the manpower in the U.S. construction industry will support

an assumption that 180, or 30%, of these tradesmen are members of a local union

and that the remaining 420 are self-employed or work for various nonsignatory

employers.

Union plus Others equals Supply less Demand equals Excess

180 + 420 = 600 - 600 =0
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Assume that the 180 building tradesmen who are members of the local union are

wisely investing in their futures by employing organizers whose task it is to bring

the 420 unrepresented tradesmen into membership so that, through control of the

supply, they will be able to increase their standard of living and enhance their job

security.

If this supply of 600 building tradesmen is stable or shrinks, thus fueling

demand, the organizers' task will be easier and progress can be more readily

attained. If, on the other hand, this supply of 600 tradesmen grows, the

organizers' task will be more difficult and wages, fringe benefits, and other terms

and conditions of employment will experience downward pressure as the result of

more than 600 tradesmen competing for the 600 available jobs.

Now introduce into this "labor market" a program created by the union

which continues to offer advantages but which has developed some
disadvantageous characteristics; a joint apprenticeship and training committee. For

the purpose of this example, assume that the basic local union agreement provides

for a ratio of one apprentice to every three journeymen. Based on 180 journeymen

members of this hypothetical local union, the joint committee's assessment of the

ideal situation in a five-year apprenticeship program is to annually start classes of

twelve each. They realize that, due to attrition, they will not be able to maintain

a full 3-to-l journeyman-apprentice ratio using these numbers, but it is a figure

that has been arrived at through a consensus of the parties.

FIGURE 2.

Union plus Others equals Supply less Demand equals Excess

180

+ 60 Apprentices

240 + 420 = 660 - 600 = 60

In this example, to the extent that increases in supply are not offset by

decreases due to retirement, injury, death, and other reasons, there will soon be

more tradesmen than there are jobs. The union will then encounter problems in

accomplishing its basic objective of maintaining high wages and full employment

and, thus, will become less attractive to nonmembers. Current members will resist

taking in additional journeymen members through organizing because they fear

their competition for available union jobs. The union's stated goal of an ever

increasing standard of living for its members will become less attainable as market
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conditions become depressed due to oversupply and a working monopoly of the

manpower supply becomes more difficult to maintain.

Those who originally organized the building trades unions knew that their

first priority had to be control of the existing supply of skilled tradesmen, and that

is why the goal of organizing all workers in the entire industry became boilerplate

in all building trades union constitutions. In response to this same hypothetical

example, they would have acted, first, to bring the 420 nonmember tradesmen into

the union before increasing the supply by training additional ones.

FIGURE 3.

Union plus Others equals Supply less Demand equals Excess

180 420

+ 60 Apprentices -60 Recruited

& Trainees bv Union

240 + 360 = 600 - 600 =0
The problem is simply that union apprenticeship and training efforts have

largely become apprenticeship efforts only; as bottom-up organizing in the

building trades slowly ceased, the training function took a distant second place

as well. As skilled trades organizations, unions have always conducted skill

improvement and training activities. On the other hand, apprenticeship programs,

as they operate today, are fairly recent innovations. Certainly, the challenge of

training those who may not be high school graduates, who may not have the best

study habits or well developed learning skills, and who may have pressing family

and community obligations as well is greater than training carefully selected

registered apprentices. But it represents change from our present method of

operation — a change from present paradigms and a renewed obedience to the

basic law of supply and demand.

The law of supply and demand dictates that union tradesmen do not

command superior wages and conditions by virtue of their demonstrated

superior skill and ability. If they did, wage cuts, funded target programs, and

other concessions would never be necessary. Tradesmen command superior wages

and conditions when they are organized well enough to affect the supply of labor,

by withholding it in meaningful amounts or releasing it only under stated minimum
conditions. To the extent that joint apprenticeship and training efforts have tended

to instill a belief thai union wages and conditions are based solely upon a skill and
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ability platform, our labor organizations are endangered. Why would a tradesman

need a union if wages were actually based upon skill and ability alone; that is a

personal asset which does not require a union to promote. Those who are forced

to market themselves in competition with the nonunion manpower supply soon

realize that it is union organization, not skill and ability, that provides true

marketing support. That is why strong organizations of relatively unskilled

workers, such as in automobile plants, usually command higher wages and better

conditions than most unorganized tradesmen whose skills are high.

CLASSIFYING AND INITIATING NEWLY ORGANIZED
CONSTRUCTION WORKERS

Open-shop contractors are free to arrange their work so as to use individual

employees on a wide variety of tasks and, therefore, they employ journeymen,

subjoumeymen, helpers, laborers, etc. These are the workers whose support must

be secured if organization of the work force is to succeed. Union contractors, on

the other hand, are constrained by collective bargaining agreements which specify

the use of journeymen for certain work and which limit the number or ratio of

apprentices who may be employed. Because of this, the organizer must recognize

and understand that, to some extent, union contractors and open-shop contractors

are looking at different sources for their manpower.

In order to organize most jobs, shops, or contractors it is necessary for

the union to offer, or convincingly promise, two basic conditions to the

workers in the unrepresented bargaining unit:

• job classifications employable under the collective

bargaining agreement;

• an opportunity for union membership.

In top-down situations, the contractor may be willing to sign a union

agreement and employ all needed additional craftsmen in conformance with the

referral procedure while at the same time msisting that all, or a selected group, of

his current employees be employed under the labor agreement and offered union

membershlD.
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In bottom-up situations, the union cannot realistically expect to secure the

necessary support of a meaningful majority of the bargaining unit unless union

membership and placement in jobs covered by the labor agreement are the

projected end results. If the above stated conditions cannot be met, bottom-up

organizing of entire bargaining units cannot usually be accomplished.

Unfortunately, unorganized workers do not fall into the neat categories of

journeymen and apprentices as recognized by most construction collective

bargaining agreements and whom most unions are equipped to process as new
members under their normal systems.

In the past, some local unions have attempted to deal with this problem by

taking into membership only those craftsmen who passed required journeyman
examinations and proved minimum experience levels while expecting or requiring

contractors to get rid of and replace all others by using the referral procedure.

Whether or not a contractor would cooperate usually depended on the strength of

his desire or need to become party to the local union's labor agreement. Faced

with losing his work, not being able to bid desirable work, being thrown off key

jobs, etc., a contractor might be willing to discharge all of his employees,

qualified as well as unqualified. On the other hand, faced with unemployment,
losing a particularly desirable job, etc., the local union might be willing to accept

into membership all of a contractor's employees.

Between these two extremes lie infinite variations ranging from refusing to

allow a contractor to sign a local union agreement, thus forcing him and all of his

employees off the job to be replaced by a contractor employing local union

members, to such shoddy operations as promising to test and accept into

membership all employees who achieve acceptable scores and then, after the

contractor has already signed the agreement, designing the test so that none pass.

Needless to say, these and like schemes have not solved the long-term problem
and, in fact, actually work to erode the union's strength and eventually destroy it.

All union representatives responsible for organizing should understand that

it is an unfair labor practice, in violation of Sections 8(a)(1) and (3) of the

National Labor Relations Act, for a contractor to discharge or otherwise

discriminate "against an employee for nonmembership in a labor organization

(A) if he has reasonable grounds for believing that such membership was not

available to the employee on the same terms and conditions generally applicable

to other members or (B) if he has reasonable grounds for believing that
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membership was denied or terminated for reasons other than the failure of the

employee to tender the periodic dues and mitiation fees uniformly required as a

condition of acquiring or retaining membership". Those contractors who have

violated this part of the Act with impunity usually have been able to do so only

because the discriminatees were ignorant of their rights and protections under the

law. Otherwise, in most cases, those contractors would have eventually faced a

reinstatement-to-employment order with appropriate back pay and interest.

All union representatives responsible for organizing should also understand

that it is an unfair labor practice, in violation of Sections 8(b)(1) and (2) of the

National Labor Relations Act, for a labor organization or its agents "to cause or

attempt to cause an employer to discriminate against an employee in violation of

subsection 8(a)(3) or to discriminate against an employee with respect to whom
membership in such organization has been denied or terminated on some ground

other than his failure to tender the periodic dues and the initiation fees uniformly

required as a condition of acquiring or retaining membership". Those unions who

may have violated this part of the Act with impunity usually have been able to do

so because the contractor either did not know the law or chose not to use it or,

again, because the discriminatees were ignorant of their rights and protections

under the law. Otherwise, in most cases, those unions would have eventually

faced orders for back pay plus interest also.

Removing an open-shop contractor from a job temporarily gains some

work for union craftsmen but it also leaves this open-shop contractor intact

and free to continue to bid against, or otherwise compete with, union

contractors and union craftsmen. At the same time, it creates or aggravates

bitter feelings against the union by the open-shop contractor and his

unorganized workers thus making eventual organization even more difficult.

Left free to operate nonunion, this contractor will eventually cost the union

more work than the union gained by having him thrown off a job and will

erode the union's wages, benefits, and working conditions while doing it.

Whenever the union has or gains the advantage, it should cause the contractor

to become party to a collective bargaining agreement, multiemployer if

possible, and should improve its control of the construction labor pool by

initiating the workers. This destroys the ability of the contractor to continue

to compete based on substandard wages, benefits, and working conditions

which, after all. is an important purpose of unions.
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Prior to passage of the Davis-Bacon Act in 1931, placing newly organized

construction workers in job classifications covered by the labor agreement did not

pose as large a problem since the use of helpers, preapprentices, learners, trainees,

subjoumeymen, etc., was common practice in most construction unions.

However, because of the tremendous impact of Davis-Bacon which excluded all

classifications exceptjourneymen and those apprentices registered in BAT (Bureau

of Apprenticeship and Training, U.S. Department of Labor) programs from the

wage categories set in its regulations, use of other classifications in the unionized

sector had virtually disappeared by the early 1950s and classification of newly
organized workers had become more difficult as well.

Many open-shop contractors are able to underbid or otherwise compete
effectively against union contractors because they are free to organize their work
so as to use individual workers who lack journeyman skills (subjoumeymen) on
a wide variety of tasks and assignments ordinarily performed by union

journeymen. Although the employment of subjoumeymen together with the

absence of BAT-approved apprentice training programs has helped to limit the

Davis-Bacon work performed by these open-shop contractors, it is the major

source of their ability to compete effectively for work not involving use of public

funds.

Recently, because of the economic climate, the tremendous growth in

numbers of double-breasted, merit-shop, and open-shop contractors, and changes

in the regulations of the Davis-Bacon Act to allow use of subjoumeymen and use

of the average wage rather than the union wage as prevailing on projects involving

use of public funds, some unions have added various subjoumeyman categories to

their labor agreements in order to improve the ability of union contractors to

compete against the subjoumeyman categories. It has been anticipated that, where

used, subjoumeymen categories will eliminate the white ticket or permit system

used by some unions to refer unqualified nonmembers at full journeyman rates to

jobs where manpower is needed but journeymen are not available.

Although classification of newly organized workers is easier under

agreements containing subjoumeyman categories, this trend is not widespread

enough to have a meaningful impact on this problem and some unions will not

approve any agreement providing for use of subjoumeyman categories in their

craft jurisdiction.
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How, then, does the union approach the organization of bargaining units

which include subjourneyman categories such as helpers, laborers,

preapprentices, learners, and others who do not fit the predetermined

qualifications and classifications enumerated in the labor agreement? Must the

union fail in recruiting majority support because the organizer cannot guarantee

classification in jobs covered by the labor agreement or because certain workers

must be told that they cannot be accepted into membership? This problem is one

of the toughest to solve and is the single most damaging obstacle to both top-down

and bottom-up construction union organizing. It usually breaks down into two

parts: (1) how can unorganized workers be guaranteed that the local union body

will eventually accept them into membership; and (2) how can newly organized

workers be meshed into the job classifications specified by the union's collective

bargaining agreements.

PREPARATIONS TO DEAL WITH THIS PROBLEM MUST BE MADE IN ADVANCE
IF ANY CONSTRUCTION ORGANIZING PROGRAM IS TO BE SUCCESSFUL OR
SUSTAINED.

Placement Examination System

One of the best ways to accomplish both the proper classification under the

current labor agreement and initiation into membership of newly organized

workers is through use of a placement or no-fail examination system. In order

to successfully operate such a system, in addition to its normal apprentice training

arrangements and facilities, the local union may want to offer separately the

instruction and training necessary to upgrade the skills of newly organized workers

who cannot immediately qualify for the journeyman classification. Many local

unions already have this capability. Those which do not may want to develop it

before implementing the placement examination system.

Under the placement or no-fail examination system, all newly organized

workers are given tests for the purpose of ascertaining their knowledge of and

familiarity with their craft. These tests may be written, oral, or practical and

should include experience ratings. Although acceptable minimum scores may be

predetermined for the purpose of attaining immediate journeyman classification,

the primary purpose of the testing is placement.
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Although newly organized tradesmen may be meshed into existing apprentice

classes, this is not always practical. Placing subjoumeymen with long years of

experience in classes with inexperienced recent high school graduates, for

example, may not provide the most desirable educational environment. More
importantly, these subjoumeymen may have different educational or instructional

needs which can be more adequately and timely addressed in separate skill

improvement and training classes. These separate classes may be set up with

journeyman certification or automatic journeyman classification, based on

experience ratings, as the end result.

Those tradesmen who cannot achieve immediate journeyman classification

and who are not placed in separate skill improvement and training classes should

be placed in the apprentice training program at the level indicated by their test

results (1 month, 6 months, 12 months — 42 months, etc.). The normal

qualifications required of apprenticeship applicants such as age, education,

residency, etc., may usually be waived to accept newly organized tradesmen into

BAT-registered apprenticeship and training programs provided evidence that they

came as the result of an organizing effort (a majority of tradesmen in the

bargaining unit sign union authorization cards, an agreement is signed, or an

NLRB election is won) can be furnished to BAT or provided their employer

becomes party to the local union's labor agreement and pays into the program and,

in either case, further provided that some credit for previous experience (as little

as one month) is given to each so that none start at the beginning.

The BAT will occasionally object to the waiving of some requirements but

will often back away if pressed. Any real roadblocks to placement of newly

organized workers in the apprentice training program usually arise on the joint

committee. For this reason, particular care should be taken to win the joint

committee's support for the organizing program in advance. This should not

be difficult once the employers understand that organizing makes them more

competitive.

An efficient way to insure that newly organized tradesmen qualify for

inclusion in the union's apprentice training program is to amend the standards.

This approach has been utilized by the National Joint Apprenticeship and Training

Committee for the Electrical Industry (NJATC). The Qualifications for

Apprenticeship section of the NJATC's National Standards, which are registered
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with the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training,

contains the following exceptions or additions to the traditional qualifications:

"(1) ...To qualify for oral interview an applicant nnust meet the ....

basic requirements unless he or she has a minimum of six thousand

hours of substantiated electrical construction work experience.

"(2) An employee, of a nonsignatory employer, not qualifying as a

journeyman when the employer becomes signatory shall be evaluated

by the JATC and indentured at the appropriate period of

apprenticeship based on previous work experience and related

training.

"(3) An individual who signs an authorization card during an

organizing effort wherein over fifty percent of the employees have

signed: Whether or not the employer becomes signatory, an individual

not qualifying as journeyman shall be evaluated by the JATC and

indentured at the appropriate period of apprenticeship based on

previous work experience and related training."

For those subjoumeymen who actively assist in organizing efforts but are not

able to substantiate 6,000 hours of electrical work experience and whose employers

do not become signatories or where NLR£ elections are not won or a majority of

authorization cards are not obtained, an alternative is to simply place these workers

in training without registering them with BAT. These nonregistered trainees

cannot be used, as such, on prevailing rate work and, upon completion of the

program, will not receive a state or federal certification. They will receive the

ultimate recognition, however, which is journeyman classification for purposes of

referral and employment under the collective bargaining agreement.

Most collective bargaining agreements provide that the joint committee

(JATC) shall be responsible for all training and not just the apprenticeship program

and not just "registered" apprentices. Many newly organized workers can be

processed through special skill upgrading and training classes designed

especially for that purpose.

Regardless of age and/or excellent qualifications, an applicant may prefer

placement in the apprentice training program to an immediate journeyman
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classification. Applying the sample referral language which appears in the

following pages, consider an employment situation where the Group I applicant

pool is turning over on a regular and frequent basis but where Group 11 is seldom,

if ever, utilized. Simultaneously, the union is engaged in an organizing drive

which hinges upon the recruitment and subsequent employment of key qualified

nonunion tradesmen. Since none of these key tradesmen have been employed for

a period of "at least one year in the last four years" under the union's collective

bargaining agreement, none can qualify for registration in Group 1. They face the

Hobson's choice of remaining nonunion and employed or becoming members only

to face an indefinite period of unemployment as Group II registrants. In this

situation, an apprentice classification may be preferable because apprentices are not

subject to the referral procedure but, instead, are placed on jobs by the joint

committee. Inclusion of key tradesmen in the final year of the apprentice training

program can provide employment under the collective bargaining agreement at a

relatively high rate of pay. Additionally, the minimum employment period under

the collective bargaining agreement of "at least one year in the last four years"

may be satisfied while completing the final apprenticeship year so that Group I

registration eligibility and the journeyman classification are achieved

simultaneously.

Following the placement examination, but prior to acceptance, as an

additional precaution, newly organized tradesmen who do not qualify for

immediate journeyman classification may be given individual letters clearly stating

the placement level achieved or other conditions (see Exhibit B).

First preference for employment and the highest wage rates are the right of

those who have earned or acquired the journeyman classification. This is usually

evidenced by a membership book, ticket, dues receipt, etc., issued by the local

union and requires certification as a journeyman by a joint apprenticeship

committee or a passing score on a journeyman examination given by a construction

local union. The following referral language excerpt from a construction labor

agreement is typical:

Sample Contractual Referral Language

Section . The Union shall select and refer applicants for

employment without discrimination against such applicants by reason

of membership or nonmembership in the Union and such selection and
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referral shall not be affected in any way by rules, regulation, bylaws,

constitutional provisions or any other aspect or obligation of Union

membership policies or requirements. All such selection and referral

shall be in accord with the following procedure.

Section . The Union shall maintain a register of applicants

for employment established on the basis of the Groups listed below.

Each applicant for employment shall be registered in the highest

priority Group for which he qualifies.

GROUP I. All applicants for employment who have four or more

years' experience in the trade, are residents of the

geographical area constituting the normal construction

labor market, have passed a Journeyman examination

given by a duly constituted Construction Local Union

or have been certified as a Journeyman by any Joint

Apprenticeship and Training Committee, and who
have been employed for a period of at least one year

in the last four years under a collective bargaining

agreement between the parties to this Agreement.

GROUP II. All applicants for employment who have four or more

years' experience in the trade and who have passed a

Journeyman examination given by a duly constituted

Construction Local Union or have been certified as

Journeyman by any Joint Apprenticeship and Training

Committee.

GROUP III. All applicants for employment who have two or more

years' experience in the trade, are residents of the

geographical area constituting the normal construction

labor market, and who have been employed for at least

six months in the last three years in the trade under a

collective bargaining agreement between the parties to

this Agreement.

GROUP IV. All applicants for employment who have worked at the

trade for more than one year.
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Section . If the registration list is exhausted and the Local

Union is unable to refer applicants for employment to the Employer

within 48 hours from the time of receiving the Employer's request;

Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays excepted; the Employer shall be

free to secure applicants without using the Referral Procedure but

such applicants, if hired, shall have the status of "temporary

employees".

In the four referral groups appearing in the above sample, you will note that

the only registration requirement the union has direct control over is the

journeyman examination or certification. Even though the referral procedure is

not subject to or dependent upon union membership or other union requirements,

it is the reason underlying most membership application rejections. Too often the

local union membership wrongly reasons that it is to their advantage to limit the

number of craftsmen who are entitled to employment preference under the labor

agreement by withholding the journeyman classification and/or a union card,

ticket, book, etc., as evidence of the journeyman classification. By doing so, they

are often guaranteeing that these craftsmen will be permanently available to their

nonunion competitors, usually at substandard rates and conditions.

It is easy to limit the number of craftsmen certified as journeymen by a joint

apprenticeship committee. First, all applicants must meet certain standards which

may be based on age, education, physical fitness, aptitude tests, residency, etc.,

and survive a committee interview based on judgment factors such as interests,

moral character, cooperativeness, judgment, financial condition, etc. Second, and

most important, the number of new apprentices to be accepted is arbitrarily

determined in advance.

It is more difficult, but not impossible, to limit the number of craftsmen who

pass a journeyman examination given by a duly constituted construction local

union. Sometimes these examinations are offered in writing only or, if offered

orally, may not be administered by interview designed to determine actual

knowledge and familiarity with the craft. Experience ratings may be ignored or

not given proper weight. Under the guise of maintaining high industry standards,

examinations may be deliberately designed to be difficult, or even impossible, to

pass. Applications to take examinations may be discouraged through various forms

of intimidation, coercion, or discrimination. Those who apply, if already
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employed under the labor agreement, may suddenly be laid-off or referral under

the permit system may suddenly become difficult or impossible to achieve.

Our sample referral language, in accord with the law, makes it plain that

preference for employment referral shall not be based on union classification or

membership. In theory, therefore, a journeyman classification issued by a union

is meaningless for referral purposes unless it is earned by examination or

certification. However, in some situations where local unions have classified

craftsmen as journeymen even though they have not taken or passed a journeyman

examination or been certified by an apprenticeship and training committee, the

NLRB has ruled that such classification, absent conclusive proof to the contrary,

is based on experience ratings and indicates qualification for employment referral

as journeymen.

It goes without saying that newly organized workers who pass a journeyman

examination should be classified and referred for employment as journeymen just

as those who are placed in apprentice training programs should be classified and

employed as apprentices. Those who are not placed in either category but are

enrolled in skill improvement and training classes may be classified in a variety

of ways. If the labor agreement makes provisions for use of subjourneymen, they

may be classified and referred for employment in that manner pending full

journeyman status. They may be classified as steamfitter rather than Journeyman

steamfitter, as wireman or residential wireman, etc., and be referred out of the

proper group (GROUPS III or IV in the sample), be used in place of white tickets

or the permit system, be used as supplements to maintain the proper

apprentice/journeyman ratio if permitted, etc. If necessary to organizing purposes

and permitted by agreement with signatory employers, they may even be classified

as provisional Journeyman pending full journeyman status.

What recourse, if any, does the union have following classification and

initiation into membership if a newly organized worker fails to complete the terms

of the placement letter by attending skill improvement and training classes or

completing the required apprenticeship and training program? As long as the

journeyman classification has not been granted, such classification may be withheld

and registration for employment referral as a journeyman (in GROUPS I or II in

our sample) would not be permitted. Whenever possible, the full journeyman

classification should not be granted until the necessary skill mnprovement and

training is completed. If there are anv who cannot be classified as journevmen or
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apprentices, hopefully they will remain with their newly organized employers until

the terms of their placement letters put them in classifications recognized by the

labor agreement so that the referral procedure will not come into use prematurely.

The possibility should be acknowledged that referral out of GROUPS I or

II of our sample referral procedure may imply journeyman status just as granting

a journeyman classification without requiring a journeyman examination may imply

it as earlier noted. In addition, the knowing referral out of any group of a person

or persons not so entitled may subject the local union to charges by those rightfully

entitled and thus disadvantaged.

So far we have discussed how the placement or no-fail examination system

can make a sustained organizing program possible and successful by providing a

workable mechanism to guarantee workers that, once organized, they will be

placed in employable job classifications. This is only half of the problem,

however. To be successful, we must also offer union membership.

Initiating The Newly Organized

With rare exception, apprentices are automatically offered union

membership. By using the placement or no-fail examination system to move as

many newly organized workers as possible into the apprentice training program,

we are also guaranteeing that union membership will be open to them. In any

event, once apprentices are certified as journeymen, they are entitled to preference

for employment referral (through GROUPS I and II in the sample) so there is no

longer a reason to oppose their membership in the union. Problem solved for this

group.

If strong membership opposition is expected, an effort may be made to see

that these journeymen applicants qualify for preference in referral before any

membership vote. Under our sample referral language, this would require a year's

employment under the labor agreement. Assuming that these journeymen

applicants are currently employed under the labor agreement by a recently

organized contractor, this should not be impossible. Once an applicant qualifies

for referral preference (registration in GROUP 1 in our sample), opposing his

membership in the union no longer makes sense.
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In situations where the examining board may be hostile to organizmg, those

who are qualified for journeyman classification may be placed in the final stage of

the apprentice training program and, upon completion, certified as journeymen by
the joint committee.

Permanent Solution

There are, of course, better and more permanent ways to solve the two

major internal problems prohibiting or limiting union organization of the

construction manpower pool. The best way is through an educational program,

such as IBEW's COMET, designed to improve the rank-and-file member's

understanding of the necessity of taking in new members. However, this cannot

be accomplished over night nor can the organizer always afford to wait.

REGARDLESS OFTHE METHOD USED, BEFORE ANY ORGANIZING PROGRAM
CAN BE SUSTAINED, THE UNION MUST BE ABLE TO GUARANTEE THAT NEWLY
ORGANIZED WORKERS WILL BE (1) PLACED IN JOB CLASSIFICATIONS
EMPLOYABLE UNDER THE LABOR AGREEMENT AND (2) OFFERED MEMBERSHIP
IN THE UNION

THE .TATC - A CRITICAL ORGANIZING ROLE

In order to mount a successful bottom-up organizing effort, it is absolutely

essential to be able to extend two basic guarantees to nonunion employees. These

guarantees are:

1. JOB CLASSIFICATIONS EMPLOYABLE UNDER THE
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT; and

2. THE OPPORTUNITY FOR UNION MEMBERSHIP.

The above stated guarantees are not all that may be needed in order to

successfully organize bottom-up. They are minimums.

Being skilled in all facets of the trade is no longer necessary for lifetime

employment in the nonunion branch of the construction industry even though the

union defmition of "qualified" includes it, the journeyman classification requires
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it, most Standard collective bargaining agreements recognize no employable job

classifications except foreman, journeyman and apprentice, and most standard

referral-for-employment procedures recognize but one referable job classification;

journeyman.

When organizing, how can unions appeal to the vast majority of the

nonunion craftsmen v/ho are performing skilled work under substandard terms and

conditions of employment? If they are completely honest, most local unions must
simply say:

"If you will support our union in its effort to organize your nonunion

employer and the effort is successful, you will be given an

examination to determine if you are knowledgeable in all facets of the

trade -- both in theory and in code. Provided you achieve an

acceptable score on this examination, you will be classified as a

journeyman. You will thereafter be allowed to remain with your

present employer without penalty as long as that employer remains

signatory to our union's collective bargaining agreement and wishes

to keep you.

"If your employer lets you go for any reason, and provided that you

have at least four years experience in the industry, you will be eligible

to sign our union's out-of-work-list in one of the top two groups.

"If you are a resident in the jurisdiction and further provided that you

have worked at least one year out of the last four under our union's

collective bargaining agreement, you will be eligible to register in

Group I. Otherwise, you will be placed in Group II where the

prospects for your employment are not good since our union does not

anticipate being able to refer from that group for several months or

even years.

"You may travel away from home and family to work out of Group

II in the jurisdiction of other local unions provided they need the help.

In the meantime, even if your present employer, who has employed

you for many years and who has recalled you from layoff repeatedly,

should experience an increase in work and wish to call you back as
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has been his custom, you will not be allowed to return and your

former job will be given to a Group I registrant.

"If you should perform any nonunion electrical work while you are

unemployed, you will be subject to discipline including fines and the

loss of your newly acquired union membership.

"Since most of the craftsmen working for your nonunion employer are

subjoumeymen when measured against our union's journeyman

standard of knowledge of all facets of the trade, you probably will not

be able to pass a journeyman examination. In this event, you may
apply for inclusion in our union's pool of eligible apprenticeship

applicants. To be included in this pool you must be a high school

graduate or have a GED, have completed one full year of algebra,

achieve qualifying scores on aptitude tests, and be physically able to

perform the work or you must have at least 6,000 hours of experience

in the industry. In the event you meet these standards and are

included in the pool, you still may not be selected for training and

placement in a job covered by our union's collective bargaining

agreement.

"In the event you cannot qualify as a journeyman and are not accepted

as an apprentice, you cannot be placed or referred for employment

under the standard collective bargaining agreement and, in all

honesty, there is no employable place for you in our union.

"Regardless, we are asking for your support in our organizing effort

and we hope that you will authorize our union to represent you, strike

if necessary, and do all other things necessary to bring your employer

under our union's collective bargaining agreement even if you cannot

be employed as a union craftsman yourself."

Unorganized tradesmen cannot be expected to engage in organizing

activity such as recognitional or unfair labor practice strikes if success will

result in their unemployment or will not bring union membership.
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The Placement Examination

Unfortunately, unorganized workers do not fall into the neat categories of

journeyman or apprentice recognized by, and employable under, most construction

agreements and whom most local unions are equipped to process as new members
under their present systems. Therefore, in order to conduct a successful

organizing program, modifications must be made to alleviate this problem. The
method that has worked best for many years is use of a placement examination

(no-fail test) system.

In recognition of its changing major responsibility and its critical organizing

role, in August 1987, the NJATC for the Electrical Industry helped prepare a

comprehensive placement examination and on August 1, 1988, issued

Bulletin 88-34 titled Organizing — JATC's Role and Responsibiliry, (see Exhibit

C-1), which stated, in part, that:

"As you are aware, the IBEW and NECA are dedicated to an

organizing effort. With such efforts individuals not qualifying as

journeyman will be referred to the JATC for evaluation and

placement in apprenticeship.

"The JATC should develop or adopt a standard test to help evaluate

the individual's past education, training and experience. In addition

to evaluating tests results, the committee (JATC) or representative

should interview the individual to determine previous OJT experience

and related training. The sole purpose of testing and interviewing the

individuals is to place them in the program at a realistic level. A
level at which they can succeed.

"It is the opinion and belief of the NJATC that local JATCs should

cooperate fully in the organizing effort, and it is also our view that

this can be done and must be done in such a manner as to insure,

protect and promote the quality and integrity of the training program."

The message delivered by Bulletin 88-34 is clear. The elimination of fair

employers' nonunion competition cannot be accomplished unless two basic

conditions are met as minimums. The first of these is the guarantee of a job

classification employable, through placement or referral, under the union's
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collective bargaining agreement. The JATC has a vital role in this part of the
organizing process. If newly organized employees cannot qualify as journeymen,
the JATC has a training responsibility which begins with proper placement. Every
JATC should be cognizant of the fact that they are responsible for all training and
not just apprenticeship.

The National Electrical Contractors Association (NECA) has determined that

its proper function is as a union contractors association. As such, NECA's future

growth also depends upon the success of the union's organizing effort. The proper

function of electrical industry JATC's is to discharge the duties which
IBEW/NECA assigns to them. Presently this includes an organizing responsibility.

Broadening The Applicant Pool

On September 14, 1988, the NJATC for the Electrical Industry once again

assumed the lead position in the building and construction industry by issuing

Bulletin 88-43 titled Section V of Apprentice Wireman Standards - Revised, (see

Exhibit C-2), which announced revisions in the standards for inclusion of newly

organized craftsmen in the apprentice applicant pool. These changes, which are

registered with the U. S. Department of Labor, BAT, waived all educational,

aptitude, physical, and age requirements for newly organized tradesmen under

certain circumstances.

JATCs do not have a responsibility to process all newly organized

craftsmen through apprenticeship training. Many will be processed through

local union examining or executive boards. Others will be placed m special JATC
skill upgrading classes or be processed in other ways. JATCs should act only

upon those newly organized craftsmen brought before them.

As a stop-gap measure, some local unions have initiated all newly organized

craftsmen and if, after being admitted to membership, it was found upon

investigation that they were not sufficiently acquainted with the branch or type of

work on which they were engaged to earn or command the established wages, then

the local union, through its executive or examining board or an especially

appointed committee, required them to revert to the proper apprentice grade and

pay rate, to attend study classes, or devote time toward becoming competent,

properly informed mechanics.
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On September 21, 1989, the NJATC for the Electrical Industry issued

Bulletin 89-63 titled Emphasizing JATCs' Responsibilities in Organizing as seen

by the NJATC, (see Exhibit C-3), which stated in part as follows:

"The rapid and sometimes drastic decline in the number of apprentice

applicants increases the demand for JATCs to recruit applicants

employed elsewhere in the electrical construction industry. Many
individuals working nonunion already meet your basic requirements

for interview. Others may qualify by having the six-thousand hours

work experience that qualifies an individual for interview by the

committee.

"We believe JATCs should seek out the best qualified candidates from

this untapped [nonunion] supply.

"The national standards also clearly provide provisions for indenturing

through organizing.

"The written examination (placement examination) is not a test to

determine if one coming through organizing will be indentured. . .

The individual should be caused to understand it is not a qualifying

test but necessary to help determine what training they need to

succeed. Don't anticipate or look for high scores on the placement

examination.

"Not all of those coming through organizing will perform all the job

skills as well as many of your more carefully selected applicants, but

most of them can be trained to be a productive part of our industry.

Remember; somehow, someway, they have been doing your work in

the past years and if they don't produce for you they will compete

against you.

"No decline in quality training, selection or apprenticeship standards

is suggested, nor is it threatened, if we approach this organizing effort

in a positive productive manner. Knowing the growth in the number

of nonunion workers and employers over the past should be

motivation enough to cause us to act expediently to redirect the

course of the electrical construction industry."
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On October 17, 1992, the NJATC for the Electrical Industry issued
Bulletin 92-122 titled Organizing - Recruiting Apprentices From the Nonunion
Work Force, (see Exhibit C-4), which provides in part as follows:

".
. .we want to encourage JATCs to start doing some very special

recruiting.

"The registered standards allow [nonunion] individuals with six-

thousand hours to qualify for an interview.

"You will also find individuals working for the nonunion with less

than six-thousand hours who will qualify for interview . . . You
should do everything possible to have these people apply so as to have
an opportunity to interview them as potential candidates for your
program.

"We further believe that we should make a concerted efTort to

recruit the best workers the nonunion has to offer. Recruiting the

best performers from the competition is a means of organizing that

will prove extremely successful.

"The IBEW-NECA apprenticeship standards permit providing selected

applicants with credit for previous EXPERIENCE and TRAINING
where warranted."

It is clear that the NJATC for the Electrical Industry is a training

organization that is not oblivious to the creeping destruction of union standards in

the construction industry. It has responded well by shedding outmoded and

unworkable paradigms while urging all affiliated JATCs to follow its effective

example. Unfortunately, as in all advocated change, the JATC response has not

been uniform or complete. A few continue to slop at the same trough by failing

to comprehend or assume their necessary roles. Some who owe their livelihoods

to joint apprenticeship programs even deny that JATCs have a critical organizing

role. They view their primary occupation as training traditional apprentices and

anything that threatens this activity is also viewed as threatening their livelihood.

Surely we can understand and sympathize with this position especially since, as

labor unions, our purpose is job security. But it should not be so. At best, it

would take a number of years to organize and upgrade the skills of the 420
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nonunion tradesmen working in the hypothetical "labor market" of our example.
Surely, this would pose a much greater challenge to the jomt committee and offer

more job security than simply selecting and trainmg the brightest and most easily

taught from among the pool of eligible applicants for apprenticeship.

COLLECTION OF UNION FINES IN CIVIL COURT

Nearly all members of building and construction trades unions are familiar

with various kinds of union imposed discipline includmg fmes, expulsion from
membership, or both. But many construction union officials have come to

erroneously believe that union fines cannot be enforced in court once a member
resigns or otherwise allows his membership to lapse.

While there may have been strong arguments against bringing suit to collect

union fmes in the past when loss of union membership was the more threatening

prospect, the situation today is entirely different. Unions no longer represent a

majority of the building tradesmen in this country. In a situation where thousands

of building tradesmen of all crafts have resigned their union membership to work
open-shop while thousands more have allowed their membership to terminate

through nonpayment of dues, the collected fine is often more effective than loss

of membership. Uncollected, however, the fine becomes less than meaningless.

Since some union officials mistakenly assume that union imposed fmes are

not collectible in civil court, a discussion of the legal basis may be helpful. The
courts have traditionally held that there is a contractual relationship between a

union and its members. By joining a union, a member becomes contractually

bound by its constitution and bylaws except to the extent that this common-law
principle is modified by the National Labor Relations Act and the Labor

Management Reporting and Disclosure Act. While these Acts do proscribe union

discipline in certain situations, unions are left with great discretion in enforcing

their constitutions and bylaws. Since we are primarily concerned with the

collection of legal fines in civil court, we will not discuss these proscriptions here.

Construction unions commonly fine members who are discovered working

for nonsignatory employers. Provided that working nonunion is properly

proscribed by the union's constitution or bylaws and the member is not employed
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as a supervisor, these fines are perfectly legal. In Scofield v. NLRB . 394 US 423,

70 LRRM 3105 (1969), the U.S. Supreme Court noted that unions are "free to

enforce a properly adopted rule which reflects a legitimate union interest, impairs

no policy Congress has imbedded in the labor laws, and is reasonably enforced

against union members who are free to leave and escape the rule". Also see

Orange Countv Carpenters . 242 NLRB No. 75, 101 LRRM 1173 (1979).

How much can a union legally fme a member? In NLRB v. Boeing Co. .

412 US 67, 83 LRRM 2183 (1973), an employee was fmed and the union then

sued in state court to collect. The employee filed an NLRB charge alleging that

the amount of the fine was unreasonable. Following dismissal by the NLRB, the

employee appealed and the U.S. Supreme Court stated: "While 'unreasonable'

fines must be more coercive than 'reasonable' fines, all fines are coercive to a

greater or lesser degree. The underlying basis [is] not that reasonable fines were

noncoercive under the language of Section 8(b)(1)(A) of the Act, but was instead

that those provisions were not intended by Congress to apply to the imposition by

the union of fines not affecting the employer-employee relationship and not

otherwise prohibited by the Act."-

The Court, in effect, held that while causing an employee to be discharged

from employment for failure to pay a fine is unlawful, court action to collect a fine

does not violate the Act. The Court went on to tell us that: "Issues as to the

reasonableness of such fines must be decided upon the basis of the law of

contracts, voluntary associations, or such other principles of law as may be applied

in a forum competent to adjudicate the issue. Under our holding, state courts will

be wholly free to apply state law to such issues at the suit of either the union or

the member fined".

Since members may contest the reasonableness of fines in courts, what size

fines are reasonable? As one example, courts have held that a reasonable fine for

working behind a legal picket line is an amount equal to the money earned while

so engaged. Since this question may be determined by state courts, there is a

potential for fifty different sets of criteria. You may wish to consult legal counsel

in the state where you are located on this question.

-A more recent case. WoodeH . holds that fmes may also be collected in federal

court.
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The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that a union trial board has the right to

determine whether its constitution and bylaws have been violated and that a court

is not supposed to substitute its judgement for the union's. The Court has said that

if a disciplined member appeals to court, the union's decision must be upheld as

long as it is supported by some credible evidence. Therefore, if a union fmes a

member for working for a nonsignatory employer and then sues in court to collect

the fine, the court should uphold the union's decision as long as there is credible

evidence that the member actually committed the offense. See Boilermakers v.

Hardeman . 401 US 233, 76 LRRM 2542 (1971).

Generally speaking, a tradesman must be a union member when an offense

is committed but membership is not a requirement at the time of trial or at the time

suit for collection is brought in court.

Since union fines may be collected under state contract law, unless there is

a specific statute providing that the winner is entitled to legal fees or unless the

member is contractually bound to pay the legal fees by the union's constitution or

bylaws, each side must pay its own legal fees.

IBEW Special Projects Department

1125 15th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005

May 1994
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EXHIBIT A

SALTING RESOLUTION

WHEREAS: (Name of local union here) is committed to organizing all

unorganized craftsmen working in our jurisdiction, and

WHEREAS: A continual organizmg program is the lifeblood of all

building and construction trades unions because it is the only proven method

of maintaining control of the construction labor pool, and

WHEREAS: The first obligation of the members of this local union is

to organize the unorganized in order to maintain and secure our wages,

benefits, and other conditions of employment, and

WHEREAS: The success of any organizing drive depends upon the

support of each and every union craftsman, both on and off the job; therefore

be it

RESOLVED: That the (title of responsible local union official or

committee here) be empowered to authorize members to seek employment by

nonsignatory contractors for the purpose of organizing the unorganized, and

be it further

RESOLVED: That unemployed members shall report to the (title of

responsible local union official or committee here) for the purpose of assisting

as needed in the organizing program, and be it further

RESOLVED: That the (title of responsible local union official or

committee here) shall maintain records of all members authorized to seek

employment by nonsignatory employers including date(s) of authorization,

date(s) of employment, and all other pertinent information, and be it further

RESOLVED: That such members, when employed by nonsignatory

employers, shall promptly and diligently carry out their organizing assignments,

and leave the employer or job immediately upon notification, and be it further

RESOLVED: That any member accepting employment by a nonsignatory

employer, except as authorized by this RESOLUTION, shall be subject co

charges and discipline as provided bv our Constitution and Bylaws.
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Adopted by the Local Union and entered into the minutes of the

membership meeting this day of , 19 .

President

L.U.

SEAL

Recording Secretary
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EXHIBIT B

1st Sample Letter

Dear (Newly Organized Worker)

:

The placement examination administered on (insert date here)
has been evaluated and indicates that you do not presently qualify
for a journeyman classification. These tests and other required
criteria do indicate, however, that you are eligible for inclusion
in our joint apprenticeship training program at the (insert period,
hour, level, etc., here). You will be required to complete this
program in order to achieve a journeyman certification.

If the above conditions meet with your approval, please
indicate your acceptance by signing and dating the original copy of
this letter in the space provided below and returning it to this
office.

Sincerely yours.
(Acceptance signature.
Newly Organized Worker)

Business Manager

2nd Sample Letter

Dear (Newly Organized Worker)

:

The placement examination administered on (insert date here)
has been evaluated and indicates that you do not presently qualify
for a journeyman classification. These tests and other criteria do
indicate, however, that you are eligible for voluntary
participation in our skill improvement and training program which
is designed to assist you in acquiring the skills and knowledge
necessary to achieve a journeyman classification. If you accept,
you will be allowed to attend study classes and devote time as
necessary to becoming a competent, properly informed mechanic.

If the above conditions meet with your approval, please
indicate your acceptance by signing and dating the original copy of
this letter in the space provided below and returning it to this
office.

Sincerely yours.
(Acceptance signature,
Newly Organized V-Jorker)

Dusmess Managei
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3rd Sample Letter

Dear (Newly Organized Worker)

:

Experience ratings included as part of the placement
examination administered on (insert date here) indicate that you
may be issued an immediate provisional journeyman classification
pending completion of voluntary skill improvement and training
classes designed to enhance your competence as a properly informed
mechanic. If, for some reason, you do not complete these classes,
your provisional classification will be changed to the proper grade
(apprentice, subjourneyman, no classification, etc.) and pay rate.

If the above conditions meet with your approval, please
indicate your acceptance by signing and dating the original copy of
this letter in the space provided below and returning it to this
office.

Sincerely yours.
(Acceptance signature,
Newly Organized Worker)

Business Manager
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O i Iffl Wf EXHIBIT C-l

National Joint Apprenticeship and Training (Committee for the Electrical Industry

August 1, 1988 BULLETIN 88-34

TO: Secretaries, Chairmen, Training Directors, IBEW
Business Managers, NECA Chapter Managers, IBEW
Vice Presidents, NECA Regional Directors, NJATC
Members

SUBJECT: Organizing - JATC's Role and Responsibility

As you are aware, the IBEW and NECA are dedicated to an
organizing effort. With such efforts individuals not qualifying
as journeyman will be referred to the JATC for evaluation and
placement in apprenticeship. Remember, apprentices enter the
program only through the JATC.

At what level OJT and in which year related training such
individuals are to be indentured is the responsibility of the
JATC

.

The JATC should develop or adopt a standard test to help evaluate
the individual's past education, training and experience. In
addition to evaluating tests results, the committee (JATC) or
representative should interview the individual to determine
previous OJT experience and related training. The sole purpose
of testing and interviewing the individuals is to place them in
the program at a realistic level. A level at which they can
succeed.

It serves no purpose to place individuals at a level where they
cannot perform in related class or on the job. The sole
objective is to help them be successful in becoming accomplished
journeymen. It does not serve this industry well if they are
indentured and provided a year or so of training then fail, only
to return to work for the competitors, better equipted than
before.

PLACE THEM WHERE THEY CAN SUCCEED.

Remember, a uniform (non-discriminatory) method of testing must
be used.

A. J Pearson. Ofreaor • 1620T Traae Zone Ave. Suite W5 • Uooer Marlboro. MD 20772 • Pnone 301 249-2042
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Also, a uniform method of awarding OJT credits should be adopted
by the JATC . The individual's work experience should be
evaluated to determine the amount of hours to credit toward the
mandatory work practices listed and registered in your standards

.

UNIFORM, REALISTIC AND FAIR TESTING FOLLOWED BY EVALUATION AND
AWARD OF CREDIT IS A MUST.

It is the opinion and belief of the NJATC that local JATCs should
cooperate fully in the organizing effort, and it is also our view
that this can be done and must be done in such a manner as to
insure, protect and promote the quality and integrity of the
training program.
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vrpc
EXHIBIT C-2

National Joint Apijienticesiiip ami Ti-aining (^onuiiittee for llie Eleitrical Industry

September 14, BULLETIN 88-4 3

Secretaries, Chairmen, Training Directors, IBEW
Business Managers, NECA Chapter Managers, IBEW
Vice Presidents, NECA Regional Directors, NJATC
Members.

Section V of Apprentice Wireman Standards-Revised.

Section V - Qualiiications for Apprenticeship of the National
Standards has been revised and registered with the U.S.
Department of Labor, Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training.

The ,new language is shown on the page following this bulletin.
The new language serves to specify what is already a practice
in many areas.

Part one simply says an applicant has to meet all
qualifications (A through F) unless he/she has 6000 hours of
electrical construction work experience.

Part two deals with individuals being placed (indentured) into
apprenticeship when their employer becomes a signatory
contractor.

Part three allows individuals to be indentured provided over
fifty percent of a nonsignatory employer's employees sign
authorization cards.

To revise local
following:

stancards .'ould need

Make seven (7) copies of the sheet following this
bulletin. Copy front and back.

JATC chairman and secretary
seven (7) cooies.

ist sign and date all

For^vard all seven (7) cot
cover letter. The NJATC"
return six (6) copies.

.es to NJATC. Please us

;ill approve (sign) and

(4)
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SECTION V - Qualifications for Apprenticeshj

An individual may become an apprentice by any of the following
means

:

(1) A pool of eligible applicants shall be established
consisting of individuals who qualify for oral interview.

To qualify for oral interview an applicant must meet the
following basic requirements unless he or she has a minimum
of six thousand hours of substantiated electrical construction
work experience.

A. Must be at least 18 years of age.

B. Must be a high school graduate or have a GED.

C. Minimum math - must have completed one full year of
high school algebra with a passing grade or one post
high school algebra course with a passing grade.

D. Must have a qualifying score on the S-72R77 aptitude
test or a qualifying percentile on the GATE (family
group IV - Validity Generalization Testing) as prescribed
by the Committee.

E. Must present or sign a statement that he or she is
physically able to perform electrical construction work.
Applicants selected from the pool may be required to
provide results of physical examination if the committee
elects.

F. Must provide official transcript or transcripts for
high school or post high school showing courses and
grades

.

(2) An employee, of a consignatory employer, not qualifying as
a 3ourneyman when the employer becomes signatory shall be
evaluated by the JATC and indentured at the appropriate
period of apprenticeship based on previous work experie.nce
and related training.

(3) An individual who signs an authorization card during an
organizing effort wherein over fifty percent of the
employees have signed: Whether or not the employer becomes
signatory, an individual not qualifying as journeyman
shall be evaluated by the JATC and indentured at the
appropriate period of apprenticeship based on previous work
experience and related training.
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EXHIBIT C-3

National loinl Apprenticeshii) <iii(i Trnininii Committee for the Electrical Industry

A. J. Pearson. Director 16201 Trade Zone Ave.. Suite 105 Upper Marlboro. MD 20772

Phone 301 249-2042 FAX 301 249-4961

September 21, 19£ BULLETIN 89-63

TO: Secretaries, Chairmen, Training Directors, IBEW
Business Managers, NECA Chapter Managers, IBEW Vice
Presidents, NECA Regional Directors, NJATC Members

SUBJECT: EMPHASIZING JATC8 RESPONSIBILITIES IN ORGANIZING AS
SEEN BY THE NJATC.

The rapid and sometimes drastic decline in the number of apprentice
applicants increases the demand for JATCs to recruit applicants
employed elsewhere in the electrical construction industry. Many
individuals working non-union already meet your basic requirements
for interview. Others may qualify by having the six thousand hours
work experience that qualifies an individual for interview by the
committee.

We believe JATCs should seek out the best qualified candidates from
this untapped supply. Some of these individuals would appreciate
the opportunity to work and study in a system where they can grow
and develop with pride and provide a better way of life.

The national standards also clearly provide provisions for
indenturing through organizing.

Individuals are being referred to the JATCs for evaluation and
placement as a result of organizing efforts. It is the
responsibility of the JATC to EVALUATE, not simply test, these
individuals to determine where they should be placed in the
program. They must be awarded some credit for previous job
experience.

The written examination (placement examination) is not a test co
determine if one coming through organizing will be indentured. It
is but one of the tools needed to determine where you should place
the individual in related training. The individual should be
caused to understand it is not a qualifying test but necessary to
help determine what training they need to succeed. Don't
anticipate or look for high scores on the placement examination.
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Just as important as the written placement examination is a
thorough oral inter\'iew. From the interview you can determine the
individual's actual job experiences. During the oral interview you
should have the individual look through the apprentice training
materials. They can, and often will, help show you what they need.

Your major objective is to place the individuals where they can
succeed. Some may require additional tutoring or special classes.
If this extra training is required, the JATC should provide it.
Special courses are also highly recommended for those being
organized as journeyman wireman. Sell them on the fact that we are
providing this training so they can be proud of who they are and
what they can do. They are no longer employed where people don't
care for them as individuals.

Don't segregate them to become second class members of our
industry. Provide all the necessary training and personal
attention to help them be proud of their decision to join our
ranks. Not all of those coming through organizing will perforin all
the pob skills as well as many of your more carefully selected
applicants, but most of them can be trained to be a productive part
of our industry. Remember; somehow, someway, they have been doing
your work in the past years and if they don't produce for you they
will compete against you.

Individuals brought in through the organizing effort should not be
left unattended for weeks on end without evaluation and placement.
The local union should call on the JATC to evaluate and place the
individuals as soon as possible. You will have the probationary
period to take any corrective action for those placed in
apprenticeship. These individuals should be indentured and
registered before attending class or participating in CUT. Newly
organized apprentices coming in during the mid-school year should
not be neglected. If it is too late to place them in the current
year's class, you could provide self-study classes until new
classes begin. The new math review course is one example of a

self-study course. You may issue the apprentice material and texts
to allow them to begin study on their own. After all, getting
ahead is perfectly okay.

No decline in quality training, selection or apprenticeship
standards is suggested, nor is it threatened, if we approach this
organizing effort in a positive productive manner. Knowing the
growth in the number of non-union workers and employers over the
past should be motivation enough to cause us to act expediently to
redirect the course of the electrical construction industry.

For your thinking, consideration and action.
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EXHIBIT C-4

BULLETIN 92-122: ORGAAaZING -

RECRUITING
APPRENTICES
FROM THE
NON-UNION
WORKFORCE

Many JATCs will begin recruiting applic&nts for

apprenticeship in the near future for the 1993 class.

Regardless of when you begin the recruitment, we
want to eocouraee JATCs to start doing some ver-y

special recruiting.

The registered standards allow individuals svith six-

thousand hours to Qualify for interview. The NJATC
believes every JATC should take advantage of this

extraordinary opportunity which allows you to

interview these individuals in an effort to select those

you would find to be good candidates for this

industry's apprenticeship.

You wiU also find individuals working for the non-

union with less than six -thousand hours who will

qualify for interview by meeting the basic

qualifications required of applicants for your local

program. You should do everything possible to have

these people apply so as to have an opportunity to

interview them as potential candidates for your

program.

In all your recruiting efforts, maie sure that your

afTinnative action efforts do not regress in any

manner. Continue to use the rainonties and females

you have to establish support groups to help recruit

other minorities and females. JATCs should also

utilize these support groups and take the necessary

steps to implement programs that will increase the

retention rate of minorities and females at both the

apprentice and journeyman level.

The IBEW-NECA apprenticeship standards permit

providing selected applicants with credit for previous

EXPERIENCE and TRAINING where warranted. A
VERY IMPORTANT NOTE: The apprenticeship

regulation (29 CFR PART 29) sutes that the

maximum amount of credit one can be provided for

previous experience and training is sixty percent of

the usual full term of apprenticeship. The regulation

further sUtes that in order to be eligible to receive a

certificate of completion of apprenticeship an

apprentice shall have served at least the last one-

fourth or more of his/her term of apprenticeship m a

registered program. In some stales where there are

approved State Apprenticeship Councils (SAC) this

requirement may differ. Be aware of the

requirements for your area.

The NJATC is encouraging local JATCs to do

everythmg possible to recruit the best candidates for

apprenticesiiip. We further believe that we should

make a concerted effort to recruit the best workers

he non-union has to offer. Recruiting the best

performers from the competition is a means of

organiLing ihal wii! prove extremely successful. In

contrast, taking (he very worst performers from the

compeimon most likely does the non-union employer

a big favor.

We believe some personal contacts in recruiting

these individuals would be advisable. Show them

what your program has to offer. Educate them to our

high quality training program, the health and welfare

program that you have, note the local pension plans,

the NEBF pension, the journeyman training ihat will

be available to them after apprenticeship, and their

ability to iravel as a true journeyman once they have

completed a National training program such as ours.

Tell them about all the other benefits this industry

offers the well-trained craftsman.

in recruiting those wiib work expcnence who
presently are woricing for others you should look

especially for qualified mjnonties and females.
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STATEMENT OF JIM BENSON, BUSINESS MANAGER
RESILIENT FLOOR and DECORATIVE COVERING WORKERS LOCAL #11 79

affiliated with the International Brotherhood ofPainters and Allied Trades

Before the House Small Business Committee and the

Committee on Economic and Educational Opportunities

Johnson County Central Resource Library

9875 West 87th Street

Overland Park, Kansas 66212

April 12, 1996

10:00 am

My name is Jim Benson, I am Business Manager for the Resilient Floor and Decorative Covering

Workers Local Union #1 179, affiliated with the International Brotherhood of Painters and Allied

Trades (IBPAT). I would like to thank the Committee and all concerned for giving me the

opportunity to express the views of Local 1 1 79 members, and the views of working men and

women throughout the area. This document should serve as a supplement to the statements given

by my fellow trade unionists.

Along with my other duties as Business Manager, I am a COMET instructor. As you know,

COMET is an acronym for Construction Organizing Membership Education Training. I have

taught this program for nearly four years, to nearly 1,000 construction workers. I have yet to hear

of a case where those successfully completing the course, have miss-applied the principles and

techniques in the COMET curriculum and broken the law! Furthermore, if we (organized labor)

have caused some discomfort for unorganized employers I make no apologies; it is our sworn

mission as members of the union to organize the unorganized. Like our founding fathers, union

brothers and sisters are committed to lawfully accomplishing this task! We truly believe, as our

great leaders of the past have stated, that our success is destiny as sure as the setting of the sun.

We will use all lawful means to accomplish this goal. Moreover, to directly answer some

allegations and charges - we are never frivolous, whether in action or motive.

The United States is a nation of laws. What the Building Construction Trades Labor movement is

doing with COMET, is applying the law as it has been written for over 60 years. We are not

taking advantage of any loopholes in the law, we are merely acting in accordance with the law

and its intent. This is what good citizens do. The fact that laws (serious laws) are broken and

reported to the proper authorities is what ALL good citizens are supposed to be doing. This is

ethically and morally correct behavior in our society. When unorganized employers blatantly break

the law, we are not talking about the moral equivalent of slowly rolling through a stop sign once

in a great while. This is an affiont to what we are about! We are not second class citizens, and we
demand the rights that all Americans enjoy, and we demand that our current laws be enforced.
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We in the labor movement also subscribe to the right of businesses (union and non-union) to

conduct their business free of unlawful harassment and conduct This includes our not filing

fiivolous charges with the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB). However, our position is

such that the rights of the people shall reign supreme, and the exercise of those rights shall not be

considered petty or superficial. We hold to the truth that an employee has property rights

concerning their job, just as the employer has property rights concerning their business.

What this committee should be looking for is how to fijrther secure the union model in

construction, not hearing testimony from those wishing to fijrther weaken it! Union workers are

not low wage, low skilled, marginal workers - these kinds of jobs are leaving our country in a

stampede. The union model promotes high skill, high wage, high performance employees and

employers. Throughout the metropolitan area we train thousands of apprentices for America's

fiiture, with little or no public assistance using the worids most successfiil training system -

Apprenticeship. We assure the use of private dollars to finance pensions and family health care.

We promote family values by assuring our members the opportunity, time, and affluence to be

involved in church and civic affairs. We promote the idea of a social contract between workers

and society Union contracts are America's first, foremost, and most successfiil attempts at Labor-

Management Cooperation, this type of cooperation is propelling our high performance companies

and industries into the next millennium with confidence. They are successfijlly competing in a

global market place not in spite of labor management cooperation, but because of it!

Local Union 1 1 79 has many signatory employers composed of the most respected, responsible,

high performance floor covering employers in the industry. Our Joint Apprenticeship and Training

Committee (like similar committees across the country) is but another example of Labor and

Management cooperating to provide long term training of apprentices and journeymen. The union

offers unparalleled scope and structure, to a management desirous of continuing journeyman

education. Organized Labor has all the necessary attributes for fijture work, a large labor pool of

highly skilled workers adjusted to working on a "temporary" basis, multi-employer reciprocity of

benefits for pension, and health insurance, and multi-employer pooled fijnds for shared employee

training costs. The bottom line is, this model works! Our government should be moving towards

organized labor, not away from it.

In closing, it is always agonizing to learn of legislation that will "restore the delicate balance" to

labor law Organized labor has fought for and been told for years, that (anti) Striker Replacement

Legislation would upset that balance, but now we are told that all these new laws are needed to

restore balance Working people see this as another blatant effort to further erode and

destroy the American Dream - their American Dream. This legislation should be exposed

for what it is - another attempt to abridge the rights of workers to organize. Accordingly, I

urge the Committee to NOT RECOMMEND THE PASSAGE OF HR 32-1 1. Thank you

Sincerely,

Jim Benson
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Statement of

Independent Electrical Contractors, Inc.

Before the

Economic and Educational Opportunities Committee

of the

United States House of Representatives

April 12, 1996
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lEC
The Independent Electrical Contractors, Inc. is a national trade association, representing over 2,000

electrical contracting firms, organized in 55 local chapters. lEC members are mostly small

businesses with an average of twenty-one employees, although over 50% of the membership have

fewer than ten employees. The vast majority of these small businesses and their employees have

chosen to remain free from the constraints of a union contract. Even so, the electrical workers' union

has campaigned to organized all electrical workers. In their frustration, they have chosen a campaign

of using paid union organizers, "salts", to disrupt the business operations of all independent electrical

contractors.

Position

It is the position of the Independent Electrical Contractors, Inc. (lEC) that the International

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW) are unfairly utilizing an agency of the United States

Government, including the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), to do economic harm to lEC

members and to prevent increased employment in the electrical construction industry. It is incumbent

upon the Congress of the United States to stop this abuse by passing enabling legislation to protect

the majority of American workers, their employers and the American taxpayers. We feel that H.R.

32 11, sponsored by Representative Harris Fawell (R-IL), would go a long way toward solving a large

percentage of these problems. The NLRB is forced to treat all employees as defined in the National

Labor Relations Act. IfHR 321 1 becomes law, the Board will have a more restricted definition of

the law as was intended when the act was passed.

Facts

IBEW correspondence and publications prove that they intend to use the NLRB as a tool of their

Construction Organizing Membership Education Training or COMET organizing campaign.

Consider these quotes:

"After obtaining an interview with the person who does the hiring and he does not

mention union you should ask him if your imion membership has anything to do with

making the application. If the target has never been approached by a salt application

[a salt is a union member working in a nonunion shop to disrupt or organize workers]

he will probably make a blundering remark against the union, which again is

documentation for an imfair labor practice. . . A lot of our members have already been

getting a paycheck from these targets without being on the job working."

-publication of Alaska IBEW

"In addition to being an old and well established organizing tactic, salting is protected

activity imder the National Labor Relations Act. . .The organizer may be able to sting

a law violating employer by placing a nucleus of members on the job utilizing falsified

applications. This will facilitate evidence gathering since these members will then be

able to ascertain and testify to the identities, dates of hire and qualifications of newly

hired nonunion employees. . . If the employer should openly question a job applicant

about his imion activities, employment or membership, the organizer should

immediately prepare an affidavit setting forth these facts for later use in an NLRB
charge.
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If an applicant [for membership in the IBEW] . . .appears to have the attributes necessary to

win friends and influence tradesmen, the organizer. . .diplomatically informs the applicant that

there is, however, one sure method of gaining membership. The organizer tells the applicant

of several employers, shops, or jobs in the jurisdiction that the union is interested in

organizing. If the applicant can secure employment in one of these locations and when that

job or shop is organized, the applicant will be initiated along with other employees."

-publication ofIBEW Special Projects Department

"The NLRB is a tool we will use ..."

-IBEW Organizer in Ohio

The NLRB
Most small electrical contractors cannot afford to fight for their rights before the NLRB and are

forced to settle cases they would normally win. COMET teaches union members ways to entrap

unsuspecting electrical contractors in unfair labor practices. In most cases these tactics fail but the

cost in time and money can be devastating to a small electrical contractor. lEC has a sampling of

these cases which are available to interested parties.

Salting Tactics

The tactics used by the IBEW are unfair and detrimental to the continued growth of employment in

the U. S. economy. Unemployed workers are not being hired because the open shop employer is

afraid to hire for fear of having to hire salts. If they solicit employment applications, open shop

employers are opening the door to union organizers whose only reason for seeking employment is to

disrupt company operations. In the end, American Industry will suffer in the global economy as

construction costs rise to meet the dwindling supply of construction services. Additionally, taxpayers

must finance NLRB hearings on cases that have little or no merit.

The Solution

Passing HR 321 1, is an important step in protecting the rights of open shop electrical contractors and

their employees. Union members have a right to work and all Americans have the right to organize.

However, the NLRB is forced to use a broad definition of the term "employee" in dealing with salting

cases.

The Independent Electrical Contractors, Inc is a 2.000 member association of predominately open shop or nonunion electrical
contracting companies lEC members take pnde in their quality, trained workforce and their attention to customer needs through a total
quality process For more infonnation concerning lEC contact: Ike Casey, Executive Vice President, 507 Wythe St Alexandria VA
22314, or call (703) 549-7351
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